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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 

The Study Group on Music and Dance of the Slavic World, established in 

2015, is one of the youngest within the ICTM. Founded in order to bring to- 

gether scholars and researchers engaged in the study of the music and dance of 

Slavic peoples, the Study Group aims to encourage scholarly study of different 

aspects and contexts of music and dance expressions, viewed through various 

research frames. The First First Symposium of the ICTM Study Group on Music 

and Dance of the Slavic World was held in Ljubljana (13-15 October, 2016) 

hosted by the Institute of Ethnomusicology ZRC SAZU, Department of Musicol- 

ogy at the Faculty of Arts of the University of Ljubljana, ICTM, Cultural and 

Ethnomusicological Society Folk Slovenia, the Imago Sloveniae foundation, and 

the Forum of Slavic Cultures. The Second Symposium, held in Skopje (22-24 

September, 2018) was hosted by the Faculty of Music at the University of Ss. 

Cyril and Methodius, and the Macedonian National Committee of ICTM . 

This publication is a compilation of papers from the two symposia of the 

ICTM Study Group on Music and Dance of the Slavic World. The title Tradition 
and Transition: A Selection of Articles Developed from Paper Presentations at 
the First and the Second Symposia of the ICTM Study Group on Music and Dance 
of the Slavic World makes reference to the two distinctive sets of themes. The 

first symposium featured the following four themes: 

1. Anthropology of Music and Musical Folkloristics in the Slavic-speaking 

world; History of the Slavic-speaking world; 

2. Perspectives and Methods of Comparative and Historical Research on 

Vocal and Instrumental Genres of Traditional Music of the Slavic-speak- 

ing World; 

3. Selections, Presentations, and Transformations of Traditional Music 

Practices in Post-socialist Europe; 

4. Recent Research. 
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The second symposium was focused on the following three themes: 
 

1. Musical Practice Related Folk Terminology; 

2. Genre Classifications; 

3. The Relationship Between Music, Dance, and Society. 
 

This collection contains twenty-one articles, out of which seven are related to 

the first symposium, while the other fourteen are related to the second sympo- 

sium. Due to the distinctive thematic and structual requirements associated with 

each of the symposia, the editorial board decided to organize the articles into two 

groups. Those in the first group are considerably lengthier, which is the conse- 

quence of the editorial decision to keep the originally requested size of the articles 

unabridged, prioritizing quality over uniformity. Three authors - Olga Pashina, 

Jana Ambrózová, and Anastasiia Mazurenko - are represented by two articles, 

one from each of the symposia. 

All selected articles were double peer-reviewed and approved by the editorial 

board. They reflect very diverse theoretical frames and methodological. This di- 

versity makes the ICTM Study Group on Music and Dance of the Slavic World 

and this edited volume a unique meeting point of Eastern, Southern, and Western 

Slavic momentum in music and dance scholarship. 

This publication was finalized two years after the second symposium. The 

editorial board consists of Sonja Zdravkova Djeparoska, Shaun Williams, Olga 

Pashina, Ulrich Morgenstern, Drago Kunej, and Filip Petkovski. Shaun Williams 

deserves particular gratitude for his valuable assistance in proofreading and edit- 

ing. We would also like to thank Svanibor Pettan for his suggestions and guid- 

ance during the final phase of this publication. 

 
Sonja Zdravkova Djeparoska 

Editor in chief 
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Rebeka Kunej 
 

(Ljubljana, Slovenia) 
 
 

FROM KOLO TO POLKA: 
Folk Dance Ensembles in Slovenia after 1991 

 
 
 

This paper presents folk dance activities in Slovenia, focusing on a 
shift in folk dance ensembles’ programmes in 1991 that resulted from 
the breakup of Yugoslavia and the establishment of new state borders, 
when the relationship between the national and the local was redefined. 
On one hand, this led to the Slovenian folk dance ensembles no longer 
using the so-called southern programme and, on the other hand, to a rise 
in the number of folk dance ensembles of minority ethnic communities 
in Slovenia (especially those from the territory of the former Yugosla- 
via). 

 
Keywords: folk dance ensemble, Slovenia, Yugoslavia, Folk Dance 
Group “Koleda” Velenje 

 
 

 
The title of this paper, “From Kolo to Polka”, symbolically refers to the 

changes that have been made to folk dance ensembles’ activities and their reper- 

toires, as well as folklore-related cultural policies since 1991. This pertains to the 

focus shifting away from group folk dances to more individual couple dances, 

such as the polka. In a way, this can also be understood as a shift of the stage 

presentations’ focus away from Balkan-Slavic dance repertoire and towards pre- 

senting more Central European traditional dances. 

This paper is based on the author’s own experience in participating in folk 

dance ensembles. In the 1980s, the author was a member of a children’s folk 
dance group in primary school, and at a later time, from 1989 onwards, first a 

member of an adult folk dance ensemble in a rural area of Slovenia, and later a 
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member of two ensembles in Ljubljana. Since 2003, I have not been a member 
of any folk dance ensembles, however, folklore activities have become one of my 

research interests. 

To start with, the use of certain terms needs to be clarified. In Slovenian, 

the term “folklorna skupina”, i.e. folklore group (also folk dance/folkloric group 

or folk dance ensemble), denotes a group of people who present traditional (folk) 

dances (mostly) on stage – ethno-identity dances as Shay (2016) defined them. 

Such ensembles are organised on an amateur basis as individuals’ leisure activi- 
ties and they operate as part of cultural societies.1 These ensembles meet on a 

regular basis for weekly practice sessions, as well as stage performances on var- 

ious occasions. Their stage performances are usually related to traditions that are 

more or less connected to dancing (folk songs, rituals, some work-related cus- 

toms, etc.), the performers wear national folk costumes and the music they dance 

to is played live. In Slovenian, the term “folklorni ansambel” [folk dance ensem- 

ble] is not very common, since Slovenia has never had any professional folk 

dance ensembles. However, the term ensemble is increasingly often used when 

the groups’ names are translated into English in place of the term folk dance 
group. 

 
No professional folk dance ensembles in Slovenia 

 
Unlike other republics in the former federated state of Yugoslavia, Slove- 

nia has never had a professional folk dance ensemble. In May 1948, the Folk 

Song and Dance Ensemble of Serbia “Kolo” was established in Belgrade (Kolo). 

A year later, in November 1949, “Lado”, the National Folk Dance Ensemble of 
Croatia was established in Zagreb (Lado), and The Ensemble of the Traditional 

Folk Dances and Songs “Tanec” was founded in Skopje, Macedonia (Tanec). In 
September 1950, the fourth professional ensemble was established in the Auton- 

omous Province of Kosovo: “Shota” – The National Ensemble of Songs and 

Dance, which for some time operated (solely) as a cultural society, but has en- 

joyed the professional national ensemble status since 1964 (Shota). 

In many respects, the role of a national folk dance ensemble in Slovenia 

has been fulfilled by the Ljubljana-based Student Folk Dance Group France 

Marolt [Akademska folklorna skupina France Marolt]. The beginnings of the en- 

semble’s predecessor go back to 1946, when a professional folk dance ensemble 
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was established on the initiative of the head of the Institute of Ethnomusicology, 
France Marolt, operating under the auspices of the institute. The year 1948, when 

the number of the ensemble’s members increased significantly, is considered the 

official founding date of the ensemble. After the death of the ensemble’s founder, 

France Marolt, in 1951, the ensemble was named after him in his honour (Kranjec 

2001: 44–49). 

The establishment of a professional folk dance ensemble was opposed to 

by the professionals, in particular France Marolt, who believed a professional 

ensemble based on the Soviet model did not fulfil the mission of presenting folk 

dances on stage. Therefore, he aspired to achieve a somewhat different artistic 

re-creation. In part, the non-establishment of a professional ensemble in Slovenia 

was also political in nature, i.e. it was a disagreement with the policy of the then 

Soviet Union and its leader, Stalin (the so-called Informbiro period). 

From its beginnings until 1972, the work of the Student Folk Dance 

Group France Marolt was directly connected to the Institute of Ethnomusicology. 

The ensemble’s artistic leadership team consisted of ethnochoreologists and eth- 

nomusicologists who worked as the Institute’s researchers and often applied part 

of their research to the ensemble’s stage performances. Even after a formal split 

in 1972, when the ensemble operated independently as a cultural society, and up 

until 2010, the responsibility for the ensemble’s artistic leadership was held by 
an ethnochoreologist and researcher at the Institute, Mirko Ramovš. Only re- 

cently has the ensemble been completely separate from the research institution. 

It was also in this (recent) period that appeals to professionalise the folk dance 

ensemble have been made increasingly often with a view to providing the ensem- 

ble, and above all its artistic leadership, with stable state funding and thus facili- 

tating its artistic creation. However, this idea has not come to fruition yet. 

In terms of its organisation and activities, the Student Folk Dance Group 

France Marolt thus essentially remains a cultural society, operating as part of the 

amateur (voluntary) cultural activities. Since its inception, it has been a role 

model to numerous other folk dance ensembles in Slovenia. The ensemble’s an- 

nual productions and concerts are very popular, attracting large numbers of peo- 

ple, and many other ensemble leaders consider it an example of how to recreate 

folk dances on stage artistically. Especially in the early period, i.e. between the 

1950s and the 1980s, when the folklore activities were not yet organised in the 

way they are today and when there was no such educational system for folk dance 
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ensemble members and leaders, the ensemble was the milieu from which new 
leaders of other folk dance ensembles emerged. In fact, after finishing their stud- 

ies, many former students who had been members of the Student Folk Dance 

Group France Marolt returned to their home towns, establishing new folk dance 

ensembles or taking over the leadership of existing ones, thus sharing their ex- 

pertise and experience with other ensembles across Slovenia. 

 
Folk dance ensembles between the original and the re-created 

 
In the 1970s and the 1980s, folk dance ensembles were classified into two 

groups, namely the so-called “izvirne”, i.e. original folk dance ensembles and 

“poustvarjalne”, i.e. re-creative folk dance ensembles. The first group included 

folk dance ensembles that presented their own (living) dance tradition on stage. 

Initially, the performers in such ensembles may have had prior experience with 

the dances (outside of on-stage performances), whereas later their performances 

were increasingly based on the memories and interpretations of certain competent 

older dancers from the local environment, who could still recall the traditional 

dances from their youth. There were not many such ensembles and those that did 

exist were in a rural setting2. In terms of the number of members, they were typ- 

ically smaller than the re-creative ensembles. 

The second group, the re-creative ensembles, existed in both urban and 
rural areas. The largest such ensembles were based in towns and at least some of 

them3 also had a so-called southern or Yugoslav programme4. This means that in 

addition to Slovenian folk dances, the dances originating from other nations of 

the former federal republic of Yugoslavia were also presented on stage. Most re- 

creative ensembles revived the dance tradition by having their choreographers 

draw upon written accounts, and by getting familiar with the dances through 

dance courses, as well as by doing field research and finding people who were 

still able to show them the “old” dances, which the ensembles later performed on 

stage. 

Members of re-creative folk dance ensembles actually learnt how to dance 

the so-called folk dances, as actual performance of such dances was limited only 

to stage presentations. In the late 20th century, an increasing number of original 

folk dance ensembles faced the fact that their members had not been exposed to 

the presented dance repertoire in their home environment, i.e. the 
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dances had not been part of their lives before they joined a folk dance ensemble. 
Thus, it was necessary for them to learn “their own” dances to be able to present 

them on stage. Therefore, this classification is nowadays outdated and is no 

longer used. 

 
Changes to the repertoire of some folk dance ensembles after 1991 

 
In terms of their programmes, the folk dance ensembles in major towns 

were more ambitious than those based in rural, peripheral areas that were focused 

only on the local dance tradition. Among other things, this was a result of urban 

ensembles having a larger number of members, as well as the fact that the dance 

programmes of these ensembles were based on the dances from several regions. 

In terms of their repertoires, some ensembles went beyond the boundaries of the 

Slovenian ethnic territory and also performed the dances of other nations within 

the federated state, thus strengthening the idea of “brotherhood and unity” 
through dancing and within the folk dance ensembles. The ensembles often re- 

ferred to this part of their programmes as the so-called southern programme. The 

preparation of such southern programmes required at least some connections with 

similar folk dance ensembles from other parts/republics of Yugoslavia and their 

choreographers. When preparing an act that was not Slovenian, folk dance en- 

sembles generally sought help from (renowned) choreographers from the repub- 

lic the dances in question originated from, where they also obtained the costumes. 

For Slovenian folk dance ensembles the so-called southern programme 

presented a window into the world. Incorporating the dances of other nations that 

made up the then Yugoslav federation made it easier for the ensembles to partic- 

ipate at foreign folklore festivals, where they generally presented both the Slove- 

nian and the so-called southern (Yugoslav) programmes. For many members of 

folk dance ensembles, participation in folklore festivals abroad was the only way 

to travel outside of the borders of Yugoslavia. The so-called southern programme 

added variety to the programmes of those Slovenian folk dance ensembles that 

had one and broadened their general appeal, thus constituting a significant part 

of their repertoire. 

One of the ensembles whose repertoire included a southern programme 

was the folk dance ensemble “Koleda” from the Slovenian town of Velenje.5 The 
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ensemble was founded in 1971 by former members of the Ljubljana-based Stu- 
dent Folk Dance Group France Marolt, when they returned to their home town 

after completing their studies. The booklet published by the ensemble on its 10th 

anniversary (in February 1982) reveals that the ensemble had both a Slovenian 

programme and a Yugoslav one. The ensemble’s repertoire consisted of six cho- 

reographies connected to the Slovenian tradition and eight choreographies based 

on the dance tradition of other Yugoslav republics (in terms of themes, four cho- 

reographies are connected to Croatia, two to Serbia and one to Bosnia and Her- 

zegovina, as well as Macedonia). During its first ten years, the ensemble made 

guest appearancesin other Yugoslav republics on several occasions, but also in 

other countries, namely Italy, France, Belgium, Spain, Portugal, and Poland 

(Koledas.a.: 2–3). 

When Slovenia gained independence in 1991, the Velenje-based ensem- 

ble – like some other folk dance ensembles – lost a good part of its programme 

overnight. All of a sudden, the audience found it unacceptable for a Slovenian 

folk ensemble to presents “foreign” dances on stage, as such dances were no 
longer “ours” because of the new political situation. Some ensembles were thus 

faced with a major challenge of how to fill in the gap left now that part of their 

programme was no longer acceptable. The Velenje-based ensemble tackled the 

problem in much the same way as other ensembles: by supplementing the exist- 

ing Slovenian programme with new choreographies, i.e. additional choreogra- 

phies from the same region, as well as several choreographies from smaller geo- 

graphical areas. 
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Figure 1: The map shows the areas the staged presentations of the dance tradition 
were connected to – the programme of the folk dance ensemble “Koleda” from Velenje 
in Yugoslavia, 1981 (Koleda s.a.: 1). 
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Figure 2: The map shows the areas the staged presentations of the dance tradition 
were connected to – the programme of the folk dance ensemble “Koleda” from Velenje 
in Slovenia, 1997. 

 
The southern programme remained part of the ensembles’ practice ses- 

sions for several more years – as part of their warm-up routines and danceability 

practice. As long as the folk dance ensembles consisted mostly of the dancers and 

musicians who had performed the southern programme on stage at some point in 

the past (and providing they were still skilled in it), complete choreographies 

were occasionally performed in practice sessions, but not when it came to stage 

performances. It was not until more than several years (almost a decade) after 

Slovenia’s independence that the presentations of the so-called southern pro- 

gramme made their way onto stage, albeit sporadically. They were limited to the 

ensembles’ milestone anniversaries, when the ensembles would present their 
choreographies, their programmes consisting of a historical overview of their past 

activities.6 One of the characteristic of these stage performances was that they 

were not danced by active members, but by former members who had during the 

period of active participation in the ensemble regularly performed the southern 

programme on stage. However, today, two and a half decades after the breakup 

of Yugoslavia, this is no longer common practice either, one of the reasons being 

that the last generations of dancers to have performed this programme on stage 

are getting older (they are now over 50 years old), thus becoming physically less 
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and less capable of taking on such stage choreographies. As generations of danc- 
ers and ensemble leaders change over time, the southern programme is disap- 

pearing. 

It also needs to be pointed out that when the southern programme was 

done away with, the ensembles were faced with another problem–their wardrobes 

were full of costumes that were no longer in use. Some ensembles tried to sell 

such costumes to ensembles in the countries of the former Yugoslavia, where 

these dances were still performed, or to the ensembles of minority ethnic com- 

munities in Slovenia, while other ensembles had parts of the costumes in question 

re-tailored and would use them occasionally (for other purposes). As a result of 

negligent handling and storage, some garments were worn and damaged, and had 

to be discarded. Thus, an extensive collection of costumes was slowly dissolved 

and destroyed. 

 
Folk dance ensembles of minority ethnic communities in Slovenia 

 
In the present day, folk dance ensembles are no longer classified accord- 

ing to whether they are original or re-creative. Since the dances presented on 

stage are no longer part of the performers’ contemporary dance practices (they 
are no longer living), all of the ensembles have, in essence, become re-creative. 

Therefore, the folk dances presented on stage do not live in their first and second 

existence (cf. Hoerburger 1968; Nahachewsky 2001) simultaneously, but merely 

in their second existence, on stage only. Nowadays, folk dance ensembles are 

thus classified according to the programmes they present on stage. Some ensem- 

bles perform only the folk dances of their respective home towns and the sur- 

rounding area, others are limited to the dances originating from their region, and 

then there are some that feature a programme that is geographically linked to 

several different regions or smaller areas. As for ensembles whose stage perfor- 

mances, in geographical terms, cover the entire territory of Slovenia, they are few 

and far between. In addition to all of the above, there are also some folk dance 

ensembles active in Slovenia that have no so-called Slovenian programme and 

whose repertoires are linked to the ethnic origin of their members, such as the 

Hungarian, Serbian, and Macedonian folk dance ensembles. Some ensembles 

consist of members who have been granted minority status in Slovenia (i.e. Hun- 

garians, Italians, Roma), while other folk dance ensembles have members who 
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officially have no such status. These are citizens of Slovenia who are descendants 
of people that moved to Slovenia from other parts of Yugoslavia (mostly for eco- 

nomic reasons), and then remained in Slovenia after the breakup of Yugoslavia 

in 1991. Some of them are refugees or their descendants who immigrated to Slo- 

venia after 1991 to escape the wars in the former Yugoslavia. It was the latter 

who established the largest number of folk dance ensembles of minority ethnic 

communities (Serbs, Macedonians, Croats). 

An estimated 140 folk dance ensembles existed in Slovenia in 1952 

(Kranjec 2001: 53). In the second half of the 20th century, their number was con- 

stantly increasing. There is no information available regarding the number of en- 

sembles whose stage presentations included a so-called southern programme, 

however, the disintegration of Yugoslavia certainly led to a new trend and the 

establishment of several folk dance ensembles that are not focused on the Slove- 

nian dance tradition. According to official data, there were 543 active Slovenian 

folk dance ensembles in 2015 (289 children's, 24 youth, 198 adult and 32 senior 

ensembles) and 27 ensembles of minority ethnic communities (8 children’s and 
19 adult ensembles).7 

 
Conclusion 

 
The main feature of the Slovenian dance tradition are couple dances. 

However, due to historical and political factors (especially the Uskok dance tra- 

ditions), the circle dance known as kolo also exists in the Slovenian region of 

Bela Krajina. In the past, the main focus of the choreographies characteristic of 

the Bela Krajina tradition was on this particular dance form as it was specific to 

the area of Slovenia while also linking Slovenia to Yugoslavia and its predomi- 

nant dance form – the kolo. After Slovenia gained independence, a tendency was 

noticeable among the ensembles from the Bela Krajina region for their stage 

presentations to include those couple dances that are related to the Central-Slo- 

venian area (whose main attribute is commonly the polka or the waltz and origi- 

nating in Central European area). 

The activities of folk dance ensembles have always been political in na- 

ture and part of cultural policy. Some folk dance ensembles in Slovenia began 
organised activities already in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, when locals 
from different villages would come together on special occasions to showcase 
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their traditions. Dance heritage became an even more important factor for dis- 
playing identity in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, when the first festivals of tradi- 
tional music and dance were organised. But the real flourishing of folk dance 
ensembles began after the Second World War, when they became an important 
segment of national identification in the socialist Yugoslavia. A new turning 
point regarding the presentation of folk dance ensembles came with Slovenia’s 
independence in 1991. This milestone radically redefined the programmes of the 
folk dance ensembles, especially in the urban environment, and spurred the cre- 
ation of new ones. The ensembles’ activities moreover disassociated themselves 
from presenting traditional dance practices from other parts of Yugoslavia and 
focussed solely on Slovenian dance traditions or, more precisely, on the regional 
and local specifics within the new state borders. This created new relationships 
between the national and the local. Social and political changes in the past two 
and a half decades contributed to the strengthening of local identities with the aid 
of various folk dance ensembles in the countryside. Generally speaking, ensem- 
bles that are active in a rural peripheral environment enjoy greater moral and 
financial support from the local community and local politics than the ensembles 
based in urban environments. 

Many Slovenian town-based folk dance ensembles are nowadays faced 
with financial crises and a lack of members resulting from an increasingly wide 
range of leisure activities available in major towns, as well as the tendency of the 
urban environment to produce new and contemporary contents, as opposed to 
traditional forms. In terms of their programmes, town-based folk dance ensem- 
bles are less strongly linked to the local environment, i.e. their presentations do 
not rely so strongly on local traditions, but are more “all-Slovenian”. As there is 
an abundance of cultural events in towns, it is not the “originality of folk dance” 
that is at the forefront of the ensembles’ activities, but rather its artistic enhance- 
ment and their own interpretation. The present-day tendency for folklore activi- 
ties to be renamed folklore art is more than telling. 

Last but not least, it needs to be pointed out that urban cosmopolitanism 
and individuals’ free choice of leisure activities have also resulted in an expan- 
sion in the activities of the folk dance ensembles of ethnic communities, which 
are for the most part based in towns, where the population is generally more 
mixed than in rural areas. Therefore, the title of the paper could have been “From 
Kolo to Polka and Kolo”, thus drawing attention to a phenomenon present in 
Slovenia, which is yet to become the subject of in-depth research. 
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Notes 

 

1 Cultural societies consist of various sections, such as a theatre section, a choir, and a folk dance 
section. However, a society’s main activity may have to do only with folk dance, in which case a 
folk dance ensemble is only one of the sections in addition to a group of folk song singers, instru- 
mentalists that play folk tunes, and sometimes also sections consisting of individuals who aim to 
preserve certain ritual practices (e.g. Shrovetide customs) in the community where the cultural 
society is active. 
2 This category included only one folk dance ensemble that was based in an urban environment, 
namely the folk dance ensemble from the Slovenian town of Metlika. For more information about 
the ensemble’s repertoire and the ensemble itself see Kunej 2017. 
3 It is believed that folk dance ensembles in at least ten Slovenian towns had a so-called southern 
programme (Jesenice, Tržič, Kranj, Novo mesto, Šentjur, Celje, Žalec, Velenje, Maribor and 
Ljubljana, where there were three such ensembles). The author’s sincere thanks for the provided 
information goes to Mr. Mirko Ramovš (personal correspondence, Oct 13, 2016). 
4 Slovenia was the northernmost republic of Yugoslavia, hence folk dance ensemble members 
used the term “southern programme” to refer to the programmes of other Yugoslav republics in 
place of the “Yugoslav programme”, which was used rarely, but would have been a more accurate 
term. For the sake of consistency, the term “southern programme” is used throughout the paper. 
5 At present, Velenje is Slovenia’s fifth largest town with 25,000 inhabitants. Owing to a coal 
mine and a household appliance factory (Gorenje), Velenje has received a large influx of workers 
from other Yugoslav republics. 
6 The author recalls one of the first such “official” staged performances of the southern pro- 
gramme put on six years after the breakup of Yugoslavia. Part of the audience received the fact 
that the southern programme was part of the performance quite negatively (for nationalistic rea- 
sons), while others approved of it, feeling a great deal of nostalgia for the “good old” times. 
7 The author’s sincere thanks for the provided information goes to Ms. Tjaša Ferenc Trampuš, 
independent adviser for folklore activities, Republic of Slovenia Public Fund for Cultural Activ- 
ities (email dated Oct11, 2016). 
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PRESENTATIONS AND TRANSFORMATIONS OF TRADITIONAL 
MUSIC PRACTICES AS REFLECTED IN SOUND RECORDINGS 

 
 
 

The paper analyses the released sound recordings of three typical 
groups of traditional folk music performers in Slovenia, namely folk 
dance ensembles, folk music revival performers, and singers of folk 
songs and performers of instrumental folk music. The research pre- 
sented in the paper covers the period between 1980 and 2010, and fo- 
cuses on the sound material from the extensive archive collection of the 
Institute of Ethnomusicology ZRC SAZU in Ljubljana, as well as other 
institutions and individuals. The albums released by the performers are 
analysed in terms of the presentation and selection of the music material, 
as well as reflection of identities, with the aim of researching in what 
way the preparations and releases of various albums reflect any trans- 
formations in traditional music practices related to the time of Slove- 
nia’s declaration of independence in 1991. A comparison of the albums 
before and after 1991 showed that after Slovenia’s independence there 
were some significant changes in the repertoire and the process involved 
in the album releases of some performers (e.g. folk dance ensembles), 
while no major changes were observed in others (e.g. folk music revival 
performers). The emergence of affordable new digital recording tech- 
nology and numerous smaller recording studios, as well as the option of 
self-releasing music, which coincided with the period in question, were 
used to good advantage especially by singers of folk songs and perform- 
ers of instrumental folk music, who began releasing their music on a 
large scale. Although the recorded and released audio material was, for 
the most part, not important for the groups’ presentations of various 
forms of traditional music practices to a wider audience, it nevertheless 
provides a relatively good insight into the activities of these groups and 
is a valuable source of information for research into the complexity of 
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traditional music practices in the period in question, when some signif- 
icant political, ideological and identity-related changes occurred in the 
wake of the breakup of Yugoslavia and Slovenia's independence. 

 
Keywords: sound recordings, folk revival, folk dance ensembles, 
presentation of traditional music, Slovenia’s independence 

 
 

 
The 1990s marked a turning point for music production in Slovenia and 

elsewhere in the world. During this period, there was a significant increase in 

album releases that document the traditional music practices in Slovenia. This 

was due to the development of affordable sound recording technology, the emer- 

gence of small recording studios and private music publishers, as well as more 

financially acceptable self-releases. For performers, albums were a means of pre- 

senting and promoting their work and creative endeavours. They are, however, 

also a reflection of their views and attitudes towards the traditional music prac- 

tices, both past and contemporary. 

This type of audio release in Slovenia has never before been systemati- 

cally collected or researched, although some studies have revealed that the audio 

materials produced outside of field research are of great importance for under- 

standing and studying the traditional music practices in Slovenia (cf. Kunej D. 

2014; Kunej D., Kunej R. 2017). The paper is thus based on an analysis of the 

audio materials from the extensive archive collection of the Sound Archives of 

the Institute of Ethnomusicology ZRC SAZU in Ljubljana, as well as on the 

sound collections of other institutions and individuals in Slovenia. Moreover, the 

paper is also based on the results of a pilot project carried out by the Institute 

years ago. The project conducted an extensive survey, which was sent to around 

120 different Slovenian cultural societies and music performers with the aim of 

gaining an insight into the activities related to their audio releases. By means of 

the survey, records of more than 170 albums on various sound carriers (LPs, 

MCs, CDs), containing approximately 2,500 recorded units of music, have been 

compiled. 

The aim of the paper is to learn how and to what extent various groups of 
performers involved in traditional music practices have employed the increas- 

ingly accessible possibilities for recording their music and releasing it on sound 
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carriers. The paper uses three different groups of performers as an example, i.e. 
folk dance ensembles, folk music revival performers, and the so-called singers of 

folk songs and performers of instrumental folk music, to introduce and analyse 

the recorded audio materials. The albums released by the performers are analysed 

in terms of the presentation and selection of the music material, as well as reflec- 

tion of identities, with the aim of researching in what way the preparations and 

releases of various albums reflect any transformations in traditional music prac- 

tices related to the time of Slovenia’s declaration of independence in 1991. The 
research covers the period between 1980 and 2010, when the war in the wake of 

the breakup of Yugoslavia, Slovenia’s declaration of independence, and its ac- 

cession to the EU resulted in some major identity-related changes in society, and 

left a deep mark on the multicultural picture of Slovenia. 

 
Folk dance ensembles 

 
In Slovenia, folk dance ensembles1 are very popular and well developed 

– at present there are about three hundred adult and two hundred children’s folk 

dance ensembles. They are organised as independent folk dance societies or as 

sections within cultural societies active in the field of amateur cultural activities. 

The beginnings of folk dance ensembles in Slovenia date back to the first 

half of the 20th century, i.e. 1908, and coincide with the celebration of the 60th 

anniversary of the reign of Emperor Franz Joseph I of Austria, which was, among 

other people, attended by a select few groups of locals from different places in 

the region of Carniola. In some towns and villages where folk dance ensembles 

operate today, the origins of the folk dance activity can be traced back to this 

event (Kranjec 2001: 15–20). An even greater incentive to establish folk dance 

ensembles were the folklore festivals in the 1930s, which were in various towns 

organised by the Slovenian researcher of the folklore tradition France Marolt with 

the aim of presenting and popularising the folk culture (for more see Kunej R. 

2004, 2009). 

A considerable increase in the number of folk dance ensembles was ob- 

served after World War II, which was partly due to France Marolt, who, in 1945, 

established a Ljubljana-based folk dance ensemble, whose aim was to present the 

findings of his folklore research to the public. The group's successor is the well- 

known Slovenian folk dance ensemble Akademska folklorna skupina France 
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Marolt [France Marolt Students’ Folk Dance Group]. To date, the number of folk 

dance ensembles in Slovenia has amounted to approximately five hundred. 

Folk dance ensembles were widespread and received well by audiences 

even before the Slovenian declaration of independence in 1991, in former Yugo- 

slavia. They participated in various important folk dance festivals and gatherings, 

often with international participants, which took place in different towns around 

Yugoslavia. Folk dance ensembles also performed at various other events, rang- 

ing from smaller cultural and tourist events to concerts and annual productions. 

Some of them had several dozen performances per year, which is quite a lot when 

it comes to amateur cultural activities. 

However, a review of the folk dance ensembles’ discography reveals that 

the focus of their activities was mostly on performances at events and concerts, 

and much less on recording their dance music on various sound carriers. In fact, 

prior to 1991, only three folk dance ensembles recorded gramophone records 

with the aim of presenting their music to a wider audience. 

The first gramophone record (LP) was recorded by the aforementioned 

France Marolt Students' Folk Dance Group from Ljubljana, which was at that 

time one of the most renowned folk dance ensembles in Slovenia and in many 

respects acted as a substitute for a national folk dance ensemble. This dance en- 

semble is one of the so-called reproductive folk dance ensembles, which were 

often based in urban areas, aiming to revitalise and present the musical and dance 

tradition of the entire Slovenian territory, as well as other nations within the for- 

mer state of Yugoslavia (see Kunej R. in press). The record, which was recorded 

in 1966, was titled Ljudski plesi in ljudske pesmi iz Jugoslavije [Folk Dances and 

Folk Songs of Yugoslavia] and was issued by the Dutch record company Folkraft. 

The record’s A-side featured recordings of the musical and dance tradition of 

various Slovenian regions (Carinthia, North-eastern Slovenia, White Carniola, 

Littoral, Upper Carniola) and the B-side the tradition of Yugoslavia (various re- 

gions of Croatia, Serbia, and Macedonia). In 1974, the dance ensemble recorded 

another gramophone record titled Slovenski ljudski plesi in pesmi [Slovenian Folk 

Dances and Songs]. The record was recorded in a professional studio in Ljubljana 

and released by the well-established Helidon record company, which owned the 

first gramophone record factory in Slovenia. 
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In 1981, a gramophone record was made by the Ljubljana-based Tine 
Rožanc Folk Dance Ensemble, at the time a very well-known and acclaimed re- 

productive folk dance ensemble. The record was not given a specific title, how- 

ever, Folklorni ansambel Tine Rožanc [Tine Rožanc Folk Dance Ensemble] was 

written on the record sleeve. The record was issued by the Yugoslav record com- 

pany Produkcija gramofonskih plošč Radio televizije Beograd (PGP RTB), at the 

time one of the biggest and most important record companies in Yugoslavia. A 

mere three years later, in 1984, the ensemble released another record, again with- 

out a specific title, only with Folklorna skupina Tine Rožanc [Tine Rožanc Folk 
Dance Ensemble] written on the sleeve and Dokumentarna specified as the issuer, 

which most likely means the record was self-released, but it could also refer to a 

co-funder or a small publishing house. Both records feature a repertoire based on 

the traditional music of former Yugoslav republics. 

In circa 1982, a gramophone record was recorded by the folk dance en- 

semble Val Resia. The ensemble can be classified as one of the so-called original 

folk dance ensembles, which performed their own (sometimes still living) dance 

tradition on stage and were characteristic of rural areas (see Kunej R. in press). 

Due to the unique tradition of the Resia Valley, where the Val Resia ensemble is 

from, and also due to the fact that the ensemble was active in the Italy-Slovenia 

borderland with a Slovenian minority, its work was very well-known. For this 

reason, the record is titled Dolina Rezije [The Resia Valley] and features solely 

the Resian musical and folk dance tradition. It was issued by the aforementioned 

Slovenian record company Helidon. 

Not much changed after Slovenia’s declaration of independence in 1991 
either, i.e. not many folk dance ensembles released their music on sound carriers. 

The Tine Rožanc Folk Dance Ensemble recorded some material in the studio of 
Radio Slovenia and self-released it in 1994 on a compact audio cassette under the 

title Slovenski valček [The Slovenian Waltz]. In 2001, the ensemble self-released 

a CD titled Še pomnite, tovariši [Do You Remember Still, Comrades], which is a 

re-release of the aforementioned 1984 gramophone record Folklorna skupina 
Tine Rožanc [Tine Rožanc Folk Dance Ensemble]. In 1994, the reproductive folk 

dance ensemble Koleda from the Slovenian town of Velenje was recorded at a 

local cultural centre by a French recording engineer for the record company Pro- 

duction. The recording was later released on a CD titled Slovenie [Slovenia]. The 

folk dance ensemble Metliška folklorna skupina Ivan Navratil from the Slovenian 
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town of Metlika was the first original folk dance ensemble to record a CD. The 
ensemble self-released the CD in 1996 under the title Pesmi in plesi Bele krajine 
[Songs and Dances of Bela Krajina]. To mark its 50th anniversary, the France 

Marolt Students’ Folk Dance Group recorded and self-released some of their re- 

cent musical arrangements on a CD and a compact audio cassette titled AFS 
France Marolt 50 let [AFS France Marolt 50 Years]. The Ljubljana-based repro- 

ductive folk dance ensemble Emona used a professional recording studio to rec- 

ord the audio materials sufficient for two CDs and self-released them in 2002 

under the titles Godci godjo prav na glas [Musicians Playing Loudly] and Zmeraj 
bodimo veselga srca [Let’s Be Merry All the Time]. In 2007, an original Folk 
Dance Ensemble Dragatuš from the Slovenian region of Bela Krajina self-re- 

leased a CD titled Lepo je tam v Beli krajini [It’s Nice in Bela Krajina]. These 

are all the albums by various folk dance ensembles in Slovenia released by 2010, 

which is a surprisingly small amount considering the large number of ensembles 

and the fact that folk dance activities were very popular and widespread in Slo- 

venia. 

 
Folk music revival performers 

 
Folk music revival movements are a complex and diverse phenomenon 

that occurs in different periods and encompasses various forms of musical prac- 

tices based on a traditional culture. Morgenstern notes that in the socialist coun- 

tries of Eastern and Eastern-Central Europe a typical form of the folk music re- 

vival mostly involved performers who were “urban intelectuals and musicians or 

musicologists with liberal and/or nationalist backgrounds” (Morgenstern 2017: 

274) and whose repertoires and performing styles were largely based on (old) 

local musical traditions and practices. 

In Slovenia, the first such folk music revival performers appeared on the 

music scene in the late 1970s. In the pre-1991 period, the three most notable per- 

formers were the music group established by Mira and Matija Terlep, later re- 

named Trutamora Slovenica, as well as the music groups Istranova and Trinajsto 

prase. 

Mira and Matija Terlep founded their first group in 1978 – at the time it 

did not have a name – to be able to present the findings of their ethnomusicolog- 

ical field research on stage. The aim of their first concerts, which were held under 
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a common name Slovenska ljudska glasbila in pesmi [Slovenian Folk Instruments 
and Songs], was to present “folk music in a form as close to the original as pos- 

sible” (Omerzel - Mirit 2013: 8). The group was later named Trutamora Slo- 

venica and performed numerous concerts in Slovenia and abroad, thus presenting 

the Slovenian folk music by means of “original folk instruments and reconstruc- 

tions” (ibid.). The group also held several educational concerts and workshops, 
and was thus part of the school curriculum. Some experts are of the opinion that 

the group’s musical practices were too academically oriented and based on a 
Western “classical” presentation, and hence do not consider the group one of the 

first real folk music revival performers in Slovenia (cf. Kranjac 2014). The group 

was focused on Slovenian traditional music until 1999, after which it changed its 

name to Vedun and gradually shifted its focus on the sound therapy, “old medi- 
tative music and the revival of spiritual healing sounds of the cultures of the 

world” (Ansambel Vedun). 

Trutamora Slovenica’s discography is relatively extensive. In fact, in as 
early as 1981, the group used a professional recording studio in Ljubljana to rec- 

ord the material for its first gramophone record titled Slovenske ljudske pesmi in 
glasbila 1 [Slovenian Folk Songs and Instruments 1], which was issued by the 

aforementioned Yugoslav record company Produkcija gramofonskih plošč Radio 

televizije Beograd (PGP RTB). In 1985, the group’s first record was followed by 

a second one, which was titled Slovenske ljudske pesmi in glasbila 2 [Slovenian 

Folk Songs and Instruments 2] and was issued by the same record company. The 

third album from this series titled Zvočnost slovenskih pokrajin / Slovenske ljud- 
ske pesmi in glasbila 3 [The Sounds of Slovenian Regions / Slovenian Folk Songs 

and Instruments 3] was issued two years later, in 1987, it was however self-re- 

leased, as was the group’s fourth record from the same series, i.e. Zvočnost slov- 
enskih pokrajin / Slovenske ljudske pesmi in glasbila 4 [The Sounds of Slovenian 

Regions / Slovenian Folk Songs and Instruments 4] (1991). The repertoire on all 

the records was based solely on the traditional music of various Slovenian re- 

gions. 

Some experts consider the Istranova music group, founded in 1980, to be 

the very first folk music revival performers in Slovenia (cf. Kranjac 2014; Ju- 

vančič 2005: 213). The group consisted of students who were inspired by the folk 

music revival in other parts of the world and searched for unconventional musical 

practices. The ensemble started exploring and re-creating Istrian folk music, 
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which was at the time completely marginalised and almost entirely unknown. The 
group, which consisted of a different number of members at different times, used 

a variety of new musical elements and instruments, and incorporated them into 

traditional music, thus building a repertoire that many performers draw from even 

today (cf. Juvančič 2013). Istranova, whose repertoire was focused on highlight- 

ing the multiculturalism of the Istrian peninsula, put on numerous performances 

and concerts, which largely increased its visibility and popularity. The group split 

in 1988. 

In 1982, the group recorded a gramophone record titled Istranova, which 

was issued by the record company Založba kaset in plošč RTV Ljubljana (ZKP 
RTV). In 1986, the group recorded its second – and last – gramophone record, 

which was issued by the Zagreb-based record company Jugoton. In 1999, the 

Istranova record was rereleased on a CD and an audio cassette by the ZKP RTV 

record company. In line with the group’s work and musical orientation, their en- 

tire recorded repertoire is based on the traditional music of Istria. 

The Trinajsto prase music group started performing in 1987. Its repertoire 

consisted mostly of reconstructed traditional dance music, and was characterised 

by the use of simple folk instruments and traditional playing styles, resulting in a 

recognisable sound akin to the sound of traditional musicians. The group per- 

formed a lot both in Slovenia and abroad, and also did many recordings for radio 

and TV programmes. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, it was one of the most 

popular folk music revival groups in Slovenia. It split in 1993. 

A recording of the group’s concert at the 1990 Druga godba2 festival was 

issued later that same year on an audio cassette titled Trinajsto prase – Live in 
Ljubljana [The Thirteenth Pig – Live in Ljubljana], as part of the festival’s pub- 

lishing programme. A year later, in 1991, the group made a number of studio 

recordings, which were issued on an audio cassette titled Trinajsto prase [The 

Thirteenth Pig] and were likewise released as part of the festival’s publishing 
programme. The whole of the recorded repertoire includes Slovenian traditional 

music of different regions as performed by the group at its concerts. 

A significant increase in folk music revival performers in Slovenia was 

observed in the early 1990s. The 1992 Druga godba festival presented no fewer 

than three new revival music groups, namely Marko banda (established in 1990), 

Pišćaci (established in 1990), and Kurja koža (established in 1992). Not long af- 
ter, a number of other music groups followed, such as Katice (1993), Tolovaj 
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Mataj (1994), Muzikanti Istriani (1994), Kantadore (1995), and Volk folk (1996). 
Some groups were only active for a short period, while others are still active to- 

day. Some musicians were part of several music groups, and some established a 

new group after the previous one they were a member of had split. All the listed 

groups were largely based on and inspired by the Slovenian traditional music and 

folk musical practices3. Many group members had previous experience with play- 

ing in various folk dance ensembles, and often also collected and researched the 

folk music tradition, incorporating it into their repertoire. Many of them had also 

received formal musical education and had a wealth of experience in other musi- 

cal genres. 

An analysis of sound recordings by folk music revival performers has re- 
vealed a similar situation. Therefore, the discographies of three music groups, 

namely Marko banda, Kurja koža and Katica, will be presented as examples of 
albums recorded by folk music revival performers after 1991. 

The music group Marko banda was formed in 1990 as a youth section and 

continuation of the famous traditional music group Kociper-Baranja banda (later 

also called the Beltinška banda) from Beltinci in the Slovenian region of 
Prekmurje. Using characteristic regional instruments, the group continued the 

tradition of the Slovenian Pannonian folk music. At first, the group performed 

music for a folk dance ensemble from Beltinci, but soon also started performing 

on its own and became well-known for performing the folk music of Prekmurje. 

The group members learnt how to play folk music directly from the Kociper- 

Baranja banda, thus preserving the tradition and handing it down to younger gen- 

erations through teaching. In 1997, the group released a CD and an audio cassette 

titled Marko banda No. 1 for a small record company MCA, and in 2008, another 

CD titled Vora bije [The Clock Is Ticking] for the same record company. The 

group’s entire recorded repertoire presents the traditional music of Prekmurje. 

The music group Kurja koža, whose beginnings date back to 1992, fo- 

cuses solely on instrumental music, mostly performed on some of the almost for- 

gotten folk instruments typical of the Štajerska region. The group members even 

learnt how to make some of these musical instruments from traditional folk mu- 

sicians, thus preserving the instrument-making tradition as well. Some of them 

have many years of experience in playing traditional music in various folk dance 

ensembles. They find the material for their musical repertoire in the traditional 

music of Štajerska, both through field research as well as in archival and other 
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sources. In 1994, the group used a Radio Slovenia recording studio to record a 
CD and audio cassette titled Kurja koža na ljudskih glasbilih Štajerske [Kurja 

koža on the Folk Instruments of Štajerska], which were issued by the ZKP RTV 
record company. On the occasion of its tenth anniversary, the group recorded new 

material in an improvised studio, and self-released it in 2003 on a CD titled 

Drugič drugače [In a Different Way Another Time]. In line with its musical ori- 

entation, the group’s entire recorded repertoire represents the traditional music of 

Štajerska. 
The female vocal group Katice is composed of former members of the 

France Marolt Students' Folk Dance Group. The group, which started performing 

independently in 1993, often performs folk songs from different regions of the 

Slovenian ethnic territory. The group is characterised by a traditional singing 

style and repertoire, as well as arrangements of folk songs, often performed in 

collaboration with renowned Slovenian pop musicians and contemporary folk 

music revival groups. The group’s wide range of activities are reflected in its 

discography. In 1995, the Helidon record company issued the group’s CD and 
audio cassette titled Katice, and in 1998, another CD called Se dela greh, se sliši 
smeh [There’s Sinning and There’s Laughing]. Two more CDs were issued in 

2001 and 2009. The first of the two CDs, Jungfraua [A Maiden], was issued by 

the record company Menart, and the second CD titled Oj fijole, novo leto je! [Hey 

Girls, the New Year’s Here] by a new record company, Celinka, whose releases 
included a number of Slovenian folk music revival performers. All recordings 

were made during professional studio recording sessions. In line with its musical 

orientation, the group’s entire repertoire presents both traditional singing and 
more modern versions of folk songs. 

 
Singers of folk songs and performers of instrumental folk music 

 
A specific and very interesting form of presenting, preserving and recre- 

ating the traditional music practices of Slovenia are the singers and musicians 

referred to as singers of folk songs and performers of instrumental folk music. 

The history of related activities goes back to the early 1970s, when the first so- 

called gatherings of folk singers, instrumentalists and dancers were organised 

with the aim of presenting the living traditional music and dance practices on 
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stage as performed by the “original” folk music performers. In terms of the con- 
tent, these gatherings were planned by the researchers of the Institute of Ethno- 

musicology ZRC SAZU, who used their extensive field experience and inform- 

ant-related knowledge to formulate the programme. The music groups that deliv- 

ered such stage presentations were initially formed spontaneously, however, 

these events – which took place increasingly often – required at least minimum 

organisation, which led to the formation of more or less permanent performing 

groups. Over time, more and more new groups were formed, aiming to preserve 

the musical tradition and presenting it on stage (cf. Komavec 2003: 489–490). 

For the most part, these were no longer traditional folk music performers in- 

volved in the living folk music tradition; hence, eventually the term ‘singers of 

folk songs and performers of instrumental folk music’ was introduced to refer to 
them. The groups were also formally organised as cultural societies, and were 

integrated into an organised system of amateur activities under the Republic of 

Slovenia Public Fund for Cultural Activities (JSKD) (see Šivic 2007). 

Over a period of more than forty years, this kind of activity in Slovenia 

has grown steadily, and has become increasingly popular and institutionalised. 

According to the JSKD records, in 2009, there were approximately two hundred 

registered groups of this type that were formally organised and active as cultural 

societies. The groups give more and more performances – in addition to partici- 

pating in various gatherings of singers of folk songs and performers of instru- 

mental folk music, they also perform at various local cultural and tourist events, 

as well as organise stand-alone concerts. 

Not only has the growing number and popularity of singers of folk songs 

and performers of instrumental folk music resulted in an ever-increasing number 

of performances at various events, it is also reflected in their discography. In the 

pre-1991 period, the number of released albums was relatively modest and con- 

nected primarily to two institutions that were at the time largely focused on 

presentations of the Slovenian music heritage to the public, namely the national 

radio broadcaster (Radio Ljubljana), which broadcast a weekly radio programme 

titled Slovenska zemlja v pesmi in besedi [The Slovenian Land in Songs and 

Words], and the aforementioned Druga godba festival. 

The radio programme was created in 1966 on the initiative of the re- 

searchers of the Institute of Ethnomusicology ZRC SAZU. During the first few 

years, the programme was prepared by the researchers based on the materials 
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collected during their documentary fieldwork recordings. In 1973, a folk music 
section was formed at the then national broadcaster Radio Ljubljana, and took 

over the production of the weekly programme, including all the work related to 

collecting and recording the material for the radio programme. Ever since it was 

first aired, the programme has been one of the most popular radio programmes of 

the Slovenian national radio broadcaster and is still aired today (see Vidakovič 
2006). In 1980, the ZKP RTV record company released the first audio cassette 

with a recording of the programme and, by 1990, a total of nine audio cassettes 

were released, all of them with recordings of the weekly programmes that at- 

tracted most attention. Some of them featured music groups that were formally 

organised and can be classified as the singers of folk songs and performers of 

instrumental folk music. For instance, the first cassette titled Večer v Lučah [An 

Evening in Luče] featured the music group Pevci iz Luč with their multipart sing- 

ing; the fourth cassette called Pri Bandi Kociper-Baranja in plesalcih Beltinci 
[Visiting Banda Kociper-Baranja and the Beltinci Dancers] was entirely dedi- 

cated to the music performed by this group, which was later renamed the 

Beltinška banda; and the last – ninth – cassette titled Za haloškimi vrtami [Behind 

the Haloze Gardens] featured the group Pevke iz Lancove vasi, which remained 

very active even in the later periods. 

The second set of audio cassettes that were released in the pre-1991 pe- 
riod and featured the recordings of singers of folk songs and performers of in- 

strumental folk music was produced under the auspices of the aforementioned 

Druga godba festival. During the first few years, i.e. in the second half of the 

1980s, the festival often featured well-known Slovenian singers and performers 

of traditional music. For instance, in 1986, the festival featured a performance by 

the Beltinška banda, in 1987, Godci iz Rezije, the following year, Tamburaši iz 
Sodevcev, in 1989, Trio Kras, in 1990, Ljudski pevci in godci z Notranjske, and, 

in 1991, Muzikantje iz Svečine. Since 1992, groups from Slovenia that performed 

at the festival were mostly folk revival groups. As part of its publishing activity, 

in 1987, the Druga godba Festival started releasing audio cassettes with record- 

ings by Slovenian performers. The first year’s release was a cassette titled 
Beltinška banda – ljudska glasba iz Prekmurja (Live) [Beltinška banda – Folk 

Music from Prekmurje (Live)], which featured a concert recording of the festival 

performers from the previous year. This cassette did not have a special code, un- 

like the Druga godba cassettes released later, i.e. the 1988 audio cassette titled 
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Godci iz Rezije [Musicians from Rezija] with the title addition Live folk music, 
which was issued with the code DG 005, or the two cassettes released in 1990 

under the title Tamburaši iz Sodevcev [Tamboura Players from Sodevci] and 

Ljudski pevci in godci z Notranjske [Folk Singers and Performers from 

Notranjska] with the title addition Live folk music, which had been assigned the 

codes DG 008 and DG 009 respectively. No further information on the series of 

cassettes is available, however, the codes suggest that at least nine cassettes were 

issued within this series prior to 1991. 

In exceptional cases, groups of singers of folk songs and performers of 

instrumental folk music released their own stand-alone cassettes even before 

1991. For example, the female vocal ensemble Ženska pevska skupina Stu ledi 

from Trieste recorded an audio cassette titled Da pa nacó … ne gremo spat! [To- 

night ... We Are Not Going to Sleep!], which was issued in 1988, and, in 1991, 

the record company Sraka issued a cassette titled Nekaj vam povedal … [Let Me 

Tell You Something...] by Tonček Plut, a performer of instrumental folk music. 

However, in the pre-1991 period, such audio releases were far and few between. 

After 1991, however, there was a considerable increase in the number of 

releases by singers of folk songs and performers of instrumental folk music. In 

the mid-1990s and the early 2000s, most of the releases were audio cassettes, 

whereas later CDs were the predominant medium. The following are some of the 

notable releases: in 1994, an audio cassette titled Čukovi godci [Čuk’s Musi- 

cians], issued by the Association of Cultural Organisations Vrhnika, and a cas- 

sette titled Ljudski pevci PDP Svoboda Slovenska Bistrica [Folk Singers PDP 

Svoboda Slovenska Bistrica]; two years later, in 1996, a likewise self-released 

cassette titled Hrušiški fanti [Boys from Hrušica]. In 1998, groups of this type 

released their very first CDs, such as a CD by the aforementioned vocal ensemble 

Ženska pevska skupina Stu ledi, which was titled Tam gori za našo vasjo [Up 

There Behind Our Village], and the CD titled Prav lepa je ta reška fara [It’s 
Beautiful the Parish of Reka] by Ljudski pevci from Marija Reka in collaboration 

with the zither player Cita Galič, which was issued by the Miro Klinc record 

company. A year later (1999), there were two noteworthy releases: Tamburaši iz 

Cirkulan recorded a CD titled 100 let [100 Years], which was issued by Subkul- 

turni azil, and the vocal group Fantje z vasi recorded an eponymous CD, which 

was issued by the record company Metulj. Soon, individual groups started self- 

releasing CDs as well. 
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A considerable increase in the number of CDs released by singers of folk 
songs and performers of instrumental folk music was observed after 2005. An 

example of a very productive group is Janez Pezdirec s Pevci iz Bele krajine, 

which worked under the umbrella of the Vezilo Cultural Society. Although the 

group was established relatively late (in 2005), it has since its inception been very 

active in collecting, presenting and releasing folk music material. In 2006, the 

group recorded its first CD titled Ob zlati poroki [On the Golden Wedding Anni- 

versary], which was followed by a new CD each year: Od dedka do vnuka [From 

the Grandfather to the Grandson] (2007), Iz starih spominov [Old Memories] 

(2008), Večeri pod lipo [Evenings under a Linden Tree] (2009), and Le pesem 
naj ostane [Nothing but Songs Should Remain] (2010). All the listed CDs were 

self-released by the Vezilo Cultural Society and are available for purchase only 

through a direct order placed with the group leader. In terms of the number and 

frequency of released CDs, the group stands out, however, other groups of this 

type are quite active as well. The vast majority of groups have already released 

some of their material; it has been estimated that, on average, each group has at 

least two released albums. Based on the number of (approximately two hundred) 

registered and formally organised groups of this type that operated as cultural 

societies in 2009, a rough estimate puts the total number of all albums at four 

hundred. 

 
A comparison of released albums 

 
Even a crude comparison of the albums released by folk dance ensembles 

before and after 1991 shows that some important changes occurred after Slove- 

nia’s declaration of independence. During the pre-1991 period, albums were re- 

leased only by very few and mostly well-established folk dance ensembles, which 

used professional recording studios to make recordings that were issued by re- 

nowned Slovenian or Yugoslav record companies. The recorded repertoire co- 

vers both the traditional music of Slovenia and the traditional music of other Yu- 

goslav republics. An exception to this is a record produced by the France Marolt 

Students’ Folk Dance Group in 1974, which is in its entirety dedicated to the 
Slovenian musical and dance tradition; this was somewhat unusual, as the ensem- 

ble’s performances were, for the most part, based on the repertoire of the whole 
of Yugoslavia. Another noteworthy gramophone record that stands out is a record 
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by the original folk dance ensemble from the Resia Valley, which presents the 
local musical and dance tradition of Slovenians. In the post-1991 period, the most 

active among folk dance ensembles – in terms of the numbers of releases – were 

still the reproductive folk dance ensembles, as well as some “smaller” original 
folk dance ensembles. During this period, the option of recording and releasing 

audio material became accessible to a wider circle of folk dance ensembles, how- 

ever, in spite of this, not many albums were released. In fact, there were relatively 

few folk dance ensembles that actually decided to record and release any of their 

music. Since 1991, almost all music albums have been self-released by ensembles 

and no longer by well-established record companies. Changes have also been 

observed in terms of the recorded repertoire, which is focused solely on the Slo- 

venian musical tradition and often also on the local tradition. The only exception 

to this is a CD recorded by the Tine Rožanc Folk Dance Ensemble, however, this 

is a rerelease of a gramophone record with the Yugoslav musical material previ- 

ously released in 1984. 

A different picture is revealed by a comparison of the releases by folk 

music revival groups before and after 1991, i.e. the analysis shows no significant 

changes. During both periods, the recordings were mostly made in well-estab- 

lished Slovenian professional recording studios and the sound carriers were often 

issued by renowned Slovenian or Yugoslav record companies. After 1991, it is 

also noticeable that some albums in the late 1990s and in the 2000s were either 

self-released or released by small record companies, which was the case before 

1991 as well, albeit in exceptional cases. As regards the recorded repertoire, no 

changes have been observed either, i.e. both before and after Slovenia’s declara- 

tion of independence, folk music revival performers presented solely the tradi- 

tional music of Slovenia, either the music of a certain local area, region, or the 

whole of Slovenia. It should also be noted that the albums by performers of this 

type mostly feature the music performed in a way that was no different from the 

performers’ music at concerts and other performances, and that the music was 
generally not changed for the purposes of the recordings. 

The largest number of changes was revealed by an analysis of the audio 

releases by singers of folk songs and performers of instrumental folk music be- 

fore and after 1991. Prior to 1991, albums were released by very few groups, and 

the recordings were mostly made during live concert performances or appear- 

ances on various radio programmes; studio recording sessions, meanwhile, were 
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very rare. As a result of this, the recorded repertoire faithfully follows the groups’ 
concert repertoire and is based solely on the Slovenian local or regional folk tra- 

dition presented by such groups. The recorded material was later released as part 

of the publishing programmes of festivals or radio institutions. During the post- 

1991 period, there was a noticeable increase in the number of albums released by 

these groups. Most of the albums were self-released by either individual cultural 

societies, which the groups were part of, or even self-released by the performers 

themselves. Most recordings were made in small private recording studios or lo- 

cal concert halls, public venues, and larger private rooms (apartments), which 

were adapted to suit the needs of the recordings. The effects of the acoustics in 

these places adapted for the purposes of the recording and the less sophisticated 

recording equipment are often reflected in the recordings. No major changes were 

observed in the recorded repertoire, as these groups performed only the tradi- 

tional music of individual Slovenian areas or regions, however, after 1991, there 

was a noticeable increase in the songs whose focus was on various elements of 

the national (Slovenian) identity. 

 
Conclusion 

 
A comparison of the recordings showed that in the post-1991 period ma- 

jor changes in the repertoire of the released audio materials were observed only 

in those performers (folk dance ensembles) whose repertoire was based on the 

heritage of the former multi-national state of Yugoslavia and whose main aim 

was to present the Yugoslav identity4. Meanwhile, those performers (folk music 

revival performers, singers of folk songs and performers of instrumental folk mu- 

sic) whose repertoire focused on music that had been closely connected to Slo- 

venian and/or regional-local identity even during the times of Yugoslavia showed 

no significant repertoire-related changes after 1991. 

After Slovenia gained independence, traditional music, which often plays 

a vital role in the strengthening of national identity, became less interesting to 

major Slovenian record companies. In fact, in the post-1991 period, most audio 

materials in question were either self-released or released by small record com- 

panies, which had not been the case before Slovenia’s declaration of independ- 

ence. It would be expected that in the post-independence period releases of this 
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kind would be more nationally supported and less dependent on the market con- 

ditions and the performers’ own initiative. 
The emergence of affordable new digital recording technology, numerous 

smaller recording studios and individual recording engineers, as well as the op- 

tion of self-releasing music were used to good advantage especially by singers of 

folk songs and performers of instrumental folk music, who started releasing their 

music on a large scale. This is particularly evident in comparison with the releases 

by folk dance ensembles, which showed no significant increase during the post- 

1991 period. Although the number of folk dance ensembles was much larger (ap- 

prox. five hundred ensembles, of which three hundred were adult ensembles), 

their audio releases in the same period amounted to fewer than ten, whereas the 

number of audio releases by singers of folk songs and performers of instrumental 

folk music (approx. two hundred groups) is estimated at about four hundred. In 

terms of their number, folk music revival performers cannot be compared to folk 

dance ensembles and to singers of folk songs and performers of instrumental folk 

music, since their number is significantly smaller, which is also reflected in the 

total number of their releases. However, each group released an average of two 

albums throughout the researched period, both before and after the independence. 

In this respect, they are comparable to the number of releases by singers of folk 

songs and performers of instrumental folk music after 1991, which, on account 

of a large number of such groups, means a large quantity of total released mate- 

rials. The situation is entirely different when it comes to the releases by folk dance 

ensembles, i.e. the number of released albums is extremely small both in the pre- 

and post-independence period. About five hundred ensembles had fewer than 

fifteen albums in total, which equals an average of less than 0.03 albums per 

ensemble and means that only one in thirty-three folk dance ensembles released 

any of their music. 

The paper is the first study of its kind in Slovenia and presents partial 

results of extensive ongoing research, whose aim is to explore various transfor- 

mations of traditional music practices during the independence process and in the 

post-independence period. Although the recorded and released audio materials 

were for the most part not important for the groups’ presentations of various 
forms of traditional music practices to a wider audience, the analysis of the rec- 

orded materials shows that the repertoire of all three researched groups of per- 
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formers reflects the music performed at their concerts and other live perfor- 
mances, and that the music was rarely adapted or transformed for the purposes of 

recordings. According to Turino, their recorded music could therefore be classi- 

fied as high fidelity music, which “refers to musical sounds heard on recordings 
that index or are the iconic of live performance” (Turino 2008: 67), i.e. music 
“recorded to present live performance” (Turino 2008: 91). The recorded materials 

thus provide a relatively good insight into the work of those groups whose musi- 

cal practices are based on traditional culture, and are a valuable source of infor- 

mation for research into the complexity of traditional music practices in the pe- 

riod in question, when some important political, ideological and identity-related 

changes occurred in the wake of the breakup of Yugoslavia and Slovenia’s inde- 

pendence. 
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Notes 

 

1 For more on the use of the term see Kunej Rebeka in this book pp. 15-28 
2 Druga godba, its juicy name could be translated and written as “that other music”, was the first 
festival in the former Yugoslavia to introduce popular musics and styles from the Third World, 
including reggae and various styles of African music. At the outset, its programme was primarily 
concerned with different kinds of “otherness in music”: alternative rock, “rock in opposition”, 
adventurous new jazz, improvised music and experimental music, as well as rediscovered Slo- 
vene folk music. The Druga godba Festival is nowadays a major Slovene international world 
music festival. It was established in 1984 as an alternative and supplement to other music festivals 
in Ljubljana of that time which did not present the more radical and “different” music practices. 
Since its inception Druga godba Festival has developed into one of the most significant European 
festivals of its type, establishing collaborations with many other important festivals and becoming 
a member of the international European Forum of Worldwide Music Festivals (Druga godba). 
3 In the late 1990s, the Slovenian music scene also saw the appearance of folk music revival 
performers who had a very free and authorial approach to the traditional Slovenian music. These 
performers incorporated elements of jazz, pop, rock, funk and other contemporary music genres 
into their music, did a lot of improvisations, and also added their own compositions. Some of the 
best known music groups of this type in the late 1990s were Fake orchestra (established in 1998), 
Terrafolk (1999), Brina Vogelnik and Ansambel Brina (1999), as well as Katalena (2001). No 
analysis of the discographies of this type of groups has been included in the paper. 
4 In part this was due to the orientation of the cultural politics in the then Yugoslavia, where folk 
dance ensembles were regarded as important agents and promoters of the development of the 
Yugoslav national socialist identity, as a result of which folk dance ensembles enjoyed consider- 
able financial, scientific and other support from the state (cf. Knific 2010; Knific 2013). 
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THE REINTERPRETATION OF SONGS FROM KOSOVO AND 
METOHIJA IN MASS-MEDIA PRODUCTIONS 

 
 
 

In terms of researching and interpreting the musical tradition of Ser- 
bia, the vocal practice of Kosovo and Metohija has seldom been the fo- 
cus of scholarly research and more scientific discussions. Nonetheless, 
since the 1950s, a number of previously unrecorded songs, owing to 
their attractiveness, that is, characteristic music-poetic features, have 
found their way into the repertoires of Serbian folk orchestras and vocal 
soloists. The presence of songs from Kosovo and Metohija came to the 
fore particularly during the 1990s, thanks to certain neo-traditional 
groups and folk-music soloists, who acquired much of their popularity 
by performing songs from this region. 

Most recently, music-folklore material from the region was re- 
searched by the authors of this article between 2015 and 2017, in central, 
northern and southern parts of Kosovo and Metohija. In addition to the 
obvious influence of mass media on folk music, this study demonstrated 
the existence of archaic music-poetic structures. The ancientry of these 
forms of musical expression is borne out by the longstanding experi- 
ences of rural singers, recognisable as the carriers of the tradition in 
these parts, whose activities had not left the bounds of their local com- 
munities. Also, their testimonies are corroborated by recorded vocal ex- 
amples in scholarly and expert publications dating from the late 19th 
century to the present. 

Comparing the melodies recorded in the field in rural communities 
with more recent interpretations of the same songs in contemporary con- 
ditions provides insight into significant changes, which are especially 
prominent in terms of style, melody, and ornamentation. Because pre- 
cisely these new interpretations (reinterpretations) have come to sym- 
bolize, since the 1990s, the musical expression of Kosovo and Metohija 
and, as such, gained wide popularity, the purpose of this study is to point 
to the reasons behind the emergence and process of these new changes. 
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Interestingly, the changes are identified not only by more elderly per- 
formers from Kosovo and Metohija, but also by certain singers with 
many years of experience in mass-media presentations. 

 
Keywords: Kosovo and Metohija, traditional songs, reinterpretation, 
mas-media productions 

 
 

 
Introduction 

 
The most recent research on folk music from the territory of Kosovo and 

Metohija has been conducted by the authors of this study between 2015 and 2017 

in central Kosovo, Sirinić district, Prizrenska Gora and partially in the settlements 

of Binačka Morava. Our initial idea regarding this fieldwork was to encompass 

in our research the musical language of various ethnicities (Serbs, Albanians, 

Roma, and Turks), which was also the primary commitment of ethnomusicolo- 

gists in exploring the region’s multiethnic character following the turbulent po- 

litical events of the 1990s. However, taking into consideration the extremely 

complex political, religious and broad-sense ideological circumstances, such an 

idea was not completely feasible. Therefore, our fieldwork was mainly based on 

the investigation of Serbian music (and dance as well, but to a lesser degree) 

folklore.1 

Our fieldwork conducted in these areas, based on the methods of partici- 

pation and observation, suggests that, besides evident (more recent) media influ- 

ences, more archaic musical-poetic structures have also survived. The longer 

standing of certain forms of musical expression is confirmed by the experiences 

of respected rural singers, whose activities had never left the bounds of their local 

communities. Within their own ethnic and living space, they cherished a song 

repertoire characteristic of the local environment, and by taking part in the pro- 

cesses of interpretation and music creation, they were taking up the position 

within the certain social group. Bearing in mind that a plethora of identity pat- 

terns is constructed through traditional music practice (Rice 2007: 17-37), from 

an individual to a collective one, this practice is of utmost importance to the Ser- 

bian cultural matrix originating from this region. Cultural identity is a special 

aspect of social identity, for, it represents “a set of elements which are used for 
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self-identification” (Golubović 2007: 522), within which particular musical 
forms become symbols of a certain identity too (Ristivojević 2009: 1). In that 
way, the Serbian population from Kosovo and Metohija is linked to a collection 

of songs emanating, through sound characteristics and individual vocal forms 

performances, a specific local and national identity. 

Realising that lyrical love songs were the best preserved genre in the eve- 
ryday lives of the population in this territory encouraged us to move forward in 

our scholarly-analytical process and analysis of concrete examples on a syn- 

chronic and diachronic level. The synchronic level entails comparing the same 

songs performed by different performers and recorded in fieldwork at a given 

moment of research. The results of this scientific elaboration confirm a lesser 

degree of change in the musical-poetic texts of these examples. In our ethnomu- 

sicological observations, we focused more on the diachronic framework, by: 

- comparing examples from current practice with corresponding examples 

from scholarly publications, recorded mostly from the late 19th to the mid 

20th century (by Stevan Stojanović Mokranjac, Vladimir Djordjević, Mi- 
loje Milojević, Kosta Manojlović, Ljubica and Danica Janković, Miodrag 

Vasiljević),2and 

- comparing these examples with their reinterpretations (mostly down- 

loaded from YouTube) that gained popularity in mass-media production, 

starting from the mid 20th century and especially since the 1990s. 

One of the first and key reasons behind the differences in various inter- 

pretations of these songs over time is directly related to a change in their perfor- 

mance context. That change concerns the removal of those musical creations 

from everyday situations in local (private) life into new, public, staged spaces. 

According to the categorisation implemented by a group of ethnomusicologists 

from Stockholm University (Lundberg, Malm, Ronström 2003: 335-354), such 

staged public spaces are labelled arenas for live music (e.g. concert perfor- 

mances) and media arenas (such as printed and electronic media). Presenting the 

songs in these public spaces entailed engaging large performing bodies, which, 

in terms of sound, enriched the erstwhile solo and monophonic songs interpreta- 

tions from Kosovo and Metohija. Initially, these innovating endeavours were un- 

dertaken by Radio Belgrade’s folk orchestras, which played a significant role in 

the broadcast and popularization of these songs and whose simple arrangements 
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at first merely served to highlight the vocal soloists (Dimitrijević 2011: 36-40). 
Since the soloists selected to perform songs from Kosovo and Metohija during 

the mid 20th century were singers from that part of the country, who were trained 

to sing in their own environment, it is only logical enough that their vocal inter- 

pretations did not diverge from performances by their senior fellow villagers, 

their original teachers. Choosing to perform with orchestral accompaniment, 

these singers were certainly motivated by a desire to popularize songs from Ko- 

sovo and Metohija as well as enhance their own personal visibility in the context 

of public display. 

 
Case one: The song “Što gu nema Cveta po dvor da se šeta?” [“Why 
is there no Cveta to walk around the palace?”] 

 
Among the first ones who popularized the songs is Jordan Nikolić from 

Prizren who performed with a great number of radio orchestras since the 1960s. 

He performed the melodies according to Miodrag Vasiljević’s notes, which is 
evidenced in the song “Što gu nema Cveta po dvor da se šeta?” which Jordan 
sang in the middle of the 1970s with Žarko Milanović orchestra accompaniment. 

The way he performs, in moderate tempo, poetically, melodically and metro- 

rhytmically (3/4 meter), does not deviate from the recording by Miodrag Va- 

siljević (recorded in Gnjilane in 1946; example 1). In Jordan’s performance style, 

we can recognize a strong correlation between Kosovo’s music and local identity 

of Prizren region, to which the “sense” of self is given (Rice 2007: 34-36), and at 

the same time, the audience gets the impression of elegant, gentle and aristocratic 

music from this region (Barać 2016). (Compare Vasiljević’s example 1 with the 
performance by Jordan Nikolić: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQbkhLjExLE). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQbkhLjExLE
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Što gu nema Cveta, mila nano, 
mori, po dvor da se šeta? 
Što gu nema Cveta, mila nano, 
mori, po dvor da se šeta? 

 
Što gu nema Cveta po dvor da se šeta? 
Da l’ je bolna cveta, da l’ bolnice čuva? 
Nit’ je bolna Cveta, nit’ bolnice čuva, 
no su došli Cvete, trojica terzije, 

 
da gu skroje Cvete, saju maskaliju, 
saju maskaliju, šarenu ćurdiju! 

 

Miodrag A. Vasiljević, Narodne melodije s Kosova i Metohije, pr. br. 254. 
 

However, more recent interpretations of this song in variant forms feature 

bigger changes, which are noticeable primarily in terms of the use of asymmetric 

metre, 7/8. The fact that asymmetric metres are highly popular in contemporary 

performers’ practice and that they have become a symbol of the Balkan folk- 

musical idiom may relate to this song’s metrical-rhythmic system, in its currently 

prevailing renderings, as recorded in more recent fieldwork research. A contem- 

porary rendering notable by its rock approach is that of Branimir Džoni Štulić, 
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the front man of the former Yugoslav rock band “Azra” (founded in Zagreb, 
1977). The performance of this song is characterized by a significantly faster 

tempo in 7/8 meter, word accentuation in verses, a simple melody and a greater 

musical intensity (a norm of rock culture). Compared to Jordan’s performance, 
the Azra one indicates a shortened version of the poetic text, which is generally 

and later present with other performers of Kosovo and Metohija’s music 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvMhDA9zwCI). The shortening of poetic 

texts in order to link songs from this region in the-so-called “Kosovo line” is 
evident in concerts by contemporary singers and bands, as well as at modern 

wedding parties (Barać 2016). Such a phenomenon can be explained not only as 

a special dynamization, but also as a concession to mediation implemented onto 

tradition. Also, in that way, songs get adjusted to the fast-moving economy of the 

modern listener’s reception (Nenić 2009: 3). 

 
Case two: The song “Sinoć konji ne dođoše” [“The horses didn’t 
come last night”] 

 
A characteristic mode of transformation in the performance of these songs 

is to replace the parlando rubato rhythmic system with a determinate metrical- 

rhythmic system, typically an asymmetric one, in a faster tempo, with a simpler 

melody and ornamentation. This tendency may be illustrated by the difference 

between the traditional performance of the song “Sinoć konji ne dođoše” (par- 
lando rubato, with rich ornamentation; solo performance heard from older peo- 

ple, recorded in the field 2016, example 2) and its 2002 reinterpretation with ac- 

companiment by Branimir Đokić’s folk orchestra (example 3). Both perfor- 

mances are by the same singer, Momčilo Trajković of Čaglavica, who con- 

sciously chose to transform the song by making the tempo faster and changing 

the time to 7/8, in order to make it closer to a dance. According to Trajković, 
adding female vocals and a more complex orchestral arrangement enhanced the 

song’s popularity. Interestingly, the first version to be recorded with orchestral 

accompaniment, at Radio Priština in 1985, made a significant impact on interpre- 

tations by other singers from around Gračanica. Trajković stick to the poetic 
framework in the version performed in 2002 with an orchestra accompaniment, 

but the musical phrases, while being sung, got shortened and simplified. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvMhDA9zwCI)
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Sinoć konji ne dođoše, 
Stanojle, ne dođoše. 

 

Sinoć konji ne dođoše, 
dockan pođo’da gi tražim, 
trag po traga u Stojana, 
a Stojan mi ne večera, 
Stojan mladi kaval gradi, 
da ugrabi mladu momu, 
da odmeni staru majku. 

 

Example 3 
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Sinoć konji ne dođoše, 
Stanojle, ne dođoše, devojče, ne dođoše. 

 

Sinoć konji ne dođoše, 
trag po traga u Stojana. 
Stojanovi na večeru, 
a Stojan mi ne večera. 
Stojan mladi kaval gradi, 
da ugrabi mladu momu, 
da odmeni staru majku. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrClpCmiRc 

 
 

Case three: The song “Vrbice, vrbo zelena” [“Little green willow, 
willow”] 

 
Recent changes in the typical and recognisable musical idiom of certain 

regions of Kosovo and Metohija also include reinterpretations of songs from Priz- 

renska Gora. One of the most characteristic St. George’s Day’s (Đurđevdan, 
Ђурђевдан) songs from Gora, “Vrbice, vrbo zelena”, features a 2/4 metre, large 
daire (tamburine) accompaniment, specific timbre and heterophonic two/part 

singing, recorded by Sanja Ranković in Vranište during the 1990s (example 4). 
More recent interpretations of this Gora song typically feature a different vocal 

treatment (a two-part, rhythmicized, drone-like texture), a different, chanted text, 

and instrumental accompaniment, which brings the song closer to the popular 

world music style. Such a performance is a characteristic of the Teofilovic Broth- 

ers from Čačak, who apart from their virtuousic guitar accompaniment sing out 
the shortened poetic text at a fast tempo with a significant affectation and partic- 

ular vocal emphasis at semicadences and a characteristic shout after the last 

stanza, with the aim of attaining a greater effect 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZAubOwSqEY). 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrClpCmiRc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrClpCmiRc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZAubOwSqEY
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Vrbice, vrbo, zeljena, 

vrbo zeljena, đurđevdenova, 

šo si se rano razvila? 
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Vrbice, vrbo zeljena, 
šo si se rano razvila? 
Ne li si gajle imala, 

ne li te majka karala? 

“Vrbice, vrbo zeljena, 

ovčara som go imala, 

do ponoć som go čekala, 
od ponoć som prespivala, 

so telj sitarka na glava, 

so koraništa na sebe, 

so našarene ručice. 
Ja će vi ostaim našija, 
ovčara da ne zimate! 

 
 

Case four: The song “Bilbil pile ne poj rano” [“Bilbil/biljbilj bird, 
don’t sing early”] 

 
Certain cover versions of Kosovo songs (recorded on the field by Novica 

Katić from Ugljare, 2015; example 5) have a more or less clear application of 

oriental sounding. The vocal of the band “Izvor” [“Source” or “Spring”] from 
Vranje retains traditional features while the instrumental composition with its 

domineering tamburas contributes to the oriental sound 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaF7MAzcZLg). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaF7MAzcZLg
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Example 5 
 
 

 
 

Biljbilj pile, biljbil pile, jagnje moje, 
ne poj rano, of, aman, aman, kalušice mlada, 
ne poj rano. 

 
Biljbilj pile, ne poj rano, 
ne budi mi gospodara. 
Sama sam ga uspavala, 
sama ću ga probuditi. 

 

Also, the popularity of these songs is attested to by their frequent perfor- 
mances by numerous foreign groups. In this transcultural sense, we put forward 

here a performance by a Prague-based band, BraAgas, who identify themselves 

as a world music band, with cover versions of Kosovo songs 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiAZrtJ6GHg). 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiAZrtJ6GHg)
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Conclusion 
 

New interpretations of songs from Kosovo and Metohija are a conse- 

quence of the following factors: 

- the desire for more visibility on the part of performers from the region, 

which has resulted in the introduction of orchestral accompaniment, ini- 

tially by radio orchestras; the reason behind this is an easier accompani- 

ment of vocal solo performers and thus, radio orchestras have made a 

great contribution to the transformation parlano rubato, a rhythmic sys- 

tem into certain distributive or asymmetric measures; 

- new arrangements in certain neo-traditional ensembles with oriental over- 
tones; 

- the hybrid quality of the world music style in the intercultural network of 

popularising songs from Kosovo and Metohija. 

In other words, the changes of traditional sounds, in historical measure, are 

equal to the transitioning model of converting tradition which Ingrid Åkesson 

used in her study on contemporary processes of revitalisation in Swedish vocal 

folk music. This model is based on the three concepts re-creation, re-shap- 
ing/transformation and renewal/innovation. “Concept recreation means staying 

close to the source, includes minor (unconscious) changes typical of oral/aural 

tradition; reshaping/transformation means consciously changing and/or arrang- 

ing traditional music, changing the form, etc. and includes conscious variation 

typical of musicians with a tacit knowledge of the craft/idiom (e.g. replacing, 

repeating or omitting motifs); renewal/innovation means creating new melodies 

based on traditional style and with knowledge of the tradition, keeping the es- 

sence, includes combining traditional tunes with newly created introductions, in- 

terludes, etc. and genre-crossing compositions based on traditional music but 

with a mix of idioms, as other folk musics/world music, jazz, rock, modern art 

music, etc.” (Åkesson online). 
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Notes 

 

1 That idea was not fully implemented, because we had no access to Albanian households; we 
were warned about this by the former as well as current management of the Priština-based en- 
semble Shota, who told us that time was not yet ripe for this kind of “Serb-Albanian cooperation”. 
Our conversations with the ensemble’s management were invaluable, because they provided us 
with important information about their musical and dance repertoires and models of interpretation 
in contemporary conditions. In the near future we likewise expect to establish an adequate degree 
of cooperation with representatives of the Turkish community. Our contacts with Roma musicians 
were reduced to talking to former performers and making a recording of a young Roma group 
(“Džimi bend” from Gračanica), which cultivates a popular and multiethnic hybrid style. In such 
conditions, our fieldwork was based essentially on exploring the musical folklore of the region’s 
ethnic Serbs. We must note that in terms of touring the region and establishing contacts with 
Shota and Roma musicians, we are greatly indebted to Snežana Jovanović, the director of the 
Serb national ensemble Venac from Gračanica, and her colleagues. 
2 The folk musical heritage of Kosovo and Metohija was first explored by Stevan Stojanović 
Mokranjac in 1896 (Mokranjac 1996), then Vladimir Đorđević in 1925 (Đorđević 1928), Miloje 
Milojević in 1930 (Milojević 2004), Kosta Manojlović from 1931 (his recordings, which consti- 
tute the first sound recordings of folk music made in Serbia, are kept in the Archive of the Musi- 
cology Institute of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts and in the Archive of the Faculty 
of music in Belgrade, and continue to be unavailable to the public), Miodrag Vasiljević in 1946/47 
(Vasiljević 1950; 2003). Kosovo’s heritage in music and dance was also explored by Ljubica and 
Danica Janković in 1935 and 1939 (Janković 1936; Janković 1937; Janković 1951; Janković 
1952). 

 

Audio examples: 
Jordan Nikolić: The song “Što mu nema Cveta po dvor da se šeta?” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQbkhLjExLE (аccessed January 25, 2016) 
Džoni Štulić; The song “Što mu nema Cveta po dvor da se šeta?” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvMhDA9zwCI (аccessed February 12, 
2016) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQbkhLjExLE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQbkhLjExLE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvMhDA9zwCI
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Momčilo Trajković: The song “Sinoć konji ne dođoše“ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrClpCmiRc (аccessed February 15, 2016) 
Brothers Teofilovic: The song “Vrbice, vrbo zelena” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZAubOwSqEY (аcessed February 17, 
2016) 

The band “Izvor”: The song “Bilbil pile, ne poj rano” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaF7MAzcZLg (аccessed March 15, 2016) 
The band “BraAgas”: The song “Bibil pile, ne poj rano” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiAZrtJ6GHg (аcessed April 03, 2016) 
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This article deals with the various forms and styles of the kolo dance 
from Bosnian Posavina, focusing on the meanings assigned to it by the 
community in their present displacement in the Post-Yugoslav context. 

Bosnian Posavina was involved in substantial emigration during the 
early 1990s because of the war in Bosnia, when most of the Catholic 
population in Posavina moved abroad, especially to Croatia. Nowadays, 
a considerable community from Bosnian Posavina is settled in Zagreb. 
In this context, which can be described as their “second homeland”, they 
have integrated into the system of Croatian amateur folklore [folklorni 
amaterizam], creating their own associations with sections dedicated to 
folk music and dance. In Croatia they participate in festivals for amateur 
groups, but their most significant music and dance activity remains in 
the context of parties among Bosnians and in the weekly meetings of 
each association, where not only the rehearsals of the performing group 
are held, but also singing and dancing for their own enjoyment. These 
occasions, together with other celebrations held in Bosnia, are ones that 
are most engaging both for the performers and their fellow Bosnians 
attending. 

The article explores how the particular kolo round dance of Bosnian 
Posavina is articulated in different styles according to the various per- 
forming contexts, and to the performers’ age and skills. Central to the 
definition of their Bosnian identity in Croatia, the kolo can be performed 
in both the presentational and participatory modalities by the same danc- 
ers, showing the complexity of this repertoire in the present time, as 
marked by dynamics continuously moving from the local to the national 
and to the global. 

 
Keywords: kolo dance, Bosnian Posavina, Croatia, folklore 
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Introduction 

Bosnian Posavina is an area of Northern Bosnia flanking the River Sava, 

extending approximately between the towns of Brod and Brčko. Although the 

river marks the border with Croatia, Bosnian Posavina was historically connected 

to its northern neighbour due to the Catholic faith of the majority of its 

inhabitants; however, as a part of Bosnia, it was in a constant contact and dialogue 

with the Serb and Muslim cultures of the country, and absorbed some Turkish 

influences spread in Bosnia as well.1 Among these, the most important from the 

musical perspective is the adoption of the šargija long-necked lute, which is the 

key instrument in the accompaniment of dance. The folk dance typical of this 

area is the kolo [circle, pl. kola], a round dance sharing some characteristics with 

other types of circle dances of Eastern Europe. 

Most of the Catholic Posavljaci (people from Bosnian Posavina) have 

moved abroad and are today scattered in different countries, among which 

Croatia, where they settled and founded associations that are engaged in 

preserving and performing the traditional music and dance repertoire from their 

native area. 

The only extensive study of the Posavljaci’s music and dance is Šilić’s 
work (2001), which presented and transcribed the songs, music and dances of 

serveral Catholic villages in Posavina. However, this fundamental musical 

ethnography is based on research carried out in the 1980s and 1990s and does not 

document the present situation of the Posavljaci diaspora, the connected forms of 

performance and aggregation, and tranformations in the repertoires. 

This article focuses on the kolo dances of the Catholic population from 

Bosnian Posavina living in the Croatian capital city, Zagreb. I investigate their 

music and dance repertoire in terms of its structural characteristics as well as in 

its social impact in an attempt to understand the present features and role it has 

in the Posavljaci community. From my interpretation, the kolo emerges as a living 

heritage essential for the Posavljaci to bring together their origins and their 

present life in another country, the means to integrate within Croatian folklore 

institutions and a constant source of collective enjoyment as well as a trigger for 

aggregation in the present post-Yugoslavian context. Finally, I argue that the 

current kolo dancing by the Posavljaci cannot be framed either as “representa- 

tional” or “participatory” according to Nahachewsky’s categories (2001), but that 
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it crosses both modalities, expressing the multiple and co-existing identities of 

the Bosnian Posavina community. 

 
The kolo from Bosnian Posavina: general features 

 
Considering the geographical classification of dances in former 

Yugoslavia as established by Ivan Ivančan (1964-1965), Bosnian Posavina is 

located between two different dance areas, the Slavonic and the Dinaric. For this 

reason, the basic characteristics of the kola from Posavina, though mostly 

Slavonic, present also Dinaric traits. Furthermore, in the last few decades these 

dances have been increasingly conditioned by performance contexts, which have 

had quite a relevant impact on their features, as will be described below. 

The kola are traditionally performed as closed circles by at least three 

people; however, in some current performances in front of an audience they take 

the shape of a semicircle, while in choreographies different figures are performed 

on stage. The distance between dancers should be small, but in today’s 
spontaneous performances it varies greatly, according to the available space and 

to the unstable number of dancers. All kola from Posavina start in a clockwise 

direction, as do other Slavonic circle dances, but most of them also include steps 

in the opposite direction, a trait which is typical of the Dinaric area. Apart from 

the šargija as an essential accompanying instrument, one or two violins can also 

be used, while, more rarely – in an attempt to recover their ancient use in the 

dance – the double flute dvojnice can also join the šargija. In the past, kola also 

included singing with improvisations by one or two singers, whereas currently 

just a minority of dances are performed in this way and most of them, when 

accompanied by singing, have a fixed text. 

From a structural point of view, the accompaniment of the šargija is 

essential for kolo dancing. Indeed, while plucking the strings, the šargija player 

performs the kucanje, i.e. he knocks his middle finger on the instrument’s 
harmonic board, thus producing a regular beat which is the metric reference for 

the steps. Each basic beat is generally associated with a double step: a foot is 

moved laterally, then the other foot follows and is positioned at its side. Indeed, 

the Posavljaci consider the korak [step, pl. koraci] as the single unit of this double 

foot movement and, as such, koraci are today counted while teaching the dance 

to young people. 
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In the traditional way of performing these dances, intended as the style 
used even today by older people and adopted during folklore performances, the 

most common steps in the Posavljaci’s kola are of small extension and are 

performed without greatly elevating the feet from the ground; this kind of korak 
generates a raising and consequent lowering of the body of the performer. A 

sequence of common koraci at the normal speed of dancing thus creates the effect 

of vertical vibration [drmanje] of the dancer, which is a connoting characteristic 

of these dance repertoires. This peculiar body shaking was in the past very 

marked and made the dancing circle vibrate uniformly, while today it varies 

according to the specific kolo and to the performers’ style. 

In my analysis of the relation of the musical structure (i.e. the rhythmic 
patterns and melodic motives) with the dance (i.e. the number, typology and 

direction of the steps) of the kola from Bosnian Posavina,2 the main structural 

traits that emerge are: 

- the choreutic cycle (i.e. the sequence of koraci defining the dance and 

repeated for a variable number of times) can be of 8, 16, 20 or 32 koraci; 
- some rhythmic patterns are consistently associated with specific koraci; 
- kola can have the same typologies of koraci from the beginning to the end 

(as in the kolo Sitnica), while in some pieces, different motifs or rhythmic 

patterns are linked with different koraci (as in Osmerac, Keler and 

Zavrzlama); 

- the varied repetition of a motif, and sometimes of a brief melodic cell, is 

related to a change in the direction of movement; 
- the change in the direction of movement is also associated with the 

internal caesura of the sung verse (as in the piece usually known under 

the name Sitnica and in the first part of Zavrlama); 

- static motifs (characterised by the identical repetition of their internal 

melodic elements) are usually linked to koraci on the spot, while some 

other steps on the spot are due to the kinetic need for balance; 

- in kola with distinct instrumental and sung sections, these last ones are 

performed with rhythmic steps almost in the form of walking; 

- in the various internal parts of the kola there is a tendency towards 

symmetry. 
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Leaving the homeland to settle in a “second homeland” 
 

During the last century, Bosnian Posavina saw a double massive 

emigration: the first during the 1950s and 1960s following the progressive 

impoverishment of the area caused by the economic politics of Yugoslavia, and 

the second one in the 1990s brought about by the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

The first wave led to both permanent and temporary settling abroad for work, in 

the latter case with periodical journeys home to visit the family. On the other 

hand, the second wave provoked resettlement that progressively became the 

permanent abandonment of the region by the Croatian Catholic population. The 

complex of displaced communities can be described as the Posavljaci’s diaspora, 

since just a tiny minority, mainly composed of older people and priests, still live 

in Posavina, while the majority are scattered in several countries, in Europe 

especially in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Croatia. 

In these various countries, the Posavljaci have often organised themselves 

into associations whose main aim is to preserve their culture. In Croatia, these 

clubs are normally based on the model of the KUDs [kulturna umjetnična 
društva], cultural and artistic associations that include music and dance sections 

dedicated to folk repertoires. Because of this common association model, I will 

hereinafter refer to them simply under the acronym KUD, even though different 

official denominations define these associations.3 Although Croatia is considered 

a “second homeland” [druga domovina] by the Posavljaci, because of the cul- 

tural, religious and geographical vicinity of their homeland, the Croatian govern- 

ment identifies them as a national minority [nacionalna manjina], so some groups 

emphasise their Bosnian origin in their official name. 

In Zagreb, most of the Posavljaci’s KUDs were created during the 2000s 

and are composed of people from Bosnian Posavina and of young people of 

Posavina descent, born in Croatia or in another European country. These associ- 

ations are the centre of the cultural life of this community. Indeed, they not only 

nurture their music and dance heritage following the model of Croatian folklore 

amateur practice [folklorni amaterizam], but they are also the Posavljaci’s pole 
of aggregation and centre of social interaction, an occasion to transmit Posavina 

music and dance to the young, and a shared space for the elaboration of their 

cultural identity while they are far from their homeland. For the Posavljaci, being 

a member of such an association is a matter of pride [ponos] and a way of both 
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preserving their cultural heritage and handing it down to new generations (Topić 
2016). 

KUDs are composed of people of all ages, but the dancers are mostly 

young people, whose participation in these associations is encouraged. For them, 

taking part in a KUD represents a chance to meet friends, to enjoy dancing and 

to travel in order to perform at various venues. Adults and older people are often 

in charge of supervising rehearsals and accompany the young to their shows or 

attend meetings of the association. The musicians (violinists and šargija players) 

are of different ages and are versatile both in accompanying kolo dances and tra- 

ditional singing in pairs. Today, most of the KUDs’ dancers are girls and women. 

This generates a gender imbalance in the dance performances and marks a differ- 

ence from the past, when an almost equal number of males and females danced 

(Šilić 2001: 34). 

The members of the KUDs, as well as part of the Posavina community, 

perform the kolo dance and songs on a variety of occasions, which will be con- 

sidered below after discussing the dissemination of the dance repertoire. 

 
Bosnian Posavina dance repertoire and its dissemination 

 
The definition of the complex of the kola from Bosnian Posavina is quite 

problematic. The previous literature on at least part of this repertoire (Dopuđa 
1986 and 1969; Panić 1986; and most importantly Šilić 2001) presented it 
through a geographical classification according to the villages where the pieces 

were performed. 

Today, this method is inapplicable not only because most of the Croatian 

Posavljaci no longer live in Bosnian Posavina, but especially because the KUDs, 

which are the present custodians of this heritage, gather members from different 

areas of Posavina and thus preserve a repertoire which cannot be associated with 

any specific place. Furthermore, the KUDs’ members learn pieces from other 
clubs, and musicians, as well as dancers, move from one association to another, 

carrying with them the kola they know. The result of this dissemination process 

is that each KUD has a repertoire quite similar to that of the others, although the 

names of the dances are sometimes different. Indeed, reconstructing the stable 

repertoire of most of the Posavina KUDs in Zagreb, I have been able to verify 
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the substantial homogeneity of the pieces they know and perform, where the main 

differences consist of the use of the terms referring to them.4 

Comparing the names of the kola used by the KUDs with those found in 

the literature, namely Dopuđa 1986 and 1969; Panić 1986; Šilić 2001, several 
divergences emerge. Most of the names are recorded by these sources just once, 

while the dance structures are usually similar, indicating that there was a great 

local variability in naming the dances. In other cases, the kola names recur, but 

the dances are not the same. In some instances, the names refer to the number of 

steps in the same direction, or on the spot (i.e. 4 in Četverac / Četvorak / Četvorka 
and 8 in Osmerac / Osmica): this is a very common feature in different pieces, 

which are consequently indicated with similar names even if the overall dance 

structure is not the same. Other kola have a very simple choreutic structure and 

thus can be adapted to various tunes and have various names (Valcer or Poravno 
or Ravno or Povračanac). This variety in naming the kola and in having them 

associated with a specific musical accompaniment produces partial elusiveness 

in defining the repertoire. Indeed, the repertoire of the kola cannot be determined 

within categorical borders, but this shows its internal flexibility as well as traces 

of the Bosnian Posavina historical heritage of both contact with the exterior and 

preservation of local traits. 

Furthermore, apart from the consequences of emigration from Bosnian 

Posavina and the present intra-KUD exchange of the kola, this repertoire was 

involved in another process of dissemination. During the Socialist period, some 

dances from Bosnian Posavina were elaborated or arranged and disseminated in 

the federal context, as shown by a few anthologies. Indeed, folk dances were 

taught in schools by using textbooks with simplified kola versions (Eimović 
1967), and some dance songs were included in Yugoslav song anthologies (Lolić 
1953), where dance music was arranged for accordion accompaniment to be dis- 

seminated in the whole of Yugoslavia as national round dances (narodna kola). 
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Performance contexts and practice: between the present and past, 

between Croatia and Bosnia 
 

The associations of Posavljaci in Zagreb participate with their folklore 

groups in a variety of events during which kola are danced according to different 

performance codes and adopting diverse styles. 

Normally, it is the venue and context for dancing that determine the type 

of performance and the dancing style. Two main typologies can be identified: one 

involving stage-based, organised performances structured with the perform- ers 

displaying folklore before an audience, which is a “presentational” modality 
(Nahachewsky 1995, also Turino 2008); the other comprises spontaneous perfor- 

mances where there is no clear differentiation between the performers and the 

audience, who can freely join the dancing, and the aim of dancing is mainly self- 

entertainment, and in this sense it is “participatory” (Nahachewsky 1995, also 
Turino 2008). 

Folklore festivals and festivals of folk choreographies are the main 

context for presentational performances. In Croatia, folklore festivals are the 

usual venue for the performance of kola in a very conservative way. The basis of 

these performances is the idea of folklore codified by the institution of the 

Croatian Peasant Concord [Seljačka Sloga] of the 1920s and 1930s, as “Croatian, 
peasant, old-time or local [music, dance and clothing]” (Ceribašić 1998: 26). This 

same ideal, identified as izvornost [lit. from the source; autochthony, authentic- 

ity] moulded the folklore festivals founded in the 1960s, such as the Zagreb In- 

ternational Folklore Festival [Međunarodna Smotra Folklora Zagreb] and still 

remains valid today. As Naila Ceribašić has argued, “this idealised ‘once’ is 
hypostatised, transformed into concrete objects, and incorporated in autoch- 

tonous songs, dances and costumes” (ibid. 28). 

The KUDs from Bosnian Posavina totally embrace this vision and apply 

it to the style adopted for dancing in folklore festivals, which they describe as 

“authentic” or “autochthonous” [izvorni] and “in the old way” [po starinski]. In 

particular, steps must be small [sitni], the feet must not leave the ground much, 

the vertical vibration of the dancers’ bodies [drmanje] should be visible and, last 

but not least, the kolo should move as one entity, harmonically and in a coordi- 

nated way. This resonates with the characteristic of presentational performances 
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as described by Nahachewsky: “the standardization of movement on the micro- 
scopic level is designed to highlight and reinforce the macroscopic elements” 
(Nahachewsky 1995: 6). 

However, some divergences from what are supposed to be “autochtho- 

nous” performances are demanded by the stage: for instance, the position of the 
musicians, who usually now stand outside the dance circle so as to be visible to 

the audience, while in the past they would stand in the middle of the kolo. Even 

the demand for a uniform style of dancing collides with past practice, since var- 

ying degrees of competence in the dance generated some heterogeneity and, in 

the dance performance itself, moments of climax create a more emphatic style. 

In folklore performances, great importance is also given to the entrance on stage: 

performers have to walk slowly and solemnly to display their traditional dress, 

which is an important part of the representation of folklore. 

These kind of performances on stage show a sort of paralysis of the kola 
dancing style, preserved in a past form that is today alive only in the protected 

dimension of folklore. These considerations can generally adapt to the views that 

Stjepan Sremac expressed about the performances hosted at the Zagreb Interna- 

tional Folklore Festival: 

 
Of course, absolute isolation and originality has hardly ever been pos- 
sible; changes and additions have always been coming, to be ab- 
sorbed and transformed in accordance with local conditions, until 
they gradually ceased to be felt as foreign. By insisting on “autoch- 
thonous” traditions, the Zagreb Festival fails to give a full picture of 
folk music in large parts of Croatia, and the presentation ends with 
forms that were current at the beginning of the century (Sremac 1978: 
116).5 

 
Festivals also host choreographies, which are elaborations and sequences 

of different folk dances. The model of folk choreographies still followed today 

has developed since the 1950s, where, in Croatia, Ivan Ivančan was one of its 
major theorists and choreographers. In folk dance choreographies, original steps 

are generally preserved, while the disposition of the dancers on stage is modified, 

i.e. alternating the circle to other figurations. Some KUDs from Posavina follow 

this model for their choreographies, while other groups have a more creative ap- 

proach. One of these, the KUD “Rodna Gruda” DS, is composed mainly of young 
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people who perform the traditional kola from Bosnian Posavina, but who are also 
interested in different styles of dance. Their choreographies usually include tra- 

ditional kola as well as new ones based on the customary accompaniment of the 

šargija and violin. The composer of new pieces is the violin and šargija player 

of the group, Stipo Dajaković, who also creates some of the choreographies. In 
the performances of the “Rodna Gruda”, a very varied series of figurations ap- 

pear, including couples that are the typical figuration of other Croatian dances. 

Furthermore, the steps of the traditional kola are modified, not only with regard 

to the positioning of the dancers on stage, but also in their style, absorbing influ- 

ences of other dances from Eastern Europe. 

Apart from performances on stage, the Posavljaci dance kola in other con- 
texts where the dancing is not bound by the paradigms of folklore and emerges 

as a living tradition in which most of the people participate. The weekly meetings 

of the KUDs include the probe – formal rehearsals of kola and choreographies – 
as well as informal moments of collective enjoyment, during which kola are 

danced freely and are richly varied. These meetings are attended not only by 

members of the KUD, but also by other acquaintances and friends since they are 

a social event, where, apart from kolo dancing, traditional singing in pairs accom- 

panied by the šargija is the soundscape for the playing of cards or chess, and 

friendly chatting. 
Furthermore, the Posavljaci in Zagreb organise some special events for 

their community, such as nights [večere] and gatherings [prela].6 These encom- 

pass the traditional couple singing accompanied by the šargija and violin and the 

traditional kola performed by the KUDs in a presentational style, alternating with 

free dancing of both kola from Bosnian Posavina and other circle dances, such as 

narodna kola. On these occasions, free dancing is open to anyone and the dancing 

style varies greatly according to the competence of the performers, but also open 

to individual variations, in a similar way to what happens when kola are danced 

spontaneously during the weekly gatherings of the KUDs. 

All the aforementioned initiatives take place mainly in Zagreb and in the 

surrounding areas, but the KUDs also participate in festivals in Bosnia and other 

countries and organise events in Bosnian Posavina, for example the Posavina 

Cultural Nights [Posavske kulturne večeri] in Derventa. This annual event at- 

tracts several groups of Posavljaci, not only from Croatia but also from other 
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countries, and for the emigrant and refugee communities it is instrumental in 

keeping a link with their homeland. 

Other occasions in which the Posavljaci return to Bosnia from abroad and 

celebrate with music and dances are the patron saint festivals in Posavina vil- 

lages. After the patron saint Mass, spontaneous kolo dancing takes place in the 

churchyard, reconnecting the present with past dancing practice. Indeed, the col- 

lective gathering after the Mass was, until the war of the 1990s, one of the main 

occasions for dancing the traditional kola for the Catholic community of Bosnian 

Posavina (Šilić 2001: 32-33). The Catholic faith is very important for this peo- 

ple’s cultural identity, since it is the main trait characterising them as Croatian 

Bosnians and differentiating them from Serb and Muslim communities. For the 

Posavljaci, the religious calendar marked not only the dancing occasions, but also 

the periods when dancing was banned, such as Lent.7 

 
Kolo dance learning, style and variations 

 
Today, not all Posavljaci can dance the kolo: young people from families 

not attending community associations especially do not have the opportunity to 

learn dancing. Some people have a “passive” knowledge of kolo dancing: they 

are acquainted with the rudiments of the steps, but do not know the step sequence 

of each piece and, when they join the collective free dance, they follow more 

skilled dancers. Others hold an “active” knowledge of kolo dancing: they perform 

steps in a refined way, know both the characteristics of the music accompaniment 

and the step sequence of the kolo; finally, expert dancers can also creatively vary 

their style and steps. Today, it is by participating in the KUDs’ rehearsals that 
most young people learn to dance expertly, while the majority of adults and older 

people learnt to dance during community gatherings in Bosnia. 

The process of learning kolo dancing is now more formalised than in the 

past and is usually supervised by the person in charge [voditelj] of the dance sec- 

tion of each KUD, as happens in similar folklore associations. Learning the dif- 

ferent kola is based on counting the number of koraci in each direction, while, 
according to the older people, in the past there was more emphasis on the stylis- 

tically correct steps and on the related vertical vibration of the body. 
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The most fascinating aspect of the repertoires of Posavina KUDs is their 
current vitality and the flexibility they have in adapting, formally and stylisti- 

cally, to the different performance contexts as described above. These impose 

aesthetical, spatial and representational codes which affect the style, formation 

and dress adopted. 

I will now focus on the type of kolo performances that are less known 
since they take place during the described informal situations reserved for the 

Posavina community and that are not addressed to an audience. In these cases, 

the performers’ aim is not to display the Bosnian Posavina cultural traditions as 
in the case of folklore presented on stage, but to entertain the community and 

enjoy the dance experience. Hence, the kolo is danced freely, and different ways 

of dancing are displayed. Indeed, when the dance is not tied to the standardised 

model followed during stage performances, the harmonic unity of movement of 

the kolo is abandoned and the dancing ring can be totally heterogeneous due to 

the diverse ways of performing steps, while respecting the basic dance structure 

of the kolo. In these cases, some skilled dancers vary the standard steps. As Na- 

hachewsky stated, “the participatory dance is complex and rich with communi- 
cative material in its ‘microscopic’ movement elements (eye contact, variations 
in touch, etc.), while presentational dance is quite standardized and regular at this 

level. [...] In participatory dances, the focus tends to be on the dancers them- 

selves” (Nahachewsky 1995: 1). 

Among the traditional kola performed today by the Posavina community 

in Zagreb, two pieces are most frequently danced, the Bruđa and Valcer. They 

are the most loved dances of the Posavljaci, probably because they combine 

stability with variety: an easy dance structure (a short choreutic cycle and 

repetitive koraci) and the possibility of having different instrumental accompani- 

ments. Their adaptability to various tunes is implied by their simple dance 

structure, which remains stable but can be performed to different musical 

accompaniments. 

Valcer – whose origin is uncertain, since it does not have any apparent 

link to the Austrian waltz – is the name used by some KUDs for a kolo also known 

as Povračanac and Po ravno, and diffused in Bosnia as well as in Croatia 

(Ivančan 1964: 64-67, 153). The Bosnian Posavina Valcer is defined on the basis 

of a cycle of 8 beats (kucanja on the šargija), where 8 double steps (koraci) are 

performed, in a sequence of: 2 towards the left, 2 on the spot, 2 towards the right, 
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2 on the spot. The first four koraci are symmetrical to the second four. In standard 
folklore performances, all the koraci should have a small extension and lateral 

ones are performed as the lateral movement of one leg in the chosen direction, 

followed by the approach of the second one.8 

During the free performances of the Valcer, different dancing styles, as 

well as individual performers’ variations, emerge according to the competence of 

the dancer, the moment of the dance and his/her involvement in dancing. 

Variations are normally performed when the music inspires more emphasis and 

when the dancers feel more captivated by the dance. 

The style of variations that appears to be quite common among mature 

and skilled dancers is characterised by a crossing ahead on the lateral koraci of 

the Valcer choreutic cycle. In the first lateral korak, the dancers perform a tiny 

leap on the spot with one foot, while the other foot performs an extended step, 

slightly crossing frontally the first moved foot, thus creating an internal contrast 

between the first stamped step and the second, extended one. Koraci on the spot 

are also performed in a different way compared to the standardised ones that are 

common in folklore performances. One foot is pulled ahead and the other one 

backwards; then this movement is repeated with minor width, so that one foot is 

slightly ahead. Generally, this dancing style appears more dynamic and varied 

compared to a standard performance, where steps are small and homogeneous. 

Dancers explain these variations as personal creativity which, by reci- 

procal imitation, can spread to small groups of dancers during the performance. 

However, they have also suggested that the step with a forward crossing 

[križenje] recalls the typical step of the narodno kolo Užičko, which they used to 

dance during their youth in Bosnia (Budimir, Brnadić and Šapina 2016). 
Although Užičko is of Serbian origin, its version as narodno kolo was known all 

around former Yugoslavia. Today, it is not danced as such by the Posavljaci 

anymore, although it emerges as a component of the variations they perform 

during free dancing, thus actualising a part of their past, a past of peaceful 

coexistence in their homeland. 

Young dancers often perform different variations. Usually the steps are 

expanded backwards and forwards; the posture is more flexible, the bending-ex- 

tending leg movement is greater, and, finally, the arms move in a more empha- 

sised way. Similar variations are evident if we consider a partial sequence that in 

a standard performance would be 2 koraci towards the left and 2 koraci on the 
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spot. In the first korak towards the left, the left foot is stamped on the floor in a 
backwards position, while the right foot is moved ahead, then, through a small 

leap on the spot, this position is beaten again. The resulting position shows a 

backward crossing of the left foot. In the second korak, through a lateral move- 

ment of the left foot, the dancers place again the right foot ahead, then change the 

position of the feet to have their left foot ahead and the right one behind, with a 

backwards crossing. The following two koraci on the spot are done differently. 

For the first one, the right foot is stamped on the spot, while the left one is lifted 

close; then the right foot goes ahead and the left one goes backwards, performing 

a backwards crossing. In the second korak on the spot, as for the second korak 
towards the left, the right foot is ahead of the left one; then the dancers exchange 

the position of their feet, to have the left one ahead and the right one behind, with 

a backwards crossing. 

Just as for mature dancers, young people also cannot clearly indicate the 

inspiration for their variations, and just talk of individual creativity enacted dur- 

ing the performance and assimilated by the nearby fellow dancers. Young girls 

are often passionate performers who usually watch videos of other kinds of circle 

dances on YouTube and sometimes try to copy the styles they admire. Their ap- 

proach to dancing and their creative style that is open to external influences sug- 

gest further developments in the possible variations of standard kolo dancing in 

the future. 
 

Conclusions 
 

Today, the Bosnian Posavina kolo can be performed in both the presenta- 

tional and participatory modalities by the same dancers, showing the complexity 

of this repertoire in the contemporary time, as marked by overlapping dimensions 

of style, context and dynamics continuously moving from the local to the national 

and the global. 

The kolo embeds a plurality of values and is the vector of multiple mean- 

ings for the Posavljaci. The “autochthonous” performance on the festival stage is 

grounded in the ideal of the izvornost of the remote past and has a present mean- 

ing in representing Bosnian Posavina’s cultural identity in the formalised context 

of folklore festivals in Croatia. The participation of Posavina groups in Croatian 

folklore festivals is essential for their cultural representation in a context highly 
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marked by nationalism, like the Croatian one. Indeed, most of the Posavina 
KUDs – which are considered, and consider themselves to be associations of na- 

tional minorities – were created about 15 years ago, simultaneously with the 

strong input in the process of Croatian cultural nation-building that began with 

its independence in 1991. Although for several Posavljaci Croatia is a “second 
homeland”, they still feel their Bosnian identity, and folklore festivals represent 
the venues where a re-definition of their complex identity can take place. 

Choreographies allow the expression of the KUDs’ creativity and a con- 

frontation with similar associations during competitive festivals. Choreographies 

can be accurate in the presentation of a sequence of traditional kola or become a 

way for young people to approach these repertoires, which are more open to ex- 

ternal influences and also include original compositions. 

The different individual styles that I have described here are just a part of 

those performed; however, they represent the superimposition of various influ- 

ences on the dancing style and of diverse spatial and temporal references in the 

memory, interests and body of the performers. The style adopted by mature danc- 

ers recalls an historical period of unity with other Yugoslav nationalities, as well 

as the peaceful beloved homeland as their performing context. Finally, the young 

people’s style is informed by a mosaic of influences from other places, being re- 

elaborated during free dancing, mirroring their identity that intermingles Bosnian 

with Croatian and other cultural backgrounds. Embracing all these values, kolo 
dancing represents a space to perform the lost past, the challenging present, and 

the unknown future for all segments of the Posavljaci community. 

Finally, it is evident that Bosnian Posavina kolo dancing crosses the cate- 

gories of the “first and second existence folk dance” as theorized by Hoerburger 
(1965 and 1968). “Spontaneous” and “folklorized” performances are indeed par- 

allel and simultaneous dimensions of the present status of these repertoires. In 

relation to further revisions of Hoerburger’s paradigm, such as the “representa- 

tional” or “participatory” categories suggested by Nahachewsky (2001), the 
Posavljaci’s kolo dancing embraces these two forms at the same time and offers 

reasons for future reflections on the multifaceted character of such repertoires 

marked by a postmodern tendency towards plural and complicated levels of ex- 

istence. 
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Notes 
 

1 For a concise but accurate history of the process of identity formation of the Croats from Bosnia 
Herzegovina, see: Grbić 1997. 
3 For a detailed analysis of the steps’ typologies and of the characteristics of the various kola, see: 
Cimardi 2016: 34-73. 
2 Apart from KUDs, other types of associations established by the Posavljaci in Croatia are: Folk- 
lorna skupina [Folklore Group], Posavski zavičajni klub [Club of natives of Posavina] and Ud- 
ruga bosanskih Posavljaka [Association of People from Bosnian Posavina]. The last two types 
of associations, which are characterised by a direct reference to the origin of their members, com- 
prise a music and dance section. For an overview of the panorama of these associations in Zagreb, 
see: Ćaleta and Zebec 2017. 
4 Comparative tables, describing the sequence of steps of each piece and the name of each kolo 
used by four different KUDs, can be found in Cimardi 2016: 65-67. 
5 Similar conclusions were also expressed by Naila Ceribašić (1998). 
6 In the past, prela were gatherings among friends and neighbours in private houses; similar events 
hosting kola dances were village parties [sijela]. During these events, young people could get to 
know each other, new friendships were created, and new couples were formed. 
7 Another occasion where kola were danced was during wedding celebrations, especially at the 
bridegroom’s home where the main party was held (Ružica Pervan and Pavica Želić 2016). 
8 A detailed analysis of the kolo Valcer and of some of the variations performed by dancers can 
be found in Cimardi 2016: 89-109. 
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UNCONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS METHODS IN UKRAINIAN 

ETHNOMUSICOLOGY: THE CASE OF LYRICAL SONGS 

 
 
 

The problem of the analysis of musical elements by ethnomusicolo- 
gists is expressed in a mismatch of mechanisms for the perception of the 
musical text by native singers and researchers. Ethnomusicologists were 
grown up on Western European music, thereby they perceive ethnic mu- 
sic in the context of regularities of academic music. Regardless of the 
ethnomusicologist’s experience level either as a listener or a performer 
of ethnic music, the 12-tone tempered tuning system and binary system 
of rhythm through which he will interpret any musical text will remain 
his system of analytic coordinates for music. Yet, ethnic music exists 
under other laws. Thus, the analytical text will appear twisted through 
the filter of ethnomusicological insights. 

This problem may be solved due to such methods of analysis as the 
statistical method of experimental transcriptions and the method of 
comparison of acoustic measurements both within traditional singing 
and compared with the secondary performance. The focus in this type 
of research is made not on separate discrete phenomena, but on the pro- 
cesses occurring in the musical text, and first of all, changes. That is, for 
aspects of pitch, sounds will not be a unit of measurement, but intervals, 
or the distance between sounds, will be. For rhythm, it is the ratio of 
durations according to the unit of the meter. 

The new, alternative methodology for the study of ethnic music 
makes it possible to consider musical processes in their dynamic, sound- 
ing form. It shifts the focus of the researcher’s attention on the music 
behaviour mechanisms that lead to the formation of the musical text. 

 
Keywords: acoustical measurements, musical perception, pitch zone, 
scale 
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The issue of scale and its interpretation 
 

The article is dedicated to the problems concerning methods of acoustical 

analysis of traditional songs (the case of Ukrainian traditional songs). These 

methods are poorly developed not only in the Ukrainian scientific experience, but 

also in the world practice. But using precise data in musicological analysis allows 

us to become more objective in ethnomusicological investigations, especially in 

research on scale issues and interpretation. 

The history of the study of Ukrainian musical folklore began almost one 

and a half centuries ago. A few research schools were formed within this period. 

Each created its own approach to the study of traditional folk music culture, in 

particular, analysis of musical and poetic form and some of its components. 

The study of song tradition is more popular in Ukraine than the study of 

instrumental folklore. The vast majority of modern studies are devoted to issues 

of musical and stylistic divisions of the Ukrainian ethnic territory, genres of the 

song repertory of ethnographic regions, structural typology and melodic geogra- 

phy. Issues of pitch melody organization have remained less developed. 

Working on named issues is very important for the development of Eth- 

nomusicology in Ukraine. It is responsible for the classification and, importantly, 

systematization of folk music material. And this, in turn, is a necessary founda- 

tion for building a theory (mode or rhythmic) and music system. 

Each system represents not only the essence of the phenomenon in its 

hierarchical discrete categories, but also the tendencies of the cultural processes 

within which it appeared. Such organization contradicts the aim of science – ob- 

jective and impartial analysis of the material. A researcher is often unconsciously 

affected by his experience (the basis for which was formed at the time of the 

study). This experience has influence on the analytical process. That is why his 

or her adjustment and impact on the study results are inevitable. Use of non- 

traditional instruments of analysis can help us to gain more objective results. 

In the course of time, any system needs to be changed and complicated. 

Any deviation that gets its statistics makes changes to the established procedure. 

It seems that the analysis of performance style, intonation, improvisation, varia- 

bility of performance cannot be one of the classification criteria, because it ap- 

peals to single and individual processes, but not typical ones. Besides, analysis 

of such phenomena is often limited only to verbal description, which provides 
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additional subjective features. However, this statement can be the result of still 
undeveloped methodology. A researcher is able to follow the principle of the ex- 

istence of supposedly random processes, when he finds classification and sys- 

tematization criteria of the above-mentioned phenomena and approve their units 

of measurement. 

A method for combining electro-acoustic and statistic analyses can be 
useful in the search for new and marginal methods of music folklore analysis. 

Supporters  of  the  acoustic analysis  of  ethnic  music in  different  times were: 

O. Abraham and E.  von  Hornbostel (1909 [2010]) from Austria and Germany, 
O. Baranovsky and Y. Iutsevych (1947) from Ukraine, A. Listopadov (Pyartlas, 

2010; Zemtsovsky, 2002) and N. Harbuzov (1951) from the Soviet Union, and 

R. Ambrazevichius (Ambrazevicius, Budrys, Vishnevska, 2015) from Lithuania. 

These scientists are most concerned about issues of the variability of perception 

of different elements of music language in the process of performance (pitch and 

rhythm, less – dynamics, timbre), as well as their deviation compared to the West 

European music system. 

So, how can electronic music analysis be useful for researchers? In what 

kinds of research should it be used? What problems arise while working with this 

instrument? First of all, it is necessary to remember that the collection and use of 

electronic acoustic data requires some researcher’s preparation in the sphere of 
musical acoustics and musical psychology. Knowledge of specialized computer 

software is also necessary. Most students of higher music educational institutions 

in Ukraine do not have access to subjects such as musical acoustics in their pro- 

grams. Also, they receive only basic knowledge in the field of psychology. As a 

result, many musicologists have problems with psychoacoustic and acoustic data 

operation. Students usually study computer programs for acoustic analysis and 

sound editors at home, not in a professional manner. On the one hand, this hap- 

pens due to lack of resources. Educational institutions are not financially sup- 

ported to create specialized laboratories with proper equipment. On the other 

hand, there are not many specialists in Ukraine who deal with both musical acous- 

tics and folklore. 

It is important to remember that electronic analysis is first of all an instru- 

ment for getting accurate acoustic data. It has no sense without statistical study 

and research interpretation in the context of general theory. Receiving data is only 

the first stage of the work. Nevertheless, at this stage a researcher has to 
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understand which issue he wants to solve by means of this instrument. This af- 
fects the kinds of acoustical data he will measure and the methods for their cal- 

culation. 

The history of the electronic and acoustical analysis of folk music began 

more than seventy years ago. However, only now it is changing from the status 

of exotic supplement to the main method of analysis into the status of an im- 

portant and even necessary one. 

Electronic and acoustical statistical analysis can contribute to the devel- 

opment of such themes: 

1. Timbre identification of ethnographic tradition or timbre characteristics 

of a particular genre (in one region, or in comparison to different regions). Stud- 

ying of such types with accurate measurements will reveal details of the existence 

of any local manner of performance. It can also show the timbral characteristics 

of different genres. For example, ritual genres and lyrical songs are usually per- 

formed in different ways. They generally have different timbre saturation even 

within one local tradition. Similar studies are effectively conducted by linguists 

in the sphere of dialects. 

2. The regularity of deviations from pitch and rhythmic patterns at differ- 

ent stages of a tradition’s existence – dynamic and fading. Indeed, electronic and 

acoustical statistical analysis could enrich the study of chromatics and micro- 
fluctuations. For instance, it is assumed that the raised subsecond is a calling card 

of Ukrainian song tradition. However, the general idea is that it became raised 

only with time, as a result of West European music influence. 

3. Solving the critical pitch or rhythmic zone issue in research interpreta- 

tions (transcriptions). The critical pitch / rhythmic zone is a place in a musical 

text (rhythmic or pitch unit) that has several variants of realization and that is 

understood and interpreted differently by research (our interpretation of M. Har- 

buzov term). 

Each unit of musical text (tone, interval, rhythmic unit) has its range of 

existence. Such a regularity is traced: the smaller the range of fluctuations means 

the more stable perception of tone, interval or rhythmic unit. Thus, a broader 

range means more interpretation. The broad range of one pitch or rhythmic unit 

is called a critical zone. 
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A. Listopadov has conducted this type of research in Russia. These ex- 
periments are mentioned in articles of I. Zemtsovsky and Z. Pyartlas. We have 

conducted a similar experiment at the folklore department at the Kyiv Music 

Academy. We have compared notations of four transcriptors with the results of 

acoustical analysis. 

Such research leads to the issue of modal formation characteristics. It also 
shows the way an interpreted text can influence the results of the analysis of mu- 

sical texts, which is the basis of the research. 

4. There are often situations when an absolute pitch of a song involuntar- 

ily rises. It happens in many ethnic song traditions. We have analyzed such phe- 

nomena in the context of four lyrical songs and came to the conclusion that the 

raised pitch helps singers reach more stability in tone performance. In the pictures 

we can see the tables of approximation of sounding scale to tempered scale 

throughout the song. 

 

 
Figure 1 

 
5. Results of another research project showed that the broadening and nar- 

rowing of rhythmic and pitch zone within the fit is not chaotic. Stable and mobile 

pieces rotate. In one place, variability of pitch and rhythmic unit performance is 

greater, and in the other it is almost absent. This tendency can cause some nu- 

ances when understanding a form-building process of the fit in future research. 
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Figure 2 

 
In the picture we can see rhythmic zones (the black columns) and pitch 

zones (the grey columns) and their statistical and dynamic realizations during the 

strophe. 

So-called Secondary performance is extremely common in Ukraine. This 

phenomenon appeared in the 1970s and has represented the restoration of the 

rural singing oral tradition by performers with an academic education. The term 

Secondary performance exists in folklore practice, but the phenomenon has not 

yet received sufficient research. Musicians, mostly ethnic music experts, bring 

traditional songs to their performance practice and perform them on stage. These 

singers of folk tradition try to improve their skills and become as close to the 

original sound as possible. However, academic experience makes the perfor- 

mance of secondary ensembles quite different. In fact, the stereotypes of music 

perception of ethnic musical experts are still based on Western European music 

education. 
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The sphere of electronic and acoustic analysis makes a researcher choose 
between the process of data collection and morality rules. Sometimes colleagues, 

who become experiment participants, or singers, whose records are the basis for 

analysis, take research for examiner of their professional skills. So, a researcher 

has to find a balance between scientific principles and etiquette. 

In research based on the electronic and acoustic analysis of music, com- 
parisons are often made between the measured data and absolute pitch. For ex- 

ample, let’s dwell on pitch analysis. We measure the sound sol in a song and 

compare it with the standard value. The received interval has to show us how the 

material intonated by traditional singers diverges from academic tempered pitch. 

Firstly, such a method compares the sound of non-tempered and tempered pitch. 

And they are in different measurement planes. Secondly, this method does not 

give us clear understanding of the fluctuations occurring within the song’s tone 
row. 

The method I suggest is to reduce two systems – academic tempered and 

traditional non-tempered ones to a common denominator. In the above-men- 

tioned method, we compare the value of one sound, a tone. And our method com- 

pares intervals, and (in the case of rhythmic zones) the percentage ratio of a sound 

length 

 

Figure 3 
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Both harmonic and melodic intervals can be compared. So, in other 
words, this method can be applied both for one-part and many-part perfor- 

mances.The refusal of absolute pitch gives an opportunity to operate with more 

abstract values – ratios and intervals. A sample taken for analysis will be tran- 

scribed first. For more objective scheme-notation, a few researchers may be in- 

volved in the process of transcription. This transcription will be a matrix, which 

will be used for comparing the value of sound. Notations for this type of research 

have to be schematic (not phonetic). We are mostly raised upon the Western Eu- 

ropean music system. From childhood, our space is filled with tempered music. 

That’s why we unconsciously compare any music, however exotic, with an ordi- 

nary tempered system. Otherwise, be the term singing out of tune would not exist. 

After the creation of notation, we measure the absolute pitch of each tone 
in Hertz. Then, we calculate the value of each interval in cents. After that we 

compare the values of really sounding intervals with the one mentioned in nota- 

tion. As a result, we get an interval value again. This is the tone fluctuation zone 

of the song’s tone row. We can see some regularity in these fluctuations: similar 

deviation of one degree or existence of two variants of one degree, fluctuation 

increase is some place of a song etc. Here we can talk about the characteristics of 

song tone structure in this song. 

To compare two types of performance of ethnic music – by native and 

secondary singers, I chose a lyrical wedding song from Central Ukraine. The 

secondary singers were students of the Musical Academy, mostly folklorists 

 

Figure 4. The lyrical wedding song from Lypnyazhka village, Dobrovelychkivka 
district, Kirovograd region, record − O., N. Tereschenko, 2004. 
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After acoustical analysis we reached the following results: specific inter- 
vals tend to be wider or narrower in each record. For example, the subsecond is 

much narrower in the secondary performance than in the original performance. 

Other intervals also correlate. 

Also, each tone has certain pitch zone of realization. Some of the tone 

zones are wider in secondary performance, some of them show the opposite. You 

can see these zones for each tone in the scale on the picture. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 

 
Shaded circles show the native singers record and empty circles show the 

secondary. Thus, through such steps of analysis we can bring the correction to 

the scale of certain style interpretations. 

In other investigations we can research characteristics of the tonal organ- 

ization of some genre or local tradition. Similar research can be conducted with 

rhythmic zones, separately and along with pitch. Issues of timbre and dynamic 

zoning require the development of additional methods today. That’s why it is 
rather early to add these methods to the complex analysis. 

The electronic and acoustic statistical analysis of music is on the edge of 

ethnic and musicological science nowadays, but in the future it will surely be- 

come one of the necessary stages of traditional music analysis. Thanks to the 
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results of such research, we can consider the tonal and rhythmic characteristics 
of some genres and regional features in more details. Perhaps we will manage to 

develop a method for the specification of issues such as ethnic identification and 

forming processes. It is also possible to consider the issue of tempo-rhythm, 

which is still unexplored in folk music. Such methods of analysis can highlight 

the filter arising in the process of research interpretation and the distortion of 

musical texts. And this can significantly influence the results of the analysis. 

Nowadays, researchers must continue to develop methods of electronic 

and acoustic analysis. In the future, if we receive financial support, we are plan- 

ning to establish a modern and well-equipped laboratory for the electronic and 

acoustic analysis of folk music. 
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THE RHYTHMIC ACCOMPANIMENT IN TRADITIONAL STRING 
BANDS IN SLOVAKIA: THE ANALYSIS OF OSMINOVÝ DUVAJ 

 
 
 
 

One of the most characteristic elements of the music production of 
traditional string bands in Slovakia is musical or rhythmic accompani- 
ment. One of its typical, historically developed rhythmic patterns is os- 
minový duvaj. It is a constitutive, characteristic element not only for 
Slovak but also Moravian, Hungarian and Romanian ensemble dance 
music and represents a significant element of its musical pulse. Slovak 
and Czech ethnomusicology has paid only a little attention to the ac- 
companiment in string band music. All methodologically important 
works were written between the 1960s and 1970s (Holý 1964, 1965, 
1966, 1969, 1976; Gelnar 1958; Leng 1966, 1971). The subjective na- 
ture of the perception of musical rhythm requires an interdisciplinary 
approach during any type of analysis, including results and theoretical 
approaches from music psychology or research of musical perception or 
musical performance, and its relation to movement patterns, which are 
very helpful. It is exactly research focused on these aspects that provides 
extensive material to grasp the theoretically multifaceted aspects of 
rhythmic performance. This paper presents the results of field research 
primarily focused on the research methodology, analysis, classification, 
and alternative musical transcription of rhythmic patterns such as duvaj 
that are used by performers with the function of accompaniment (i.e. 
violin/viola and double bass players) in traditional string bands 

 
Keywords: traditional string bands, rhythmic accompaniment, osmi- 
nový duvaj, analysis, variant 
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I 
 

Traditional string bands in Slovakia are the result of Central European 

cultural development, especially of the 17th and 18th centuries. By their compo- 

sition, they drew upon the instrumental praxis of the era of baroque and classi- 

cism. Historically, within the territory of today’s Slovakia, string music ensem- 

bles succeeded the formerly widespread village bagpipe players. The multipart 

character of bagpipe music is considered by some authors to be one of the possi- 

ble factors which influenced the functional differentiation of players in the string 

bands, where the melody remained in the interpretation of the 1st, or the 2nd 

violin player, with the continuous sound of the drone pipe – huk – being taken 

over by the string instrument accompaniment (Elschek 1979: 88; Garaj 2000: 

225). A crucial factor that could have contributed to the necessity of internal 

functional differentiation of players in string ensembles is their primary task of 

producing dance music. As B. Sárosi hinted in one of his articles, in the case of 

a pairing of two musical instruments, there is a visible tendency to associate a 

melodic instrument with another one which can produce a simple accompaniment 

(Sárosi 1972: 117). 

In each traditional string band in Slovakia, it is therefore possible to dis- 

tinguish one or more violin players whose function is to play the main melody 

(the leader of the band – the 1st violin player – is called primáš), or the second 

voice (sekund, tercoš – both terms mean “the second violinist”), and those whose 

role is to create a rhythmic-harmonic accompaniment (they are called kontráš – 

the viola or violin player, and basista – the double bass player). Speaking about 

musical instruments used in this type of ensemble, there are several possible local 

or regional modifications. The string instruments that create the core of the en- 

semble – violin, viola, cello/double bass – can be complemented by other instru- 

ments, for example, by the large cimbal or the accordion, or in western Slovakia 

by the clarinet, or trumpet. Therefore, in real musical praxis, traditional bands 

vary according to the region or the period of their activity, or even between dif- 

ferent generations of musicians. 

In the second half of the 18th century, string bands represented a relatively 

common type of musical ensemble, which subsequently enjoyed greater and 

greater popularity in the rural environment. Although what are known as “mod- 

ern” bands, with synthesizers, saxophones, electric guitars and/or drums, have 
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been complementing or replacing them in village areas since the end of the 20th 

century, string bands still today inherently belong to and actively participate in 

the music tradition in many village communities, and in the social sphere of the 

urban folklore revival. 

 
II 

 
Musical or rhythmic accompaniment could be considered one of the most 

characteristic elements of the overall performance of the musical ensemble. In 

the traditional music in Slovakia, the accompanying musicians create a sense of 

a regular rhythmic pulse through the continual repetition of one specific rhythmic 

motif (with a certain harmonic content) with precisely placed dynamic ‘accents’ 
within its structure. One such rhythmic motif is called dvojitý duvaj [double 

duvaj] or osminový duvaj [quaver duvaj]. It is a constitutive, characteristic ele- 

ment not only for Slovak but also Moravian, Hungarian and Romanian dance 

music played by this type of instrumental ensemble. 

In the following text I would like to present the results of research primar- 

ily focused on the research methodology, analysis, classification, and alternative 

musical transcription of osminový duvaj-accompaniment performed by 15 viola 

players, who were or are members of traditional string ensembles in four villages 

in Central Slovakia – Hrochoť, Poniky (Podpoľanie region), Telgárt and Šumiac 
(Horehronie region). 

The initial phase of presented research consisted of two parts. The first 

focused on the methodologically and technically strictly coordinated audio-visual 

recording of string bands that were currently active in selected villages.1 The goal 

of the second part was to obtain a sufficient quantity of archival recordings of the 

musicians’ generational predecessors, in order to conduct a multi-layered mu- 

sico-structural analysis and comparison based on the hypothesis of an intergen- 

erational transmission of local playing styles. Professional audio recordings of a 

variety of musical ensembles, created during the second half of the 20th century 

(mostly in the 1960s) by the Department of Musical Folkloristics of the Slovak 

Academy of Sciences in Bratislava (presently the Institute of Musicology), rep- 

resented the most valuable comparative material.2 

Despite the richness of the archival audio material, which has been avail- 

able for scientific analysis for decades, little attention has been paid in Slovak 
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and Czech ethnomusicological literature to the musical accompaniment. Regard- 
ing the methodology and theoretical approach to the analysis of styles of musical 

interpretation, the greatest attention has been paid to the performance of the 

primáš. The primáš, or first violinist, and his performance has been perceived as 

the most remarkable feature differentiating between various bands (see for ex- 

ample: Leng 1971; Leng 1984; Gašpar 2002). All of the methodologically im- 

portant works that are relevant to the research of rhythmic accompaniment were 

written during the 1960s (Holý 1964, 1965, 1966, 1969; Gelnar 1958). 

A key step in any type of analysis of playing style based on audio record- 

ings of musical performance is visualization, i.e. a graphical representation of the 

examined parameters of musical structure. It is a complex problem, especially in 

the case of musical rhythm, insofar as it is extremely difficult to visualise it ade- 

quately – many of its essential attributes “exist” only on the “side of perception” 
(Bengtsson, Tove, Thorsén 1972: 68). 

In this respect it is possible to divide the academic works dealing with 

rhythmic analysis of musical performance into two groups. The authors of the 

first group used conventional European musical notation as the means of visual- 

izing the examined dynamic and temporal parameters of music structure (see, for 

example Gelnar 1958); the authors of the second group used other means and 

technical equipment (various analogue devices, and later computers with soft- 

ware that enables the analysis and viewing of particular parameters of sound sig- 

nals in various graphic representations). In my research, I have used the following 

computer programs: Praat (version 4.4.25), Transcribe! (version 7.05.0) and 

Speech Filling System (version 4.7), which are able to slow down the recordings 

or visualise the sound signals in the form of a wideband spectrogram or a graphic 

representation of the level of acoustic energy. 

 
III 

 
The central category of my research was the model of rhythmic accom- 

paniment. I understand it as a rhythmic motif that corresponds to the length of 

one bar, with phenomenal accent/accents stably placed within its structure. 

Rhythmic accompaniment is then created by the continuous repetition of such a 

motif. The broad possibilities for nuanced musical interpretation, that allow spon- 
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taneous creativity by violin, viola, and double bass players in the process of mu- 
sical performance, are some of the reasons for the existence of a great number of 

individualised varieties of particular rhythmic models. Therefore I complement 

the concept mentioned above with two other sub-categories: type and variant. 
Types represent, with respect to the historical development of ensemble music in 

Slovakia, all the established models of rhythmic accompaniment which have in- 

dividuated themselves in the traditional music culture, first, by their rhythmic 

structure, and second, by the functional boundedness with particular types of 

dance, with which they are strictly associated. Variant refers to the musically 

stabilised rhythmic variations of a type due to its individualised musical rendering 

by a particular violin/viola player. 

Concerning types of rhythmic accompaniment, it is possible to identify 
several in traditional ensemble music in Slovakia. The following elementary 

types are recognized and used in the performance of a kontráš [kontra player] – 

an accompanying viola or violin player (these types are often referred to in eth- 

nomusicological literature as well (see for example Garaj 2000): 

a) Rhythmic motif consisting of two crotchets. This type is considered to be 

one of the most archaic. It is associated with whirling dances, and can be 

found in the dance music interpretation of the areas of north, or northwest 

Slovakia (Orava, Kysuce regions); 

b) Rhythmic motif consisting of four quavers. It is, as a relatively rare type, 

connected with, for example, shepherd dances such as odzemok in the 

village of Čierny Balog in Central Slovakia; 

c) Dvojitý duvaj [double duvaj] or osminový duvaj [quaver duvaj] which 

consists of four quavers, where each pair of quavers is played legato. It is 

linked with an older historic layer of pair whirle dances, such as krucena, 

do krutu, na dubi, or do šaflika and their local and regional variants that 

are widespread all over Slovakia; or with the Romani dance vlašiko; 

d) Jednoduchý duvaj [simple duvaj] or štvrťový duvaj [crotchet duvaj] which 

consists of four crotchets, where each pair of crotchets is played legato. 

It is connected with new style dances, such as čardáš, or verbunk; 

e) Es-tam is applied generally in the case of dance music performances in 

quick tempo. This rhythmic model is also connected with some types of 

pair dances of moderate tempo (polka). 
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Figure 1. Basic types of rhythmic accompaniment used by kontráš. 

The osminový duvaj is indicated with rectangle. 
 

 
The osminový duvaj manifests itself in the greatest number of individual 

variants, especially in the musical repertoire of the kontráš. The possibility of 

shortening and lengthening its individual quavers in various ways by different 

playing techniques, or to stress them differently by pressing the bow against the 

string, has resulted in a high variability of this type of rhythmic accompaniment. 

Many variants of osminový duvaj are typical for particular localities, generation 

of musicians or individual players.3 

The main research questions in this regard were: 

1. What are the rhythmic variants of osminový duvaj used in the music ac- 

companiment in the researched ensembles? 

2. What should be the primary theoretical approaches used to analyse their 

rhythmic structure? 

3. What qualitative parameters should be taken into account in the process 

of rhythmic analysis in order to distinguish their relevant and appropriate 

classification and typology? 

 
IV 

 
The seminal works of Moravian ethnomusicologist Dušan Holý served as 

the initial theoretical inspiration. He focused on the analysis of (osminový) duvaj 
in traditional string bands in the Horňácko region (Moravia, Czech Republic). He 

was convinced that in the case of ensemble music the rhythmic accompaniment 

of the kontráš and double bass player is decisive. His opinion was derived from 
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the premise that traditional instrumental music in the Horňácko region is pro- 
duced in specific “rhythmic ratios” that conform to a certain internal “rhythm 
law”. He measured the length of bars and half-bars, and compared the duration 

and dynamic deviations of each quaver of duvaj structure by using the specified 

Brüel & Kjær machine (see Holý 1969: 168). Following the first measurements 

(in mm) he found out that the durations of half-bars (i.e. of both groups of two 

quavers played legato) are not identical, however, they are accomplished in rel- 

atively stable durational ratios.4 

The core of the rhythmic accompaniment analysis in my research was the 

comparison of recorded individualised variants of osminový duvaj with their cor- 

responding type whose main and ultimate attribute, was the temporal sym- 

metry of its constitutive units (i.e. all four quavers are of the same length). 

Bruhn defines rhythm as follows: “[it] is defined as structured cognitive repre- 

sentation of a sequence of auditory objects within stipulated time segments” 
(Bruhn 2000: 41). He adds that generally it is the mental representation of length, 

or as the case may be – durational relations between tones – rather than their real, 

physical quality that matters. Questions such as: 

- What is the scientific relevance of measuring the durations of rhythmic 

units of the variant within the given conditions of recording sessions?; 

- What is the maximum deviation of the measurement that can be made (i.e. 

what temporal deviation is not perceived as an enlargement/shortening of 

the targeted length of a rhythmic unit) by the player?; 

- How should we differentiate random deviations from systematic varia- 
tions? (Bengtsson, Tove, Thorsén 1972; Bengtsson, Gabrielsson 1980; 

Gabrielsson 1974); 

- What conclusions can be derived from the acquired numeric durational 

ratios, or are the acquired temporal differences between the two halves of 

duvaj-pattern, or between its particular rhythmic units really genuine con- 

stitutive markers of individual or local playing style?; 

- Which of these rhythmic micro-nuances are caused (as well) by the ki- 

netic limits, or dispositions of the human body (of a particular player) and 

its movement grammar, and which are involved in human cognitive pro- 

cesses?; 

- Which temporal and dynamic attributes of the rhythmic duvaj variants 
used should be subject to analysis for the purposes of ethnomusicological 
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theory? Simply put: What “is there” that is ethnomusicologically relevant, 
and can be called a stylistic pattern of the musical performance of a 

kontráš? 

Scientific literature from the field of musical psychology has been very 

helpful in this respect, especially texts dealing with human perception and cog- 

nition, processes underlying musical performance or motor behaviour (Clarke 

1993, 1999, 1985, 1989; Gabrielsson 1999, 2005; Sloboda 1982). Works and dis- 

cussion related to systematic variations, or participatory discrepancies (intro- 

duced by Charles Keil, see for example Keil 1995) were of great importance. The 

theory of so called motor grammar introduced by John Baily (Baily 1985; Baily, 

Driver 1992) has been applied as a crucial viewpoint. 

The elementary point of departure for Baily is that “activity of music mak- 

ing involves patterned movement in relationship to the active surface of a musical 

instrument, regardless of whether the instrument is blown, bowed, plucked, con- 

cussed, percussed, or made to sound in some other way. Human movement is the 

process through which musical patterns are produced: Music is the sonic product 

of action” (Baily 1985: 237). In particular, the examples that provided the anal- 
yses of bluegrass guitar players’ performance he worked with helped him to for- 

mulate a fundamental hypothesis that states the “musical patterns are remem- 

bered and executed not solely as aural patterns but as sequences of movements, 

and that the music is therefore represented cognitively in terms of movement pat- 

terns which have visual, kinaesthetic, tactile, as well as auditory repercussions” 
(Baily, Driver 1992: 62). 

I decided to approach the recorded rhythmic accompaniment first through 

the optics of movement strategies of kontra players, and use the movement pat- 

terns that produce a certain sonic result while playing the musical instrument as 

a core ground on which all variants should be typologically systematised. The 

exact measurement of all temporal nuances within the structure of duvaj render- 

ings in each player’s performance seems to have its greatest relevance later, in 
the second step of the rhythmic analysis, when all duvaj variants are already di- 

vided into categories and groups according to criteria reflecting the movement 

patterns and the way of handling the musical instrument with the right and left 

hands. 
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In the final phase of the methodological “maturing” of the research pro- 
cess, the following analytical criteria were applied for the purpose of the identi- 

fication, analysis, and classification of all variants of osminový duvaj rhythmic 

accompaniment of kontra players where the movement was the fundamental 

principle of the musical performance:5 

Criterion 1) characteristics of bowing (the way legato is applied, stroke 

direction, movement interruption);6 

Criterion 2) location of stress, or phenomenal accent (Lerdahl, Jackend- 

off 1987: 17–18) observed and perceived within the structure of the rhyth- 

mic model, and its relative acoustic energy; 

Criterion 3) relative durations of rhythmic units (quavers) within each 

half-bar; 

Criterion 4) the tendency towards occasional changes in the temporal, or 

dynamic structure of the variant during its continuing interpretation by 

the player. 

In the last phase of the analysis, an alphanumeric code (figure 2) was at- 

tributed to each identified rhythmic variant. The elementary form of the code 

consists of four parts, with each of them reflecting the information acquired by 

the application of one of the four already mentioned analytical criteria. Following 

these criteria, and employing analysis by spectrogram and the development of 

acoustic energy, a considerable number of structurally settled variants of os- 
minový duvaj were identified in the performance of the examined players. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Example of an alphanumeric code representing a particular variant of 

osminový duvaj. 
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The code presented in figure 2 should be read as follows: the type of 
rhythmic model is osminový duvaj (V8)7; 

1) each pair of 2 quavers is played legato without any interruption of ei- 
ther down- or up-bow movement (B); 

2) the phenomenal accent is placed on the 2nd and 4th rhythmic unit 
(1212)8; 

3) both half-bars of duvaj are divided into 2 rhythmic units according to 
the durational ratio scheme short-long + equal-equal (kdxx)9; 

4) on occasions of faster tempo (/), it tends to change its temporal ratio to 
equal-equal + equal-equal (xxxx).10 

 
V 

 
Among all the identified variants (58) of various types of rhythmic ac- 

companiment, there were as many as 26 stable variants of osminový duvaj iden- 

tified in the repertoire of the 15 kontra players studied (table 1). That means that 

the repertoire of even one player can contain several variants of osminový duvaj 
(table 2). Some variants were identified almost exclusively in the Podpoľanie 
region (V8-A-1212-), while some are typical for the Horehronie region (V8-B- 

3232, V8-B-2021). A few variants appeared only in the historical recordings, and 

some are used by current players only on occasion (when playing specific reper- 

toire from different region). 

 

Table 1. Four variants of osminový duvaj played by kontráš Peter Kováč. Wide- 
band spectrograms with yellow lines indicating the level of acoustic energy (to a certain 
extent oscillogram as well) help to recognize many crucial attributes of each rhythmic 
variant. 
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Table 2. Complete list of identified variants of osminový duvaj. Each name of a 
village listed next to a specific variant represents one particular player, who is/was based 
there. Villages written in italic represent players recorded exclusively on historical re- 
cordings. 
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Originally, my research came out of one causal relationship mentioned at 
the beginning of this paper, i.e. the strong connection between the type of rhyth- 

mic accompaniment with a certain type of dance. This research into the style of 

musical interpretation of kontra players has confirmed that there is still a connec- 

tion maintained between the types of rhythmic accompaniment and the dance 

types. However, since the analysis has shown a large number of variants of one 

type of rhythmic accompaniment, even in the case of individual players, a rele- 

vant question arises in this respect: are there other sorts of interrelationship be- 

tween a rhythmic variant and a certain musical repertoire played by the band than 

the one imposed by the type of dance to which the accompaniment is played? 

The next part of the comparative analysis confirmed that the selection of 
a particular osminový duvaj variant by a particular player is determined not only 

by the type of dance, but also by other, far more nuanced factors. These factors 

vary among individual kontra players. In the individual choice of a certain vari- 
ant of osminový duvaj for a particular song played by the primáš, or for a partic- 

ular moment of ensemble musical performance, the following factors played a 

role in various cases among different musicians: 

- regional origin of the dance song; 

- musical structure of the song, or even the character one of its partial mu- 

sical-structural aspects, such as: 

- tonality; 

- rhythmic structure; 

- formal structure; 

- tempo of the musical interpretation; 

- a rhythmic variant chosen, or played by other accompanying players; 

- the “groove” of the overall collective performance; 

- convention determining the connection of a specific variant with a partic- 

ular song; 

- connection of a particular song with a variant as learned from a 

commercial sound recording. 

By identifying all variants, it is also possible to explore the process of 

rhythmic variation in musical accompaniment. In addition to the described vari- 
ants, special rhythmic structures were identified in the performance of every 

kontráš that did not match the criteria defining the particular variant chosen as 
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the base for a rhythmic accompaniment. These specific rhythmic structures have 
been named secondary rhythmic structures of musical accompaniment. “Second- 

ary” refers both to their musical function and their secondary position in relation 

to the dominant, prevailing variant applied throughout the musical performance. 

Their basic features were: a clear qualitative difference from the baseline rhyth- 

mic variant, and the limited range of their length (from 1 to 3 bars). Their main 

functions were to initialise or conclude the musical performance as a whole, to 

serve as an aesthetic contrast, or as a transitional moment between duvaj and es- 
tam accompaniment (see Ambrózová 2010: 91–93). 

 
Conclusion 

 
The presented method of analysis, identification and classification of the 

models (types, variants) of rhythmic accompaniment has shown how varied and 

diverse rhythmic accompaniment in string ensemble music can be. Many struc- 

tural aspects that have been determined by the analytical criteria as crucial in the 

exploration of the playing styles of the viola players cannot be visualized in the 

form of conventional European musical notation. For this reason, too, it is possi- 

ble to think of rhythmic accompaniment as a result of movement, or as a result 

of a particular way of manipulating a musical instrument. Moreover, the alpha- 

numeric code that reflects exactly this approach and can be read from left to right, 

providing specifications of the most important motoric (1), dynamic (2) and tem- 

poral (3) features required for its proper musical interpretation, can be helpful as 

a tool for musical transcription of recorded ensemble music, too (figure 3). 

The research into rhythmic accompaniment that started in this way can 

move over to other analytical levels, too. On one hand, similar variants need to 

be measured and compared in order to get an exact of their systemic nature and 

mutual rhythmic relationships. On the other hand, the classification that I have 

introduced was created in relative independence from the perspective of individ- 

ual players themselves. It would have certainly been relevant to look at the vari- 

ability of rhythmic accompaniment from the cultural perspective of individual 

players. Moreover, the interviews with players provided many interesting local 

names for either particular rhythmic variants of osminový duvaj (for example, 

kukavriki, ťahaný, dupľa, sekaný duvaj), or their partial attributes, or technical 
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aspects of their musical interpretation, which could be a perfect starting point in 

this kind of of theoretical investigation. 

 

Figure 3. An example showing the usage of alphanumeric codes in the conven- 
tional musical transcription. “Skríža” (played 4 times), recorded in 2010 in Banská By- 
strica, transcription J. Ambrózová. Players from Hrochoť village: Marcel Berky – primáš 
(violin), Vladimír Berky,Jr. and Michal Zachar – kontra (viola), Vladimír Berky – dou- 
ble bass. 
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Notes 
 

1 Field recordings were obtained from the years 2005 to 2010 through seven separate all-day au- 
dio-visual recording sessions with 6 bands (one band was recorded twice, four string bands in- 
cluded an accordion). Each session lasted 12 – 16 hours and resulted in approximately 3 hours of 
sound recordings (40 – 60 songs) of various local, and a few generally known, Slovak folk songs. 
Each song was played by each band at least 3 – 4 times (solo performances were recorded, too), 
and if appropriate, in a fast tempo as well. Songs were chosen by the players and by me: the aim 
being to record the repertoire presented in the archival recordings of the musicians’ predecessors, 
and to record dance tunes for each possible type of dance for which the band was able to play 
music. 
2 For the purpose of this research, approximately 10 hours of historical recordings, recorded on 
14 magnetic tapes, were at my disposal, thanks to the generosity of the Institute of Musicology 
of the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Bratislava. These sound recordings were obtained in: 
Telgárt (1961), Šumiac (1960, 1961), Hrochoť (1960, 1965). Each magnetic tape contained 14 to 
40 songs, played once or multiple times by the local string band. 
3 See, for example, the difference between two variants of osminový duvaj in the following on- 
line video examples: (1) Jozef Berky (viola), Branislav Zachar (viola) – Poniky (Podpoľanie re- 
gion). URL: https://bit.ly/2LXKdTA; (2) Peter Kováč (viola) – Hrochoť, Dúbravica (Podpoľanie 
region). URL: https://bit.ly/2VLc8pG. 
4 For example, the osminový duvaj linked with the dance sedlácká unfolds in accordance with the 
following durational ratios between the rhythmic units (“quavers”) of each pair played legato: 
1:1,8 (first pair of quavers), 1:2,2 (second pair of quavers) (Holý 1969: 62; Holý 1969: 168–170). 
5 The criteria are listed in a hierarchical order where the criterion Nr. 1 was applied as the first 
and most important one, and so on. 
6 More options are possible with regard to the interpretation of osminový duvaj: legato connect- 
ing each pair of quavers is executed with (A, see again video example 1) or without stopping 
(B, see again video example 2) of movement, or with stopping of either down-bow (AB), or up- 
bow (BA) movement. Moreover, the bow movement can stop after first (A´°, B´°, A´B, B´A) or 
second (A°´, B°´, AB´, BA´) pair of quavers, too, or the bow movement can stop after each pair 
of quavers (A´´, B´´, A´B´, B´A´). 
7 V = viazane [legato is applied within the rhythmic motif]; 8 – structure of 4 quavers [osminové 
noty = eight-notes]. 
8 4 numbers = 4 rhythmic units of duvaj, where 1 means rhythmic unit without intentional stress- 
ing, 2 means intentional stressing, 3 (when applied) is used when the player accentuates a rhyth- 
mic unit perceivably more than the other intentionally accentuated units. 0 is applied, together 
with one previous numbers, when a pair of quavers is replaced by a crotchet (without intentional 
stressing: 10, with intentional stressing: 20, 30). 
9 k = krátky [short], d = dlhý [long]. Both categories (short, long) were introduced (among others) 
by Clarke in his theoretical explanation of categorical perception (see Clarke 1985: 219, or 
Fraisse 1982: 167). 
10 For the complete list of symbols see Ambrózová 2011: 102–104. 
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Video examples 
Osminový duvaj. Song: “Čo ten vtáčik povedau” [What did that Bird Say?]. 
Recorded in 2010 by Jana Ambrózová. Players: Jozef Berky (viola), Branislav 

Zachar (viola). Zacharovci band from Poniky (Podpoľanie region). 
https://bit.ly/2LXKdTA 

 
Osminový duvaj. Song: a tune for the Romani dance “vlašiko”. Recorded in 
2010 by Jana Ambrózová. 

Player: Peter Kováč (viola). Kováčovci band from Hrochoť (Podpoľanie re- 

gion). https://bit.ly/2VLc8pG 
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E. V. GIPPIUS AND HIS METHODOLOGY OF FOLK MUSIC 
RESEARCH 

 
 
 
 

The purpose of this article is to inform foreign scholars about the 
methodology of folk music studies developed by the great Russian eth- 
nomusicologist Evgeniy Vladimirovich Gippius (1903–1985). The arti- 
cle, based on archival documents from the funds of the State Institute 
for Art Studies (Moscow), Institute of Russian Literature of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences (St Petersburg), and the Moscow State Conserv- 
atoire, relates little-known facts of the scholar’s biography and back- 
ground, of his various activities and international scientific contacts, etc. 
A survey of principal areas of his scholarly work is presented. The 
founder of structural-typological, regional and area studies in Russian 
ethnomusicology, Gippius regarded the latter as an integral part of the 
universal history of music. Gippius’s theory of folk music genres was 
his major contribution to music scholarship. The article examines Gip- 
pius’s methodology of field research, which, according to him, is the 
most important and decisive stage of scholarly work. Gippius was also 
involved in the formation of such a topical trend as practical ethnomu- 
sicology, based on the experimental verification of hypotheses. 

 
Keywords: research methodology, folk music, structural-typological 

analysis, regional and area studies, folk music genres 
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Introduction 
 

The purpose of this article is to inform foreign scholars about the meth- 

odology of folk music research developed by the great Russian ethnomusicolo- 

gist Yevgeniy Vladimirovich Gippius (1903–1985). The sources used include the 

autobiography from his personal file (archive of the State Institute for Art Stud- 

ies, Moscow), the shorthand record of his lectures delivered at the Moscow Con- 

servatoire after the war (archive of the K. V. Kvitka Centre for Folk Music Re- 

search, Moscow Conservatoire), shorthand records of his numerous appearances 

at the meetings of the Folk Music Commission of the Union of Composers of the 

RSFSR and at various scientific conferences (these documents are now kept at 

the Institute of Russian Literature – Pushkin House – of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences, St Petersburg). 

In 1928, Gippius graduated from the Leningrad Conservatoire, where he 

had attended Professor M. O. Steinberg’s class on music theory and composition, 

Professor   N. A. Malko’s   class   on   symphonic   conducting,   and  Professor 

B. V. Asaf’yev’s class on musicology. At the same time he took the complete 

course of ethno-linguistics at the Petrograd/Leningrad University with Professor 

L. V. Shcherba. Gippius was the founder of the phonoarchive of folk music, cre- 

ated in 1927 at the Institute of Art History and now kept at the Institute of Russian 

Literature (Pushkin House) of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Dorokhova, 

Pashina 2003: 7, 9). 

By the 1920s, music ethnography and folklore became the main spheres 

of E. V. Gippius’s scholarly interests. In 1925–26, he and Professor 

V. M. Zhirmunsky recorded the songs of German colonists in the Leningrad 

province. From 1926–30, he took part in five fieldwork expeditions to the nothern 

regions of Russia: Trans-Onega (1926), Pinega (1927 and 1930), Mezen’ (1928), 

and Pechora (1929). In addition, together with Kh. S. Kushnarev and Z. V. Evald, 

he carried out folk music research in Georgia, Armenia (1927) and Uzbekistan 

(1928) (Dorokhova, Pashina 2003: 8).The scope and topicality of his ideas are 

coming to light only now, serving as a scholarly basis for his numerous pupils 

and followers. 

The years of Evgeniy Gippius’s scientific activity coincided with the pe- 

riod of formation of Russian ethnomusicology as a scholarly discipline: during 

those years, the object and the range of issues for ethnomusicological studies 
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were being established, and the methodologies for folk music analysis were being 
developed. With his fundamental education and outstandingly large cultural and 

scholarly horizons, Gippius managed to combine practical work with the theoret- 

ical comprehension of material and laid the foundations for a number of research 

areas in Russian ethnomusicology. Gippius was a scholar who, being well aware 

of the works of his predecessors, perceived his ideas in a creative manner rather 

than dogmatically. His wealth of aural impressions and encyclopaedic knowledge 

gave him a feeling of inner freedom and allowed him to show creative initiative 

in scholarly dialogues with his senior colleagues. During his career, he addressed 

a large scope of problems working with data from various ethnic groups, though 

the Russian musical tradition was especially important for him. 

 
Objects of ethnomusicological research 

 
According to Gippius, there are three objects of ethnomusicological re- 

search: traditional unwritten music, oral poetry that is inseparably linked with the 

music’s vocal component, and folk choreography. Since all three are related to 

each other in variegated ways and cannot be separated, collecting and exploring 

folklore requires an integrated approach: “Research will reach a sufficiently high 

scholarly level only if musicologists, philologists and specialists in folk choreog- 

raphy work in close coordination and, moreover, if the scholars in each of these 

spheres are sufficiently well-informed not only in their particular areas of re- 

search, but also in the remaining ones. Ideally, every ethnomusicologist, besides 

studying folk music, should be professionally qualified in traditional versifica- 

tion, song poetics, and aspects of choreography. Similar requirements should be 

imposed on philologists studying folk song poetry and choreographers studying 

folk dance” (Gippius 1975). This resulted in a new notion of the object of study: 

in Gippius’s opinion, ethnomusicology has to deal with the folk musical culture 
as a system rather than with particular vocal or instrumental pieces of folk music 

(Gippius 1975). Within such a system, any song or tune has a meaning and cul- 

tural function of its own only in correlation with other musical genres and forms. 

Gippius also believed that to make this system clear, to understand the meaning 

and the functions of its interrelated elements, it is necessary to take into account 

a larger ethnographic context, i. e. to find out who, where, when, and for what 

purpose this or that piece of folk music is performed. 
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It is very important to underline that Gippius perceived folk music tradi- 
tion as a living and developing entity rather than as a collection of solidified mu- 

sical monuments of a remote past (Gippius 1973а). Hence his constant interest 
towards new phenomena that appeared in folk music traditions, towards the pro- 

cesses that were occurring in it: the birth of new folk music genres and rethinking 

of older ones under the influence of political and socio-economic changes. To 

quote Gippius once more 

 
The traditional life of a song consists in its performance for oneself 
in one’s everyday life, in an organic connection with local customs, 
moral and aesthetic concepts. Now the peoples’ life is going through 
the process of selection of what is in keeping with the times, while 
the things that have lost their importance for the contemporary way 
of life are dying out. The traditional performers themselves are grad- 
ually becoming aware of the aesthetic merits of the folk song heritage 
and begin to treat it in the same way as the collectors. … This opens 
a new, contemporary life of a song, giving rise to a new mode of 
performance, already not ‘for oneself’ (Gippius 1978). 

 
Fieldwork research 

 
Gippius would begin his scholarly work already during fieldwork. In his 

field research, he paid special attention to experiments, since only an experiment 

allows a scholar to check his hypotheses and either confirm or refute them. Ex- 

tremely valuable is Gippius’s methodological credo: “First of all, you have to 
describe a folk music phenomenon as precisely as possible and to attempt, by 

means of experiment, to find out the real nature of this phenomenon, trying to 

avoid any terminology. First – a methodologically precise description; second – 

testing by experiment; and only then – a careful terminological attribution of a 

given phenomenon” (Gippius 1973а). 
The experiments carried out by Gippius during his fieldwork, as well as 

his numerous statements, prove that he was especially interested in issues related 

to the musical thinking of traditional musicians and the psychology of folk music 

performance. In his opinion, only through an in-depth analysis of these issues can 

one gain an understanding not only of the structure of folk music texts, but also 

of the processes going on in traditional culture. Gippius was concerned with such 

topics as a special psychological state of singers during the act of performance, 
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the modes of communication between performers in the process of singing, the 
ways of memorizing and mastering folk songs, the mechanisms of improvisation 

and of the emergence of new melodic turns in the singers’ mind. And he tried to 
find answers through experiments.1 He asked singers to perform the same song 

many times and watched them closely. As a result, he came to the conclusion that 

variations of one and the same melodic turn (‘motif’) in different stanzas is linked 

with the singer’s declamatory intentions and depends on the meaning of the sung 

word or combination of words. Besides, he concluded that when a singer impro- 

vises or varies a song, he or she alternates several versions of a specific melodic 

phrase retained in his or her memory rather than inventing new melodic turns in 

the process of singing. Gippius also believed that the practice of using several 

different versions of each turn is extremely important for understanding the es- 

sence of folk polyphony, since it is this very practice that makes possible the 

development of the art of polyphonic singing (Gippius 1945). 

These observations led Gippius to the idea that a folk music piece exists 

on two levels: a) on the level of thinking – as a model of a piece in the performer’s 
mind, which can be realized in a multitude of forms; and b) on the level of real 

sound, that is, as a single realization of the structural model. On the level of think- 

ing, a folk music piece is a complex phenomenon, since it is embedded in the 

performer’s consciousness as a set of versions (variants) of any of its parts and 
of any of its components. These versions can be reproduced in several different 

combinations, thought over by the performer, accepted in his or her creative prac- 

tice; the performer can consciously alternate them during the performance (Gip- 

pius 1980: 25). 

Due to his sensitive attitude towards folk performance practice, Gippius 

came to the differentiation between ‘intonation’ [in Russian: ‘intonatsiya’] and 
‘melodic content’ [‘melodika’] (Gippius 1977). Intonation is the melodic content 

in its sounding form, inseparable from tone colour (timbre). According to Gip- 

pius, the melodic content and the mode (system of pitch relations) are determined 

by the specific character of the pronunciation of sung words. He noted that each 

local folk music tradition is characterized by a manner of singing of its own, 

related to the peculiarities of pronunciation and vocalization of vowels. The inner 

articulation is related to the phonetic nature of vowels sung on a determined pitch. 

Therefore, while passing from one pitch to another, the colour of a vowel changes 

(Gippius 1978). 
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Structural-typological method 
 

Gippius laid the foundations for the structural-typological school in Rus- 

sian ethnomusicology, having adapted the methodological principles developed 

by the linguists of the so-called Prague school, including Roman Jakobson and 

Nikolay Trubetskoy, who were his personal acquaintances2. 

Gippius believed that the structural-typological analysis of folk music 

material is a necessary stage of the research process rather than an end in itself. 

To quote his own words, “we, the musicologists, are unfortunate inasmuch as we 

have no comparative research methodology of the same type as, for instance, the 

comparative grammar. We are forced to create a structural typology. But it can 

be created only with the use of a comparative method, without limiting ourselves 

to a single geographic area” (Gippius 1980а). 
According to Gippius, the notation of folk songs is a key stage of their 

structural-typological study. Gippius devoted much time to it, and the archive of 

the Folk Music Commission of the Union of Composers of Russia contains a 

large collection of his notations. In Gippius’s words. “[T]he musicologists tran- 

scribing song tunes are forced to notate vocal and instrumental pieces whose mu- 

sical grammar (i. e. their structural typology) is for the most part still unexplored. 

Therefore in their transcriptions they have to grope their way trying to establish 

the structure of a vocal or instrumental tune. This task is especially complex in- 

asmuch as the system of folk music is often at odds with the types of European 

professional music of the last five centuries – the very music whose norms had 

formed the system of notation. Basing their work on its [i. e. the European pro- 

fessional music’s] theoretical norms, the musicologists, while notating folk mu- 

sic that does not correspond to these norms, unwittingly introduce their adjust- 

ments. Thereby they destroy the musical structure of notated samples instead of 

finding out the peculiarities of that structure and then its typology [...] The analyt- 

ically revealed structural regularities, their inconsistency with the theoretical 

norms of European music notwithstanding, must be reflected in the outward ap- 

pearance of notation” (Gippius 1975). The principles of analytical notation de- 

veloped by Gippius were intended to reflect the dialectics of the existence of a 

folk music text both as a model and as its unique realization in a concrete act of 

performance. 
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As an adherent to structural typology, Gippius was often upbraided for a 
‘formalistic’ approach to folk music, for lack of attention towards the living cre- 

ative process and towards folk performers – the bearers of the tradition. This ac- 

cusation, however, is unfounded, since Gippius would deduce all his theoretical 

ideas from his observations upon particular performing acts, attaching much im- 

portance to musical accentuation and articulation, colour of singing voices, 

movements of folk singers and musicians, etc. As a performing musician (at the 

conservatoire he studied piano and conducting), Gippius was very much aware 

that a good deal of information about the structure of a piece can be obtained 

while observing folk musicians in the process of performance. 

 
Area studies 

 
Though Gippius attached great importance to the structural typology of 

folk music forms, he considered it not so much a final purpose of research as an 

intermediate stage on the way to a historical interpretation of the facts of musical 

culture (Gippius 1973). In the last period of his career, Gippius believed that area 

studies, based on the method of mapping, to be the main instrument for reaching 

this goal (Gippius 1982; Kvitka 1971).3 

This sort of research is fundamentally different from the area studies as 
they are defined in the United States. The work of American scholars could be 

said to belong to the sphere of local studies, for their attention is focused on an 

in-depth study of large historical, geographical or cultural regions. The goal of 

ethnomusicological area studies as they have developed in the Eastern Slavic 

lands has been instead to draw the borders of the spread of specific folk music 

and folklore phenomena; consequently, various research centres in Belarus, 

Ukraine and Russia began to undertake cartographic studies as early as the 1970s. 

A prerequisite for an area study is frontal field work on special programs 

in order to fully capture the performing repertoire and the ethnographic context 

of folk music. In search of a methodology for area studies, Gippius was guided 

by the achievements of the Russian school of dialectology; at the same time he 

pointed out that the borders of linguistic and musical dialects can differ (Gippius 

1979). Considering mapping (cartography) a valuable method of exploring folk 

music culture, he underlined that mapping must be preceded by a structural and 

typological study of folk music forms; a mapping unit can be defined only as a 
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result of such study. From this perspective, it is important to realize that each 
structural component of a folklore piece is autonomous. Arguing with the a priori 
concept of the primordial syncretism of word, music and movement in folklore, 

Gippius proved that they are opposed to each other and there are different (syn- 

chronous and non-synchronous) forms of their co-ordination (Gippius 1980: 29). 

In the following example, the poetic refrain begins with the third measure of the 

first rhythmic period and covers the second rhythmic period (figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. The non-synchronous form of co-ordination of poetic and musical 
stanzas 

 
Aside from this, Gippius pointed out the fact that the structural compo- 

nents of music proper – rhythm and melodic content – are also autonomous to an 

extent: a rhythmic type can be coordinated with several melodic types and vice 

versa (figure 2 and figure 3). Specific forms of their interconnection, in his opin- 

ion, have a decisive significance in determining the peculiarities of concrete local 

traditions (Gippius 1982: 8). At the same time, Gippius believed that the means 

of musical expression in folklore (and not only in folklore) must not be studied 

separately, since a piece acquires its sense only when different means enter in 

coordination (Gippius 1975). 
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Figure 2. The rhythmic type is coordinated with several melodic types 

 

Figure 3. The melodic type is coordinated with several rhythmic types 
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Gippius’s methodology of research was determined by one of his central 
ideas – the primacy of correlation between different constituent parts of a folk 

music system over their simple enumeration. In his opinion, “none of the music’s 
expressive means – neither rhythm, nor modal system or the traditional structure 

of sound combinations and their progressions – taken separetely, can serve as a 

basis for determining the system-defined type of the vocal or instrumental music 

being researched. To establish the music’s system-defined type, you have to ex- 

plore all the expressive means of the folk music of a given ethnic group in all its 

(the folk music’s) internal and external relations to musical-poetic genres and 

their social functions, i. e. you have to consider a given musical culture as an 

open system” (Gippius 1974). Gippius saw musical cultures as open systems, as 

they are able to borrow elements from neighboring cultures, on the one hand, and 

can develop themselves, on the other. 

Gippius supposed that only a study of local folk music styles (musical 

dialects), including area studies, will provide us with a large-scale panorama of 

national musical culture which, in turn, can be used for a comparative study of 

different ethnic cultures. In his paper delivered at the conference ‘Interactions 
Between Musical Traditions of the Ethnic Groups of the Volga Region’ (Chebo- 

ksarï 1975), Gippius declared that “just as the language of any ethnic group is an 

array of numerous local dialects, the traditional art of folk music is an array of 

many local stylistic types. And every such local stylistic type is an open system, 

related to other local types of musical art of a given ethnic group” (Gippius 1975). 

From Gippius’s point of view, area studies are typology of musical forms and 
folk music systems in the territorial distribution. 

 
The problem of genre and the genre classification of folk music pieces 

 
Throughout his career, Gippius was preoccupied with the problem of 

genre and the genre classification of folk music pieces. In the years when he was 

embarking on a scholarly career, the attitude towards genre was determined 

mainly by the philological tradition. The genre definitions of folk poetic texts 

given by philologists were mechanically applied to folk songs. Gippius was the 

first Russian ethnomusicologist who declared this approach incorrect and di- 

rected the attention of his colleagues towards the differences that exist between 

poetic and musical genres in folk culture (Gippius 1974а). For instance, ritual 
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wedding songs were often defined by philologists as ‘lyrical’, though in regards 
to musical style and structure they are considerably different from lyrical songs. 

Gippius defined genre as a structural type that has taken its shape under the in- 

fluence of social function and content (Gippius 1988: 165). He said that “genre 
has to be regarded as a structure derermined by function and content. Only when 

you deal with a particular structural type, determined by social function, you can 

speak about a particular poetic or musical genre. And, importantly, poetic genres 

are not synchronous with musical ones” (Gippius 1973). Besides, Gippius be- 

lieved that a folklore genre cannot exist as an abstract category. It always has a 

specificity of its own as a component of a local folk music tradition and receives 

its status only in correlation with other genres of the same local system (Gippius 

1977). 

Gippius’s vast experience as a researcher allowed him to come to the con- 

clusion that the same pieces, functioning in different local folk music systems, 

acquire different meanings: “I suppose that in each area we deal with phenomena 

which have one meaning as constituent parts of one system and quite a different 

meaning as constituent parts of another system” (Gippius 1974). For instance, 

one and the same song in one local tradition is associated with Annunciation Day 

(7 April), which is perceived as the beginning of spring, while in another tradition 

it is associated with Ivan Kupala Day (Feast of St John the Baptist, 7 July), mark- 

ing the boundary between spring and summer. In due course this phenomenon 

was termed by Russian ethnomusicologists as ‘genre reconsideration’ (Pashina 
1989: 43–44). 

An identification of a local genre system is possible only when due atten- 

tion is paid to the folk terminology used by performers to define their songs and 

tunes (Gippius 1977). For this reason, at the end of 1940s, Gippius founded the 

Commission for the Study of Folklore Terminology at the Moscow State Con- 

servatoire.4 

 
Applied ethnomusicology 

 
Gippius was interested in folk performance throughout his life. In the 

1970s, he was one of the pioneers of a new approach of ethnomusicology – ap- 

plied ethnomusicology, which is now considered one of the most promising areas 
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of research worldwide. He was the first scientific adviser to the famous folk mu- 
sic ensemble directed by Dmitriy Pokrovsky. Gippius urged its members to learn 

the art of singing from folk performers, adopting both the songs themselves and 

the very manner of singing by ear.5 For Gippius, Pokrovsky’s ensemble was a 
kind of research laboratory: working with it, he explored local performing styles 

of Russian folk music. He said that the members of the ensemble “do this in order 

to master the performing technique, to experience it in practice; and this will help 

them to look for theoretical solutions to such problems as how to train the folk 

singer’s voice, how to intone folk tunes, what is the dance technique and what is 

the composition technique in general” (Gippius 1974b). 

 
Musical folklore as part of the history of music 

 
Gippius more than once said: “I have always considered myself a music 

historian rather than a folklore scholar, for if folklore is isolated from music his- 

tory, it ceases to be an object of study” (Gippius 1975b). According to him, the 
main purpose of ethnomusicological research is not so much to introduce new 

facts into the history of world music culture as to determine their place in it. He 

would often emphasize that the study of music history acquires its sense and im- 

portance only in the context of social history and the history of human thought. 

In his words, “we are dealing with systems that are still absolutely unexplored in 

terms of music history. You have to be first of all a historian. And you cannot be 

a historian of music only, you have to be a social historian” (Gippius 1976). 

 
International contacts 

 
Since the 1960s, E. V. Gippius has become internationally known as an 

outstanding ethnomusicologist. He was often invited abroad to take part in inter- 

national scholarly events. He participated in the Berlin congress convened to pre- 

pare an encyclopaedia of folk music instruments of Europe (1962), in the 15th 

Congress of the UNESCO International Council for Traditional Music in Czech- 

oslovakia (1962) and in the 7th International Congress on Ethnology in Moscow 

(1964). In 1977, he visited Budapest to attend scholarly events organized by the 

Hungarian Academy of Sciences. In the same year he attended the festival of 

contemporary music ‘Warsaw Autumn’ in Poland, while in 1980, at the invitation 
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of the Swedish Royal Academy of Music, he appeared in Stockholm with lectures 

on local styles of Russian folk polyphony (Dorokhova, Pashina 2003: 16). 

Gippius created a scientific school in Russia whose members included 

representatives of Finno-Ugric, North Caucasian, Slavic and other peoples. He 

initiated and edited anthologies of folk music of numerous ethnic groups inhab- 

iting the territory of the Soviet Union, including Mordovians, Adygeis, Byelo- 

russians, Russians, Udmurts, etc. Many contemporary Russian ethnomusicolo- 

gists are his pupils and followers. 
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Notes 
 

1 Later, a similar method was used by Simha Arom in the field studies of the music of African 
pygmies. Through a systematic breakdown of the many layers of apparently improvised rhythm 
he reveals the essential structure which underlies this rich and complex music (Arom 2004). 
2 In 1980s Professor Arom inspired also by linguistic techniques regards the music very much as 
a grammatical system. 
3 For the first time, the importance of the geographical aspect in the study of musical folklore was 
pointed out by Kliment Kvitka in his works “On the historical significance of calendar songs” 
(Kvitka 1971) and “On the areas of distribution of certain types of Belarusian calendar and wed- 
ding songs” (Kvitka 1971a). He believed that “for the study of historical connections, rhythmic 
forms are more important than melodic skills [...] namely, rhythmic forms are the main defining 
moment in the creation of song tunes” (Kvitka 1971: 94). 
4 A few years ago, the Order on the creation of a Commission was found in the archives of the 
Moscow Conservatory. 
5 In the 1960s, Mantle Hood applied a similar approach to ethnomusicology, calling it bi-musi- 
cality (Hood 1960). The approach enables the researcher to, in some manner, learn about music 
“from the inside”, and thereby experience its technical, conceptual and aesthetic challenges. 
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SLAVIC MUSICS, ICTM, AND THE INTER-SLAVIC RELATIONS 
WITHIN NATIONAL SPACES: (TRANS)CULTURAL DYNAMICS IN 

SLOVENIA AFTER THE YEAR 1991 
 
 
 

This paper advocates systematic consideration of the Slavs, their mu- 
sics, music research traditions, and the dynamics of their mutual rela- 
tions in various Slavic and non-Slavic state frameworks. The ICTM 
Study Group on Music and Dance of the Slavic World provides a suit- 
able scholarly environment for such a procedure. A project titled Music 
and Ethnic Minorities: (Trans)cultural Dynamics in Slovenia After the 
Year 1991 serves as the formal basis for an examination of how such a 
mapping can be done in one of the Slavic states. The article is organised 
into two thematic parts. The first part features the Slavs in regard to the 
aims advocated by the International Council for Traditional Music and 
proposes some general recommendations with respect to different re- 
search approaches within the Study Group on Music and Dance of the 
Slavic World. The second part presents work-in-progress in the ongoing 
mapping of the Slavic world within a single country, Slovenia. 

 
Keywords: Slavic musics, ICTM, Inter-Slavic relations, Minorities, 
Slovenia 

 
 

 
Introduction 

 
This article grew up from the panel Slavic Legacies Within National 

Spaces: The Case of Slovenia, presented at the 2nd Symposium of the ICTM Study 

Group on Music and Dance of the Slavic World in Skopje in 2018.1 As organiser 
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and chairperson of the panel, I envisioned the participation of music scholars 
from Slovenia's two major research institutions - the University of Ljubljana and 

the Scientific Research Center of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts. 

According to the plan, my general introduction was to be followed by a theoreti- 

cal framing (Ana Hofman), a temporal insight into the inter-Slavic communica- 

tions in Slovene lands in the past centuries (Drago Kunej), and a primarily spatial 

insight into these communications nowadays (Leon Stefanija). Hofman was un- 

able to join us and was substituted by Katinka Dimkaroska, who provided a well- 

received presentation on musical activities of the Macedonian minority in con- 

temporary Slovenia. This volume provides the articles by the two panelists only 

– Stefanija and myself. The year 1991 in my title refers to the change from the 
decades in which Slovenia was one of the republics within the Socialist Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia to the period in which the Republic of Slovenia became 

an independent country and later on a member-state of the European Union. 

 
The Slavic World and the International Council for Traditional 

Music 
 

Slavs constitute the largest ethnolinguistic group in Europe and thirteen 

states in which they dominate encompass the Central, Southeastern and Easten 

parts of the continent, along with the entirety of North Asia. These states are: 

Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechia, Montenegro, 

North Macedonia, Poland, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Ukraine.2 This 

articles follows the standard distinguishing between East Slavs (Belorussians, 

Russians, Rusyns and Ukrainians; West Slavs (Czechs, Kashubians, Moravians, 

Poles, Silesians, Slovaks, Sorbs); and South Slavs (Bosniaks, Bulgarians, Croats, 

Macedonians, Montenegrins, Serbs, Slovenes). Rusyns make up a minority in six 

Slavic countries plus Hungary and Romania, Silesians and Sorbs in three, Mora- 

vians in two and Kashubians in one. Most of the Slavs are either Orthodox Chris- 

tians or (Roman or Greek) Catholics. Slavs of Islamic faith add to the ethnoreli- 

gious variety: besides Bosniaks, they include for instance Gorani and Pomaks, 

each with populations in three countries of Southeast Europe. 

Linguistic connections led to the establishment of the field of Slavic Stud- 

ies in the first half of the 19th century3 and to the influential ideological movement 

known as Pan-Slavism.4 Despite the resulting scholarly, cultural, and political 
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enthusiasm and cooperation, these grounds proved unable to affect power imbal- 
ances, making the inter-Slavic conflicts no different in comparison to any other 

conflicts. The composite Slav-dominated states (The Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, 

Czechoslovakia) ceased to exists one after another in the early 1990s. 

The International Council for Traditional Music (ICTM) is defined as “a 
scholarly organization, which aims to further the study, practice, documentation, 

preservation, and dissemination of traditional music and dance of all countries” 
(www.ictmusic.org). Founded in 1947 as the International Folk Music Council 

(IFMC), the organization changed its name in 1980 in order to better reflect di- 

verse research interests of its growing global membership, which were not lim- 

ited to rurality, authenticity and other markers associated primarily with Euro- 

pean folk music scholarship.5 Current conference presentations and publications 

of ICTM members often exceed the notion of “traditional”, no matter how 
broadly we interpret it, but the ongoing discussions about a new change of the 

name are limited by the fact that a major umbrella organization - the International 

Music Council - already exists. Inspired by the national representation structure 

of UNESCO, IFMC/ICTM developped a World Network6 based on liason offic- 

ers and national/regional committees in countries and regions around the globe. 

ICTM is in formal consultative relations with UNESCO and by means of the 

World Network, World Conferences, Symposia of the Study Groups, Colloquia 

and Fora serves as an intercultural bond and actively contributes to cooperation 

and peace on a global scale. 

During my service as ICTM Secretary General (2011-2017), I was sys- 

tematically searching for efficient national/regional representatives and also for 

the other means to encourage mutually beneficial active participation by music 

and dance scholars from all over the world in the ICTM.7 The idea about the 

establishment of a Study Group with a focus on Slavic music cultures material- 

ized in the city of Astrakhan, Russia, in the period 2011-2015 (for more on this 

background see Pettan 2014).8 Multiethnic and multicultural Astrakhan was the 

site in which the later founding Chairperson of this Study Group Elena Shishkina 

was hosting the festival Voices of the Golden Steppe, along with an annual inter- 

national symposium, and was editing the scholarly journal Pax Sonoris. Ihor 

Maciejewski, who served as the Chaiperson of the festival jury, supported - along 

with the other present scholars of Eastern European musics - our shared initiative 

to establish a Study Group with a focus on “the Slavic World”. The future Vice- 
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Chair of the Study Group Rimantas Sliužinskas joined and helped the innitiative, 
along with Ulrich Morgenstern who became the Study Group’s Secretary. Fol- 

lowing the symposium of the “Study Group in the making” in Astrakhan in 2015, 

the ICTM Executive Board approved the new Study Group. In St. Petersburg, I 

had the pleasure of meeting more Slavic ethnomusicologists, including Galina 

Tavlai, who became the ICTM representative for Belarus. I am grateful to several 

colleagues who pointed to Olga Pashina from Moscow, who became the ICTM 

representative for Russia. All of them were actively involved at the 1st Sympo- 

sium for the Study Group in Ljubljana in 2016. 

Nowadays, each of the thirteen Slavic countries is represented in the 

ICTM World Network. The Study Group has new leadership (Ulrich Morgen- 

stern, Jana Ambrózová, Łukasz Smoluch) from both non-Slavic and Slavic coun- 

tries. The 2nd Symposium of the Study Group in Skopje in 2018, with participants 

from many Slavic and non-Slavic countries, once again revealed the considerable 

potential and benefits from bringing together scholars who not only study diverse 

musical expressions, but also represent different schools of thought and use dif- 

ferent research approaches. This variety clearly makes the Study Group on Music 

and Dance of the Slavic World one of the most exciting and dynamic scholarly 

communities within the ICTM realm. At the same time, it seems that a broad 

common base, such as the one proposed in this article, could benefit the scholarly 

dynamics within the Study Group. 

The intention of the following proposal of ten issues is to encourage suc- 

cessful communication of research aims and results within the Study Group, in 

the spirit of the International Council for Traditional Music as a whole:9 

1. The Study Group is open to all ICTM members and shows interest not 

only in issues of Slavic music and dance, but also in the interaction be- 

tween Slavic and non-Slavic cultural expressions. 

2. Research on all kinds of music and dance (and not only rural “folk” ex- 

pressions) should be considered relevant and legitimate. 

3. The focus of scholarly interest should not only be music and dance, but 

also the research itself, with theoretical and methodological peculiarities 

attached to specific times and places. 

4. Researchers should consider all Slavs, regardless of their numbers and 

regardless of whether they have their “nation states” or not. Here I have 
in mind Slavic minorities such as Gorani, Kashubians, Moravians, 
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Pomaks, Rusyns, Silesians, Sorbs and others, some of whose political sta- 

tus and identity issues may differ from one country to another. 

5. Unfavorable political relations between some Slavic countries may re- 

quire additional sensitivity from researchers. Personal dignity and a pos- 

itive scholarly spirit of communication are essential, while possible cases 

of unintended humiliation should be openly discussed and resolved. 

6. It is useful to study not only the (trans)cultural dynamics between the ma- 

jority Slavic group and one or more minority groups in a country, but also 

minority – minority dynamics. 

7. The study of specific repertoires, such as bilingual or multilingual songs 

or musics shared across political boundaries, has additional potential to 

bring scholars and consequently the people they study closer together. 

8. The Study Group could benefit – theoretically, methodologically and in 

terms of general (cross)cultural dynamics - from occasional joint Sympo- 

sia with other ICTM Study Groups. 

9. One of the important tasks of the Study Group is to acquaint members 

with past and present research and publications on Slavic music and dance 

in different parts of the world. Besides the exchange of human resources 

through invited lectures, exhibitions and the exchange of publications are 

encouraged at all ICTM meetings, including World Conferences. 

10. A Study Group Symposium is just one kind of coming-together of schol- 

ars with shared research foci within the ICTM. Joining forces at World 

Conferences (including shared proposals for organized panels and 

roundtables), Colloquia, Fora and meetings of National and and Regional 

Committees create additional potential for cooperation centered on the 

Slavic world. 

 
Slavic (Trans)cultural Dynamics in Slovenia after 1991 

 
Any attempt at serious ethnomusicological research should take into ac- 

count the creation of a database with relevant past and present information re- 

sources. Due to Slovenia’s history within the frames of other countries in the past 

centuries, data should be sought both within the country and abroad. Slovenia has 

a broad institutional infrastructure, including archives, libraries, research insti- 

tutes, university departments, cultural-artistic societies, and more, as well as the 
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ongoing cooperation with the relevant institutions abroad. All these facts were 
taken into account and used by our small research team, consisting of five ethno- 

musicologists, a historical musicologist, a systematic musicologist, and a cultural 

anthropologist, within the aforementioned project Music and Ethnic Minorities: 

(Trans)cultural Dynamics in Slovenia After the Year 1991. In this article the fo- 

cus is on the latest 28 years. 

The independence of Slovenia in 1991 created radically new circum- 

stances for Slavic (trans)cultural dynamics and relations in general, calling for 

the adaptation to new political, ideological, and cultural realities. Slovenia - ra- 

ther than Yugoslavia - became the frame within which inter-Slavic relations had 

to be re-defined. The privileged political status of South Slavic constituent “na- 

tions” (Slovenes, Croats, Bosniaks, Serbs, Montenegrins, Macedonians) and free 

movement within the entire territory of what was Yugoslavia gave way to smaller 

nation states with restrictive attitudes towards foreigners and protective attitudes 

associated with national borders. Slovenia’s residents with non-Slovene ethnic 

identities became cultural minorities, while the political minority status was 

granted exclusively to the so-called traditional minorities in the border areas – 

ethnic Hungarians and ethnic Italians.10 The military confrontation that lead to 

the independence of Slovenia lasted for ten days in mid-1991, but the situation 

was additionally complicated by much longer wars in neighboring Croatia and 

especially in Bosnia and Hercegovina, which brought to Slovenia some 70,000 

refugees in the first half of the 1990s. Musical aspects of the Bosnians’ stay in 
Slovenia are well covered in several scholarly accounts written by both Slovenian 

and Bosnian scholars (e.g. Pesek 1996; Andree Zaimović 2001; Kozorog, Bar- 

tulović 2015; Bartulović, Kozorog 2017). 

The research model to be presented here is an adjusted version of the first 

among the ten research models that I have recently defined according to existing 

publications within the realm of music and minorities studies (Pettan forthcom- 

ing). Its title in the original context is “Various minorities in a territory (country, 

region, settlement)”. The most extensive and representative example of such a 
model is Ursula Hemetek’s monograph Mosaik der Klänge: Musik der ethnischen 
und religiösen Minderheiten in Österreich, in which she presented the results of 

her long-term systematic study of various minority groups in Austria (Hemetek 

2001). Naila Ceribašić successfully demonstrated how to use this kind of a re- 
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search model in the contexts of a folklore festival and a CD compilation in Cro- 
atia, which features as many as 14 ethnic minorities (Ceribašić 2003). Two ex- 

amples so far point to Slovenia: Alma Bejtullahu presented a critical overview of 

music and dance activities of six selected ethnic minorities (Bejtullahu 2016), 

while Katarina Juvančič compiled a CD with lullabies performed by members of 

both ethnically Slovene and non-Slovene ethnic groups residing in the country 

(Juvančič 2006). 

It is rather obvious why such an extensive and complex view is needed. 

The model provides a display of a variety of cultures within the given national 

framework and provides an opportunity for the creation of a broad database that 

can assist further study of various more specific aspects. It can serve as the final 

point, but also as a starting point for further in-depth studies of smaller research 

scopes. Depending on the circumstances, it can include all or any combination of 

the activities associated with the ICTM: study, practice, documentation, preser- 

vation, and dissemination of music and dance created, performed, and consumed 

by the communities, groups, and individuals. This article is a work-in-progress 

and its focus is on the Slavs in Slovenia. 

According to the 2002 census, the South Slavs in Slovenia include ethnic 

Slovenes, who dominate with 83.1%, followed by  the  Serbs  (2  %), Croats (1,8 

%), Bosniaks/ethnic Muslims (together 1,6%), Macedonians (0,2%), Mon- 

tenegrins (0,1%) and Bulgarians (0,01%).11 Western Slavs include Czechs, Slo- 

vaks and Poles, with respective populations of 0,01% each, while there is no data 

to confirm any presence of Kashubians, Moravians, Silesians or Sorbs. Among 

the Eastern Slavs, Ukrainians and Russians contribute with 0,02% each; the num- 

ber of Rusyns is considerably smaller compared to them, while there is no men- 

tion of Belorussians. 

Most Slav-dominated countries have their embassies in Ljubljana, the 
only exception being Belarus. South Slavs, with the exception of Bulgarians, for 

obvious historical reasons have the strongest numerical presence and cultural vis- 

ibility in present-day Slovenia. One Slav-dominated country, Russia, has its 

“Center of Science and Culture” in Ljubljana since 2011.12 Based on different 

grounds but still comparable in some respects is the Serbian Cultural Center 

Danilo Kiš, in operation since 2009. Slavic (and other) minorities in Slovenia 
have registered societies, whose activities are subject to attention and financial 
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support from both the country of origin and the host country.13 Bilateral friend- 

ship societies in several instances contribute to their public presence and com- 

munication with the majority population, while special programs on national ra- 

dio and TV as well as other channels feature both tangible and intangible ele- 

ments of their heritage and cultural activities. 

The societies and cultural organisations of Slavic (and other) minorities 
in Slovenia focus their attention on two basic aims: the maintenance and strength- 

ening of ethnic identity from the country of origin, and maintenance and strength- 

ening of active presence in the host country. Besides the language, they in most 

cases consider music and dance (“folklore” and choirs), along with the sections 
focussed on other forms of expressive culture (literature, theatre), the most useful 

and attractive tools to accomplish these aims. Larger communities (Serbs, Croats, 

Bosniaks, Macedonians) have such organisations in various parts of the country, 

most often under one nationally defined umbrella organisation. In most cases, the 

nationality is emphasized in the name of the organisation, which has both positive 

and negative consequences. It frames the ethnonational character of what they 

do, but at the same time makes a person who is not of the same ethnonational 

origin ask whether he or she could and should join in. Ethnochoreologist Vesna 

Bajić Stojiljković leads the Academic cultural-artistic society Kolo in the city of 

Koper, which does not use the word “Serbian” in its name, considers broader 
Balkan repretoire, and welcomes members regardless of their ethnicity. In one of 

her articles, she also poses an important question: Should folklore ensembles of 

minorities in Slovenia include the repertoire of the majority population when they 

perform abroad? (Bajić Stojiljković 2012). This question has deep implications 

for the positioning of a minority with regard to ethnic roots in the country of 

origin and to shared local culture in the country of current nationality. 

One should distinguish between the general political notion of minorities 
as “clearly delimited groups, each with ‘its culture’”, distinctiveness of which 
should be protected and promoted (Ceribašić 2006: 21) and a more nuanced and 
complex scholarly understanding of minorities which points to multiple voices 

within each of them and a variety of attitudes towards identification within each 

individual. This is why the proposed mapping needs to go way beyond listing of 

the obvious stereotypes such as “Macedonian societies in which ethnic Macedo- 

nians in Slovenia practice Macedonian traditional music”. Study of institutional- 

ized musicking should be counterbalanced by informal / non-institutionalized 
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musicking; traditional music by other kinds of music; ethnic identification as the 
motive for involvement by a myriad of other motives; the assumption about the 

predominantly monoethnic audience by research focused on the audience. 

My brief comparative analysis of the Slavic minorities in Slovenia points 

to the following situations that raise new research questions: 

- Numerical presence and impact of particular minorities changes through 

time, depending on political, economic, cultural and other circumstances. 

The example of the Czechs is indicative here. Several Czech musicians 

were recognized as historically important for the development of musical 

culture in the course of the past centuries in what is today Slovenia (more 

in Barbo 2011; Weiss 2008; Weiss 2012). This is not the case any more. 

What was going on musically at that time with the other Slavs in Slovene 

lands and what are the musical connections between the Czechs and the 

Slovenes today? 

- Currently, in the post-Yugoslav ideological climate of “brotherhood and 
unity”, when the State does not encourage involvement in the culture of 

the Others any more, one can notice increased interest in performance by 

the majority population in Slovenia of some cultural expressions associ- 

ated with Croatia (klapa singing; see Šivic 2009) and Serbia (brass-band 

music; see Šivic 2013 and Hofman 2014). Is this trend present among 
other Slavs in Slovenia? Do the Slavic minority groups appropriate any 

of the expressions associated with the Slovene majority? 

- Religious communities are very important for the maintenance of ethnic 

identities in diaspora. How does the completed autocephality of the Or- 

thodox Church of Ukraine and the intended autocephality of Macedonian 

and Montenegrin Churches affect the general and musical communica- 

tions among Orthodox Christians in Slovenia? How does a religious sense 

of difference in general affect mutual perceptions on an everyday basis 

(see Kovačič 2016)? 

- Case studies of individual musicians enable us to highlight musical pro- 

cesses and products from a personal in-depth perspective. At the Study 

Group smposium in Skopje in 2018 I singled out Ljuben Dimkaroski, a 

musician with two homelands, Macedonia and Slovenia, who knew and 

performed traditional music from both countries. Can we compare him in 

this respect with selected musicians from other Slavic communities? 
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Conclusions 
 

In his review of the edited volume Music and Minorities (Pettan, Reyes, 

Komavec 2001) based on the 1st symposium of the ICTM Study Group on Music 

and Minorities, Marin Marian-Bălașa recognized it as the “first contribution to a 

musical cartography” which “has numerous blank patches” to be covered by the 
subsequent symposia and publications (Marian-Bălașa 2003: 178). His further 

observation about “isolationism” that should be turned “into mutually supportive 

and fruitful cooperation” (ibid.) is also applicable to the first two symposia of the 

Study Group on Music and Dance of the Slavic World. My intention here is to 

propose a methodological direction in a very broad sense, with the potential to 

create a shared path for the very diverse schools of ethnomusicology in the Slavic 

world. Learning about both commonalities and differences through direct profes- 

sional and personal communication already created a sense of healthy together- 

ness within the Study Group, which will expectedly be upgraded by bilateral and 

multilateral joint projects. Work on the musical mapping of the Slavic World is 

a useful step in this direction. 
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Notes 
 

1 I am taking this opportunity to express gratitude to Sonja Zdravkova Djeparoska and her team 
for the excellent organisation of the event and for bringing the articles related to the 1st and the 
2nd symposium of the Study Group together in this edited volume. 
2 Among them, only Bosnia and Herzegovina is legally defined as a country of three constitutive 
Slavic “nations”: Bosniaks, Serbs, and Croats. 
3 Slavic studies, Slavonic studies, or Slavistics. 
4 Ideological directions are elaborated in the article of Leon Stefanija in this volume. 
5 Erich Stockmann, who served as President of the ICTM between 1982 and 1997 commented the 
change from “folk” to “traditional” as it “worked like magic and opened up doors in regions 
where the word ‘folk music’ had a somewhat pejorative ring” (Stockmann 1988: 8). 
6 This is its current name. 
7 Besides the World Network, which grew up from 75 countries and regions in 2011 to 127 in 
2017, several scholarly events took place in the earlier underrepresented locations and several 
scholars from various countries received financial support to attend the ICTM events. 
8 In the article from 2014, based on a plenary lecture in Astrakhan the year earlier, a reader can 
find systematic information about the articles on Slavic-spaking countries in the ICTM periodi- 
cals, names of the Slavs who served in the ICTM Executive Board, data about the ICTM scholarly 
events hosted by Slavic countries, and more. 
9 A few among them are already incorporated in the Study Group's Mission Statement. 
10 The project Ethnic Minorities in Slovenia: (Trans)cultural Dynamics After the Year 1991, of 
which this article is a part, considers (a) "traditional minorities" (Hungarians, Italians), (b) Roms 
whose diverse population has a distinctive legal position, (c) “new minorities” (the most numer- 
ous category, composed mostly of the people from the former Yugoslav territories), and (d) ref- 
ugees, migrants, and asylum seekers. 
11 1.1% of Slovene citizens identified themselves as Bosniaks and 0,5% as Muslims in the ethnic 
sense. One can assume that those who opted for the later are not related to the territory of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, like for instance Gorani, whose domicile territory is the border region 
encompassing in Kosovo, Albania and Macedonia. 
12 An institution comparable to British Council, (German) Goethe Institut, (Chinese) Confucius 
Institute or (Spanish) Cervantes Institute. 
13 Serbia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs has a special “Office for cooperation with the diaspora and 
Serbs in the region”. 
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THE CONCEPT OF SLAVISM IN SLOVENIAN MUSIC SINCE 1918 
 
 
 

The transformation of attitudes toward the Slavic world in the history 
of Slovene music is sketched through a series of cases mainly published 
in periodicals and, for the period after 1991, based  on  research  within 
the project Music and ethnic minorities: (trans)cultural dynam- ics in 
Slovenia since 1991. The attitude unfolds as a trajectory from a pro-
Slavic culture before and around 1918, through differentiation be- 
tween Slavism in a “wider” sense and nationalism between the wars and 
during 1945–1991, toward certain selective Slavism or pragmatic ethnic 
and cultural stance today. 

 
Keywords: Slavism in Slovene music, Pan-Slavism in Slovene music, 
ethnicity in Slovene music, nationalism in music 

 
 
 

Pre-1914 to after-1918 
 

The ongoing research on professional musicians who are immigrants to 

Slovenia that Katarina Habe and I have been conducting in 2018/2019 indicates 

that the national idea is extremely ambivalent. Historically, however, it was the 

opposite: national ideals grew stronger the more political power came to the 

“smaller” nations. From 1948 to 1918, a mixture of national and ethnic ideas led 

to a growing awareness about the fact that political borders were double-coded 

with cultural frontiers: the main historical players in Slovenia during this period 

were “the Slovenes” as a part of the “Slavic culture” as opposed to “the others”, 
“the big cultures”, and above all “the Germans”. 
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A notorious nationalist affair in Slovene music history coincided with the 
common political crisis of 1924. Anton Lajovic (1878–1960), the éminence grise, 

since 1938 a member of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts and facto- 

tum of the Slovenian musical life during the 1920s and 1930s, reprimanded prob- 

ably the most successful and prominent Slovenian conductor of the time, Josip 

Čerin (1867–1951), for being too German-oriented. In the newspaper article Misli 
o kulturnem tipu germaniziranega Slovenca [Thoughts about the cultural type of 

a Germanized Slovene]; (1. 3. 1924: 5): 

 
[...] again, another German, namely the retired ombudsman Haufen. 
I had to deal with him. 

He was the President of the Philharmonic Society. He is, of 
course, with all the other Germans in Ljubljana, offended that we 
have returned the Philharmonic Society to its old purpose. After ex- 
plaining to him that the Society was not allowed to keep the previous 
direction because it was, thanks to Ljubljana’s Germans, emphati- 
cally Germanizatorial and, to the fullest extent, kulturträger-like, he 
defended himself: ‘We were doing such concert programs, as they 
are done now by Čerin.’ (I thought: Has anyone ever made such a 
brutal judgment about the cultural direction of Čerin’s concerts?) An- 
other reflex comes to mind regarding Čerin’s concerts: What causes 
me natural physical discomfort with Čerin’s concerts is that at each 
concert I see a considerable part of Ljubljana's Germans. [...] 

The mental paths of Dr. Čerin is a typical direction of a very 
large part of our intelligence. 

Where are the conceptual foundations of this direction? 
It seems to me that there are two ideas. One is the idea of the 

absolute supremacy (superiority and supremacy) of German culture, 
the second is the idea of international culture. 

All of us who grew up in the atmosphere of the former Austria 
know that all the schools have introduced each student to the history 
of German culture in great detail. In this curriculum, all other world 
cultures were squeezed out. Slovene literary history and Slovene cul- 
tural past few considered very little. [...] As the extreme example of 
acute national illness, the type of German-fan [nemškutar] was born, 
and that an epidemic spreaded disastrously in the last years before the 
Great War especially in Styria and Carinthia. We lost the Slovenian 
Carinthia because of this disease. 
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In spite of Čerin’s rather laconic statistical reply regarding the Germanic orien- 
tation of his concerts – out of 58 performed compositions between 1920 and 1924 

Čerin performed only 18 (= 1/3) German, the others were Slavic/Slovenian origin 

(Slovenec 6. 3. 1924: 5) –, Lajovic rejected the argument (Slovenec, 8. 3. 1924: 

4), provoking many musicians to stand in favour of Čerin (Jutro 7. 3. 1924: 4; 

Slovenski narod 8. 3. 1924: 2; Slovenec 9. 3. 1924: 5). 

The polemic among Lajovic and Čerin culminated with a panegyric by 
Anton Lajovic entitled About the eternal beauties and poison of Beethoven’s and 
Wagner’s works (Slovenec 6. 4. 1926: 5). The title itself is eloquent: it is a plea 

against the German music in favour of the national, the (Pan-)Slavic, to a certain 

extent also French and Italian culture and pro the other “small traditions”. To cut 

the whole story short, this pamphlet was the last Pan-Slavic opposition to the 

German heritage in Slovenia, and it was rejected by almost all influential musi- 

cians of that time (cf. Loparnik 1985 and Snoj 2018: 162). 

However, with the growth of patriotism after 1991 the national identity 

again gained a lot of attention. The national ideals let the distinguished composer 

and academician Lojze Lebič (b. 1934) to warn in 2010 (Lebič 2010) that Slove- 

nia might become “a land full of musical waste”. He proposed the establishment 
of a “musical-cultural parliament,” a “musical tribunal,” and a “musical mu- 

seum” to preserve our musical culture. The concept of “pure culture” with strong 

national roots is obviously a centennial echo of the anti-German ideas uttered by 

Anton Lajovic: only the semantic scope and emphases of understanding “our” 
and “their” culture have changed, not the concept. That is, at least theoretically. 

 
Slavisms and Slovenism vs. Universalism and Europeanism in music 

 
Two ideas were confronting the universalist view on music: geograph- 

ically narrower or the national concept of “domestic” culture on one side and, on 

the other, a geographically wider, variegated culture of the Slavic ethno-linguistic 

group. Both, I would call them the nationalist (Slovene-oriented) and the ethnic 

(Slav-oriented) horizon were measured against the allegedly universalist idea of 

Western music. The 1920s and the 1930s witnessed a growing approval of “the 
national thing”. As “the national thing” proved itself fuzzy and heterogeneous, 
also the (Pan-)Slavic idea proved itself fragmented. 
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Pospíšil and Maltarič rightly observe in their study The Problem of Slav- 
isms and Its Context: Slavism has more “flavours”. 

 
With the notion of Slavism, we step onto a restless, uncertain floor, 
where it is advisable to move with a magnifying glass and a pharmacy 
scale, otherwise we may commit irregularities, and, besides, we can 
not avoid short-circuits in thinking and conceptualizing. (Pospíšil, 
Maltarič 2005: 21) 

 
Two such “short-circuits” from the turn into the 20th century, namely “the 

synthetic feature of the Czech Austro-Slavism” (ibid. 19) and the rather demo- 

cratic, yet short-lived idea of Neo-Slavism (cf. Golczewski, Pickhan, Halac 

1998.), have peculiar reverberation for Slovenian music history. First, the Austro- 

Slavism remained somehow “regenerated” for many musicians in Slovenia (as 
well as Croatia). The reasons were pragmatic: the geographic vicinity enabled 

strong cultural, also musical “links” between Slovenia and Austria. 

The above-mentioned nationalist outburst of Anton Lajovic was possible 

only due to this dual understanding of the positioning of musicians between the 

domestic, national, Slovene musical practice and the idea of a (Pan-)Slavic and 

Austro-Slavic cultural proximity on one side and certain “universal” musical cul- 

ture, in Lajovic’s eyes predominantly German. The premonition of Lojze Lebič 
about Slovenia as “a land full of musical waste” because of the foreign music 

practices spreads the universalist idea toward the wider international horizon. The 

opposition nationalism/universalism thus remains an important key to under- 

standing our glocalized––globalized and localized––world. Within it, the shift 

from Slavism to nationalism deserves special attention especially because of the 

distinction between the “narrower” and “wider” homeland in the period of 1945– 

1991. 

 
1918–1945: from (Pan-/Austro-)Slavism to Domesticism 

 
There is a notable detail from the mentioned voices pro Čerin: the state- 

ment by the musicians from Čerin’s orchestra was written in “Yugoslav” or 
“Serbo-Croatian” language (Jutro 7. 3. 1924, 4; Slovenski narod 8. 3. 1924, 2) 

and at the end of this short statement, three ethnic representatives were signed, 
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indicated politicisation of what was previously considered a “purely cultural” is- 

sue: 
 

Dear Mr. Editor. The Orchestra of the Drava Military District protests 
against the undeserved attacks of Mr. judge Lajovic on the Kapell- 
meister Mr. Dr. Josip Čerin. The attack by Mr. Lajovic concernes us 
as well, and therefore we want to make a statement: we prepared our 
concerts so far voluntarily and without any material gain for the sole 
purpose of raising the musical culture of the Slovenes. Therefore, we 
do not allow to anyone to impute to us and to our boss some political 
intentions. For the Yugoslav musicians Jan Ulman. For the Czech 
musician Vit Samek. For the Russian musicians Pavle Ivanov. 

 
We should add that even in 1936 “in the orchestras of our entire fatherland the 
best positions are held by foreigners because we experience a lack of understand- 

ing for these instruments [brass and woodwind]”. (Mariborski »Večernik« Jutra 
1. 9. 1936: 3.) This explains actually why the newspapers of the interwar period 

reveal a politically motivated shift away from Pan-/Austro-Slavism to national- 

ism. Without any clearly articulated opposition to any Slavic or Non-Slavic cul- 

ture, domesticism became a rule of thumb, a kind of a positive discrimination. 

From a historical perspective, it is of course not difficult to see the results 

of the frictions between Pan-/Austro-Slavism, nationalism and universalism as a 

result of a modern cultural economy. What we consider to be “ours” is suppos- 

edly inherited and safe, what is considered “theirs” is predominantly intrusive, 
foreign, external and potentially dangerous. Yet, the processes of confronting for- 

eignness, as something outside of our domestic culture, play a constitutive role in 

the “open system” of interactions that connects “them” to “us”. Probably the most 
famous connection between “us” and “them” may be illustrated with the habit of 

distinguishing “ožja/uža” and “širša/šira” domovina – the “narrower” and the 

“wider” homeland – in the Yugoslav cultural practice between 1945 and 1991. 

 
1945–1991: between “narrower” and ”wider” nationalism and 

pragmatism 

 
Already in 1933, Ljubljana Radio lamented the then current crisis in cul- 

tural policy – an everlasting phenomenon ever since: 
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It is not a question about being good or bad Radio, it is a problem that 
the director is Mr. A – at least for now – and not Mr. B. Following 
well-known methods, Mr. A must be discredited, and the strongest 
grenade can be in this for this purpose may be the anathema of ana- 
tionality, lack of patriotism. [...] 

Not because our Radio would like to avoid what is becoming 
nowadays so dangerous yet frequent accusations of lukewarm pat- 
riotism - but because we wish to prove how absurd are the demands 
of certain people who, in their enthusiasm, are losing the floor of re- 
ality under their feet, and who reject all the attacks with their own 
weapons, which may still appear in the newspaper or elsewhere. 
(Radio Ljubljana 29. 1. – 4. 2. 1933: 1, emphases L.S.) 

 
The issue of “lukewarm patriotism” just complements the thorny issues 

of true, authentic, real etc. patriotism that eventually merges with nationalism. 

The difference between patriotism and nationalism – between affection and po- 

litical pragmatism and militarism – is almost irrelevant for the imagery with re- 

gard to the national music, although “what we like” and “what is ours” is far from 

the same issue. (We may like something completely different from what is ours.) 

However, the national policy does not count on that. We should be happy with 

the “ours”. Yet, as described above, which scale fits best: to alk about ours made 

by us or ours made for us by the others, the universal “ours”? 

It seems that this dilemma underlies one of the rare public essays regard- 

ing the expression of Slovenian national music by Rafael Ajlec (1915–1977) (Aj- 

lec 1951). Just to refresh the political circumstances: in the early 1950s the na- 

tional issue was growing and a decade later the Slovenian politicians had to de- 

fend themselves because of nationalist and separatist tendencies circulating 

among the intelligentsia and some politicians (Pirjevec 1995, 207 ff). Rafael Aj- 

lec – then a fresh graduate of music history the Academy of Music in  Ljubljana 

– noted in late December 1951 (Ajlec 1951) that the general tendency was to 
emphasize the affiliation to the “wider” homeland and only faintly attachment to 

the national identity in the “narrower” sense: he found the situation as a state of 
lethargy which must be resisted and that the “Slovenian musical expression” 
should be more often addressed. He regarded the situation as “a problem that is 
fundamentally linked to the progress of our music.” And yet. Ajlec did not offer 
a more specific view about the features of the Slovenian modern. He emphasized 

the authors’ autonomy: “No – again, only the composers themselves are called to 
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respond to themselves and to us.” Ajlec concluded his essays of “historic splin- 
ters” regarding the Slovene musical identity claiming that it is still developing 
further on. Yet, he tellingly adds at the end: “Today [the problem of Slovene 

musical expression] is even more complex.” 

The issue regarding the national music in Tito’s Yugoslavia resemble the 

“false dilemma” depicted on the caricature in Radio Ljubljana in 1933: 

 

Figure 1. “I am in a trouble ... I made a mistake, I forgot ... do I have to connect 
the radio receiver to the water supply system or the water supply system to the radio 
device?” Newspaper cartoon 1: Radio Ljubljana, 12. 3. – 18. 3. 1933, 125.Open access. 

 
The false dilemma brings as the main “actor” the invisible: not the water 

supply and the radio, but the connection, the stitch, the link, the contiguity be- 

tween two tools. The seemingly absurd question of the unskilful radio-owner is 

a refined mock on the contingency of heterogeneous phenomena, here obviously 

complementing in the realms of nature (water) and culture (radio). The same 

question may be raised about the constitutive parts of the national music: do we 

have to attach the definition of national music to the producer’s provenience or 
to the aesthetic expression? This would be but another false opposition indicating 

the slippery ties between music and national identity that seem to work on differ- 

ent segments of a certain cultural practice. In this horizon, the connection to the 

Slavic world became fairly obscure. Actually, it grew somehow into a more (not 

only politically) global question. 
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Since 1991: the Central-European ambivalence (regionalisms) 

 
The context of discussing national music within the last century in Slove- 

nia has experienced a shift from ethnic and cultural arguments connected to a 

certain musical quality toward a set of “highly professional” ideals that are actu- 

ally not easy to grasp, as the mentioned committees of the Slovenian Ministry of 

culture suggest. The professionalism seems to seek again connections with the 

ramified amateur spheres from which the professional music culture gradually 

grew during the discussed period. And the amateur music culture seems to have 

found fertile ground in the world of seemingly many choices:1 the choices today 

are not, as it was in Tito’s Yugoslavia, dispersed between the “wider” and “nar- 

row” homeland on one and “East” and the “West” on the other, but between the 
established forms of musicking and the growing number of indie or DIY (do-it- 

yourself) cultural practices. What was considered during the period 1918–1941 

as Slavic and during the period 1945–1991 as a Yugoslav, remained after 1991 as 

European, worldly, cosmopolitan, or simply – the other. Without broaching into 

the current debates about music and so-called “national interest”, it is obvious 
that the issues regarding Slavic cultures, so important a century ago are almost 

entirely obsolete, even suspicious. 

There are many indices that testify about the continuity of the age-old 

antinomies connected to the concept of modernity in music (cf. for instance John- 

son 2015). Today just as a century ago holds true what Boris Groys said about 

the new art: “Das Neue ist nicht bloß das Andere, sondern es ist das wertvolle 

Andere” (“The new is not only the other, it is the valuable other.” Translation 
mine. Groys 1992, 43) The only more or less clearly definable novelty, or the 

valuable other, if compared to the period 1945–1991 is the semantic evasiveness 
of the music ideals that spreads throughout the period after 1991. There are but a 

series of endeavours trying to comply with – differently understood – differences, 

among which the professionalism/amateurism seems to me the most emergent 

one. 

Ethnic issues with regard to music in Slovenia are also on the official 

agenda,2 however, not in terms of clear methodology that even from afar resem- 

bles the concept of culture as the “mental software” (Hofstede, Hofstede, Minkov 

2010, 4 ff). Thus it is no surprise – I will confine myself only to a statement here 

that needs to be elaborated – that the ongoing research of Katarina Habe and 
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myself indicates that the people from the former Yugoslav region, formerly seen 
as a part of the Slavic world, are perceived in more negative terms than any other 

people, whereas some musicians from more distant Slavic cultures are accepted 

as fairly unproblematic, even positively. And the situation with regard to the 

Slavic culture is: ambivalent. Two interviewees illustrate the range of the ambiv- 

alence regarding the ethnic issue in Slovenia generally as well as the attitude to- 

wards the Slavic culture (the research was done among professional musicians 

with non-Slovenian origin working in Slovenia): 

 
1 (Interviewee with Slavic origin) 2 (Interviewee with non- 

Slavic origin) 

“I would say that the Slovenes are more op- 

pressive towards each other than towards 

other nationalities. In my opinion, this is 

more a matter of personal character than na- 

tionality. Many times, I feel rivalries among 

Slovenes that have nothing to do with for- 

eigners. It seems to me that I felt more posi- 

tive attitudes of Slovenes towards me as a 

foreigner. I never had a sense of marginal- 

ization because of my ethnicity. Being a 

foreigner, it is accepted by the majority as a 

plus. Your personality is very important: 

no one would complain of coexistence 
with a good person. Of course, there are 

also those foreigners who arrive in Slovenia 

without an education and are looking for 

money or some sort of welfare only out of 

pity, not to be willing to pick up the slack for 

any work, not learning the language, do not 

accept the habits of the new country.” 

“And when we have auditions, I 

see that Slovenians are always 

first. Although someone else is 

better, they prefer to employ 

Slovenians – they prefer a Slo- 

venian orchestra rather than 
a good orchestra. This is not 

articulated in such a way, but 

you can see it. Even if someone 

does not have a degree or does 

not fulfil all the conditions, they 

prefer to hire the Slovenian per- 

son rather than a foreigner that 

meets the requirements.” 

 
This ambivalence with regard to the ethnic origin is, of course, something 

that is worth researching further in the era in which (also cultural) tourism is 
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becoming one of the major economic fields and heterogeneity the imprint of eve- 

ryday experiences of the majority. 

 
Facit 

 
The recent study by Katarina Habe and myself indicates that Slovenes 

have more positive attitudes towards foreigner musicians from the “western 
world” and more negative attitudes towards the “eastern world”, especially ex- 

Yugoslav migrants. Is this a phase of selective Slavism inherited from the crum- 

bling of the Pan- and Austro-Slavic ideals so viral a century and a half ago? It is 

difficult to claim anything other than to suggest that this selective or pragmatic 
Slavism is but a transformation of the context within which contemporary musical 

practice gains new meanings and functions. 
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Notes 

 

1 I am alluding to Renata Salecl's The Tyrany of Choice – great analysis of modernity as the period 
of many choices (Salecl, 2011). 
2 For instance, within the Slovenian Ministry of Culture there is a Service for Cultural 
Heterogeneity and Human Rights (Služba za kulturne raznolikosti in človekove pravice) and the 
Committee for Cultural Activities of Special Groups in the Republic of Slovenia (Strokovna 
komisija za kulturno dejavnost posebnih skupin v Republiki Sloveniji). 
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PERFORMATIVITY IN PROTESTS 
IN THE EXAMPLE OF ACTIVIST GROUPS IN MACEDONIA 

 
 
 

The analysis of music and dance in a society cannot neglect social 
conditions, political processes, or social context. Over the past few 
years, several major political changes took place in Macedonia, fol- 
lowed by mass demonstrations, protests and civic activities. The block 
of civic organizations, activists, students, university professors and cit- 
izens who demanded changes in the functioning and governance of the 
state were organized in several movements known as the Student and 
Professor Plenum, the Colorful Revolution, etc. Apart from expressing 
their views in the streets, they organized a series of activities that used 
music, dance and performance as tools. This paper is devoted to the 
analysis and interpretation of these performances which in this case 
have received an activist, social engagement role. The theater, which 
plays a role in the social awakening of the population in order to en- 
courage critical attitudes, is not a novelty. This type of performance is 
predominantly related to the work of directors Bertolt Brecht, Erwin 
Piscator, and Antonin Artaud. The activities that took place in the Mac- 
edonian capital, Skopje, may not have been directly mirroring the mod- 
els of this kind of performance, but to a large extent caused an identical 
effect that was part of the goals of this kind of performance and theatri- 
cal aesthetics. From a range of very diverse outdoor performances, this 
paper will focus on the most striking ones. The analysis will be con- 
nected with several layers and will make a comparison of the musical 
basis used as part of the protests, dance, and performances that were 
presented. These performances produced completely different mean- 
ings and sent messages that are not present in a usual performance con- 
text. Music and dance suddenly became tools in a tumultuous, transi- 
tional moment in contemporary Macedonian history in which perfor- 
mance gained a new meaning, interpretation and task. 

Keywords: Macedonia, protests, performance, music, dance 
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Introduction 

 
In order to achieve specific goals, modern society merges seemingly in- 

compatible areas using completely new methods, tools and approaches. Scholars 

are very interested in detecting, analyzing and defining new phenomena connect- 

ing directly with socio-political circumstances and their impact on the cultural 

processes. It is important to highlight that these processes are not imanent only 

to the last decades, but their genesis started, according some authors, centuries 

earlier. Walter Benjamin focused on art work in the era of mass production and 

the impact of new technologies on the art sphere. But these connections and fu- 

sions of different levels, and elements in the frame of culture, became much 

broader especially in the postmodern era, expanding to other areas of life. The 

concrete research is analyzing the fusion of performing practices and protests, 

forms of entertainment and politics. Ana Vujanović in the article Vita perfor- 
manctiva, at the stage of neoliberal capitalist democratic society used a very in- 

teresting syntagm: “aestheticising politics and politicising art” (Vujanović 2011: 

120). 

It is almost impossible, however, to draw a line and determine whether 

these practices belong to the domain of the politicization of art or the aestheti- 

cization of politics, especially for the examples which will be analyzed. They are 

part of a particular political situation and reactions occurring between 2014–2016 

in Macedonia. Richard Schechner made detailed analysis of the interactions of 

performance and “social drama”. “The politician, activist, lawyer, or terrorist all 

use techniques of performance, staging, ways of addressing various audiences, 

setting, etc. - to present, demonstrate, protest or support specific social actions - 

actions designed to maintain, modify, or overturn the existing social order” 
(Schechner 2002: 76). The performative activity in the widest range of under- 

standing (from stage performances - drama, ballet, opera through ritual forms 

from religious ceremony to sport and politics) is conditioned by the presence of 

the performing body, which is the basic, essential element of each performance. 

Ted Polhemus approaches and understands the body as a system of so- 

cially constructed meanings. In his text, Social Bodies, he notes, “Any explana- 

tion of variability of body expression must deal not with the relationship of dif- 

ferent bodily expressions in different societies, but rather with the relationship 
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with elements of body expression to other aspects of the cultural and social envi- 
ronment within which they occur” (Polhemus 1975: 23). Taking into considera- 

tion these two positions, we conclude that performance and performativity is a 

practice exercised in wide range of activities in different situations, and is used 

by different profiles of professions. The basic medium of these activities is the 

body. Consequently, the body as a part of socialization shows, interprets and 

manifests its position, status, meaning, attitudes and so on. In this case, it will be 

specified by the term social performing bodies on which will be established a 

concrete research focus, and the analysis will be provided on material of protests, 

studying the tools that were used. Susan Foster, in the article Choreographies of 
Protest, analyzes the function and characteristics of protesting bodies. In this 

sense she understands the body as an instrument of expression and as sign, send- 

ing strong messages outside the routines of daily life. She notes “...’techniques of 
the body’ that must be learned. Over the time that they are practiced, they acquire 
increasing influence over corporeal and individual identity. Not a script that the 

protestor learns to execute, these are, rather, actions that both require and provide 

strong commitment and, once practiced, slowly change the world in which they 

occur.” (Foster 2003: 408). These particular techniques built and shaped the 
protesting corpus (individual and collective), which, using performa- tivity, 

expressed specific political attitudes, trying to actualize some positions and to 

initiate changes. 

Zoja Buzalkovska, an active protester (but in same time professor at 

Academy of dramatic arts and director), wrote an article about the ongoing social 

processes, which was based on her own experience and involvement in the pro- 

tests. She writes, “The experience shows that when protests and activism take the 

form of performance that involves the citizens who protested on the streets and 

they participated in a pre-designed action (the protesters hold their hands, lay on 

the ground, put masks on the head, throw balloons with color, sing ...) [...] then 

the massiveness was visibly increased and the motive of people to protest signif- 

icantly grew” (Buzalkovska 2017: 78). Long-term protests (several months) 

brought the inclusion of different activities; street performance, concerts, art in- 

stallations. These actions of “artivism”1 (Milohnić on line) make a fusion of art 
with activism resulting in a new form of expression appropriate to the purpose 

they had. In the Macedonian case, these were not just protests involving people 
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who protested outdoors, actualized their attitudes and openly showed their posi- 
tions, but much more than that. It was a movement that had its own scenario in 

which performativity became one of the central elements and a recognizable 

trademark of the protests. Implicitly few questions are imposed that will be con- 

sidered in the text: Do music, drama and dance change their semantic structure 

when they fuse with different forms of political activism? Does recontextualiza- 

tion influence the reception and at the same time, the perception of this new hy- 

brid form of art? What kind of music and performance model was used? 

Before trying to get some answers to these questions, a brief introduction 

about the political situation2 in Macedonia and the protesting groups is necessary. 

In 2015, opposition leader Zoran Zaev started revealing the use of illegal wire- 

tapping by the government. It became a Macedonian Watergate. The content of 

the recorded conversations, the scandal of the wiretapping itself, and accumu- 

lated discontent-initiated reactions. The focus here will mainly be on this protest- 

ing group Colorful Revolution. The name was the result of actions of the protest- 

ers that threw paint on the newly built buildings and monuments, which accord- 

ing to them were built through money laundering, especially the project Skopje 
2014 and the “trapped” governing institutions like Parliament, Government and 

Ministry of Law. The protests, in turn, caused counter-protests in which opposi- 

tion right-leaning groups of citizens defended the decisions of the ruling govern- 

ment. 

 
Music performances 

 
The use of music and performance as tools of activism of different pro- 

testing groups, revealed how music reflects an attitude and social position. Mark 

Mattern, in his book Acting in Concert: Music, Community, and Political Action, 
researches different uses of music in relation to political actions. He defined three 

modes: deliberative, pragmatic and confrontational. The first relies on the way in 

which music is treated in debating of the collective identity. The pragmatic model 

uses music in promoting and actualizing a set of interests. The confrontation 

model refers to music’s application in a situation in which different groups in 
society oppose each other. Music became a powerful medium in a very turbulent 

period, since it was part of a strategy to attain social purposes. Mattern under- 

stands music as a means of communication with a concrete and defined set of 
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messages and, in his book, he analyzed the “messages of music” (Mattern 1998: 
17). This is the starting point for analyzing the use of music in Macedonian pro- 

tests and here is applicable the third, confrontational model. The music that was 

part of the protests contributed to the creation of a certain atmosphere and sending 

certain messages that each of the groups stand by. On one side, they represented 

universal, transcultural values, on the other side the demonstrants stood behind 

their national, monocultural, patriotic values. 

During the protests of the Colorful revolution, music was not necessarily 

connected with Macedonian authors and did not belong to a particular genre. In 

parallel with the Macedonian groups and singers, the protesters used music from 

the Yugoslav period, but mostly world popular music. It was very important that 

the lyrics suited the purpose of the protest. A few examples of the music repertory 

include Leva patika’s Nepravda [Injustice], Bajaga’s Pada vlada [The fall of the 

government], Queen’s I want to break free, and George Michael’s Freedom. The 

musical choices displayed an attitude in which freedom and the rights for every 

citizen of Macedonia, but also for the different nationalities and marginalized 

groups, appear as the main categories. Partisan songs from the anti-fascist war 

period were used in the repertoire of the Colorful revolution as well. These kinds 

of songs subtly awoke and fostered the memory of the struggle for freedom that 

was fought by our fathers and grandfathers. Lyrics are about the fight, liberation 

and freedom, which according to the organizers of the protests, suit the purpose 

and ideas of the demonstration. An interesting example occurred when the same 

patriotic songs were used during the protests and the counter-protests. However, 

in the case of the Colorful revolution, the protesters used the melody of these 

songs, but they imputed new text, which commented on and reflected the actual 

political situation of the country and referred to some actual political figures. 

 
Dance and drama performances 

 
Walter Benjamin outlined a very interesting position regarding political 

practice and the way art is used in these actions. He focuses on the most extreme 

forms such as fascism and communism (the proletariat) and notes that “Fascism 
is the introduction of aesthetics into political life” (Benjamin 1969: 19), but 
“Communism responds by politicizing art” (ibid. 20). He writes that left-wing 
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practices use art as a tool actualizing certain questions that are related to the cur- 
rent political moment. The dominant goal is to achieve intellectual involvement 

and the active engagement of the audience. The Colorful revolution was never 

related to a political party (although the opposition left-wing parties joined the 

protests and were part of a protesting scenario and protesting performances). The 

non-governmental organizers demonstrated neoliberalist views (civil, ethnic, 

gender and rights of marginalized groups), but the way in which the apparatus of 

performativeness was used relied on the Benjaminian understanding of the art of 

leftist regimes. People who were part of the Color Revolution, in the spirit of their 

mission, enacted performances. Some of these had a rudimental form such as 

wearing specific masks during protests; some of demonstrants were bearing 

torches lighting different parts of the streets; some threw paint. But some had all 

the characteristics of a standard dramatic performance (involving a dramaturg, 

director, cast of actors, and stage settings). They were staged on squares and 

streets, but some of them were placed on alternative theater stages. As case stud- 

ies, I point to some plays such as Antigone, Who Fired a Gun on October 21st?, 
System Error, Teletubbies and others. The plays, Who Fired a Gun on October 
21st? and Time for Fun – integrated in their scenarios illegally recorded tele- 

phone conversations that were exposed publicly. They used a postmodern struc- 

ture, where, for example, in the performance Time for Fun, director Zoja 

Buzalkovska combined a mixture of various theater genres, texts and stage pro- 

cedures. She took Harold Pinter’s texts and connected them with tapped materials 

and speeches by Prime Minister Gruevski. 

As a part of this performance, was incorporated the ballet piece The Dying 
Swan composed by French composer Camille Saint-Saëns. Mikhail Fokine cho- 

reographed this dance miniature for the world-famous ballerina Anna Pavlova at 

the beginning of the 20th century, and ballet historians regard it as a masterpiece. 

Dying swan needs specific dance aesthetics and artistic expression, so only the 

most accomplished ballerinas danced this piece. In this case, the dancer was Mir- 

jana Najchevska, who is not related to the dance sphere even at an amateur level. 

Najchevska is a Head of the Department of Political Science at the Institute for 

Sociological, Political and Judicial Research at Ss. Cyril and Methodius Univer- 

sity, a member of numerous bodies for human rights at the UN, the Helsinki 

Committee and other organizations. She was also an active protester against the 

actual politics of the Nikola Gruevski government. She danced the Dying Swan 
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as a part of a theatrical show, performed within the framework of the 40th “Youth 
Open Theater” (MOT) festival. Najchevska’s ballet performance is far from the 

technical and aesthetic dancing standard. Her non-dancing body, wearing an 

atypical costume for this performance, disposes heaviness in contrast with the 

lightness and weightlessness of the conventional performance. This performance 

is not intended to offer aesthetic amusement, but the act of performance had a 

profound and strictly social (activist) goal. She wrote on her Facebook profile 

“Call me Maya Plisetskaya (Plisetskaya after Pavlova is one of the best interpret- 

ers of dying swan – аuthor remark). When Todorov is accepted as a Minister of 
Health, when George is recognized as the President of a state, when Gruevski is 

a Prime Minister, when [...] I think I deserve to be called ballerina.” (on line 
www.plusinfo.mk). In this case, Najchevska’s social performing body was in- 

tended to be strange, unaesthetic and subversive. Through her performance, she 

underlined the anomalies of the governing body, making subtle comparisons with 

her own dancing body. Zoja Buzalkovska declared these activities as “politically 
engaged theater performances” (Buzalkovska 2107: 92). 

The usage of theatre for political purposes is an idea utilized by Bertolt 

Brecht3, Erwin Piscator4 and other directors. Piscator, in his cult work Political 
Theatre, discussed the role of art in the modern societies. He said “And if I con- 

sider something to my credit, then that is the fact that I made the theater as a 

whole apparatus has become a factor in the service of the revolutionary move- 

ment and shaped it toward this goals.” (citation taken from Senker 1984: 212). 
Unlike the idea of emotional connection with protagonists and the story of the 

play that, according Aristotle, will lead the spectator to catharsis, the politically 
engaged theater acts at the level of rational interpretation and reception. Brecht’s 
epic theatre in the most significant, crucial moment of dramaturgy, stops the ac- 

tion with songs. Brecht does not give the opportunity to feel the situation, but 

pushes the audience to think about it. 

When we follow the performance of Najchevska we do not enjoy in her 

body, or dance aesthetic, but she pushed us, as in Brechtian theatre, to think about 

the performance and ideas standing behind this act. Brecht tries to answer the 

question that is actualized in the essay, Can the theater reproduce today’s world? 
and he concludes “so yes, theatre can reproduce today’s world, but only if it per- 

ceives it as changeable” (Brecht 2004: 306). Najchevska used this point as an 
impulse for changing the public opinion; changing and activation of the “asleep” 
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social mind which is not reacting on divergence and irregularity in society. These 
types of theatre appeared in the period of drastic political changes in Pre-War 

Germany, when artists responded to the social context. Turbulence on the politi- 

cal stage in Macedonia resulted in the creation of a similar type of artistic expres- 

sion. The different performance context and format did change the reception. The 

protesters of the Colorful revolution chose the model that could transmit strong 

messages and act as a trigger for action. 

I would like to conclude by stating that the Colorful revolution stands by 

the idea of the implementation of Western democratic values and human rights. 

The music part of the protests promoted universal principles and standards, trying 

to show that we, the Macedonian people, belong to the European Union and we 

share the same ideas and affiliations. The lyrics mainly talked about freedom and 

underlined that protesters should “fight” for it. They created artistic installations 
with colors and prepared performances, showing their revolt against the decisions 

which according to them, were implemented without debate, professional opin- 

ion and democratic procedures. This was especially so with the Skopje 2014, re- 

forms in the legal system as well as the education and health systems. The pro- 

tests show a wide range of activities and they use performative forms in a very 

creative way. The body in the protests of the Colorful revolution becomes artic- 

ulate material which, using tools directly connected to art, creates a new hybrid 

form; a form which is reactive, fresh, contemporary and part of a socio-political 

process which, in the Macedonian case, resulted in dramatic and effective politi- 

cal change. 
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Notes 
 

1 Aldo Milohnić writes about the protests in Slovenia and the constructive elements in them built. 
He used a new term - artivism a fusion of art and activism. 
2 The National Demo Christian Party VMRO DPMNE has ruled the Macedonian government for 
11 years (2006 - 2016). The party worked on many reforms in Economy, Health, Education and 
other spheres. One of the major projects run in previous years was Skopje 2014 (with the idea of 
completely changing the look of Skopje, especially the city center and visually erasing almost all 
objects that were related to socialism). The reaction to the project Skopje 2014 was one of the 
first established protest groups - Ploshtad Sloboda [Freedom Square]. The reforms in higher ed- 
ucation initiated the biggest protest at that time, organized by the Studentski parlament [Student 
Parliament] in 2014. Students, professors, but also the citizens of Skopje protested on the streets 
of the city, requesting autonomy of the University and opposing the new reforms in the education 
system. 
3 Bertold Brecht was a German director and playwright who developed epic theatre (also known 
as “dialectical theatre”). Epic Theatre is model of drama theater where spectator is supposed not 
to identify emotionally (in an uncritical manner) with the characters or action, but action on the 
stage has to provoke predominantly (but not exclusively) rational and intellectual reaction. 
4 Erwin Piscator was a German theatre director who created a “political theater”. His idea is 
formulated in the book “Political Theater” published in 1929, edition version 1963, where he 
describes theoretically his model of theater. 
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In the following paper, I focus on the performances of the most 
prominent and internationally known Macedonian dances, Lesnoto, 
Teshkoto, and Kopachkata during the protests of the citizen initiative 
entitled “Za Zaednichka Makedonija” [For a Common Macedonia]1 or 
“Ilinden 4”. Many Macedonian artists and institutions who openly sup- 
ported the protests, including several amateur folk dance ensembles as 
well as The National Ensemble of Folk Dances and Songs of Macedonia 
“Tanec”, were the target of harsh criticism, mostly due to the question 
of whether their participation was voluntary or paid. My crucial point 
in this discussion, however, is that dance was used as a symbolic polit- 
ical strategy in the form of staged display, where through a patriotic 
gaze based on emotional response, the audience was engaged in the per- 
formance of the nation, one that is often emblematic of the past. 
Through my concern with the production of identity and how identity 
can be negotiated through dance, I argue that these “folk” and “na- 
tional” dances were decontextualized from social to spectacular in order 
to express a distinctive Macedonian identity and to assume pride of 
place. The dances that I mention in this text are not only “folk” or “tra- 
ditional” as they are often labeled. They come from the idea that they 
represent what Theresa Buckland frames as dances “in the field,” 
(Buckland 1999) where the “folk” were usually peasant societies that 
performed the dances in a social context, as part of their everyday lives. 
However, along with several processes of recontextualization, these 
dances were often globally exported as a popular medium through 
which the state could express a form of national perception, and today 
they exist as “national heritage” as well. 

 
Keywords: dance as protest, “Tanec”, nationalism, heritage, Teshkoto, 
Kopachkata 

https://www.facebook.com/filip.petkovski.14
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Discussion: 
 

In this article, I am mainly concerned with how the body and bodily 

movement can be used as an expression to demonstrate support or protest in sit- 

uations where it can act as a powerful medium. Like Susan Foster, I too believe 

that role of the dancing body is often dismissed “either by conceptualizing protest 

as a practice that erupts out of a bodily anger over which there is no control, or 

by envisioning it as a practice that uses the body only as an efficacious instrument 

that can assist in maximizing efficiency” (Foster 2003: 396). In the examples that 

I cite, protest and excitement took a choreographed form, but unlike Foster’s ar- 

gument, bodily and authoritative control were the key reasons for delivering a 

performance of protest. Often performed on the stage, Macedonia’s most sacred 
dances were not performed under the magnificent lights of the national theaters. 

Rather, they were performed on the streets as part of a political spectacle whose 

task was to strengthen the patriotic emotional response of all who attended and 

to prove to the crowd of protesters that observed the performances that Macedo- 

nia has only one type of dance that is worthy of praise. Because of such examples 

of politicization and the use of dance heritage as propaganda by the supporters of 

Za Zaednichka Makedonija, the “folk,” and the “traditional” were associated with 

nationalism and were often rejected by supporters of the Colorful Revolution who 

regarded these performances as backward and nationalistic, and not in line with 

Western art aesthetics. In the eyes of the revolutionaries (and Macedonian youth 

in general), the idea that a cultural practice such as dance is passed from one 

generation to another characterizes it as old and outdated. For many, performance 

of the “traditional” is equivalent to patriotism, while for others, tradition can be 
a tool that is often misused to imply conservatism, based on the premise that this 

way of presenting a bodily movement “can be mistaken with ‘something un- 

changing’ and ‘something that is passed from generation to generation in its orig- 

inal form’” (Peterson Royce 1982: 29). Commenting on the relationship between 

the “traditional” and nationalism, Paul Schauert regards the expression of emo- 

tions during performance as a tool for constructing the self in relation to the com- 

plex of ethnicity and the state. He argues that 
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Emotions are particularly crucial to the study of nationalism because 
this social phenomenon is rendered meaningful through intense, pas- 
sionate, and intimate engagement with the state and its ideologies as 
individuals reconcile these with deeply held beliefs about ethnicity 
and kinship. Tapping into this “primordial” domain of experience, 
governments attempt to create an emotional bond with their citizens; 
music and dance have been vital in attempts to achieve a level of 
“cultural intimacy” between the nation and the state. 

(Schauert 2015: 25) 

 
What is specific in this context is that nationalism transforms the performative 

character of “national” dances as a vehicle of protest through the expression of 
heightened emotions. 

Often perceived as emblematic of Macedonian dance, these dances have 

gone through a different process of recontextualization, heritigization and canon- 

ization that complicated their status amongst the Macedonians who give these 

dances the utmost importance. Commenting on such processes, the authors Ve- 

lika Stojkova Serafimovska, Dave Willson and Ivona Opetcheska Tatarchevska 

list four performance contexts: (1) as a living local tradition; (2) as staged perfor- 

mance by local practitioners; (3) as part of the repertoire of professional and am- 

ateur folk ensembles nationwide; and (4) as portrayed in media and social media 

discourse and perceived by the public as a symbol of Macedonian national iden- 

tity (Serafimovska et al. 2016: 1). While Kopachkata and Lesnoto still satisfy 

these performing categories, Teshkoto no longer can be regarded as a living local 

tradition but a political spectacle. Before Kopachkata was inscribed as intangible 

cultural heritage of humanity through UNESCO, Teshkoto had two failed at- 

tempts, one in 2002 and later 2004, to be inscribed at UNESCO’s Proclamation 
of The Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity, through 

which “the dance of defiance,” as explained in its application, would have been 
internationally recognized as a masterpiece2. Yet, due to the failure to satisfy 

UNESCO criteria in which a community engagement with the dance was a key 

component, its masterpiece status was denied and Teshkoto remained only in a 

staged and choreographed form in the repertoire of folk dance ensembles, while 

it was rarely performed socially, as opposed to the Kopachkata and Lesnoto that 

can be considered vital parts of the community’s social life. 
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Before UNESCO, the dances were institutionalized in 1949 with the for- 
mation of the national folk dance ensemble of Macedonia “Tanec”, while 
Teshkoto was regarded as a prototype of Macedonian dance. With the increasing 

popularity of the dances during international festivals, first by the local dance 

groups from the villages of Lazaropole and Dramche, and later by the state en- 

semble and amateur dance groups in the capital, the dances were decontextual- 

ized from “social” into “national” and became regarded as national heritage. As 
these processes are common in the Balkans, Irene Loutzaki adds that “However, 

when folk dance performance is displayed for national usage, apart from the en- 

tertainment and recreation that any spectacle can offer, it can also be used as a 

vehicle for strengthening the nation and the race, recognizing its ceremonial, ed- 

ucational and disciplinary value; a statement about national identity; and a way 

to construct, national identity as an essential symbolic stage for the perpetuation 

of the nation” (Loutzaki 2008: 89). Following Loutzaki’s argument, the dances 
indeed have been linked with the construction or reaffirmation of Macedonian 

identity in several occasions that eventually helped them reach national and in- 

ternational popularity. Once the categories of identity and nationality were well 

established, in order to initiate a heritization process, scholars and choreogra- 

phers looked for ties with history, which would further fetishize performances of 

the dances. As Randy Martin writes “Past and present share a moment in dance, 
as reconstructions display as much about movement that once was as it does about 

steps that have never left us” (Martin 2011: 33). Unfortunately, due to the heavy 
emphasis on often confusing history as a result of political ideologies, these 

“steps that never left us” became the vogue of political propaganda. In the 

research of dance, the constant search for “authenticity” relates to Martin’s artic- 

ulation with the past, yet what further complicates such situations is the premise 

that historical is synonymous with authentic. In a similar discussion, the dance 

scholar Sonja Zdravkova Djeparoska perceives Teshkoto as an excellent associ- 

ation for the historical past. In her research on the social development of the 

dance, the author traces the process of canonizing and fetishizing the dance as a 

symbol of Macedonian identity through its associations with Macedonian poetry, 

political ideology, painting, choreography and musical composition. She men- 

tions the poem Oh, Teshkoto by one of the creators of the Macedonian standard 

language, the poet Blazhe Koneski, as of special importance. Tied with history, 
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the poem uses the dance as an inspiration to poetically present the battle for free- 
dom of the Macedonian people, which are portrayed as slaves to the Ottoman 

rulers and compares the slow movements of the dance and the shrieks of the zurla 
with pain and cries. Zdravkova Djeparoska also mentions that “Macedonia’s in- 

dependence, which brought some problems related to identity and independence 

of the language, culture and history, created perfect grounds for further popular- 

ization and promotion of Teshkoto as an identity symbol” (Zdravkova Djeparoska 

2016:181). 

A similar opinion is shared by the ethnomusicologist Dave Wilson who 

was fascinated by the dance and its appreciation amongst the Macedonians, 

which became evident during his fieldwork in the country. Wilson was amazed 

by the emotional response, especially during performances of the dance in a con- 

text where the nation was supposed to be represented. Even though he writes that 

the “emotional significance, meaning, and power that seem to be inherent in 
Teškoto today emerge from its appearance as purely and apolitically Macedo- 

nian, not constructed by a contemporary right-wing nationalist political party” 
(Wilson 2014: 246), Wilson notices that Teshkoto’s power and significance re- 

sulted from national ideology building in the socialist period under Yugoslav- 

supported institutions, activated as nationalism in a nation-state context only after 

1991 (ibid. 246), the year when Macedonia gained its independence from Yugo- 

slavia. Interestingly enough, during the height of the protests, the Social Demo- 

cratic Union of Macedonia that now rules the parliament attempted several times 

to politicize the Colorful Revolution and used Koneski’s Oh, Teshkoto in a pro- 

motional video as a part of political campaign to visually and poetically demon- 

strate the oppression of the right-wing political party3. While in the past, and as 

in the poet’s example, the dance was used to denote oppression and suffering 
inflicted by the Ottomans, it was now used in a political campaign video as a 

narration to visualize the hegemony posed by the ruling political party. 

During the past ten years, despite its performances as an opening number 
at events where the nation was supposed to be represented, including political 

rallies and private parties of government officials, Teshkoto and Kopachkata 
were often performed at weddings, yet not as a participatory dance, but rather as 

a staged spectacle. For such events, dancers from the national ensemble or some 

of the amateur folk dance ensembles perform the Teshkoto or Kopachkata at the 
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request of whomever is willing to pay the fee of around $10. As nationalism es- 
calated, Teshkoto became “a regular” at any event that celebrated the state, an- 

nounced as the jewel of Macedonian heritage, a word that became frequently used 

in public announcements. Commenting on relationship between dance and poli- 

tics, Mark Franko argues that 

 
“When we speak of dance and politics, we speak of the power of 
dance to make and un-make identities. Because dance molds the body 
and its ways of moving, it cannot help but propose models of subjec- 
tivity in either an affirmative or a negative sense […] When we speak 
of dance and the political, we also infer the politics of interpretation” 
(Franko 2006: 7). 

 
Related to Franko’s theory, I have previously mentioned the relationship 

between dance and identity, yet I stress the politics of interpretation as crucial to 

my argument. From an anthropological perspective, during the two parallel pro- 

tests of the Colorful Revolution and Za Zaednichka Makedonija, the evident dif- 

ferences in behavior further complicate the notion of identity. While the support- 

ers of the government tied ethnic Macedonian identity to the performance of tra- 

ditional music and dance, the protesters of the Colorful Revolution rejected the 

traditional values evident in music and dance and, guided by a feeling of contem- 

poraneity, expressed their protest with non-Macedonian music. Guided by the 

idea of progress and moving forward, the rejection of “traditional” and “folk” in 
the avant-garde circles of Macedonia has grown in the past eleven years, not be- 

cause of disrespect and lack of patriotism, but because of the usage of dance and 

music as political spectacle. 

Regardless of the context in which these dances are performed, due to 

their choreographic structure, they never fail to evoke strong emotional response. 

During the peak of the protests, Lesnoto was used as a model that Andrew Hewitt 

frames as “social choreography”. Observing the mass participation in the dance, 
it is unavoidable to notice the overwhelming emotion and feelings of pride that 

the dancers expressed while dancing Lesnoto as a response to the lyrics of the 

songs they sang while dancing. By singing about the “timeless Macedonia” that 
“would not be taken away from the people,” the dancers vividly express their 
love towards their country, while at the same time, praise the government that 

they regard as the savior of Macedonian history and identity. While performances 
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of Lesnoto were participatory and inviting, Kopachkata and Teshkoto took a more 
of a presentational approach. Announced with the loud noise of several tapani 
[drums], the dancers of Kopachkata were led by mysticism, according to a legend 

that says that the dance was performed in the time of Alexander the Great, who 

started every battle with an announcement by seven drums. Even though such 

historical references are far from valid, they illustrate the importance and the 

value of the dance in the everyday life of the dancers. As opposed to the perfor- 

mance of Lesnoto that was voluntary and spontaneous, I cannot argue with cer- 

tainty whether the dancers of Kopachkata that traveled around 200 kilometers to 

show their support for the government did so willingly or obligatorily. Neverthe- 

less, choreographed as a spectacle intended to represent the nation internationally 

at folklore festivals as early as 1951 when it was first staged, the dancers dancing 

Kopachkata only represented a political will. As reported in the national news 

media portal Republika, “the dancers sent a powerful message to the public: ‘NO 
to bilingual Macedonia and NO to reforms’” (online www.republika.mk). Even 
though none of the dancers, nor the performance itself showcased such innuendo, 

it set an example where heritage can be used as a propaganda for political pur- 

poses. 

Out of all of the dance performances that also frequently included chore- 

ographed dance of the komiti, a rebellious guerrilla group that fought against Ot- 

toman oppression, yet again, Teshkoto achieved an overarching emotional re- 

sponse from all that attended. Announced by a recital of Koneski’s poem, pro- 

fessional folk dancers from the National Ensemble of Folk Dances and Songs of 

Macedonia “Tanec” followed the shrieks of the zurla (oboe-like woodwind in- 

strument) and the beat of the drum that dictated their movements. As seen in the 

specific performance that I refer to,4 during the climax of the choreographic work 

where the first dancer in the chain climbs on top of the drum in ecstasy, he waves 

the Macedonian flag that has been given to him by an audience member, followed 

by a loud round of applause. The dancers—well-paid for their engagement with 

the burlesque, or perhaps encouraged by the possibility of a promotion or the 

threat of losing their jobs—silently performed the dance and reassured the crowds 

that their Macedonian-ness would not be compromised. As Tihomir Topuzovski 

observes, “In this way the role of the artist in the Republic of Macedonia is in- 
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strumentalized. The artist can simply be defined as a professional fulfilling a cer- 
tain role in the enactment of state cultural policies and practices relating to the 

discourse of existing authorities” (Topuzovski 2017: 15). 

While it has been theorized as a metacultural production or performance, 

heritage is protest, or, as seen in this presentation, a reason for protest. In the 

examples that I presented, the dances that evolved from “folk” or “traditional” 
into “heritage dances” due to various processes of institutionalization, political 
and nationalistic affiliations, today remain only as tools for expressing right-wing 

political ideologies. It appears that more than ever, tradition and heritage are re- 

garded as political priorities in Europe, used in the process of building national, 

or in other examples, European identity. However, to do so, heritage needs to be 

tied with history, and in the case of Macedonia, a problematic history that is often 

rewritten by those in power and rejected by those who decide its fate as a Euro- 

pean Union member. 
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Notes 
 

1 These initiatives were organized in response to the Colorful Revolution protests, mentioned in 
the previous article by Sonja Zdravkova Djeparoska. They were directed by the supporters of the 
leading right-wing party VMRO-DPMNE who utilized performances of Macedonian patriotic 
folk dance and music. While certain performances were spontaneous and were seen as a form of 
activism and protest, others were organized and paid and can be considered as part of a nationalist 
political propaganda. 
2 See Silverman, Carol. (2015). “Macedonia, UNESCO, and Intangible Cultural Heritage: The 
Challenging Fate of Teškoto.” Journal of Folklore Research. Vol. 52. Nu. 2, 233- 251. 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4i49aZUZSnM&t=4s 
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DB6pyPGtr9s 
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BALKAN ETHNO-POP – A MUSICAL STYLE OR A POLITICAL 
INSTRUMENT? 

(THE BULGARIAN CASE) 
 
 
 

Contemporary societies articulate their positions, attitudes and inten- 
tions through traditional and popular music, they are recognized as one 
of the most important elements of creating a national or group identity. 

The proposed paper shares observations about examples of contem- 
porary uses of ethno-pop music of Slavic peoples in the Balkans as a 
political resource or expression of power struggles. The soft power of 
ethno-pop music is reflected in favoring holders of these musical phe- 

nomena – the ethno-pop stars. As a result of their diffuse influence, they 
become role models, civic figures and national symbols. 

The ethno-pop star is a bearer and ambassador of certain values, a 
holder of soft power. The singer and song could bring down or raise the 
strongest players from the team of hard power - the party leaders, public 
officials and politicians. The images of the ethno-pop star, con- structed 
by the entertainment industry, often express values, defined as soft 
power by Joseph Nye – more powerful than words, because they are 
infected with their own symbolism. 

 
Keywords: ethno-pop, Balkans, soft power, political instruments 

 

 
Heading Introduction: why ethnopop music? 

 
In the beginning of the 1990s a new music genre emerged in Bulgaria as 

a vivid expression of the changes in the country: local popular music, related to 
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Balkan musical traditions (content-wise) and the new politico-economic and so- 
cio-cultural processes (function-wise). What piqued my interest in the subject 

was the explosive growth of this genre, referred to in my first monograph on the 

phenomenon – as the “ethnopop boom” (Dimov 2001). 
The concept of ethnopop denotes ethnic, local, non-Western, Balkan pop- 

ular music. In the aforementioned first monograph on this type of music in Bul- 

garia (Dimov 2001) the concept of ethnopop is described as an ethnically marked 

version of a type of popular music, which is Bulgarian (signifies the specific fea- 

tures of ethnopop music in present-day Bulgaria), whereas in fact, it is Balkan 

(there are common Balkan origins, sounds, cultural models). In the Balkans such 

new ethnic popular music is distinguished by its oriental style (due to the Otto- 

man influence) and the role of minorities (Roma musicians) in its sharing and 

exchange as a tradition with new varieties - from ethnopop to Balkan beat. 

The contemporary Bulgarian ethnopop music is primarily Balkan: func- 

tionally in the mechanisms of the cultural industry; as a manifestation of musical 

motifs and meaningful themes; as a parallel to similar musical phenomena in 

other Balkan countries (Dimov 2001: 95); and as the modern “glue” of the Balkan 

peoples (Statelova 2005: 56). 

This wide array of meanings, pertaining to ethnopop music, is reflected in 

the name chalga. The word chalga originates from the Ottoman Turkish (mixed 

language, a “mixture” of words in Arabic, Persian and/or Turkish origin) word 

çalgı, which means “musical instrument.” Historically, chalga has alluded to the 

traditional Ottoman genre of chalgiia – music bands of travelling musicians 

(called, chalgadzhii) who performed a trans-Balkan hybrid soundscape in multi- 

ethnic urban settings. 

Why is ethnopop music, referred to in everyday life and media images as 

“pop-folk” or “chalga” in Bulgaria, “turbo folk” in Serbia, “novo-komponirana” 
and “turbo folk” in Macedonia, “manele” in Romania, “arabesk” in Turkey, an 
interesting research topic? 

Observations show that even when you understand chalga or pop-folk as 

a musical phenomenon, you still can’t provide a clear and concise definition of 
it, due to the phenomenon’s hybrid nature. The results of my research on the 
media images of this music genre indicate that chalga is not just music. It has 

already become a magical word in Bulgaria. It transcends its musical context and 
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becomes increasingly more and more metaphoric in meaning: the following idi- 
oms have begun to appear in the media and social space of the country in recent 

years: chalga art, chalga literature, chalga science, chalga industry, chalga busi- 

ness, chalga politics, chalga people, chalga history [...] But not everything is 

chalga; only this, toward which we feel distaste, shame, disgust – the negative, 

the inaccurate, the wrong, the shameful, the grotesque (Rice 2002; Statelova 

2005). 

Еthnopop deserves more research interest, not so much in its musical 
characteristics and aesthetic dimensions, but more in its role in society and peo- 

ple’s lives, its social significance and its function as a cultural fact. 

 
Chalga and culture wars: the disgust 

 
Some culturologists and anthropologists from the Balkans saw a “coun- 

tercultural strategy” in chalga – an expression of local cultural choices building 

up in opposition to Europe and The West, a manifestation of resistance against 

negative stereotypes about the Balkans (Kiossev 2002; Čolović 2008: 115). Local 

Balkan Ethnopop Music (chalga) is not the only agent of the attractive and tempt- 

ing soft power. Such agents also include music works, packed with “high culture” 
(like the ethno-collages of Goran Bregović, the ethno projects by Sanja Ilić or 
Balkan ethno jazz). 

Today, the once mainly aesthetic disgust has grown in new dimensions. 

This aspect of the attacks became especially clear in the late 1990s – on the fron- 

tier of the culture wars between chalga and estrada/pop music (popular music in 

Bulgaria during the years of socialism). A delegation of renowned popular music 

performers took an important initiative to address the reasons for the declining 

interest in their products. At a meeting with the then Minister of Culture, they 

requested state support against chalga. The anti-chalga musicians request addi- 

tional taxing on the marketable production of this profane style, with the money 

from these taxes being invested into serious art; they requested the addition of an 

Act for Bulgarian Culture to the law, to protect Bulgarian children from vulgarity 

and tawdriness. Some people supported the idea of banning chalga with strict 

administrative measures. A composer even raised the slogan: “At the next elec- 

tion I will vote for the political party that prohibits chalga.” Such positions ex- 
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pressed both political and economic motives and interests. Intellectuals are con- 
cerned and have their reasons to criticize and deny chalga with disgust, but don’t 
do this by understanding and formulating the problem. Instead, they choose val- 

uation and declarative appeals. And usage of totalitarian attack: there is chalga - 
there is a problem; no chalga - no problem (after Stalin). 

 
Еthnopop and politics 

 
It is interesting to discuss the political uses of chalga. How is chalga em- 

bodied in politics? 

In 2007, rivers of ink were written against the inclusion of the chalga-star 

Azis (building an original image with homosexual and transsexual provocations) 

in the Bulgarian Socialist Party’s (BSP) election campaign. The critical coverage 

in the media focused on: the perversion of Bulgarian political life, the political 

and social infantilization of the Left party, the age debility, the boiling broth of 

strong, pathogenic and non-integrated negative complexes, anti-European impli- 

cations, etc. The Socialists’ slogan “Europe for you” was ironically paraphrased 
by the popular Bulgarian journalist Martin Karbovski to “Europe for us, Azis for 

you!” 

The attack on chalga from the right provides a point of view, according 

to which chalga is an ersatz in politics. The political left uses it to distract and 

divert attention from the real problems of Bulgarian society that need to be ad- 

dressed: strong political corruption; criminal behaviors by high-ranking people; 

organized crime; budget deficit; broken health care; ruined education; crisis in 

science and culture; lower pensions and incomes; mass poverty. 

We can also read the counterattack in public speech, from left to right, in 

the chalga-discourse. Through images brought upfront by a performer under the 

name of Azis, a gender-nonconforming individual with a Romani ethnic back- 

ground, chalga allows for equality of opportunity, given that performers like Azis 

appear as more popular than many right-wing intellectuals. His musical career 

symbolizes the possibility to make a career by betting strongly on your own dif- 

ference in a very rigid and conservative society. Because of the high emotional 

charge that he radiates, the Roma chalga performer Azis is actually a focus of 

soft power. As such, he acquires the scale and strength of an actual authority 

figure that affects audiences and shapes the reactions of his numerous fans. 
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The biased opinion of the right-wing politicians led to actions to try to 
deal with Azis. In 2004 and 2007 opposition to Azis, by means of hard power, is 

taken by Boyko Borisov – a powerful figure in the country (as Secretary of Inte- 

rior and mayor of Sofia, before becoming Prime Minister). Under the pressure of 

publically pronounced negative interpretations, he twice ordered the removal of 

controversial billboards in which Azis promoted an album and a TV show hosted 

by him. 

Despite the stigma of chalga as left-wing, it was used by the rebellious 

right in the overthrowing of the leftist government in 1997 – led by pop-folk icon 

Slavi Trifonov, demonstrators sung the chalga song “Tyson kyucheк”: 
“Seven/eights and you will be down!” at a series of protest rallies. Something like 
a political coup, however, not with “Rolling Stones” but with chalga in seven-

eight measure. 

At first glance, with Bulgaria joining the European Union (01.01.2007) 

and the hasty follow-up proclamation of the end of the post-socialist transition, 

we saw the end of the cultural war against chalga. However, this was not the end 

of chalga, simply the next metamorphosis. The caterpillar becoming a butterfly. 

Over the past decade chalga stars have become more than just part of the local 

music charts of provincial cable TVs – they are on Bulgarian National Television. 

Their concerts are not in neighborhood pubs, but in the National Palace of Culture 

and stadiums. They are stars with their own talk shows on national television. 

Major political parties use them as election campaign emblems. Large advertisers 

bid for their portraits and they fill television screens, newspaper pages and bill- 

boards in the city center. 

Public hostility to chalga and the war against it continue – in other forms 

and phases, on new frontiers, with different strategies and tactics. The post-so- 

cialist transition continues as well, though the government and the mainstream 

media are doing everything possible to convince the public otherwise. The con- 

tinuation of the transition is certified by the continuing cultural war against 

chalga. And that cultural war continues, as part of the ongoing post-socialist tran- 

sition. To understand this link, we should take chalga out of the musical context 

and the factories of the cultural industry. It becomes clear, when we see chalga 
as a socio-cultural phenomenon that goes beyond the experience of music, reach- 

ing the manifestation of realities and construction of identities. 
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The star and society: The case of Slavi Trifonov 
 

The soft power of ethnopop music is reflected in favoring holders of these 

musical phenomena – the ethno pop stars. As a result of their diffuse influence, 

they become role models, civic figures and national symbols. Such is the case 

with the showman Slavi Trifonov – a chalga singer, talk show host and owner of 

a production company. 

In 2016 Slavi Trifonov became one of the main initiators to hold a na- 

tional referendum, supported by half of the voters, which was directed against 

political parties and the political class: a majority voting system, reducing money 

for political parties and compulsory voting. The biggest electoral campaign event 

for this referendum was a concert by the chalga idol himself. 

On 29 October 2016, days before the presidential election and referen- 

dum, Slavi Trifonov organized a free rally-concert on the “Eagles Bridge” square 

in Sofia, through his production company (not through a television show, because 

TV channels distaned themselves from this initiative), in order to mobilize the 

electorate to participate in the referendum initiated by the showman. The square 

was full, according to various sources, with the audience being between 18,000 

and 50,000 people. 

In a short speech before the concert, Trifonov said that he is not “Slavi 
known from the TV show” but a Bulgarian citizen: “...Tonight I feel terribly 
strong. Because of you! [...] I feel like one of the many. [...] One of you. One of 

those, who give meaning to the word ‘sovereign’...” The main message of this 
political event, along with Slavi and his scriptwriters’ words, was the music. 

Despite the lack of chalga songs in the concert, negative critics chal- 

lenged the right of the showman to speak on behalf of the people and to oppose 

the authorities as a citizen, because he is a chalgar “no referendum, but chalga 
gathered these ten thousand, mostly young people, lovers of the folk boasts of 

Dalgiya [The Tall One]” (Trifonov’s nickname due to his height). The popular 
Bulgarian blues singer Vasco The Patch, one of the leaders of the first protests 

for democracy in the early 1990s said: “I can not believe it! The Eagles Bridge 

will be closed for a concert by the man who made chalga an institution.” Writer 
Theodora Dimova: “Only a generation ago, The Eagles Bridge witnessed the 
brightest hopes and purest impulses. [With time] they were trampled in the mud 

exactly by chalga and is therefore quite natural now, that at The Eagles Bridge 
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chalga is triumphing. It has become clear that chalga is not a musical style but a 

political instrument.” 

There were also opinions at the other extreme. For many of Slavi’s fans, 
he is a patriot and possible driver of change: “Slavi has become a new Paisii” 
[Paisii was one of the founders of the Revival and Enlightenment of Bulgarians 

under Ottoman rule] “Slavi should run for president!.” Part of the media shared 
respect for the singing leader: “There isn’t anyone like him! [Gathering] thou- 

sands at The Eagles Bridge! Politicians on your knees!” 

This pre-voting event shows how media music is involved in transforming 

a “chalga idol” into the leader of a civil movement. The change is not really 
essential when it comes to the soft power of ethnopop music. Because Trifonov 

continues to be a leader in the exercise of soft power through singing. He does 

this as an artist – one of the stars of the local popular music in the Balkans. He 

does this as a producer – for himself, the owner of his own music production 

company and as such, investing in the construction of his own image as a star. 

The etnopop star is a bearer and ambassador of certain values, a holder of soft 

power, which alone could bring down the strongest players from the team of hard 

power - the party leaders, public officials and politicians. Slavi has gained image 

capital, which he uses both for his career and for actively promoting the values 

distributed through the soft power of the ethnopop industry. The images of the 

chalga star constructed by the entertainment industry often express values, says 

Nye, more powerful than words, because they are infected with their own sym- 

bolism (Nye 2004: 4, 47). 

Slavi Trifonov could afford to stop singing. It is sufficient if he just starts 

da se izplezi (making funny faces), but not in search of a new hooligan image of 

the music star. If he starts making faces at the the system, taking part in the po- 

litical game. The fifteenth album by Slavi and “Ku-ku band” (with a laurel wreath 

on the cover), was called “Vox populi” (2002). Today Trifonov sounds more 

convincing as the “Vox populi”. At his rally-concert he sang “There is no such 
state” and continued in his speech: “There is no such state, but there are such 
people”. Such people, who can see the еthnopop star, the singer from the people 
in another light – as a leader of the people. 

In parallel with the public proclamation of his political ambitions, in 2017 

Slavi Trifonov released the album “Such People Do Exist”. The album is an- 

nounced with examples of Bulgarians, who have given something to the world 
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and its mission is showing that Bulgarians who keep on giving still exist today. 
The Main character and target audience of this album is the People, a collective 

hero of sorts (Čolović 2008:46-52), who can oppose the antagonistic power in 

the populist narrative and support the political ambitions of the star, speaking and 

singing of and for the people, as a deus ex machina. Trifonov released his latest 

album, “Songs for Bulgarians”, in 2018, dedicated to “140 years since Bulgaria’s 
liberation from Ottoman slavery”, relying on patriotic and populist messages. Its 

motivations and goals were announced thusly during the festive show on March 

3, 2018: “Though they were condemned as chauvinistic and Great-Bulgarian, 

people never stopped singing these songs. Because they express the national 

striving and longing for national liberation of the Bulgarians in Bulgaria, as well 

as that of the Bulgarians in our territories that were torn from us. We believe these 

songs should reach everyone. That’s why we made a special CD with these songs 

and donated it to every Bulgarian community center. As well as to every 

Bulgarian school, wherever it’s located in the world, because we believe that, in 
spite of all the hardship, it always was and always will be the place where the 

Bulgarian spirit is forged… So that Bulgaria can keep existing!” 

On 10 June, 2018 Slavi Trifonov and Ku-Ku band had a concert at the O2 

Arena in London featuring “The golden girls” from the national artistic gymnas- 

tics team, dancers from the “Philip Koutev” ensemble, “Magadans” ballet, rapper 

Krisko and brothers Hasan and Ibrahim Ignatov, in front of 20,000 people – Bul- 

garians living in England. The concert bore the heading “The system is killing 
them” and the revenues were donated in support of children with disabilities. 
Every audience member received a free copy of the album ‘Songs For Bulgari- 
ans’”. Slavi supports one of the most persistent protests against the government 

(it is ongoing, with tent camps and rallies organized by mothers of disabled chil- 

dren). The media silence on this support and concert is interpreted as proof of 

pressure from the government. The journalist Ivan Bakalov writes on Facebook: 

“This looks like a complete information curtain. They’re not reporting anything 
positive about Slavi Trifonov because they’re providing him with political sup- 

port. Meaning – the media is an extension of the political parties, which see Slavi 

Trifonov as a threat. [...] We have censored media propagandists like we did dur- 

ing the communist regime.” 
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Instead of a conclusion: “Did you know me” 
 

The media appearances of Bulgarian ethnopop stars Slavi Trifonov and 

Azis in the past month (September 2018) are further proof that the economics of 

fame can pay political dividends as well. 

Trifonov started the 18th season of his show in a small studio, without an 

audience, a reduced number of musicians in the band and fewer dancers. There 

won’t be as much music in the studio as before. But it will be used politically. In 

one of the latest shows there was a commentary on the furious media attack on 

Azis’s new video, starring famous actress Tzvetana Maneva. “Did you recognize 

me” is an ethnopop song with a hybrid musical texture (fusion, oriental vocal 
ornaments, an electric rock sound and a Balkan brass sound) and hybrid messages 

in the lyrics – a call to understand and accept those who are different: minorities 

– social, gender, ethnic… Tzvetana Maneva’s monologue summarizes the mes- 

sage: “Human nature is cruel to the mistakes of others. The ones, who are differ- 

ent are here, they’re not made up. And who decided they’re a mistake. Who? We 

reject them, offend them. We scream at them. Why? Are we philistines? Igno- 

rant? Are we evil? Or are we cruel people who forgot that they are good?” 

The video caused strong reactions when it was uploaded to Azis’s per- 

sonal channel – intellectuals denigrate it sarcastically in print, electronic and dig- 

ital media, Facebook is full of hater’s comments. The video is denied as chalga, 

a fake message, kitsch, as well as the deliberate use of civil causes by a chalga 
star, trying to find a new image in his strive for better sales. The journalist Dra- 

gomir Simeonev writes: “Azis is an inimitable phenomenon in chalga, because 

he’s changing himself and redressing the commercial in new social and civil 
causes, he’s turning from “The Bulgarian Madonna” into “The Bulgarian Man- 

dela”. 
“Did you recognize me” and the fierce cultural battles around it can also 

be viewed as a metaphor of ethnopop music as an instrument of using soft power, 

of its political resources. Chalga is becoming more and more unrecognizable, not 

only because it has been redressed in rocker tattoos and Scottish kilts, in rock 

arrangements and piano accompaniment. But also because it’s becoming a field 
for influencing a mass audience – not just with populism and nationalism, like 

before, but with liberal values as well. Once upon a time, at the dawn of the dem- 
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ocratic changes in the beginning of the 1990s, rock stars led protests with mega- 
phones and guitars in their hands. Now the avant-garde of civil movements and 

causes is in social media and sites for video sharing, where clips are uploaded. 

Actually, the messages are for ethnopop music’s target audience – for the people, 

for the fans, who pay for the cultural product of the stars, as its users, with praise 

and cult. It’s well known (Cowen 2000) that stars are a proven means to imposing 

political messages and cultivating civil qualities in society: Marlon Brando’s 
fight for native Americans’ rights, Casius Clay’s against the Vietnam war, etc. 

Modern and postmodern situations, the media, the scene and the move- 

ments influence local music in the Balkans. Traditional music is changing (Pey- 

cheva 2008). Ethnopop music also changes, as do its social valences. 

Still, can ethnopop music explain civil causes better than politicians, can 

it unite different people, voice private interests in public debates, or, per Haber- 

mass, give voice to the civil society in the public sphere? 

Society is polarized: some like and sing them, others deny and try to si- 

lence them. In Skopje, Macedonia’s capital, by societal demand, authorities 
banned turbo folk on public transport in 2011. In Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herze- 

govina’s capital, in 2013, authorities were forced to cancel turbo folk concerts of 

Serbian stars in Skenderija hall, due to protests. In Zagreb, Croatia, people wor- 

ried about the start of a format radio station for ethnopop music Extra FM in May 

2018 – the genre, called cajke, is denied there as connected to Serbian turbo folk, 

even politically. In 2015, during the election campaign, social democrat Zoran 

Milanović, prime minister at the time, criticized his opponents from the right, for 

celebrating with turbo folk and promised to fight against cajke. At the same time, 

May 2018, Serbian parents reacted on social media against the inclusion of songs 

by Ceca Ražnatović in textbooks. 

The wind of change, like the Scorpions’ song, has passed. The Balkans, 
nevertheless, keep changing, and they do so not only with rock, but also with 

songs by Slavi, Azis and Ceca. Culture wars continue and the answer is some- 

where out there, beyond the wind of change. Bob Dylan sang about the answers, 

blowing in the wind, in one of his songs. 

The Balkans are still windy. They have a saying there about missing an- 

swers and questions, it states: “the wind is blowing them on a white horse”. 
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AVTORSKI PESNI NA FOLKLORNA OSNOVA 
(AUTHORED SONGS BASED ON FOLKLORE): 

A HYBRID META-GENRE IN BULGARIAN MUSIC 
 
 
 

The focus of this paper is avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova [au- 
thored songs based on folklore] – a distinct phenomenon in the history 
of contemporary musical practice in Bulgaria. This paper offers an eth- 
nomusicological investigation of the definition, genre features and his- 
torical systematization of the phenomenon which we call avtorski pesni 
na folklorna osnova. The term has been applied to many contemporary 
music forms in art, pop and folk musics in Bulgaria. The typical 
avtorska pesen na folklorna osnova is a hybrid song genre and com- 
bines numerous formal features of folk music with an individual crea- 
tive attempt to revive the stylistic values of the original folk song. This 
paper describes the role of some of the most respected and influential 
authors in this meta-genre in Bulgaria. The current research has con- 
tributed to activating discussions concerning specific attributes of this 
song genre and its importance for keeping old folk music alive over 
time. 

 
Keywords: Bulgarian music; authored songs based on folklore; meta- 
genre 

 
 

 
Avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova [authored songs based on folklore] or 

Avtorski pesni v naroden duh [authored songs in folklore spirit] are a modern, 

multifaceted, multi-component and diverse phenomenon, which has accumulated 

a rich history within Bulgarian musical culture. 
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The main focus of the current research is to outline the most important 
distinctive features of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova and to see what is spe- 

cific about them from a genre and historical perspective. 

 
Naming/Definition of the phenomenon 

 
A definition of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova implies outlining of 

their abstract, general qualities, which is not a simple task because of the variety 

and multiplicity of specific musical examples created in this field. Avtorski pesni 
na folklorna osnova constitute a hybrid meta-genre within Bulgarian music, 

which on a synchronic level includes a variety of genres and subgenres. From a 

diachronic perspective this meta-genre stands out with its various genre changes 

in time, connected to changing historical and cultural conditions and situations. 

Probably no one today can date accurately the emergence of the phrases 

avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova [authored songs based on folklore] / avtorski 
pesni v naroden duh [authored songs in folklore spirit]. From the middle of the 

20th century these phrases begin to stabilize in different forms: “authored melody 

in Bulgarian spirit”; “authored works based on the Bulgarian folklore song” 
(Balareva 1968: 6). The growing acceptance of the phrase as a stable term used 

for the naming of a certain phenomenon is proof of the long history of its use. 

What are the distinctive characteristics of avtorski pesni na folklorna os- 
nova? 

What creates integrity in the specific musical examples of this phenome- 

non is the fact that avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova are always an expression 

of the connection of individual and collective musical creations. In a broad sense 

they are authored compositions, based on Bulgarian folklore song, which have 

emerged, developed and differentiated into folk, art and pop genres. This pro- 

vides solid grounds for categorizing them as a distinct meta-genre form. They 

include traditional musical elements and intonations, which are creatively trans- 

formed in a variety of unexpected ways with contemporary musical expressions, 

techniques and performance styles. In an implicit musical-structural aspect, 

avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova are syntactically and stylistically heterogene- 

ous – they are a variety of compositional forms, mix of styles, a new hybrid fu- 

sion. 
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The stylistic variety of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova is remarkable 
but they are all connected by a common base of folklore music. The connection 

with folklore music is the essence of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova. In terms 

of the structural composition the connection is manifested in different forms – 

harmonization and arrangement (orchestration) of folklore melodies; change in 

the song form by addition of instrumental introductions, refrains, intermedias and 

cadences to the authentic vocal melody; recreation of melodic-rhythmic elements 

of the Bulgarian folk song; re-usage of quotes from folklore music; creation of 

new melodies in the spirit of Bulgarian folklore, etc. 

The best examples of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova are created with 

a sense of the power of musical folklore, with knowledge of its language, style 

and specifics, with skill and creative talent, but also with acute hearing and sen- 

sitivity to the contemporary surrounding sounds of the world and to the processes 

that are happening in modern times. Popular songs in folklore spirit live with the 

movement of time, reflecting the contemporary trends and senses of modern peo- 

ple, always staying very close to the mass listener, and that is the reason why 

contemporary people listen to them and sing them. 

It is important to note that this phenomenon, along with its genre varia- 

tions, is created by many authors from the spheres of art, popular and folk music 

and in this creation they respectively apply art, pop and folk approaches and 

means for interpretation of the musical folklore tradition. 

 
The phenomenon of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova as a  

meta-genre 
 

The phrase “folk-based songs” can hardly be related to a clearly defined 
genre because in essence these songs are a genre mixture of hybrid type. Avtorski 
pesni na folklorna osnova are short forms – they are limited in time within the 

frame of the song genre. Their texts may be folk based or authored. These songs 

carry something from the atmosphere of the folk song – in the music, in the lyrics, 

or in both. The avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova are manifested in many differ- 

ent genres, sub-genres and forms with corresponding genre limitations and nu- 

ances which is why it is correct to define them as a meta-genre. 

It can be said that there is a genre hierarchy in the meta-genre of avtorski 
pesni na folklorna osnova. The hierarchy of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova 
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genres in Bulgaria is clearly outlined, as these songs segregate into: art, folk and 
popular; serious and frivolous; canonical and heretically-vulgar; masterpieces 

and low-quality songs. From the end of the 19th century to the present day the art 

transformations of folk songs are considered to be of the highest and the finest 

quality in the meta-genre avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova. At the other ex- 

treme, there are some popular festive songs, which are considered to be the lowest 

of all avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova, and are defined as products of kitsch, 

stupidity, tastelessness and primitivism. 

One can make several different assumptions about the genre classification 

of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova. It is known that different classification 

systems (called classes, groups, rows, types, families, etc.) are based on different 

classification philosophies. Specific classifications of avtorski pesni na folklorna 
osnova may be offered in a broader or narrower sense, in a theoretical or practical 

sense, depending on the choice of classification principles and criteria. For ex- 

ample, depending on the number of performers, avtorski pesni na folklorna os- 
nova are divided into individual and group (choral and chamber) songs. As far as 

authorship is concerned, all avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova can be grouped 

into two categories: songs with known authors and songs whose authors are un- 

known. A pragmatic approach is the understanding that there are two main types 

of songs: 1) transformations of folk songs obrabotki (author’s arrangements of 
folk songs etc.) and 2) newly created songs composed in the style of folk songs, 

“narodnostni pesni" (Statelova 2003: 58). Each of these groups can be divided 

into genres and sub-genres. 

The genre classification of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova offered in 

this research is open. It is more interpretive than a strict classification framework. 

The proposed classification is based on an established (relatively consensual) dis- 

tinction according to which there are different musical spheres – art, pop and folk 

music – located in the overall context of musical culture. In each of these spheres 

avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova are identified with specific genre features 

and/or contexts of use. The specific nature of authorship plays a vital role in the 

defining and grouping of genres. 

The combination of the two forms – the author’s and the folk – creates 

genre hybrids which can be organized into the following series of classes and 

groups: 
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1. A class of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova in art music, “hudogestvena 
pesen (art-song)” (Krastev 1985). 

Groups: obrabotki (transformations, compositions, processings), 

harmonizations and newly created songs – composed in the style 

of folk songs (original themes in the spirit of Bulgarian folklore), 

(Balareva 1968: 171). 

2. A class of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova in folk music, narodna pe- 
sen (folk-song). 

Groups: obrabotki, arrangements and newly created narodni pesni 
– composed in the style of folk songs. 

3. A class of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova in popular music, estradna 
pesen, “popular pop-dance song” (Krastev 1985). 

Groups: arrangements, transformations and newly created es- 
tradni pesni, popfolk songs – composed in the style of folk songs. 

In each of the published classes in the three relatively homogeneous fields 

of art, pop and folk music, similar genre groups are outlined: harmonizations, 

obrabotki (treatments) and newly created folk songs. 

What are the distinctive features of the so described song genres? 

 
Harmonizations: 

Harmonizations are attempts to adapt the old folk songs from oral tradi- 

tion to very different contemporary aesthetic worlds. What is widespread among 

musicologists and composers in Bulgaria is the understanding that the musical 

content of the folk song carries a hidden potential for harmony that is realized 

and revealed through the use of western harmonic conventions and classical har- 

monization techniques. As Alexandar Kokareshkov writes, “Harmonizing a folk 
song is usually based on the rule that harmonic means are presented in the tone 

system of the melody” (Kokareshkov 1973: 30). 

 
Obrabotki (processings, transformations, compositions): 

The understanding in Bulgaria is that the obrabotki are a genre where the 

composer is a co-author with the folk singer. Zdravko Manolov writes: “The 
word obrabotki (treatments, transformations) as a composer’s practice somehow 

suddenly appeared around the early 1950s. Until then, many works which were 
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actually obrabotki were considered (and still are) as personal works of author- 
ship” (Manolov 1974: 16). According to Todor Dzhidzhev, obrabotki are a new 

genre in Bulgarian music with new aesthetic quality. The name “obrabotka” is 
“only a formal, external definition of the nature of the composer’s activity in the 

sphere of folk choirs and ensembles” (Dzhidzhev 1973: 31). 

 
Newly-created folk songs: 

The newly created folk songs are products of the present-day folk-song 

fashions. Most of the new songs are very similar to old folklore musical style but 

they clearly express the freedom of the author’s unique style. In these authored 
songs, composers felt themselves free to interpret folk music and give more free- 

dom to their individual creative visions and creative seekings in terms of melody, 

rhythm, ornament, form and especially of harmonic and polyphonic structure. 

 
Avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova: Historical systamatization 

 
Modern folklore-based songs may be a new phenomenon, but the idea of 

avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova is not new. The folklore-based authored songs 

inspire the interest of a number of generations of Bulgarian composers and mu- 

sicians. 

Avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova have a wide historical tradition in Bul- 

garia. In historical perspective they have developed in the following evolutionary 

periods: (1) until 1878; (2) 1878-1944; (3) 1944-1989 and (4) after 1989. 

 
Until 1878 

 
The avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova from the Vazragdane (Bulgarian 

Revival era) are much more different than what is known as avtorski pesni na 
folklorna osnova in the subsequent periods. Usually Revival songs are the work 

of anonymous authors who create in the spirit of the local and regional Balkan 

urban musical tradition. Regarding the creation of avtorski pesni na folklorna 
osnova in the years before the Liberation of Bulgaria, Venelin Krastev wrote: 

“The early Bulgarian Revival has disturbed the spirits of the anonymous folk 
songwriters from the economically flourishing towns with the parallel existence 

of the musical ‘alafranga’ from the West, with the chromatic ‘alaturca’ from the 
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East and with the Orthodox psalms – all of which on the foundation of the cen- 
turies-old folk tradition. The late Bulgarian revival composers choose the urban 

melodic model for their new patriotic songs” (Krastev 1985). It seems that along- 

side the anonymity of folk songwriters the most persistent feature of 19th century 

folk songs is that they mix western, eastern and local musical-folk elements. 
 

1878-1944 
 

The liberation of Bulgaria (1878) from nearly five centuries under the rule 

of the Ottoman Empire, led to the gradual formation and building of a modern 

Bulgarian state with an emergence of new social groups related to music (profes- 

sional composers, conductors, musicians, teachers). This revealed new horizons 

to author-based folk songs. 

According to Nikolay Kaufman, the first Bulgarian researchers, musi- 

cians and composers took it as their duty to search for the most vital of the Bul- 

garian folk songs and to bring them back to life in new forms “transformed and 
adapted to the new conditions” (Kaufman 1972: 24). These composers gained 
rich experience in the conscious cultivation of the musical tradition and the har- 

monization of folk songs. 

As Agapiya Balareva writes, in the 1890s the first Bulgarian composers 

(Emanuil Manolov, Angel Bukoreshtliev, Dobri Hristov, Maestro Georgi At- 

anasov, Nikola Atanasov and Dimitar Hadjigeorgiev) were mostly focused on the 

vocal genres and “for them the Bulgarian folk song was the most significant 
source of intonations”. According to Balareva, the first Bulgarian composers 
“preferred mostly folk songs that were popular in the towns, of predominantly 

love-lyrical and domestic-humorous character, also relatively new, with large 

tone range and in a major or minor modes, often with an augmented second in 

their modebuild-up and with an obvious sensual character. They harmonized 

these songs with the means of classical tonal functional harmony and they devel- 

oped them in small forms” (Balareva 1968: 5-6). 

By the middle of the 1920s and early 1930s, Bulgarian music “already 
had authored works built in the most representative part on the basis of the Bul- 

garian folk song” (Balareva 1968: 6). Bulgarian composers and other musicians 
strive to create Bulgarian national music in all genres. 
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In parallel with the newly-composed “high”, “serious” art avtorski pesni 
na folklorna osnova, performed by choirs and military orchestras, this period 

shows the development of another kind of modern song for the people (narodna 
pesen [folk song], starogradska pesen [old town song], shlager, krachmarska 
pesen [pub song]). This type of newly created songs have entertaining sociocul- 

tural functions and are created in anonymity, for coffee-goers, tavern friendly 

groups, drinking parties, etc. This type of urban songs satisfied a different kind 

of taste and manners. Who are the creators of these songs? As Kanazirski-Verin 

writes: “All these songs have pretty nice tunes. The authors of the melodies are 
anonymous composers but definitely Bulgarians. No melody is taken from 

abroad and that is why they are valuable. These are the first, perhaps not very 

successful, attempts that have found the way from our immemorial old song to 

the new modern music” (Kanazirski-Verin 1947: 77). 

During this period we observe three general trends in the development of 

avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova with corresponding development in the fol- 

lowing epochs: 1) in art music – we see the genres of harmonizations, kitki [med- 

leys] and potpourri of folk songs; 2) in folk music – we see a stable spread of 

narodni pesni arranged for voice and small orchestra; 3) newly created songs “for 
the people” composed by anonymous artists are popular in everyday music life. 

 
1944-1989 

 
During the decades between 1944 and 1989 the avtorski pesni na folk- 

lorna osnova expanded and were enriched with new genre interpretations. 
In the period between the 1950s and the early 1980s the interest in 

avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova in Bulgaria was developed in several main 

areas: (1) obrabotki of folk songs by professional composers (Philip Kutev, Kras- 

simir Kyurkchiyski, etc.); (2) daily transformations and recordings of solo folk 

songs accompanied by a small orchestra of traditional instruments at the Bulgar- 

ian National Radio for the needs of the editorial office for folk music (Kaufman 

1972: 26), (many composers worked in this sphere: Hristo Todorov, Kosta Kolev, 

Marin Goleminov, Zdravko Manolov, etc.; (3) avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova 
in popular music – the official socialist estrada (the main representatives of the 

socialist estrada related to folklore include the names of: Atanas Boyadzhiev, 

Mitko Shterev, etc.) and (4) avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova performed by 
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restaurants bands and for informal parties – a non-homogenous mass-produced, 
daily music for entertainment, including drinking and tavern songs stigmatized 

by the intellectuals as dilettante, kitschy, marginal. 

During the socialist historical period “almost all Bulgarian composers” 
resorted to creation of obrabotki of folk songs, as a result of which “thousands of 

songs for folk choirs were created” (Kaufman 1972: 27). 

Philip Kutev’s pioneering role in the creation of the obrabotka genre is 

emphasized in most publications. He is widely recognized as a first-class master 

(Dzhidzhev 1974: 36), a classical representative and founder of the new genre 

obrabotki of folk songs; he began a new trend in the development of folk music 

(Stefanov 1974: 18-19). In his creative work Philip Kutev aimed to preserve as 

much as possible the rural aesthetics of local and regional uniqueness of the 

izvorni (source) folk songs. Many other composers joined this field after Philip 

Kutev –Stefan Kanev, Krasimir Kyurkchiyski, Ivan Valev, Kiril Stefanov, Alex- 

ander Kokareshkov, Ivan Spasov, Stefan Mutafchiev and others. Philip Kutev’s 
obrabotki had important implications for the development of avtorski pesni na 
folklorna osnova during the years of socialism. It is no coincidence that Kutev’s 
obrabotki are defined as a canonical line in the genre obrabotki of folklore songs 

in the sphere of art music. 

In the mid-1970s the gramophone producer Balkanton “put out a huge 
circulation of plates of the singer-songwriter Dimitar Yanev, who was extremely 

popular throughout the country and especially in the Blagoevgrad region, where 

he was born. His songs were performed by the folk ensemble ‘Pirin’. They do 

sound like folklore, and they are perceived as such but are actually an individual 

creative product” (Georgiev 2012: 7). Dimitar Yanev’s songs can hardly be clas- 

sified as complex high-class musical art because he uses trivial means of expres- 

sion. His songs, however, feature clear messages. They are perceived as folk and 

offer opportunities for accessible direct communication between singers, singing 

audiences and listeners, which makes them extremely popular among people. 

The beginning of a movement to create completely different genre – ur- 

ban avtorski pesni na folklorna osnsva in local popular music – starts in the 1980s 
– “with the first attempts to organize a regional festival of the new avtorski pesni 
na makedonska folklorna osnova in Kyustendil with the appearance of the 

‘Pirina’ folk-group leading by Nikolay Vaklinov and the inclusion of their songs 

in the media landscapes of socialist Bulgaria (Balkanton, Radio Blagoevgrad)” 
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(Dimov 2012: 151). The work of these musicians was an important step in the 
shaping of the musical ideas for the creation of a new type of avtorski pesni na 
folklorna osnova – a style that usually includes urban pop music standards. 

To summarize, by the end of the socialist period, the phrase avtorski pesni 
na folklorna osnova developed other meanings. It still meant harmonization of 

folk songs but along with this it also meant obrabotki of folk songs – this style 

usually includes rural aesthetic, estradni pesni (pop songs) in folk spirit and new 

type avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova – provided the basis for urban ethno-pop 

music which develops in the next period. By the end of the 1980s, avtorski pesni 
na folklorna osnova were an amalgam of different genres. In fact the use of the 

phrase already covered a broader content and had finer, more subtle nuanced 

meanings. 

 
After 1989 

 
What happened in the historical circulation of avtorski pesni na folklorna 

osnova after November 10, 1989, when the political, social, economic and cul- 

tural changes in Bulgaria started? 

In the contemporary transformation of the media environment avtorski 
pesni na folklorna osnova became a mass product by infusion into the infor- 

mation and communication channels of old and new media, which made them 

visibile to all social spheres and strata. In the beginning of the 21st century the 

creation of new art obrabotki of folk songs has already drastically decreased. The 

term avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova gets new modulations. 

In the early 1990s, a phenomenon called the “folk boom” emerged. The 
commercialism of the folk boom distorted, corrupted and transformed Bulgarian 

folk music. The folk boom with its forms and manifestations was the result of the 

post-totalitarian transition in Bulgaria. Avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova were 

one of the manifestations of this folkboom. During the 1990s a new musical phe- 

nomenon emerged, a brilliant musical manifestation of the folk boom – the so 

called folk. It included new type of authored songs from the sphere of local pop- 

ular music, which in a new way connected modern times with the old folklore. 

Ventsislav Dimov names this phenomenon ethno-pop music (Dimov 2001). Ac- 

cording to Rosemary Statelova, “ethno-pop-boom” (Dimov) was originally 
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called just “folk” in the popular cultural circles that interpreted the music mainly 

in the context of the tavern. (Statelova 2003: 58). 

The folk boom that appeared in the early 1990s was segmented over the 

next decades. The rapidly developing music industry, the media and the festival- 

ization of some of the musical life in Bulgaria created conditions for the distinc- 

tive functioning of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova in different areas of social 

and cultural spaces. As Ventsislav Dimov wrote, in the first years after the polit- 

ical changes “folk music started to be played in public space, music studios and 
private radio stations, but the first breakthrough in the music industry and na- 

tional media culture was ‘Pirin Folk’ festival” (Dimov 2012: 151). 
Several folk song festivals appeared in the early 1990s: Pirin Fest – 

Blagoevgrad (1992); Pirin Folk – Sandanski (1993), Trakiya folk (1994) еtc. One 

of the goals of these festivals was to raise the status of newly created avtorski 
pesni na folklorna osnova and to transform them into dominant forms. The Pirin 

Folk festival mission is to support the development of “folk-based authored song, 

typical of the Pirin region”. Georgiev noted that “The biggest success of the fes- 

tival is that it gave birth to songs that have been remembered” (Georgiev 2012: 
9; 81). 

The post-socialist period is a time of rapid change for avtorski pesni na 
folklorna osnova. The art obrabotki of folk songs which crystallized as a genre 

in the previous period and used to occupy the highest positions in the genre hier- 

archy quickly got replaced by new song forms. The interest of composers in the 

art obrabotki of folk songs gradually begins to decline. The same period mani- 

fests other changes in the genre status of avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova – 

songs from the sub-cultural periphery invade the cultural center as a new type of 

popfolk-songs. In the post-socialist period which has not yet ended, the genre 

changes in avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova are shaping the new canon of aes- 

thetic taste. Those avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova that correspond to the new 

expressions of taste are already part of the popular canon and are known by a 

large part of the society. 
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Summary 
 

In summary, this paper argued that avtorski pesni na folklorna osnova can 

be found in all the spaces of the modern musical culture in Bulgaria. Regardless 

of their stratification from kitsch to avant-garde, the attention to these songs is 

constant and they find a wide resonance among the Bulgarian society. The in- 

creasing contemporary interest for these songs corresponds with the growing at- 

tention to the past, roots, traditions, folklore, cultural heritage. 
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FLASH MOB IN BULGARIAN MUSICSCAPES: A PILOT STUDY OF 
IDEAS, GOALS, AND MESSAGES 

 
 
 

Music reflects society in ways that point to its many roles, functions 
and messages. This study focuses on important music peculiarities that 
help us to understand both society and some of the distinct roles, func- 
tions and messages of music. It is possible to examine music as national, 
institutional or related to communities, and thus illustrate correlations 
between society and the arts. Some new practices are flourishing in ur- 
ban musicscapes in recent decades, and these practices have initiated a 
new wave of meanings and interpretations for music that, in turn, show 
particular ideas and purposes. Flash mobs and especially so-called “art 
mobs” are among these new practices. Usually, these are performed by 
groups of people mobilized by means of social media to meet in a public 
place and, at first, to act as if they are going about random, everyday 
activities. The purpose of these mobs is for the group to perform an 
unusual, unexpected or entertaining activity of short duration to em- 
press the circumstantial audience. Currently, this practice emphasizes 
some announcement, advertisement, message or transmission of ideas. 
Music and dance are at its core. This study attempts to answer some 
questions: How is the flash mob practice incorporated in Bulgaria? 
What are some of the ideas and purposes of flash mobs? How music is 
presented in a flash mob? I analyze flash mobs performed with various 
types of music. They are situated and recorded in different places and 
lead to realization of many aims: to unite people, to save cultural herit- 
age, to find places for Bulgarian music, to preserve the Bulgarian spirit, 
to announce important events, and to promote the development of work- 
ing careers in Bulgaria. In general they show diverse social strata, busi- 
ness and cultural strategies, and focused music preferences and goals. 

 
Keywords: Bulgaria, music, flash mob, goals, messages 
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Relationships between music and society: research questions 
 

Music is both part of culture and reflects it in particular ways. It is often 

a form of reaction to political, social and economic processes. Its roles, functions 

and messages are important for articulation of dissatisfaction and protest as well 

as for implementation of cultural and business strategies. Also, music is often 

part of a national promotion or cultural policy for emphasizing of certain charac- 

teristics. These characteristics show peculiarities that help us to understand both 

society and separate types of music related to diverse social strata. It is possible 

to see different music characteristics in the relationships between music and di- 

verse social strata, as well as in the place of art in the cultural industries. 

Global processes during the 21st century create a new wave of meanings 

and interpretations of forms and functions of art. This new wave causes change 

both in the content of music itself and in performing practices. Thus, some new 

practices are flourishing in urban musicscapes in recent decades that demonstrate 

some new roles and functions for music. I use the term musicscapes according to 

the theory of Arjun Appadurai for global cultural (in this case musical) flows in 

some distinct “scapes”: ethnoscapes, technoscapes, financescapes, mediascapes 
and ideoscapes (Appadurai 2006: 56). Thus, a multilayer construct is formed con- 

sisting of these multiple flows. These distinct “scapes” are mobile and influenced 

by historical, economic, political, religious, ethnic, linguistic and other commu- 

nity interests. They are subject to priorities and fashion. Particularly important 

for this study are the mediaspaces in close relation with ideoscapes: transnational 

and local; multi-field and specialized, focused on music; state and private. In fo- 

cus are digital capabilities of production and dissemination of information and 

the impact of these capabilities (i.e., the creation of messages about ethnic land- 

scapes in accordance with some ideas in the global movement of capital through 

the flow of technology). Mediascapes are constructed on a particular narrative 

that presents separate parts of reality. It is also possible to rely on mediascapes 

through dimensions and values from other cultural experiences. This creates a 

new unexpected world with products that become or advertise commodities un- 

der pressure by many new competitors. 

Flash mobs are among these new practices that have emerged in the last 

15 years. Currently, music and dance often are at the core of flash mobs. In terms 
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of organization, there are specialized internet sites and even institutions that or- 
ganize art mobs to promote some commodities in art (Brown 2013: 15; PMO 

Flashmob.org 2013). My study attempts to answer some questions: What is a 

flash mob? How is this practice incorporated in the Bulgarian musicscape? What 

are some of the ideas and purposes of flash mobs? How and what kind of music 

is presented in flash mobs? The answers to the questions above lead to the next 

stage of my research about the mechanisms of such processes and how they work, 

which is not the subject of my current text. 

Initially, the idea of a flash mob had a strong impact on me after I saw the 

movie Step up Revolution (2012, Summit Entertainment, Offspring Entertain- 

ment, director Scott Speer, writers Amanda Brody and Duane Adler, 99 min.). It 

is the fourth of five films (Step Up, 2006; Step Up 2: The Streets, 2008; Step Up 
3D, 2010; Step Up Revolution, 2012; Step Up All In, 2014) characterized as a 

dance and music drama. The story is about a dance crew whose members want to 

save their historic neighborhood that is to be destroyed by a wealthy business. For 

that reason, they use flash mobs as a protest art to fight against the immoral 

company executives. In a scene that shows a flash mob at a gallery, the music is 

a remix of a famous Bulgarian folk song – “Prituri se planinata” (The Mountain 

has overturned) from the repertoire of famous Bulgarian folk singer Stefka Sab- 

otinova (1930-2010). The song is performed in the film by Stellamara in Nit Grit 

remix. The interest in this song and its performer has longer history in music and 

movie industries. It was used pervious in the film Jesus of Montreal/Jésus de 
Montréal (1989, Max Films Productions, Gérard Mital Productions, National 

Film Board of Canada, director Denys Arcand, 118 min.) and also in the arrange- 

ments by Jacky Hanouna in the Hybrid. D Emotion Project album from 1994 

(Hanouna 1994). 

After seeing this part of Step up Revolution another question arises which 
is connected with the impression on the spectators, psychological impact and 

emotional reaction. What is exactly at the core of flash mob? Is it ecstatic act, 

frenetic dance and music, provocation, message, surprise, inclusion, advertising, 

celebration, protest, something else, or something more? The answer to this ques- 

tion needs much more analyses in my next research. 
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What is a flash mob? Flash mob characteristics 
 

When and how was the term created? I will start with summarizing some 

facts. The first successful flash mob was made on 17 June 2003 in the center of 

New York. Then some dozens of people received a phone message sent by Bill 

Wasik (a senior editor of Harper's Magazine) to come to the Macy’s department 
store at a specific spot, at the same time and to do something together after in- 

structions. This social experiment was an attempt to organize a large amount of 

people. They have to do something unexpectedly entertaining. The aim was to 

make everyone feel involved in a common act and to be part of doing great things. 

The predecessor of flash mobs was the concept of a smart mob – a term proposed 

by the sociologist Howard Rheingold (Rheingold 2002). He predicts that in the 

contemporaneity people will be self-organized through new technologies and cy- 

berspace. 

In Oxford Dictionaries the term flash mob is explained as “a large public 

gathering at which people perform an unusual or seemingly random act and then 

disperse, typically organized by means of the internet or social media” 
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com). The article in Cambridge Encyclopedia said 

that flash mob is performed when “a group of people who arrange, by email or 
mobile phone, to come together in a place at the same time, do something funny 

or silly, and then leave” (Cambridge Encyclopedia 2018). Another definition of 
a flash mob is: “a pre-planned mass action in which a large group of people sud- 

denly appears in a public place; within a few minutes, people with a serious look 

perform pre-arranged actions of absurd content and then at the same time quickly 

disperse in different directions” (Dictinary.ru). There are similar definitions in 
other encyclopedias Merriam-Webster Dictionary (Merriam-Webster Diction- 

ary) Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (Longman Dictionary of 

Contemporary English 2018), Urban Dictionary (https://www.urbandiction- 

ary.com), Collins Dictionary (collinsdictionary.com 2018). 

The definitions of this new coined term in the encyclopedias, dictionaries 

and articles on the topic show some main characteristics: 

- an urban phenomenon in the age of mobile connectivity (last 15 years); 

- actions in public spaces (in the crowded areas); 

- a mobilized public gathering of many people (one hundred or more); 

- activity-based performances planned earlier (hours, days, weeks); 
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- short time duration of the act (a few minutes); 

- effect of the random or unusual act (with funny or absurd effects); 

- a seemingly unexpected start (summon) and end of the act (disperse); 

- organization by means of the new technologies and social media (mobile 

network and internet). 

These flash mob peculiarities will be analyzed in Bulgarian circum- 

stances. The first documented flash mobs were not a dance or music activities 

and were not politically or advertising oriented. Surprisal and fun were the main 

purposes of flash mobs initially. Gradually, the ideas, aims, forms of performance 

and messages have expanded. Arts received an important role in flash mobbing 

because of their strong impact on the people involved in the actions. Step by step 

this practice started to serve for announcement, advertisement and transmission 

of ideas. Flash mobbers are very active around the world (Elliott, Silverman, 

Bowman 2016: 156). The growing popularity of flash mobs more and more lead 

to usage of this urban movement for commercial purposes (Töppel 2014). 

 
Flash mobs in Bulgaria 

 
How is flash mobbing implemented in Bulgarian musicscapes? I analyze 

flash mobs performed with various types of music. My basic fieldwork was via 

the internet and through my own in-person recordings of flash mobs as well, all 

taken from between 2012 and 2018. These flash mobs were situated and docu- 

mented in different places and led to the realization of many aims. In general, 

they demonstrate diverse social interests, focused music preferences and institu- 

tional goals. 

The flash mobs in Bulgaria, like flash mobs elsewhere, are a collective 

action in urban places. They are performed in towns and cities. The recordings 

and information about flash mob events are from the towns of Sofia, Plovdiv, 

Ruse, Varna, Veliko Tarnovo, Blagoevgrad, Shumen, Stara Zagora. In general 

the most initiatives are in the largest urban centers, which have more resources 

for such activities. Recordings show that attractive places for flash mobbing are 

public spaces for meetings of many people – they serve the function of a contem- 

porary urban crossroads. Usually, these are traditional spots for meetings and ex- 

change of information such as squares, central pedestrian areas, parks, and cul- 
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tural centers, but also relatively new places for gathering for many people in Bul- 
garian circumstances, such as department stores and mall spaces. Transport hubs 

are also important places for flash mobbing. Thus, metro stations and airports 

(Sofia) and railway stations (Sofia and Ruse) are frequently chosen for flash mob 

acts. 

Initiatives come from both state and private institutions. Only one of the 
analyzed activities is part of an international event in many European Union des- 

tinations and it was dedicated to the European year of cultural heritage 2018 (a 

dance flash mob in a newly opened cultural center in Plovdiv) while the others 

were organized predominantly by local private organizations. Among these insti- 

tutions are folk dance clubs, modern dance clubs, a night club, a language school, 

an organization promoting working career in Bulgaria, a music copyright organ- 

ization (Musicautor), and the Classic FM Orchestra. State institutions that plan 

flash mobs for their purposes include operas (Sofia National Opera and Ballet, 

State Opera Stara Zagora, State Opera Varna), orchestras (Symphonic Orchestra 

of the Opera Plovdiv), ballet groups (Ballet Arabesque), and folk ensembles 

(Folklore Ensemble Trakia). Among the Bulgarian state institutions presenting 

flash mobs are those with much national influence and international experience. 

The ideas for flash mobs arise in these institutions as PR activities. In some cases 

the financing of flash mobs comes from other external institutions that organize 

a cultural event or festival, or for their own self-promotion (for example Easy 

Pay, Vivacom, Bulgaria Mall, Crediline, Luximoti, America for Bulgaria Foun- 

dation). 

Different activity performances are registered. Here I will point out only 

some which are connected with music and dance. The music for flash mob ac- 

tions is diverse. Folk, pop, classical, jazz are used according to the performers’ 
group specifics and goals of the organizer. Some of the attractive and exciting 

examples in the internet are performed by Club “Nashenci” Ruse with folk music 

(BNT 2 Flashmob - club “Nashenci” in Ruse, Bulgaria 2012), Sofia Diva Dance 
School with pop music (Psy – Gentleman) (Wonder Swamp 2012), Sofia Opera 

and Ballet with classical music, dedicated to Richard Wagner’s 200th Anniver- 

sary (Richard Wagner – Die Walküre, announcement for Wagner’s opera perfor- 

mances) (Sofia National Opera and Ballet 2013). 

Most flash activities are short. Their time duration correlates with the 

length of the chosen music excerpt (1: 30-10 min.). On average, the chosen song, 
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instrumental piece or folk dance melody continues for several minutes and in this 

way the music shapes the flash mob acts. 

 
Art mobs actions – ideas, goals, messages 

 
Since so-called “art mobs” with artistic values is my focus here, different 

ideas and goals are observed as vehicles for flash mobbing. Currently, many cel- 

ebrations and festivities are a starting point for flash activity performances. These 

include the Day of Europe, the European Year of Cultural Heritage, the Week of 

German Language, and the 130th Anniversary of the Railway Station in Sofia. 

Thus, flash mobs lose their, shocking or silly nature and work to support some 

ideas and values. The flourishing cultural industries open new opportunities for 

cultural institutions, who find the mobility of flash mobs appropriate for their 

advertising campaigns. It is not accidental that managers of the State Operas (in 

Sofia, Varna, Stara Zagora), ballet groups (Ballet Arabesque), symphony orches- 

tras (Symphonic Orchestra in Plovdiv, Classic FM Orchestra) organize attractive 

flash mobs. Entertainment and advertisement are the main goals for the above- 

mentioned institutions. Thanks to the growing popularity of flash mobs, the cul- 

tural business is starting to use this urban movement for commercial purposes. 

Such a flash mob has been organized in a Sofia metro station by Classic FM 

Orchestra. The main theme from Mission Impossible by Lalo Schifrin was chosen 

for this performance to advertise a concert (Rainov 2012). The flash mob arrange- 

ments were planned earlier and the acts were announced by social media, but also 

through TV broadcasting (Bulgarian National TV Channel 1 and Channel 2, 

BTV). 

The messages are perceived in several ways. On the one hand, they ad- 

vertise a cultural product and invite audiences to buy it, because it is fun, it brings 

good feelings and nice entertainment. This is the case of flash mobs of the opera, 

orchestras and ballet groups. They try to inspire a random audience in crowded 

places with unusual performances of classical and film music. Usually, these in- 

stitutions announce concerts, festivals, and anniversaries at their flash mobs. 

Sometimes they plan flash mobs during public holidays to be seen by a large 

amount of people. Dance and language schools and night clubs promote their 

activities, and call for new members and audiences through flash mobbing with 
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pop or folk music. The performances depend on the music and dance specializa- 

tion of the teams. 

On the other hand, some flash mobs are made to point to ideas that are 

important for the flash mob organizers. Among these ideas are: to save the Bul- 

garian spirit (Veliko Tarnovo, City Students Parlament and Bolyari Dance Club, 

folk music), to defend Bulgarian music and to find place for it (Sofia, Musicau- 

thor, composers’ pop music), to unite people in the Day of Europe (Stara Zagora, 

Youth Group of GERB political party, folk music), to save cultural heritage 

(Plovdiv, dance flash mob in front of the newly opened cultural center), to an- 

nounce the European Gymnastics Championship in Sofia and to support the Bul- 

garian National Gymnastics Team (Sofia, performed by young gymnasts, pop 

music), to promote the development of working careers in Bulgaria (Sofia, Career 

Center, folk music) . 

The practice of flash mobs in Bulgaria is growing in the last few years in 

the form of art mobs. Art mobs include actions with arts, artistic value and rely 

on aesthetics. They are more focused on entertainment, but not on politics. Art 

mobs involve rehearsals and have a team who helps with the organization. Often 

they are performed by a small number of participants using props. Sometimes 

their complexity requires deviation from certain flash mob rules, but nevertheless 

the basic rules during the action are valid. As a result flash mob is more com- 

monly used concept for unexpected or entertaining music and dance activity of 

short duration in Bulgaria than art mob. It is in fashion to perform art mobs with 

different types of music according to the context and ideas behind the perfor- 

mance. Flash mobs are used more for commercial purposes, but include the idea 

to entertain and provide fun for both participants and audiences. Sometimes the 

phenomenon is understood (or misunderstood) as a public concert, an action for 

some special occasion or a procession without the randomness of a flash mob. 

Maybe these are new layers of the understanding and practice of flash mobs in 

the mobility of the contemporary world. Thus, the question “What is a flash 
mob?” is still open. 
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TRADITION OF MUSIC LABOUR IN POST SOCIALIST CROATIA: 
THE CASE OF KLAPA SINGING 

 
 
 

The purpose of this paper is to depict a specific example pertaining 
to the “uncomfortable compound“ of traditional music - market econ- 
omy and the professionalization of traditional music in post-socialist 
Croatia. Klapa singing is one example where prominent traditional mu- 
sical phenomena in the post-socialist period indicate a growing general 
tendency to link music-making as cultural capital to economic capital. 
Amateur singers become professional singers as an example of special- 
ized skill efficiency, the performance of which requires financial remu- 
neration. Recent research into the money flow in Croatian traditional 
music has shown the general orientation of music-making towards pre- 
dominantly economic, social or symbolic capital1, depending on the 
music scene in question (Ceribašić 2016). 

 
Keywords: Croatian traditional singing, Klapa singing, traditional mu- 
sic and economy 

 
 
 

The main purpose of this paper is to draw attention to the diversity of 

performance opportunities that have emerged in the last twenty years from a local 

music phenomenon to a regional and national phenomenon that is well on its way 

to becoming a global cultural-traditional product. Klapa singing today is not just 

a traditional feature; absolutely positive in its nature, the trend of klapa singing 

becomes a new identity of wider areas, becoming popular music. Most of the 

potential singers who will practice and perform this music will be happy to charge 

you for their singing today. It is precisely this change in the of relationship in the 
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direction of material valorization of performance - the financial moment, the an- 
gle that is particularly interested for this work which is of particular interest for 

this work. This paper focuses how a specific set of musicians present themselves 

as professionals in order to enhance their economic as well as better social status. 

The spreading of popularity of both traditional and popular music in Cro- 

atia cannot be understood without taking into consideration the social and politi- 
cal changes in the last decade of the 20th century. The Homeland War (1991- 

1995) as well as, economical, and political changes, have put Croatia into an en- 

tirely new position. With the rise of the new state of Croatia at the beginning of 

the 1990s, there was a need for a re/definitionng of national identity. Mediterra- 
nean identity grew from a typically regionally-based identity to an important fac- 

tor in the formation of the national identity of today’s Croats. 

If one were obliged to select a single music-making phenomenon as being 

the most representative of the Mediterranean as far as Croats are concerned, it 

would definitely be the phenomenon of klapa singing - “a coming together of the 

traditional and the popular with a positive tendency of spreading outside the im- 

agined borders of the Mediterranean” (Ćaleta 1999: 193). The phenomenon of 
klapa singing, traditional multipart homophonous singing, is a continuing and 

relatively old phenomenon, which was pointed to by researchers and musicolo- 

gists at the end of the 19th century. The differences of the various forms of the 

klapa through a period of time are so significant that we can speak of three mod- 

els of the klapa: the traditional, the festival, and the modern klapa. (Ćaleta 2003: 

248) 

The traditional klapa represents an informal group of singers who sing 

occasionally, for the sake of singing. Oral tradition and simple music-making 

were the main characteristics of this klapa type. Despite the existence of a new 

performing contexts and changes in musical contents, the authenticity of the per- 

formance practice still exists today, especially in smaller (Dalmatian) Mediterra- 

nean towns, usually among older people. 

The term “festival klapa” is associated with the beginning of Omiš Festi- 

val of Dalmatian Klapas. The Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš (in further 
text Omiš Festival), established in 1967, is an annual competition that has served 

to promote klapa singing; a bond between amateurs singing and scholars direct- 

ing. The festival klapa is a formally organized group of singers with clear aims 

and intentions. Although the joy of singing binds them, “the performance and 
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presentation of the singing is their main objective” (Ćaleta 1997: 130). Hundreds 
of “wild klapa” fascinated by the original forms of singing “by ear” and the cap- 

pella, in simple harmonization, without the intervention of the leader, sang for 

the acoustics of the stage like the one in Omiš. All of this is realized with the help 

of a trained leader who selects singers and the repertoire, and regularly practices 

with the klapa. The popularity of the Omiš festival has encouraged the formation 

of many klapas from around 15 organized klapas in the 1960s to more than 500 

registered male klapas as more as female klapas at present. The first commercial 

klapas emerged, as a part of a tourist offering, which usually perform with in- 

strumental accompaniment of mandolins and guitars, thus spreading the positive 

Mediterranean spirit among the tourists (northerners). 

In the period of less than 30 years, the klapas have simply outgrown the 
local traditional framework. It should be mentioned that such a rapid increase of 

popularity was helped by a positive relation of politics and the phenomenon of 

klapa singing. The answer to the question of how music is used for certain polit- 

ical objectives and, particularly, what kind of music is used on politically im- 

portant occasions (Ceribašić 1998: 111), will confirm the thesis that politics 
doesn’t pass by music, either traditional or popular. From the beginnings of its 

organized existence, the klapa has been a favorite of the politics of the system it 

has existed in. The klapas have mainly been organized as parts of the local KUDs 
(Cultural Artistic Society), actively participating in all local cultural programs. 

For such an occasion, the klapas usually had an appropriate repertoire of songs 

attached to the partisan movement from W.W.II and songs which celebrate the 

brotherhood and unity of socialist society. The Omiš Festival was also recognized 

and sponsored by the Ministry of Culture as an event of regional importance 

(Marošević 1988: 86). This situation is explained clearly by one of the singers of 

the period. Jure Benić, singer in one of the best klapa of the time – DC, Solin, in 

the documentary series about the history of klapa movement (Varošanec 2018:1), 

made a statement that could describe that time: 

 
We did not even earn enough to buy a simple shoe; we did all this for 
free! Whoever called, we went and sang, hoping they’d at least treat 
us. And that was our pleasure, we never asked for someone to pay for 
it! Behind us stood the firm (Dalmacija cement – cement factory) that 
name we used to wear and where most of us worked. From the com- 
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pany we had annual grants covering most of our expenses. Addition- 
ally, we had all the given paid absence from work so that without any 
burden we could go and sing. (Jure Benić 2018)2 

 
Modern klapa 

 
A great number of social, cultural and political changes that occurred in 

Croatia at the beginning of the 1990s have provoked some changes in the move- 

ment of klapa singing. In a modern klapa, the singers are young educated people 

who have acquired their experience through listening to the performances of cer- 

tain klapas and mostly to numerous recordings of various klapas.3 The singers of 

a modern klapa are more aware that practice is a certain path to success, as well 

as the choice of the repertoire and the way of singing that is available through 

recorded media.4 Their ideals are the best klapas and singers of their choice. The 

role of the leader is slowly but certainly taken on by the member or members of 

the klapa in charge of public relations, contracting the concerts and the media 

promotion of the klapa. The role of a professional manager becomes an indispen- 

sable part of every successful klapa. With the new way of thinking and presenting 

their music, modern klapas have won over a new audience. Their audience is a 

relatively young (student population) and middle-aged (educated) audience. All 

of the abovementioned participants helped the change of general attitude among 

new klapa singers. It could be seen in this reflection; during one of my meetings 

with informants, I asked about their status of singing for a fee or for “free”. One 
of them answered with a counter question: 

 
“What is the first question that you ask a house plumber when your 
faucet needs repair? You ask him how much it will cost to repair it! 
You can ask us the same questions, we are tradesmen as well!” 

 
This example clearly indicates the attitude of present day singers.5 And since 

money is always present in this or that way, it is obvious that enjoying traditional 

music - music that expresses and shapes identities relying on the relationship with 

the past - is not incompatible with earnings and other economic aspects. Musi- 

cians do not play music just to make money, but play music while earning money. 

Enjoyment, identity, work, and earnings can and often do go hand by hand. This 

is the reason why I use the term professional with consideration. Most of these 
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singers, although financially dependent on their singing skills have been educated 
and prepared for different trades. The singing came as a good opportunity to 

them. Another reason is the use of the term professional in some other Croatian 

traditional music genres. A language misperception when using a term like a pro- 
fessional borrower is generally widespread and cannot be considered to be just 

random. In this case, professionalization happened for misfortune (lost of 

singer’s original, mostly industrial job). Klapa singers are not trained musicians, 
there is not any school or educational system that would train them to become 

skilled musicians as is the situation with classical music students. Although the 

art of singing was extremely important, it was obvious that for the musicians to 

pay, a crucial factor was specialized skill, as in the case of klapa singing. 

As in previous periods, the klapa movement owes its popularity and me- 
dia exposure to the positive relation of governing cultural politics and society as 

a whole towards klapa singing. Social and political changes at the beginning of 

the 1990s have made changes in the repertoire and the occasions for the perfor- 

mance of klapas. Klapa does not have any songs from the W.W.II or socialist 

periods in its repertoire. On the other hand, a whole new repertoire is created. The 

klapas keep performing in all local cultural and political manifestations, but also 

on election campaigns. One of the important (political) performing occasions was 

singing at the funeral of the first Croatian president Franjo Tuđman. During his 
broadcasted funeral, one of the best klapa at the time - klapa Cambi sang. This 

public appearance was a real trigger for a new job opportunity; from that moment 

klapa singing become an almost inseparable part of (public) funerals in most parts 

of Croatia. These days, big centers (Zagreb, Split, Rijeka) have more and more 

singers who make decent income by singing at funerals. How important these 

musical images are could be seen last summer during the funeral of Croa- tia’s 

most famous pop singer Oliver Dragojević. The funeral sendoff in Split was 

attended by tens of thousands of mourners, while klapa singers had the prominent 

performing space6. The popularity and the good acceptance of the klapa for the 

wider audience prompted the professional organizers to enter the area of klapa 
singing. One of the first projects was a concert held in Split at Poljud football 

stadium (2006)7. With the popularity of the klapa in unusual social circum- 

stances, national pride and defiance were used, resulting in a spectacular and 

overcrowded stadium. The klapa “revolution“ that began after the Split stadium 
concert was an important turning point in everything. It has popularized all the 
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klapas and to this day the klapa song has “reached” a wide audience. Singers 
have felt that one can make some money and live on it, but only for those who 

are serious about doing music as “decent work”. This concert was just an incen- 

tive for a series of mega concerts, for other organizers to continue with a profit- 

able business. We cannot ignore the positive effects of these concerts. The sym- 

bolic value of klapa singing also grows, and the euphoria launched by these mass 

gatherings has resulted in record sales of CDs and DVDs. 

These phenomena opened a new “market” and new opportunities for 
many of the amateur singers who started using their musical skill as a job oppor- 

tunity. More and more singers started with paid gigs on the side that grew into a 

full-time job. 

 
Klapa Vestibul 

 
The example from Split will attempt to depict how a present day “profes- 

sional” klapa functions. Klapa Vestibul is the name of a klapa as well as of the 
site where various klapa singers from Split perform during a prolonged touristic 
season (from March until November). As the tourist offerings of the city devel- 
oped, the leading people decided to enrich the program with klapa singing as 
culturally and historically typical for the Dalmatian region. In the last 17 years, 
The Tourist Board of the City of Split, in cooperation with the City, adopted the 
Resolution on the Use of Public Space, which allowed singers to perform at Ves- 
tibul. Split citizens and their guests are already accustomed to “spontaneous” 
concerts in Vestibul over Peristil in the summer months. 

Klapa singers started singing, without a fee, earning profits by selling 
CDs to tourists. At first, they burned CDs at home until the financial police started 
inquiring about their sales licenses. It was the middle of the 2008 summer season 

when the financial police and ZAMP (Croatian Copyright Music Agency) 
stopped singers before they regulated financial (sales) and authors’ copyrights8. 

The second problem was a number of singers who wanted to perform in 
Vestibul; the number and performing time was limited. Klapa Iskon and klapa 
Šufit were at their beginnings, and the former were invited to show their vocal 

abilities to Peristil and Vestibul.9 At the time, they had been singing for a sym- 
bolic fee from Split Tourist Board. After the settlement and legalization of CD 

production, klapas involved in the event began to produce and release their CDs, 
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which were sold at performances. The Split Tourist Board stopped paying the 
fees, and this practice was held to this day. About eight years ago the program 

expanded, opening up opportunities for promotion to other klapas. The criterion 

for joining a new klapa was the quality and professional attitude, and the loyalty 

and good communication with the Split Tourist Board as organizer. They tried to 

include female klapas as well but it did not work because of the unattractive 

schedule without real opportunities for selling CDs. 

Split has launched dozens of prominent klapa on “stage“ and this was a 
great opportunity for most of them to have a chance to show their skills and to 

earn some money. Their attitude during the performances is strictly professional. 

They are aware that only outstanding a capella singing could thrill the audience. 

The repertoire of simple tunes, sung in the pivanje na uvo [singin’ by ear] style, 
where each voice has typical “formula”, is mostly presented at these perfor- 

mances. The “staged authenticity“ for most of the spectators is an unexpected 
surprise, according to the reactions and comments of numerous posted video clips 

on YouTube channels10. With respect to different cultures or peoples that are to 

be toured, “authenticity” is a label attached to the visited cultures in terms of 
stereotyped images and expectations held by the members of the tourist-sending 

society (Ning Wang 1999: 355). 

The transition from socialist to market economy brought a number of 

challenges and changes in klapa singing. Research has shown that in the post- 

socialist period there is a growing general tendency to link music-making as cul- 

tural capital to economic capital. There is a tendency towards professionalization 

in terms of specialized skills, the enactment of which requires financial remuner- 

ation. It overgrows its original informal form through formal stage performance 

that in many cases started to become a life trade skill. Such a market model of 

specialized music skills for which there is a demand in today’s era related to klapa 
singing, is a highly (professional) organized and profitable traditional music 

genre. Every organizer of present public events (such as funerals, weddings, fes- 

tivals, public performances, celebrations and entertainment for a company or lo- 

cal government body, etc.), is aware that the involvement of the klapa group re- 

quires payment. At the same time, their singing is highly professionalized and 

individualized. In this phase, klapa singing still retains an accent on musical sen- 

sation and pleasure among performers and the social dimension of contact be- 

tween singers that results in significant performances. 
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Notes 

 
1 Bourdieu's social capital is defined as “an aggregate of current or potential resources related to 
having a permanent network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance 
and recognition - or, in other words, membership in the group”. (Bourdieu 1997: 51) 
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPJl7O7lbaM&t=6s (accessed February 04, 2019) 
3 One of the singers of the new generations, Mislav Biočina (Šufit, Iskon, Cambi, Contra) remem- 
bered his beginnings: “It was strange to start singing in klapa because the term klapa was tied to 
older people who gathered in the tavern, where they drink and eat while singing. There was also 
a reaction like “you sing in a klapa – yuck”. Today sing in klapa is “fancy” they recognize you 
like a “face”.” 
http://dalmatinskiportal.hr/zivot/nedjeljna-cakula-mislav-biocina--ne-zelimo-biti-dio-mase-- 
klapa-contra-ima-svoju-viziju-/20722 (accessed May 04, 2019) 
4 “We do not want to be the same, we want to be different, but the most important feature is our 
quality and continuity. When you're in a klapa, you have to put up with that “name”, people are 
expecting a lot and we are aware of it. We try to have it with its head and tail “ – recognizable, 
as people have been used by us individually” (Mislav Biočina, klapa singer) 
http://dalmatinskiportal.hr/zivot/nedjeljna-cakula-mislav-biocina--ne-zelimo-biti-dio-mase-- 
klapa-contra-ima-svoju-viziju-/20722 (accessed May 04, 2019) 
5 An excerpt from an interview with klapa singer Mislav Biočina will illustrate how extensively 
active are present day “popular” klapas: “…My present klapa (Contra) mostly performs con- 
certs... sometimes we are in Zagreb, Slavonia or Slovenia… ‘Forte’ for us is concert tour on the 
Adriatic coast. […] We have made over 120 concerts in the first two years of existence…” 
http://dalmatinskiportal.hr/zivot/nedjeljna-cakula-mislav-biocina--ne-zelimo-biti-dio-mase-- 
klapa-contra-ima-svoju-viziju-/20722 (accessed May 04, 2019) 
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkeSBUlFjkU&t=112s (accessed May 04, 2019) 
7 https://jpreporter.net/v/%C5%A1vet-ivane-o-moga-trogira-vinko-coce-i-klapa-trogir-i-poljud- 
2006-70XexsbYDTk.html (accessed February 06, 2019) 
8 https://www.slobodnadalmacija.hr/dalmacija/split/clanak/id/15139/cpg/2 (accessed February 
06, 2019) 
9 Mislav Biočina, the member of the several klapa's that performed in Vestibul:”Singing on Ves- 
tibul during the tourist season is certainly a commendation. […] The tourists have the opportunity 
to hear our “autochthonous, original music… makes every visitor special memory of the Split 
visit” 
http://dalmatinskiportal.hr/zivot/nedjeljna-cakula-mislav-biocina--ne-zelimo-biti-dio-mase- 
klapa-contra-ima-svoju-viziju-/20722 (accessed May 04, 2019) 
10 Some of the comments on YouTube channel: 
Hello Maurice!! This is a home made recording. I was visiting Croatia and found this group sing- 
ing on this square. The group is called Klapa Vestibul. It is possible that you can find something 
like a webpage of them. I bought a CD and is simply amazing. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vjtKKDWXmk (accessed February 04, 2019) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPJl7O7lbaM&t=6s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPJl7O7lbaM&t=6s
http://dalmatinskiportal.hr/zivot/nedjeljna-cakula-mislav-biocina--ne-zelimo-biti-dio-mase--
http://dalmatinskiportal.hr/zivot/nedjeljna-cakula-mislav-biocina--ne-zelimo-biti-dio-mase--
http://dalmatinskiportal.hr/zivot/nedjeljna-cakula-mislav-biocina--ne-zelimo-biti-dio-mase--
http://dalmatinskiportal.hr/zivot/nedjeljna-cakula-mislav-biocina--ne-zelimo-biti-dio-mase--
http://dalmatinskiportal.hr/zivot/nedjeljna-cakula-mislav-biocina--ne-zelimo-biti-dio-mase--
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkeSBUlFjkU&t=112s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkeSBUlFjkU&t=112s
http://www.slobodnadalmacija.hr/dalmacija/split/clanak/id/15139/cpg/2
http://www.slobodnadalmacija.hr/dalmacija/split/clanak/id/15139/cpg/2
http://dalmatinskiportal.hr/zivot/nedjeljna-cakula-mislav-biocina--ne-zelimo-biti-dio-mase-
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vjtKKDWXmk
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Audio examples 

 
Od konobe do svjetske baštine 1 [From Tavern to World Heritage Site], Zvoni- 

mir Varošanec, (screenplay, editor, director), Zagreb: HRT, 2017. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPJl7O7lbaM (accessed February 04, 2019) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lPJl7O7lbaM&t=6s (accessed February 04, 

2019) 

 
Klapa Vestibul. Dalmatian song in Split, Croatia. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vjtKKDWXmk (accessed February 

04, 2019) 

 
Ispraćaj Olivera Dragojevića, (Klapa Kontra) [Farewell to Oliver Dragojevic, 

(Klapa Contra)]Split, July 31,2018. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkeSBUlFjkU&t=112s (accessed February 

04, 2019) 

 
Švet Ivane o moga Trogira - Vinko Coce i klapa Trogir I Poljud [Ivana's World 

About My Trogir - Vinko Coce and Klapa Trogir and Poljud].2006. 
https://jpreporter.net/v/%C5%A1vet-ivane-o-moga-trogira-vinko-coce-i-klapa- 

trogir-i-poljud-2006-70XexsbYDTk.html (accessed February 06, 2019) 
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF VOCAL INTONATION 
IN RUSSIAN FOLKLORE 

FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF FOLK TERMINOLOGY 
 
 
 

The study of folk musical terminology, an analysis of the principles 
of the naming of musical phenomena in the traditional folk culture from 
the standpoint of a correlation between language elements and the mu- 
sical phenomena defining them, provides an opportunity to understand 
the very principles of musical thinking. 

In the traditional culture of Russia, there is a vast array of folk ter- 
minology pointing to different types of vocal intonation. The types in 
question are related to the performers’ gender and age on the one hand 
and to specific genres of folk music on the other. The designations of 
the types of musical intonation can be divided into several groups with 
regard to their vocabulary and semantics. One of the most universal and 
widespread terms is the verb pet’ [‘to sing’], which can be applied to a 
large number of folk music genres. The second group of terms desig- 
nates the shouting manner, which is peculiar especially to ritual or sea- 
son-related songs performed mainly by girls and/or women in a loud 
strained voice, usually out of doors. 

The third group of terms is related to the recitative-like manner, 
which is peculiar, on the one hand, to children, who still cannot control 
their voice to sing properly, while on the other hand – to those genres 
of music folklore, for which words are of prime importance. Another 
group of terms, embracing quite a large lexical field, is related to the 
broad [protyazhnïy] singing style, which is distinguished by well-devel- 
oped melodies calling for a long breath. As regards the terms describing 
the performance of laments, a large number of dialectal terms signifying 
plaintive intonation refer to the modes of sound production that are 
characteristic of animals and birds rather than of human beings. 
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Introduction 
 

The study of folk musical terminology, an analysis of the principles of the 

naming of musical phenomena in traditional folk culture from the standpoint of 

a correlation between language elements and musical phenomena defining them, 

provides an opportunity to put oneself in the place of folk performers and to un- 

derstand the very principles of their musical thinking and imagine how musical 

folklore systems look from their perspective. One can achieve significant results 

by applying a comparative approach to an analysis of the musical folklore termi- 

nology of various Slavonic peoples. 

In the traditional culture of Russia, there is a vast array of folk terminol- 

ogy pointing to different types of vocal intonation. The designations of the types 

of musical intonation can be divided into several groups with regard to their vo- 

cabulary and semantics. 

 
Universal terms 

 
One of the most universal and widespread terms is the verb pet’ [‘to 

sing’], which can be applied to a large number of folk music genres distinguished 

by a more or less developed melody. According to folk beliefs, the ability to sing 

(in the strict sense of the word) is characteristic only of the community’s adult 
members, who have already acquired a certain skill in using their voices. This 

term, however, applies also to the voice-related behaviour of other gender and 

age groups, with the exception of children. 

The term pet’ has numerous derivatives with specific semantic nuances: 

perepet’ [‘to “oversing”’] – to overpower another group of singers by singing 

(Yunoki-Oie 2004: 41); perepevat’sya [‘to sing by turns’] – to sing antiphonally 

(Vologda dialect) (Mekhnetsov 2005: 52); opet’, opevat’ [‘to surround by sing- 

ing’] – to praise with a song (Lobkova, Valevskaya 2002, I: 123, 229); pripet’, 
pripevat’ [to draw by singing’] – to unite symbolically a girl and boy as a couple 

through singing (Lobkova, Valevskaya 2002, I: 250; Vostrikov 2000: 59); napet’ 
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[‘to bring on by singing’] – to wish good or bad with a song (Pskov dialect) 
(Pashina 2006: 116); zapet’ – to start singing (Lobkova, Valevskaya 2002, I: 

287). Related terms include zapesnyat’ and zapesnyachivat’ [‘to strike up a song’, 
Cossack usage] (Rudichenko 2004: 335). 

Another fairly universal term, used in Russia’s southern and western re- 

gions as a synonym for pet’, is igrat’ [literally ‘to play’]. In contrast to pet’, how- 

ever, it does not produce derivatives, apart from zaigrat’, i. e. ‘to start singing’ 
(Lobkova, Valevskaya 2002, II: 400; Rudichenko 2004: 334), and obïgrat’, 
obïgrïvat’ – ‘to praise’ (Lobkova, Valevskaya 2002, II: 17). In some southern 

Russian traditions, the terms pet’ and igrat’ are opposed to each other: according 

to folk performers, pet’ applies only to church singing, while the performance of 

songs is described by the term igrat’ (Shchurov 2005: 21). 

 
Terms designating the shouting manner 

 
The second group of terms designates the shouting manner, which is 

particular especially to ritual or season-related songs performed mainly by girls 

and/or women in a loud strained voice, usually out of doors. The definitions of 

this type of intonation emphasize the loudness and intensity of sound delivery: 

krichat’ [‘to shout’] (Mekhnetsov 1989: 19), krichat’ vo vsyu golovu [‘to shout 
with one’s whole head’, in spring ritual songs, Whit Monday songs, etc.] (Pash- 

ina, Engovatova 2003: 22); gukat’, klikat’ vesnu [‘to call the spring’, in the west- 

ern regions] (Pashina, Engovatova 2003: 18), orat’, revet’ [‘to yell’, ‘to roar’] 
(Kaluzhnikova, Kesareva 2001: 10), garkat’ [‘to bark’] (Vostrikov 2000: 50), 

gudet’ (Lobkova, Valevskaya 2002, II: 377), vozgudat’ (Vostrikov 2000: 49), [‘to 
honk’, the Urals region], shumet’ [‘to make noise’, Cossack usage] (Rudichenko 

2004: 373), , rzhat’ [‘to neigh’ like a horse] (Rudichenko 1995: 64). Due to the 
specificity of performance, the folk performers do not regard such pieces as songs 

proper. 

 
Terms related to the recitative-like manner 

 
The third group of terms is related to the recitative-like manner, which is 

particular, on the one hand, to children, who still cannot control their voice to 

sing properly, while on the other hand – to those genres of music folklore, for 
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which words are of prime importance, including children’s songs and calls, 
mother’s folklore (lullabies, nursery rhymes, etc.), epic songs, laments, and dit- 
ties [chastushki]. This terminological group includes the verb govorit’ [‘to 
speak’, ‘to say’, ‘to tell’], its semantic derivatives and synonyms: prigovarivat’ 
(Kaluzhnikova, Kesareva 2001: 10), nagovarivat’ (Kaluzhnikova, Kesareva 

2001: 12), skazïvat’ (Pashina 2005: 259), priskazïvat’ (Rudichenko 2004: 360), 

prichitïvat’ (Lobkova, Valevskaya 2002, I: 106; Giliarova 2015: 38), pribasïvat’ 
(Rudichenko 2004: 358), baukat’ (Rudichenko 2004: 319). In rare instances such 

terms are applied to lyrical songs, if the performers are especially interested in 

communicating their meaning – dokazat’ pesnyu [‘to tell’ the song’, Cossack us- 

age] (Rudichenko 2004: 331). 

 
Terms related to the broad (protyazhnïy) singing style 

 
Another group of terms, embracing quite a large lexical field, is related to 

the broad [protyazhnïy] singing style, which is distinguished by a well-developed 

melody calling for a long breath, as well as by a complex polyphonic texture. 

This style is characteristic especially of slow lyrical songs and, in some traditions, 

of other genres influenced by such songs (for instance, group wedding ritual 

songs or slow round dances). It is important to point out that folk singers often 

consider lyrical songs to be the only songs in the true sense. Their performance 

is a privilege of the community’s adult members, both women and men, whose 
mature age testifies to their ability to use their voices for singing these rather 

complex pieces. 

In the regions peopled by ethnic Russians, this singing style is usually 

associated with the verb tyanut’ [‘to pull’, ‘to drag’] and its derivatives, such as 
vïtyanut’, vïtyagat’ [‘to pull out’] (Kaluzhnikova, Kesareva 2001: 11), rasty- 
agivat’ (Muhamedshina 1991: 153), rastyagat’ (‘to drawl’) (Vostrikov 2000: 50), 
styagivat’ [‘to pull together’] (Shchurov 2005: 21), reflecting the songs’ large 
scale (long duration) and the presence in them of syllables sung in a slow drawl- 

ing manner. 

The songs calling for a broad style are often considered ‘heavy’, for their 

performance requires considerable physical force and deep breathing; hence the 

terms associated with weight-lifting, such as podnyat’ pesnyu [‘to lift the song’] 
(Rudichenko 2004: 331), podïmat’ na golosa or na golosakh [‘to lift on voices’] 
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(Pashina 2005: 410). Since the slow songs are, as a rule, sung polyphonically, in 
the southern regions of Russia the verb podïmat’ [‘to lift’] is sometimes em- 

ployed to designate the performance of the upper solo part (Shishkina 1989: 28). 

In the same sense are used the terms brat’ [‘to take’], brat’ v goru [‘to take up 
(wards)’] (Engovatova 1989: 23). 

Another set of terms hinting at the complex technique of vocalizing long- 
drawn syllables is derived from the verbs gnut’ / peregibat’ [‘to bend’, ‘to curve’] 
and krutit’ / vertet’ [‘to twist’, ‘to twirl’, ‘to roll’]: vïgnut’ pesnyu [‘to curve the 
song’, Cossack usage] (Rudichenko 2004: 323), peregibï delat’ [‘to make 
bends’]1, krutit’ / pokrutit’ golosom [‘to twirl with one’s voice’]2, povorachivat’ 
pesnyu [‘to roll up the song’, northern Russia] (Mekhnetsov 2005: 268). 

There are also terms referring to the idea of a flexible voice that is capable 

to stream or pour [tech’, lit’sya] like a liquid: perelivat’ golosom (Pashina 2005: 

410), igrat’ s perelivom [‘to make the voice stream’, ‘to play streaming’, Cossack 

usage] (Rudichenko 2004: 336). The custom of singing wedding songs under the 

bride’s window at dawn and at sunset is known among the Cossacks as otlivat’ 
zori [‘to pour off the dawn / sunset’] (Rudichenko 2004: 335). In the Smolensk 

region, antiphonal singing is referred to as pet’ naperyaliv [roughly: ‘to sing 
streaming one after another’] (Pashina, Engovatova 2003: 243). 

A big group of terms, associated mainly with slow lyrical songs, but 

sometimes applied also to other folk song genres, refers to the semantics of move- 

ment in its different forms. For instance, the pendulum-like form of melodic 

movement is reflected by terms derived from the verb kachat’ [‘to swing’]: ka- 
chat’ motiv [‘to swing a motif’, Urals region] (Kaluzhnikova, Kesareva 2001: 

11), vïkachivat’ pesnyu [‘to swing the song out’, Vologda] (Mekhnetsov 2005: 
268). Such terms as vilyat’ golosom [‘to wag’] (Rudichenko 2004: 322), 
zavil’nut’, zavilyat’ golosom [‘to wag with one’s voice] (Rudichenko 2004: 333) 

or gul’yat’ golosom [‘to stroll with one’s voice’, Cossack usage] (Rudichenko 
2004: 329) indicate a winding movement, while the expression kruzhit’sya go- 
losami [‘to circle with voices’]3 – a circular movement. 

Some terms are related to the verbs vesti or vodit’ [‘to lead’] and their 
derivatives. The use of attributes belonging to this semantic group is conditioned, 

probably, by the complex nature of the musical form of slow songs, consisting of 

several ‘figures’ [koleni, literally ‘knees’] – long melodic phrases, often with dif- 

ferent final tones (Rudichenko 2004: 340). A full-fledged performance of such 
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songs requires an exact knowledge of all the turns of melodic movement. Hence 
the terms vesti (Rudichenko 2004: 321), vïvodit’ [‘to lead out’ a song or a ‘knee’] 
(Rudichenko 2004: 340), vodit’ golos [‘to lead by the voice’] (Muhamedshina 
1991: 152), vïvodit’ na golosakh [‘to lead out (the song) on voices’] (Pashina 
2005: 410), razvodit’ [‘to lead along’]4, pet’ s vïvodom [roughly: ‘to sing leading 

out’]5, vïvodki vïvodit’ [roughly: ‘to lead out the motifs’, northern Russia]6. Some 

terms of the same group – such as podvodit’ [‘to lead to’] [Engovatova 1989: 23] 

and vzvodit’ [‘to lead up’] (Engovatova 1989: 24) – can stand for ‘singing the 
upper part’. There are also other terms implying some kind of physical move- 

ment. For instance, in the Smolensk region people commonly say gnat’ pesnyu 
[‘to drive the song’] (Belogurova, Nikitina 2016: 788) or, referring to laments, 

yekhat’ v golos [‘to ride with voice’]7. 

These word combinations prove that in the consciousness of folk singers, 

performing a melody is often associated with movement along a certain path. 

Trying to remember a tune, they often say: ‘I cannot find the path’. The best 

weeper (i. e. performer of laments at funerals) of Mezen’, who had lost her son 

shortly before our meeting with her, refused to sing a lament at our request; trying 

to explain her inability to lament, she said: ‘There’s too much roughness in me, I 

don’t see the path’. In other words, her sorrow is too deep, her emotions too pow- 

erful, therefore the words do not come to her and the tune cannot be ‘drawn out’ – 

the voice breaks, and she is unable to put up the composition of the lament. In- 

terestingly, the expressions suggesting a deviation from the right path – such as 

ponesti [here: ‘to bolt’, as in the idiom ‘the horse bolted’ or golos storonoy idët 
[‘the voice moves aside’, Cossack usage] (Rudichenko 1995: 63) – are used when 

one of the singers in an ensemble draws his or her line incorrectly or out of tune. 

In connection with the folk belief that drawing a melodic line is the same 

as moving along a path, I would like to note the so-called putevoy raspev [liter- 

ally: ‘path chant’] in the Old Russian sacred hymnody and to underline that in 
some other types of Old Russian chant, for instance in the three-line chant [troes- 
trochiye], the principal melodic part was termed put’ [‘path’] (Kondrashkova 
2013: 14). The numerous coincidences between the terminology pertaining to 

folk song and to Old Russian sacred chant deserve a special study. 

Returning to the topic of my paper, I would like to point out that terms 

derived from the word golos [‘voice’] are used but very rarely with respect to 

vocal performance. In all probability, this is conditioned by the fact that the 
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voice-related semantics is closely associated with the genre of lament. Only the 
Don Cossacks say vïgolashivat’ pesnyu [roughly: ‘to voice the song’], having in 
view the performance of the upper solo part – the dishkant – in polyphonic tex- 

ture (Rudichenko 2004: 323). 

 
Terms describing the performance of laments 

 
The most widespread terms describing the performance of laments are 

golosit’ (Lobkova, Valevskaya 2002, I: 181), prigolakhivat’ (Lobkova, 

Valevskaya 2002, I: 109), prichitat’, and prichitïvat’ (Kaluzhnikova, Kesareva 

2001: 9), all of which signify crying or wailing in loud voice. If the first two 

terms, derived from golos, emphasize the special mode of voice-related behav- 

iour while singing laments, the second group of terms, derived from chitat’ [‘to 
read’], puts in the forefront the dirge’s verbal aspect. This is attested by such 
expressions as prichitat’ na golos (Vostrikov 2000: 55) or prichitat’ vgolosovuyu 
(Pashina, Engovatova 2003a: 152) [roughly: ‘to read a lament in a loud voice’]. 
At the same time a large number of dialectal terms signifying plaintive intonation 

refers to the modes of sound production that are characteristic of animals and 

birds rather than of human beings: vït’ [‘to howl’] (Lobkova, Valevskaya 2002, 
I: 179), revet’ [‘to roar’] (Vostrikov 2000: 55), ryavkat’ na medvezhiy golos [‘to 
bawl in bear’s voice’] (Kiriushina 1995: 72), kukat’ [‘to cuckoo’ or ‘to crow’] 
(Tolstaya 2008: 477), lëlëkat’ [roughly: ‘to chirp’] (Lobkova, Valevskaya 2002, 
I: 65), etc. 

 
Terms describing the performance of dance songs 

 
In dance and round dance songs, which are dependent on the dancing per- 

son’s physical abilities, the vocal intonation has its own specific features. To de- 

pict the vocalization in such songs, untranslatable words are often used, derived 

from the songs’ traditional refrain lëli: lyalikat’ (Rudichenko 2004: 344), 

lyalëkat’ (southern Russia, the Volga region), etc. The terms reflecting the pecu- 

liarity of performance in other genres based on lively rhythms – for instance, in 

season-related songs – are also sometimes derived from refrains: lalïnkat’ (on the 

performance of volochebnïye Easter songs in the Pskov region) (Lobkova, 

Valevskaya 2002, II: 30). 
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Terms related to a vocal imitation of the sound of musical instru- 

ments 
 

Further, a large body of folk terminology is based on onomatopoeic pho- 

netic clichés, concocted for a vocal imitation of the sound of music instruments 

and used while singing chastushki [humorous ditties] with an onomatopoeic ac- 

companiment of one or several voices. The peculiar sound of accompanying 

voices is depicted by such untranslatable verbs as dililin’kat’, tiririkat’ (Pashina 

2005: 406), lindikat’ (Giliarova 2004: 242), tananïkat’ (Rudichenko 2004: 368), 

etc. 

Finally, special terminology is employed for defining erroneous, disor- 

derly, or false intonation. For this purpose, folk performers virtually everywhere 

use the verbs boronit’ (Pashina 2006: 121) or borozdit’ (Rudichenko 2004: 319) 

[literally: ‘to harrow’, ‘to furrow’], implying a violation of integrity. 
 

Сonclusions 
 

The different types of vocalization are related to the performers’ gender 
and age on the one hand and to specific genres of folk music on the other. 
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Notes 
 

1 Recording in the village Kyssa (Leshukonsky District, Arkhangelsk Region). 1985. 
2 Recording in the village Vozhgora (Leshukonsky District, Arkhangelsk Region). 1984. 
3 Recording in the village Leshukonsk (Arkhangelsk Region). 1987. 
4 Recording in the village Malaia Nisogora (Leshukonsky District, Arkhangelsk Region). 1986. 
5 Recording in the village Koz'mogorodskoe (Mezen District, Arkhangelsk Region). 1987. 
6 Recording in the village Rezia (Leshukonsk District, Arkhangelsk Region). 2004. 
7 Recording in the village Suzdalevka (Khislavichi District, Smolensk Region). 1988. 

Audio examples 

Shouting manner 
Ritual song in the ritual of the funeral of the arrow. Novozybkovsky district of 
the Bryansk region https://www.culture.ru/objects/465/obryad-pokhoron-strely- 
v-novozybkovskom-raione-bryanskoi-oblasti#video-materials-3 

 
Recitative-like manner 
Songs for the entertainment of children. Sverdlovsk region https://www.cul- 
ture.ru/objects/417/materinskii-pesennyi-folklor-sverdlovskoi-oblasti 
https://www.culture.ru/objects/417/materinskii-pesennyi-folklor-sverdlovskoi- 
oblasti 

 
Broad (protyazhnïy) singing style 

Lyrical song. Pchelinovka village of the Voronezh region (southern Russia) 
https://www.culture.ru/objects/504/pesennaya-tradiciya-sela-pchelinovka-voro- 

nezhskoi-oblasti 

Lyrical song. Malaya Nisogora village of the Arkhangelsk Region (north of 
Russia) https://www.culture.ru/objects/423/sistema-sezzhikh-prazdnikov-i-ikh- 
muzykalnoe-oformlenie-v-leshukonskom-raione-arkhangelskoi-oblasti 

 
Performance of laments 
Laments lëlëkat’ during harvest. Pskov region 
https://www.culture.ru/objects/462/zhatvennaya-obryadnost-severno- 
pskovskoi-tradicii#video-materials-1 
Funeral Lament. Cheryomukhа village of the Bryansk region 
https://www.culture.ru/objects/458/pokhoronnyi-obryad-derevni-cheryomukha- 
kletnyanskogo-raiona-bryanskoi-oblasti 

http://www.culture.ru/objects/465/obryad-pokhoron-strely-
http://www.culture.ru/objects/417/materinskii-pesennyi-folklor-sverdlovskoi-
http://www.culture.ru/objects/417/materinskii-pesennyi-folklor-sverdlovskoi-
http://www.culture.ru/objects/504/pesennaya-tradiciya-sela-pchelinovka-voro-
http://www.culture.ru/objects/504/pesennaya-tradiciya-sela-pchelinovka-voro-
http://www.culture.ru/objects/423/sistema-sezzhikh-prazdnikov-i-ikh-
http://www.culture.ru/objects/423/sistema-sezzhikh-prazdnikov-i-ikh-
http://www.culture.ru/objects/462/zhatvennaya-obryadnost-severno-
http://www.culture.ru/objects/462/zhatvennaya-obryadnost-severno-
http://www.culture.ru/objects/458/pokhoronnyi-obryad-derevni-cheryomukha-
http://www.culture.ru/objects/458/pokhoronnyi-obryad-derevni-cheryomukha-
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Performance of dance songs 
Dance song. Pchelinovka village of the Voronezh region https://www.cul- 
ture.ru/objects/504/pesennaya-tradiciya-sela-pchelinovka-voronezhskoi-oblasti 
Dance song. Pоdseredneе village of the Belgorod region https://www.cul- 
ture.ru/objects/2821/pesennaya-tradiciya-sela-podserednee-alekseevskogo- 
raiona-belgorodskoi-oblasti 

 
Vocal imitation of the sound of music instruments 
Chastushki. Nizhnyaya Pokrovka village of the Belgorod region 
https://www.culture.ru/objects/477/ispolnitelskaya-tradiciya-sela-nizhnyaya- 
pokrovka-krasnogvardeiskogo-raiona-belgorodskoi-oblasti 
Stradaniya (love affliction). Nizhnyaya Pokrovka village of the Belgorod re- 
gion https://www.culture.ru/objects/477/ispolnitelskaya-tradiciya-sela-nizh- 
nyaya-pokrovka-krasnogvardeiskogo-raiona-belgorodskoi-oblasti 
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RUSSIAN LYRICAL SONGS IN THE REPERTOIRE OF ERZYA AND 
MOKSHA MORDVINS: MULTIPART SINGING AND RELATED EMIC 

TERMINOLOGY 
 
 
 

Recent fieldwork in Mordovia has revealed that Russian songs – es- 
pecially lyrical – have an important place in the repertoire of the con- 
temporary Erzya and Moksha Mordvins. This is not surprising, because 
the Mordvins and Russians have lived on the same territory for many 
centuries. The observations during fieldwork give evidence that the 
Mordovian singers really enjoy singing Russian songs and perform 
them even more skillfully than the local Russians. 

The Mordvins and Russians both have developed traditions of mul- 
tipart singing, and the possible interrelation between their multipart 
styles is an interesting research question. This article investigates the 
modes of multipart singing used by the Mordvins in the performance of 
Russian lyrical songs and compares them with traditional Mordovian 
singing practices. The analysis is based on the multichannel sound re- 
cordings made in 2014–2018 in several Erzya and Moksha villages. As 
an example, the Russian lyrical soldier song Ой, да ты калинушка (Oi, 
da ty kalinushka) [Oh, you guelder rose] is used. 

The analysis reveals that: (1) in several performances of the song Ой, 
да ты калинушка, the Mordovian stylistic features manifest them- 
selves in the drone-like character of the upper subsidiary part, which is 
added to the main heterophonic part; (2) some Moksha choirs apply 
Mordovian multipart singing techniques to Russian songs, creating a 
mixed style which is characterized by the division of the singers into 
three or four specific drone-like parts; (3) the old native Mordovian 
terms for the polyphonic parts are no longer in use; (4) the singers name 
the parts using numbers and have also adopted the Russian term 
подголосок; (5) the changes in the terminology have led to changes in 
the singers’ conceptualization about the multipart texture, as well as in 
the sound outcome itself. 
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Russian lyrical songs in the repertoire of Erzya and Moksha 

Mordvins: Multipart singing and related emic terminology 
 

The Moksha and Erzya Mordvins are Finno-Ugric peoples who live in the 
Volga-Ural region of Russia. Together they constitute 42 percent of the popula- 
tion of the Republic of Mordovia; 51 percent of Mordovia’s population are Rus- 
sians. The Mordvins are one of the few Finno-Ugric peoples who are known for 
their rich tradition of multipart singing. They have several autochthonous types 
of multipart singing which are of a very old origin. However, the newer stylistic 
layer of the Mordovian song tradition is influenced by the Russian singing style 
and, like many other peoples of Russia, the Mordvins also sing Russian songs.1 

During my recent fieldwork in Mordovia, I had the opportunity to witness 
that Russian songs have an important place in the repertoire of the contemporary 
Mordvins. This is not surprising, because the Mordvins and Russians have lived 
on the same territory for many centuries, their villages are located close to each 
other, the populations of many villages are mixed, and the Mordvins speak Rus- 
sian very well and can understand the texts of Russian songs. My impression 
during fieldwork was that the Mordovian singers really enjoy singing Russian 
songs and perform them very skillfully. 

The present research is based on materials collected by the joint ethno- 
graphic expeditions of the Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre, Tallinn, and 
the N. P. Ogarev Mordovian State University, Saransk, which took place in 2014–
2018. A total of fifteen villages were visited, among them nine Moksha and six 
Erzya villages.2 All of the sound recordings were made using multitrack 
techniques, which means that every singer had her own microphone and after- 
wards it was possible to listen to each voice separately. This method allows us to 
observe the process of multipart singing in great detail. 

Practically all the choirs that we recorded performed Russian songs as 
well as their Mordovian repertoire. Quite often it was the singers themselves who 
proposed singing Russian songs; at other times I asked them to do this (usually 
at the end of the recording sessions, since the main goal of the fieldwork was to 
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collect Mordovian songs). To my question of whether they could also sing Rus- 
sian songs, the singers usually answered: “Yes, of course, if you need them”. The 
Russian songs came very easily to them, and it was obvious that they are a natural 
part of the choirs’ repertoire. In our conversations the singers claimed that the 
Mordvins have always sung Russian songs, and that in the past they learned them 
from their Russian neighbours or during village festivities [ярмарки]. Comment- 
ing on some Russian songs (mostly the lyrical ones), the singers often said that 
they were “very, very old” and that their grandmothers had sung them. It is inter- 
esting that Russian repertoire has survived among the Mordvins without any in- 
stitutional support, given that Russian songs are not the repertoire that the choirs 
prepare for festivals or for other concert occasions. If the Mordovian singers sing 
these songs, they do it only for their own pleasure. I was also repeatedly told that 
the older Russian repertoire is better preserved among the Mordvins than among 
the local Russians, and this indeed turned out to be the case. 

The Mordvins’ repertoire of Russian songs includes mainly lyrical songs 
of older and more recent origin, some wedding songs and round songs. The 
Mordvins also sing the short humoristic songs known as chastushky in the Rus- 
sian and Mordovian languages, and perform some Russian song tunes with Mor- 
dovian texts. There are many round songs in the Mordovian languages with Rus- 
sian words in the refrain. The Russian repertoire also includes composed songs 
from the Soviet time as well as songs by contemporary composers. 

This article focuses on the older lyrical songs and particularly on the com- 
parative analysis of several performances of the lyrical soldier song Ой, да ты 
калинушка (Oi, da ty kalinushka) [Oh, you guelder rose]. This song has been 
chosen for analysis since it is very well-known throughout the whole territory of 
Russia, and many Mordovian choirs were able to sing it. The goals of the analysis 
are (1) to reveal the creative approaches of the Mordovian singers to the interpre- 
tation of the Russian songs, (2) to describe the mixed stylistic forms which 
emerge in connection with the Russian repertoire, and (3) to discuss the changes 
in the Mordovian native terminology related to multipart singing, which are 
partly the result of Russian influences. 

Before any analysis of the mixed stylistic forms, the Moksha and Erzya 
autochthonous multipart singing styles should first be described. For this pur- 
pose, we will use the classification proposed by the distinguished Mordovian eth- 
nomusicologist Nikolai Boyarkin in his publication “The Monuments of Mordo- 
vian Folk Music” (Boyarkin 1984: 12-22; Boyarkin 1988: 41-52). 
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According to Boyarkin, the most ancient type of collective singing to be 
found among the Mordvins is heterophony (Boyarkin 1984: 13; Boyarkin 1988: 
41-43). In this case the singers are not divided into parts and the harmonic sonor- 
ities emerge as a result of the inherent variation. This style is characteristic of 
some calendric and wedding songs. During our fieldwork we recorded only some 
rare short examples of this style. 

The second style, which has been found only among the Erzya in the Mid- 
dle Transvolga region, is the so-called drone diaphony, where the upper part con- 
tains the main melody and the lower part  is  a  syllabic  drone  (Boyarkin  1988: 
43-44). 

The most original style of the Moksha and Erzya song tradition is called 
by Nikolai Boyarkin drone two- and three-part singing [двух-, трёхголосная 
бурдонная полифония] (Boyarkin 1984: 12, 13-20; Boyarkin 1988: 44-47). In 
this style, the singers are consciously divided into two or three textural parts, of 
which the lower and/or the upper subsidiary parts are built around one scale note 
(the modal tonic or the fifth), thus imparting to the whole some of the features of 
drone polyphony. The main part – in the three-part songs it is situated in the mid- 
dle – is named by Moksha singers морa вайгяль (mora vaigyal’) and by Erzya 
singers моро вайгель (moro vaigyel’) [‘the voice of the song’]; the native terms 
for the drone-like subsidiary parts are in the Moksha tradition алу вайгяль (alu 
vaigyal’) [the ‘lower voice’] and вяри вайгяль (vyari vaigyal’) [the ‘upper 
voice’], and in the Erzya tradition эчке вайгель (echkye vaigyel’) [the ‘thick 
voice’] and човине вайгель (chovine vaigyel’) [the ‘thin voice’]. All the parts are 
usually performed by several singers in a heterophonic manner. The most devel- 
oped forms of this style occur in the lyrical and epic songs with long tunes; this 
type of singing is also characteristic of wedding songs. The tunes are mostly 
based on pentatonic scales of a wide range. In the harmony there are many fifths, 
fourths and seconds. 

Since the style of the drone two- and three-part singing is especially im- 
portant for the present research, an example of this style is provided in figure 1. 
It seems that in this performance (or more precisely in this particular strophe) the 
main part (морa вайгяль) is performed by four singers – see the third, fifth, sixth 
and seventh staves. Their melodic variants are within the range of the perfect fifth 
and use the four lower notes of the scale (A-C-D-E). The performers of this part, 
however, do not sing in unison, but sing heterophonically. The upper part (вяри 
вайгяль) is performed by three singers – the first, second and fourth staves – also 
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heterophonically. They use the whole range of the scale, but mostly alternate the 
modal fifth and seventh (the scale notes E and G); the modal fifth is the main 
pivotal note of this part. As one can see in the score, the вяри вайгяль is too 
mobile a part to be named just a ‘drone’; in some articles Boyarkin characterizes 
both the drone-like parts as the ‘ostinato voices’ (Boyarkin 1980: 91). In this 
performance the lower part (алу вайгяль) is presented only by one singer – see 
the eighth stave. She uses the three lower scale notes – A-C-D; however, the 
lower part may use only two lower notes, mostly repeating the modal tonic. 

 
Figure 1. The Moksha mythological song Келу (Kelu) [Birch], recorded in 1976 

in Levzha village. Notation by Nikolai Boyarkin (Boyarkin 1984: 27); the polyphonic 
parts are defined and designated by Žanna Pärtlas. 
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The fourth style of Mordovian multipart singing, according to Boyarkin, 
is the late two-part singing style, which is characterized by the motion of the 

upper subsidiary voice in parallel thirds with the lower main voice (Boyarkin also 

names this type the style of the duplicate thirds [терцовая втора]), (Boyarkin 

1984: 12, 20-22; Boyarkin 1988: 48-52). In the cadences the upper voice usually 

goes to the octave above the modal tonic. This style is closely related to some 

styles of Russian and Ukrainian multipart singing, and Boyarkin does not con- 

sider it an autochthonous Mordovian style. He also notes that while the Erzya 

Mordvins use the style of the duplicate thirds in its pure form, the Moksha Mord- 

vins mostly use mixed forms, where this style is intermixed with the specifically 

Mordovian drone style (Boyarkin 1984: 12). 

It would be logical to suppose that the lyrical Russian songs stylistically 
belong to this late two-part singing style in both the Mordovian and Russian per- 

formance practices. Unfortunately, during our fieldwork in Mordovia we were 

not able to record the song Ой, да ты калинушка in a Russian performance. 

Therefore, as a Russian example of this song, I provide the notation of a perfor- 

mance recorded in Krasnoyarsk Kray in 2017 (figure 2), taking into account that 

in this case we are dealing with a very popular song well known throughout the 

whole territory of Russia. In this example the multipart singing style is very sim- 

ilar to Boyarkin’s description of the late two-part singing style – the motion in 

parallel thirds prevails, and at the ends of the phrases the octaves on the modal 

tonic occur. 

 

 

Figure 2. The Russian lyrical song Ой, да ты калинушка, recorded in 2017 in 
Shalinskoye village, Krasnoyarsk Kray (notation by Žanna Pärtlas).3 

 
In the analysis of the Mordovian performances of the song Ой, да ты 

калинушка which follows, we begin with the variants that are stylistically similar 

to the supposed Russian original. Figure 3 includes the notations of three perfor- 

mances of this song – two of them from Erzya villages and one from a Moksha 

village. They are shown together for the purposes of comparison, since they all 
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realize the same textural principle: the lower part, which contains the main mel- 
ody, is sung collectively in a heterophonic manner (on the lower stave of each 

example some heterophonic divergences can be seen), while the upper part is a 

subsidiary voice, which is sung by a soloist and called by the singers подголосок 
(podgolosok) (the Russian folk term for a subsidiary voice). 

 

 
Figure 3. The song Ой, да ты калинушка, performed by three Mordovian 

choirs: а) the Erzya village Novaya Pyrma (Kochkurovsky district), 2017; b) the Erzya 
village Muran’ (Kochkurovsky district), 2015; c) the Moksha village Novye Verhissy 
(Insarsky district), 2018 (notations by Žanna Pärtlas). The number ‘3’ designates the 
interval of a third between the upper and lower parts; the symbol ‘x’ designates the oc- 
taves above the modal tonic in the upper part. 

 

Interesting differences can be observed in the structure of the upper sub- 

sidiary voice подголосок. This is generally coordinated with the lower part at the 

interval of a third. In the first performance (figure 3a) there are many such points 

where the upper part constitutes the thirds with the lower part (in the notation 

these points are shown by the symbol ‘3’). In the second performance (figure 3b) 

the number of such points diminishes from the second phrase of the chorus part. 
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And in the third example (figure 3c) there are very few such instances in any of 
the phrases. Thus, we can state that the importance of the principle of duplicate 
thirds decreases from the first to the third performance. 

The second principle which can be noticed in the structure of the 

подголосок is the repetition of the upper modal tonic (the scale note E) (in the 

notations its occurrences are designated by the symbol ‘x’). In the first perfor- 

mance (figure 3a) the upper tonic emerges mainly at the beginning and end of the 

phrases. In the second performance (figure 3b) the number of the repeated E notes 

increases. In the third variant (figure 3c) the repetition of the scale note E be- 

comes almost an octave drone. If we say, in a simplified way, that the character- 

istic feature of the Russian multipart singing style is its movement in parallel 

thirds, while the characteristic feature of Mordovian multipart singing is its 

drone-like repetition, we can state that the first performance of the song is ‘the 
most Russian’ and the third one ‘the most Mordovian’. However, we should re- 

member that the typical Mordovian upper drone uses the modal fifth, not the 

octave. 

The performance of the song Ой, да ты калинушка provided in figure 4 

is even more ‘Mordovian’. The drone-like repetition occurs to a greater or lesser 

extent in all parts and voices. The most ostinato voice is the подголосок (see the 

upper stave). The other voices do not constitute the heterophonic main part – they 

are divided into two or even three functional parts. The performance is less mel- 

ismatic. However, in the harmonic result the interval of the third still prevails. 
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Figure 4. The song Ой, да ты калинушка, recorded in 2015 in Ogaryovo village 
(Ruzayevsky district) (notation by Žanna Pärtlas). 

 
The version that shows the greatest influence of the Mordovian drone two- and 

three-part singing style is the one recorded in the Moksha village Staraya Teriz- 

morga (figure 5). The merging of ethnic styles is easier to understand if the per- 

formance of this Russian song is compared with the Moksha repertoire of the 

same choir. For comparison the Moksha lyrical song Саразонь Керьгонь 
Ваньканесь (Sarazon’ Kergon’ Van’kanyes’) [Van’ka from Sarazon’ Ker’ga vil- 

lage] is provided in figure 6. 
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Figure 5. The song Ой, да ты калинушка, recorded in 2017 in Staraya Teriz- 
morga village (Staroshaygovsky district) (notation by Žanna Pärtlas). 

 
 

Figure 6. The Moksha lyrical song Саразонь Керьгонь Ваньканесь, recorded 
in 2017 in Staraya Terizmorga village (Staroshaygovsky district) (notation by Žanna 
Pärtlas). 
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In the score of the Mordovian song (figure 6) the typical parts of the Mok- 
sha drone three-part singing style are all present: the main part мора вайгяль, 

the lower subsidiary part алу вайгяль and the upper subsidiary part вяри вайгяль. 

The алу вайгяль, which mostly repeats the modal tonic E, is sung here by one 

singer (see the stave 6). The melodic lines of two singers (staves 4 and 5) have 

the features of both the мора вайгяль and алу вайгяль. The вяри вайгяль, which 

is characterized by the typical alternations of the modal fifth (B) and seventh (D), 

is performed by two singers (staves 2 and 3). However, the вяри вайгяль is not 

the highest voice in this song. There is an even higher part here (stave 1), which 

is the drone-like voice, the pivotal note of which is the octave above the tonic E. 

This is a relatively new textural element in Mordovian songs, and one which was 

not described by Nikolai Boyarkin. The singers refer to this part as to 

подголосок, using the Russian folk term, and it is quite similar to the подголосок 
in figure 3. 

If we return now to the song Ой, да ты калинушка, let us compare the 

multipart texture of this song (figure 5) with the Moksha song analysed above 

(figure 6). In the score of the Russian song one can find the same textural parts 

as in the Moksha song. The melodic lines on the three lower staves (4, 5, 6) in- 

clude the repetitions of the modal tonic E characteristic of the алу вайгяль, and 

the anhemitonic motives on the scale notes E-G-A characteristic of both the мора 
вайгяль and алу вайгяль. Therefore, these parts are designated in the score as 

being intermediate between мора and алу вайгяль. Such intermediate parts are 

also typical of the Moksha songs performed by the same choir. The melodic lines 

on staves 2 and 3 are very similar to the вяри вайгяль part of the Moksha songs, 

since they include the repetitions and alternations of the modal fifth and seventh 

(the scale notes B and D). On stave 3 there is also the descending cadence motif 

D-B-E very typical of the вяри вайгяль. And finally, on stave 1 one can find the 

so-called подголосок – the upper part built around the octave above the modal 

tonic and supposedly borrowed from the Russian songs. This performance is an 

interesting example of how the Moksha singers manage to interpret the diatonic 

Russian tune using the techniques of the Mordovian pentatonic multipart songs. 

It is also interesting to note that the harmonic result is quite dissonant, containing 

many seconds and fourths (see the harmonic scheme on the stave below the mul- 

titrack score). 
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With respect to the folk terminology, besides the regular use of the Rus- 
sian term подголосок a more significant change has taken place during recent 

decades. I asked many Moksha singers in the different villages how they divide 

themselves into parts, how many parts they use, and how they name these parts. 

Very often the first reaction to such questions was laughter and answers such as: 

“We have as many voices (i.e. parts) as there are singers in the choir”, or “We do 

not know. Everyone shouts as she can”, or “You are educated people, you know 
better”, etc. However, if they gave us their explanations, they did not use the 
terminology described by Boyarkin. Although in conversation they would use the 

words алу вайгяль or вяри вайгяль mentioned by Boyarkin, it seemed that these 

were not specific terms, but that they were merely using the everyday words with 

their direct meaning – the ‘lower voice’ and ‘upper voice’. For the special names 

of the parts the singers tend to use numbers, as in ‘the first voice’, ‘the second 
voice’ or ‘the third voice’. The most specific term mentioned by Boyarkin, the 
морa вайгяль (‘the voice of the song’), which should be the name of the main 
part, is completely unknown among contemporary Moksha singers. They name 

this part ‘the second voice’ or ‘the middle voice’, and I was never told that this 
part was the main part. I also have the impression that the singers who perform 

what they call ‘the second voice’ often tend to sing something in between the 
main and the lower part, using only the three lower scale notes. Thus it seems to 

me that the concept of the main part is disappearing not only from their folk ter- 

minology, but also from their performance practice. 

In conclusion it can be said that the above analysis of the performances of 

the Russian song by the Mordovian singers reveals that (1) some of them, 

especially the Erzya, sing the Russian songs in the “pure” Russian style; (2) in 
many performances the Mordovian stylistic features manifest themselves in the 

drone-like character of the подголосок and other parts, and also in the use of 

pentatonic motives; (3) some Moksha choirs apply the Mordovian multipart sing- 

ing techniques to the Russian songs, creating a mixed style; (4) the old native 

terms for the multipart singing parts are no longer in use, but have been substi- 

tuted by numbering the parts, and one extra part is added, which is referred to 

using the Russian term подголосок; (5) the changes in the terminology have led 

to changes in the singers’ conceptualization about multipart texture, as well as in 

the multipart texture itself. 
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The stylistic adaptation of the repertoire of other ethnic origin is a wide- 
spread phenomenon in traditional music, and it deserves more thorough investi- 

gation at both analytical and theoretical level. Paradoxically, the analysis of the 

mixed stylistic forms is an interesting research question not only in itself, but also 

as a means to better understand the essence of the native style, since in the process 

of musical adaptation the distinctive features of the latter manifest themselves 

with particular clarity. 
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Notes 
 

1 The question concerning the adaptation of Russian folk songs by other peoples of Russia has 
not been much investigated. With respect to the Finno-Ugric peoples, this phenomenon has been 
considered in publications by Lapin (1977), Ryabova (1984) and Molchanova (2011). 
2 The villages where the fieldwork was conducted are as follows: the Moksha villages – Staraya 
Terizmorga and Ryazanovka (Staroshaygovsky district), Levzha and Ogaryovo (Ruzayevsky dis- 
trict), Staroye Drakino and Parapino (Kovylkinsky district), Kolopino (Krasnoslobodsky district), 
Novye Verhissy (Insarsky district), Payovo (Kadoshkinsky district); the Erzya villages – Pov- 
odimovo, Ardatovo, Chindyanovo and Morga (Dubjonkinsky district), Muran’ and Novaya 
Pyrma (Kochkurovsky district). 
3 The source of the video recording is https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXEk_58OotM; pub- 
lished by Ivan Petelin 29.03.2017 (accessed November 27, 2018). 
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NORTHWEST RUSSIAN FIGHT DANCE LOMAT’SYA IN LOCAL AND 
NATIONAL DISCOURSES: MUSIC ANTHROPOLOGY OF 

VIOLENCE, MASCULINITY, AND CULTURAL CRITICISM 
 
 
 

The article presents the lesser-known practice of a male dance in 
Northwest and North Russia, closely related to ritualized fights at parish 
fairs. While incorporating instrumental music and quatrain singing in 
the combative situation was widespread, fight dances were more com- 
mon in the Pskov and the Vologda oblasts (provinces). Recent ethnog- 
raphies reveal the persistent fascination with the vanished tradition of 
lomat’sya in both local discourses and urban revival. 

Drawing from evolutionary psychology (Pinker), popular music 
studies (Johnson, Cloonan), anthropology and ethnomusicology of war 
and violence (Pettan) as well as from cultural criticism (Peterson) the 
article discusses general issues of male culture and anthropology of vi- 
olence. Martial-art revivals can be understood in a context of modern 
popular culture as a strategy for reclaiming masculinity against the he- 
gemony of postmodernism. 

 
Keywords: fight dance, music and violence, humanitarian revolution, 
male culture, revival 

 
 

Equality is not the empirical claim that 
all groups of humans are interchangea- 
ble; it is the moral principle that individ- 
uals should not be judged or constrained 
by the average properties of their group. 

Steven Pinker (2002:485) 
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Introduction 
 

In the late Soviet perestroika era, a hitherto little-known phenomenon of 

traditional culture entered the Russian folklore discourse: village fights (draki1), 

common in European Russia until the mid-20th century, and a related regional 

dance genre. 

The present paper gives an overview of the social framework of village 

fights, based on fieldwork in the Pskov oblast between 1994 and 2007, and on 

recent ethnographies, including observations previously presented in German 

(Morgenstern 2007). I will also briefly consider local discourses on fights and 

fight dances as well as their role in contemporary urban culture. 

Draki and their underlying concepts are a distinct part of male culture. 

Therefore, perspectives from evolutionary psychology, cultural anthropology, as 

well as of anthropology and ethnomusicology of violence have to be discussed in 

advance. 

 
Male culture and evolutionary psychology 

 
Differences in male and female patterns of behavior are manifest in any 

society. The relation of social and biological factors was discussed in a pioneer- 

ing work of feminist theory, published by John Stuart Mill, yet written in co- 

authorship with his wife Harriet Taylor Mill: 

 
I deny that any one knows or can know, the nature of the two sexes, 
as long as they have only been seen in their present relation to one 
another (Mill 1870: 88). 

 
no one can safely pronounce that if women’s nature were left to 
choose its direction as freely as men’s, and if no artificial bent were 
attempted to be given to it except that required by the conditions of 
human society, and given to both sexes alike, there would be any ma- 
terial difference, or perhaps any difference at all, in the character and 
capacities which would unfold themselves. (ibid. 105) 
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While the Mills left the question open, in the humanities, differences in 
behavior and mindset of the two sexes are generally declared to be socially con- 
structed. However, if a considerable part of these differences can be found in all 

cultures of the world and in all periods of human history, it seems that there is 

some deeper reason than what is described as “doing gender” or dismissed as 
“stereotypes”. A more open-minded and more evidence-based approach is of- 

fered by evolutionary anthropology and psychology. 

According to Anthony C. Lopez “Males are more willing than females to 

participate in both offensive and defensive aggression” (Lopez 2017, hypothesis 
3). In the history of mankind, it is typically males who take on the dangerous 

roles of hunters, warriors, sailors, firefighters, rugby players and others. The ad- 

vantage of using tools and weapons in typical male activities entailed a stronger 

male interest in technology. One result is the so-called “gender-equality para- 

dox”—the “underrepresentation of girls and women in science, technology, en- 

gineering” (Stoet, Geary 2018: abstract), notably in modern gender-equal socie- 

ties, where economic and social pressure on career decision-making plays a mi- 

nor role. 

The gender-equality paradox and cross-cultural studies in recent evolu- 

tionary psychology (Baron-Cohen 2013) give an answer to the question Harriet 

Taylor and John Stuart Mill were not able to solve under the condition of the 

patriarchal society of Victorian England. One cannot say that the results confirm 

the assumptions of the social constructivists. 

 
Cultural anthropology of male violence 

 
In modern Western societies warfare and sports are largely separate fields 

of activity—the former to be avoided, the latter socially accepted and promoted, 

even if they include controlled violence. In traditional societies, however, team 

and combat sports may have a much more violent character. Therefore prior to 

dealing with particular forms of socially accepted violent behavior, we need to 

address the relationship of culture and male violence in an anthropological per- 

spective. 

Russian anthropologists discuss male culture, in traditional societies 
(Morozov 2001 ed.), in traditional and modern societies (Morozov 2004 ed.), as 

well as men in extreme situations (Morozov 2007 ed.). Neither romanticizing, 
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nor demonizing masculinity, and being aware of its productive aspects and dark 
sides alike, the authors seem to be closer to evidence-based psychology than to 

the postmodernist discourse—let alone overtly sexist claims of “toxic masculin- 

ity”. They show in which cultural formations and to which extent violence is 

accepted or dismissed, promoted or reduced. And here, again, historical anthro- 

pology comes into play. 

As Steven Pinker (2011) informs us, armed conflicts throughout human 

history have continuously decreased. The humanitarian revolution, the radical 

reduction of violence in societal and private life is a fruit of the European enlight- 

enment. In pre-modern social formations, however, male violence, including sex- 

ualized violence, can be accepted as an integral part of culture. According to an- 

thropologist Elena Okladnikova: “[i]n traditional culture of nearly all nomadic 
societies the sexual act is incorporated the context of strategies of warfare” 
(Okladnikova 2004: 21). Male sexuality is expected to be used “for installing 
relations of domination and subordination (mass rape and killing of women dur- 

ing acts of war)” (ibid.). Patterns of Central Asian warrior culture (raiding econ- 

omy) were inherited by the Cossacks. From Nikolai Gogol’s Taras Bulba (chap- 

ter 4) we learn that a young man without war “cannot exist”. 
Agricultural societies played a crucial role in the preparation of the hu- 

manitarian revolution, when war ceased to be a social value in itself. Russian 

peasant folklore (recruits’ laments, lyrical songs) shows how the tragic experi- 
ence of war and military service brings disbalance to social and to private life. 

It’s mainly in the Cossack repertoire where genres glorifying warfare and robbery 

have a prominent place. 

This does not mean that controlled or symbolic male violence can con- 

tinue to be accepted in agricultural and even in modern societies in one way or 

another. Sport and other modern leisure activities offer a space for young men 

both to articulate and control the patterns of collective aggressiveness and risky 

challenges inherited by evolution. While the social prestige of male violence has 

decreased, the attractiveness of men’s physical strength to women hasn’t—even 

if it doesn’t play a considerable practical role in modern life. 
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Ethnomusicology and violence 
 

According to Bruno Nettl, music “is always there when competition and 
conflict are ritualized” (Nettl 2015: 42). This is true for symbolic violence in 

combative and team sports as well as for manifest violence in war. British musi- 

cal writer Edmondstoune Duncan devised a triple temporal model of music in 

war of medieval times: 

 
Minstrelsy in such times played a triple rôle. It first fanned a martial 
flame. It was then in the van of the march to the field, where it spurred 
the actual fight. And afterwards, when the deed was done, it became 
song in the victors’ mouths. (Duncan 1914: 572) 

 
Duncan expected that “[w]ar music will probably never again lift its boastful head 

in actual fight” (ibid. 574). However, as Wolfgang Suppan has shown, in pre- 

cisely the same “actual fights” (World War I), “the soldiers, cheered-up by the 

trumpet which ‘knows how to encourage even coward souls’ are storming into 
the death” (Suppan 1983: 75). 

Svanibor Pettan offers a slightly different triple model of the basic func- 

tions of war music: “encouragement” (of the fighters), “provocation and some- 

times humiliation” (of those seen as enemies), and “call for the involvement of 
those not directly endangered” (third parties from abroad) (Pettan 1994: 13). Not 

by chance, in the Croatian war, popular music held a prominent position (ibid. 

14). And popular music is the field where music and violence is elaborated most 

convincingly. In their historically well-informed study Dark side of the tune 
Bruce Johnson and Martin Cloonan (2009) make a case both against “moral 
panic” and romanticist idealization of counter cultures in popular music studies. 

Most productive is the distinction between incitement and arousal to violence. 

The former as a “[p]ersuasion to act” (ibid. 104), is typically related to song texts, 

the latter, “a potential response by the listener” (ibid. 123) to sonority. 

Jonathan P.J. Stock discusses music and violence, drawing from “vio- 

lence in cotemporaneous neoliberal societies” (Stock 2018: 4), “cultural brutali- 
ties of colonial states” (ibid. 5), “[s]tate violence“ (ibid. 7) and what he calls 
“systemic violence in the modern world” (ibid.). Thus, beside radical groups 
(ibid. 8) the main agents of violence are the usual suspects of the postcolonial 
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debate. A music anthropology of violence, however, should not ignore the role 
of the modern nation state in the humanitarian revolution (Pinker). And if ethno- 

musicology has any humanistic claims, we should not shy away from using our 

knowledge for a critical analysis of traditional societies cultivating violence and 

of any aestheticization of violence in music2. 

 
Village fights (draki) in 20th-century Russia 

 
Ritualized, public fights at parish fairs in Russia, as a specific male com- 

bative practice, go back to the late 19th century (Morgenstern 2007: 140; Kholod- 

naya 2005: 193). They declined in the 1950s after the renewed ban on religious 

festivities under Khrushchev, the rural exodus and the switch of the remaining 

youth to more modern means of amusement. Short but substantial studies have 

been written by Russian anthropologists Igor’ Morozov (1997), Tatyana Shche- 

panskaya (2001) and Vera Kholodnaya (2005). Later ethnomusicologists took up 

the issue (Mekhnetsov, Popova 2007; Morgenstern 2007). 

Main protagonists of village fights are groups of unmarried young men 

from one village or part of a larger settlement under the leadership of the ataman 
(a romantic reference to the Cossack commander). The usual size of a group is 

10 to 15 (Morozov 1997: 112), rarely 40 to 50 (Mekhnetsov, Popova 2007: 148). 

Contrary to Russian fist-fighting (kulachnyi boy) and stick-fighting (Gor- 

bunov 19973; Kholodnaya 2005: 196f.) in the draki dangerous tools came into 

use. All ethnographies mention knives, stones, and lead weights. As a result, 

deaths could easily occur at parish fairs.The main motivation for fights is the 

demonstration of physical strength. Shchepanskaya points to young males’ posi- 

tion on the marriage marked and even to the possibility to diminish the physical 

attractiveness of rivals (Shchepanskaya 2001: 156f). The direct reason for the 

fights were mostly conflicts “because of girls” (cf. ibid. 145f. 153). While 
fighting, strictly limited to the temporal frame of the fair, was socially accepted, 

and even expected, a pretext anyway was needed to justify the confrontation. Its 

main goal is to chase the rival male group from the fair and leave the floor, par- 

ticularly the dance floor, open to the winners. 

Anthropologists explain the function of village fights as combative train- 

ing (Mekhnetsov, Popova 2007: 149) or as “a form of transmission of cultural 

norms of violence to a new age cohort” (Shchepanskaya 2013: 144). According 
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to Morozov the draki are an “important mechanism, regulating the interrelations 
within youth groups […], as well as between them” (Morozov 1997: 108). Kho- 

lodnaya points out their significance for male socialization, with regard to group 

solidarity, self-control (Kholodnaya 2005: 193f.) but also for “eliminating super- 

fluous male aggressiveness” (ibid. 193). Shchepanskaya emphasizes the func- 

tional ties between draki and reproductive capacities and perspectives. 

A comparison between draki and traditional fist-fighting reveals more dif- 

ferences than similarities: 

 
 Fist-fighting 

(kulachnyi boy) 

Village fight 

(draka) 

Counterparties Territorial male groups, 

youth and adults 

Territorial male groups, 

youth 

Motivation, incentive Exclusively sportive Concrete reason 

Aggressiveness To be avoided Socially accepted 

Regulation Strict Not very strict 

Weapons Banned Sticks, stones, knifes, 

lead weights 

Music, songs, dance Rarely reported Integral part 

 
Igra pod draku – music for fighting 

 
Village fights were closely related to a particular genre of instrumental 

(mostly accordion) music. “Fight music” is described as extremely inciting (za- 
diristyi). In the Vologda oblast the tune is sometimes called Na zador or Pod 
zador (“for ardent spirit, aggressive energy”) (Morozov 1997: 113; Mekhnetsov, 

Popova 2007: 151). A more common name of the genre refers directly to the 

fight: 

 
“Pod draku, as it was called, it is something merry [veseloe], in order 
to stimulate one of the parties to provoke the enemy to fight. So it 
creates an arousing mood [nastroenie vozbuzhdayushchee].” 
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Aleksey Leonov (1927—2008), village of Fishikha, fieldwork U.M. 
April 30, 1995 

 
Very often it is reported that in the case a particular tune has been played 

a fight would start immediately. The role “of the instrument for stimulating a 
fighting mood” (Mekhnetsov, Popova 2007: 149) may depend on specific me- 

lodic signals or other musical parameters (ibid. 153; Morgenstern 2007: 330- 

332). 

Evidence from the Vologda and the Pskov oblast confirm Johnson and 

Cloonan’s concept of instrumental sound as a possible arousal to violence: 

 
“To find a widely accepted public understanding of musical sonority 
as, in itself, inflammatory, we must go to pre- or non-scientific soci- 
eties or subcultures in our society” (Johnson, Cloonan 2009: 145) 

 
Quatrains for fighting 

 
Regardless of its crucial function for arousal, the igra pod draku is never 

reported to be played without quatrains, not always accurately referred to as pri- 
pevki or chastushki. The texts4 are intended to incite “fighting spirit” (Morozov 
1997: 110). While instrumental music is directed to arousal (Johnson, Cloonan) 

song texts are a means of incitement (Johnson, Cloonan) and encouragement 
(Pettan) of one’s own group and of provocation/humiliation (Pettan) of the op- 

ponents. 

Prominent issues in fight quatrains, beside the power and courage of one’s 
own group and the weakness of the opponents, are male sexuality, including sex- 

ual aggression, and the experience of prison. 

 
The fight dance 

 
In the Pskov oblast, and in parts of Vologda, Novgorod and Tver’ oblasts, 

dance is an essential part of village fights. It is traditionally named by the reflex- 

ive verb lomat’sya (lomat’ = to break) not by the nomen actionis lomanie, also 

loman’e. The semantic field of lomat’sya in Russian is entirely negative and co- 

vers inappropriate habits, capricious behavior, hard, yet ineffective work. The 
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dance is not referred to as plyaska – the virtuous Russian solo dance. The negative 
semantics of lomat’sya (= to wretch oneself) correspond to its gestures which are 

frequently associated with the state of drunkenness: 

- Jerky movements of the shoulders and the elbows 

- Parallel jumps in bended posture 

- Touching the ground with the hand 

- Beating/whipping the ground with a stick or with the jacket 

The dance can be carried out by the ataman (Vologda, cf. Morozov 1997: 

112) or by the whole group in front of the opponents (Pskov, cf. Morgenstern 

2007: 147, 149, 151, 152). Its main function is to demonstrate physical strength, 

and also to initiate confrontation by seemingly casual touching an opponent 

dancer. 

The functional relations of the expressive modes of the village fight can 

be shown in the following scheme, using key concepts by Pettan (1994) and John- 

son, Cloonan (2009): 
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Local and national discourses 
 

Due its very specific expressive qualities, lomat’sya until recently was not 

often shown to outsiders, be it in post-functional fieldwork situations or at re- 

gional festivals. One musician from the Pskov district reported a public perfor- 

mance in Soviet times as a curious, if not scandalous incident. In private conver- 

sation, however, the fascination with the genre is obvious. Middle-aged men, who 

have never seen a traditional parish fair, and elderly women can give extensive 

narrations and vigorous performance of fighting quatrains. 

In the 1990s an urban revival of Russian fist-fighting has been established 

as a national counter model to popular Asian martial arts. Junghanns (2015) has 
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convincingly shown hot the so-called Russian style turns out to be “in closeness 
to pop culture of the West and the East he disapproves” (Junghanns 2015:115). 
This fits well in ethnomusicological theories explaining revival as an integral part 

of modernity. 

Revivalists’ imaginations and performances often confuse draki and fist- 

fighting, which are as historically related but distinct combative practices (Mor- 

genstern 2007: 353-359). The popular idea of lomat’sya as a war dance of the 

Balto-Slavic krivichi is not based on any historical evidence. Some researchers 

emphasize zoomorphic character of the dance and parallels to Finno-Ugric bear 

dances (ibid. 356-359). As lomat’sya is known exclusively within the area of the 

Finno-Ugric hydronymy, comparative ethnochoreology may shed light on the 

origin of the Russian fight dance. 

 
Masculinity and cultural criticism 

 
There are good reasons to be sceptical against some traditionalism and 

“(reactionary) social utopianism” (Junghanns 2006:113) in the Russian martial- 
art movement, not to mention the far-right neo-paganist Aleksandr “Selidor” Be- 

lov. Nevertheless, its attractiveness can also be discussed in a larger context of 

the crisis of masculinity in the modern era, particularly in the Western world. Pre- 

modern and non-Western patterns of male culture set a counterpoint to the ideals 

of the hippie generation and to sexist claims in the media and in the academy 

(“toxic masculinity”). That’s why Jordan Peterson explains the popularity of hip- 

hop among young white males as a “necessary corrective to the insistence that 
the highest moral virtue for a modern man is harmlessness” (Peterson 2017: 29: 
15-29: 23). 

Thus, in modern societies, forms of popular male culture (martial arts, 

extreme sports, survival training) offer a perspective for reclaiming masculinity 

against the background of postmodernist hegemony. They transform patterns of 

typical (but not exclusive) male behavior inherited by evolution into more play- 

ful, and hopefully more peaceful, activities. It’s playing violence under the con- 

ditions of the humanitarian revolution. 
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Notes 
 

1 The Russian draka means an irregular fight (brawl). 
2 Strategies of the aestheticization of violence are discussed in Vladimir Karbusicky’s compara- 
tive analysis of battle songs (1973). Unfortunately, ethnomusicologists themselves may take ac- 
tive part in the aestheticization of terrorist violence, celebrating “the performative capacities of 
violence to generate culture” (McDonald 2009:58) and proclaiming “the legitimacy of its means” 
(ibid. 59). 
3 For further and more detailed works by Gorbunov s. Junghanns (2015) who also gives a con- 
sistent characterization of Russian fist-fighting (2006). 
4 For English translations of fight songs see Morgenstern (2008). 

 
 

Video examples 
 

Fieldwork by Anatoly Mekhnetsov in the Pskov oblast 
https://www.culture.ru/objects/485/khoreograficheskie-tradicii-pskovskoi-ob- 
lasti#video materials-9 
Also links as above: […]-video-materials-11, […]-video-materials-12. 

 
Revival performance of lomat’sya 
“Russian style” fist-fighting revival (1994) 
http://russian-garmon.ru/forum/7-folklor-narodnaja-garmon/987-garmon-dlja- 
russkogo kulachnogo-boja (accessed November 1, 2018) 

 
Aleksey Mekhnetsov (gusli), Sergey Chernyshov (dance) 1990ies 
https://vk.com/video-57239928_456239824 (accessed November 1, 2018) 

 
Ensemble Mezha (Tver’) 2013 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1z9Xs1Eox8 (accessed November 1, 
2018) 
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“YOU CAN'T BAMBOOZLE ANYONE! IT HAS TO TASTE GOOD!”: 
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC-RELATED TERMINOLOGY USED 

AMONG VILLAGE BAND PLAYERS IN SLOVAKIA 
 
 
 

When we examine various live music performances or sound 
recordings of traditional music, while describing the variety of their 
stylistic or musico-structural aspects we often use the conventional 
terminology as applied in musicological or ethnomusicological theory. 
This rather vast but still finite system of terms helps us to communicate 
our findings among the ethnomusicological community without 
considerable semantic confusion. Slovak ethnomusicology has further 
broadened this system with a few terms stemming from the vernacular 
language of the players and singers themselves. The main goal of this 
paper is to introduce selected observations and preliminary findings of 
an ongoing research project focused on the musical ideas and practices 
of contemporary village band players in Slovakia. During field research, 
particular attention was paid to all conventional terms used by the 
players in order to describe the qualities of their music in general and 
the characteristics of playing styles. The elementary description of a 
selection of identified terms is followed by discussion about their 
potential classification, and relevance for the study of today's changing 
rural musical cultures. 

 
Keywords: folk taxonomy, music theory, string bands, music 
terminology 
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I 
 

Language is one of the primary means of social interaction and transmis- 

sion of culture. At different periods in the development of cultural and social 

anthropology or ethnology, it was perceived as a metaphorical gateway to the 

reasoning patterns and symbolic thinking of members of diverse societies. Lin- 

guistic approaches and semiotic theories have even served as the primary bases 

for the study of social reality and culture and for the establishment or develop- 

ment of many anthropological, sociological and philosophical theories in the sec- 

ond half of the 20th century. 

In ethnomusicological research and theory, the relationship between 

language and music has been approached in various ways. In the 1990s, one of 

the last extensive reviews of the development of this part of the spectrum of 

ethnomusicological research was presented by Steven Feld and Aaron A. Fox 

(Feld, Fox 1994) in their article Music and Language. The history of thinking 

about music and language and its most striking trajectory was framed by four key 

perspectives: “music and language, language in music, music in language, and 

language about music” (Feld, Fox 1994: 26). Their analysis points to a 
remarkable variety of levels and ways, as well as possibilities and limitations of 

approaches to studying musical behaviour, musical meaning, communication, 

imagination, and musical styles through the prism of semiotics and linguistics. 

This article will mainly deal with the issue of “language about music”, although 
a range of concerns made it necessary to extend it to other theoretical levels. 

John Cross, who examines music and musical behaviour and their 

biological and cultural conditions, suggests that “music is a participatory art. 
Participation demands structure.” Since music is essentially a social activity “– 

particularly when [it] takes the form of the transmission or communication of 

skills, ideas, and values – requires rules for its conduct, together with a means of 

ordering and systematising its constituents” (Cross 1985: 1). There are systems 
of rules involved in its creation, performance, and perception, which are rooted 

in our cognitive and sensory-motor predispositions. On the other hand, we can 

talk about individually learned and creatively transformed, or collectively shared 

and transmitted, systems of ideas, norms, concepts and categories, which serve 

as means of shaping, organizing, perceiving, evaluating, and producing music by 

the members of a given musical community or culture. 
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There are well-known musical cultures (including so-called Western 
culture) which, during their history, have created and developed their own, well- 

articulated formal systems of music theories, even symbolic systems of graphical 

visualization of selected musical qualities; and we can identify societies that, at 

least at some point in their cultural evolution, lacked such a complex, verbally 

articulated theoretical system of formal rules governing the creation and 

performance of music. The absence of formal music theory can by no means be 

regarded as an indicator of the absence of any form or element of folk music 

theory within a given society. In rural communities in Slovakia, many principles 

and rules governing musical expression exist, however, they are more often 

communicated in the process of collective playing in various social contexts, or 

they can be learned from the local music experts by imitating desired playing 

techniques and movement patterns as well as the quality of various musico- 

structural parameters that apply to local instrumental music. Some of these rules 

and other necessary theoretical contexts may be provided for playing in a spoken 

or written form, but a crucial amount of knowledge is gained by observation and 

systematic musical practice. 

Although the topic of my paper is not new in the ethnomusicological 

discourse (cf. Zemp 1979; Feld 1984, 2012; Baily 1988; Robbins 1989; Berliner 

1993 and others), I am driven towards reclaiming its recurring theoretical 

attractiveness – foremost in the context of Slovak ethnomusicology – by the 

fascinating changes occurring within the current musical praxis among the 

musicians belonging to my research target group. 
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Figure 1. Young Romani musicians (on the right) acquire their general musical 
skills by playing with older family members. The famous Pokošovci band from the 
Šumiac village (Horehronie region). Photo: Jana Ambrózová, Valkovňa village, 
Horehronie region. 2018. 

 
II 

 
In my research, I analyse musical performance styles in the traditional 

string and cimbal bands in Slovakia. For this reason, during the last two years, I 

have been conducting day-long recording sessions with 21 traditional musical 

ensembles in 16 different localities (2 towns, 14 villages) with the aim of record- 

ing their spontaneous musical interpretation in the broadest expression of their 

repertoire.1 These bands are characterized by a strong musical connection with 

the variety of local musical idioms maintained by a musical tradition spanning a 

number of generations. The musicians are of different ages and ethnicities – 

Romani, Slovak, and Hungarian. Each interviewed band member – even if not of 

Slovak ethnic identity – speaks the Slovak language fluently. They are mostly 

men – just one woman (a second violin player) was identified in one cimbal band. 

The core of their musical repertoire consists of local traditional songs. In most 

cases (I noticed one exception) it has been broadened to various degrees by folk 
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songs from either other villages or ethnographic regions, or even by songs and 
musical compositions from different musical genres. Most band members learned 

their playing style from older family members or local music predecessors. A few 

exceptions are represented by players who became band members thanks to an 

acquaintance with the first violin player or other member of the band, so he/she 

learned to fit into the style of the band´s musical performance mostly by playing 

with the others after joining the ensemble. 

The crucial aim of my research is to theoretically grasp and characterise 

identifiable mechanisms and regularities of the playing process, during which the 

source musical artwork in the form of song is transformed into an individualised, 

to different degrees improvisationally varied, or otherwise musically completed 

audible art form, and, subsequently, to analyse and characterise its recorded sonic 

and audiovisual form. In this sense the musical expression is treated as the result 

of a relatively complex process, when the player, in a given social situation, with 

the aid of the musical instrument and his/her own body, sonically expresses a 

particular abstract, mental representation of an ideal interpretation of the musical 

material. The synthesis of the identified characteristic musico-structural and 

technico-interpretational elements and parameters of the musical performance 

can be completed in the theoretical model of the (individually, locally, or 

regionally specific) playing style. 

The recordings obtained, when compared to archival recordings of 

generational predecessors of the analysed bands, suggest that, although the 

playing styles of both generations show only subtle differences on a musico- 

structural level, further discussion with current players reveals that the 

ideological background, motivation and values that influence “the choice” of 
their playing style, the way they have arrived at such playing style, and how they 

communicate about it, are in certain cases cardinally different from those that 

were characteristic for their parents and grandparents in the second half of the 

20th century2. That is why it was necessary to carry out ethnographic interviews 

with individual musicians, focusing on their personal biographies, musical ideas, 

aesthetic preferences, and any music-related activities (including online 

activities) and examine their personal vocabulary, speech repertoires and 

individual register range (compare Agha 2004: 24). By vocabulary I mean, for 

example, the terms and categories used in discourse related to the notion of 

playing style, or to the notion of “style” (depending on how the musicians 
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conceive its meaning); those used by musicians in order to comment on the 
quality of their own, or someone else’s musical interpretation; those related to 
playing technique, musical genres, dance tunes, dance types; vocabulary used by 

players to name or describe particular aspects of musical structure, such as 

melodic ornaments, chords applied to the musical accompaniment, certain 

aspects of handling the musical instrument, and the technical aspects of playing, 

also the more abstract particularities of musical expression that participate in the 

aesthetic function of the musical interpretation. 

We have noticed significant ways in which the musicians of rural bands 

construct an image of themselves and of their social status, and assess the 

qualities and functions of their own musical interpretation, and of other 

musicians, too (frequently musicians and musical traditions from other countries, 

due to the availability of music on the Internet). 
 

I began with basic questions related to musico-structural analysis of performing 

styles such as: 

- Is there a change in the playing style of individual players during their 

lives, in different social situations, or in the playing of a different 

repertoire?; 

- If so, why and at what levels of musical interpretation does it show up? If 

not, or not significantly, why is this so?; 

- Are the playing styles of different generations of players from a certain 

location similar? If so, at what musical-structural levels does it appear? 

 
Then, these questions were inevitably complemented by additional inquiries 

focused on the music-related discourse such as: 

- How do players shape their speech and the vocabulary they use in order 

to communicate information about their activities, motivations, music- 

related ideas and playing?; 

- How and to what extent may familiarity with at least some knowledge of 

Western music theory influence musicians’ musical behaviour and 
expression (or even social status), and on what level and in what musical 

form is it eventually manifested in his/her musical interpretation?; 
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- What elements and aspects of their playing are identified by the players 
themselves as distinct entities, how do they describe or name them and refer 

to them in their speech? 

Figure 2. Ján Hronček from Hriňová (Podpoľanie region) – a primáš – shows his 
old musical scores used as a repertoire resource while playing at weddings with his band. 
Photo: Jana Ambrózová. 2018. 

 
III 

 
In the following section, I attempt to present a short list of selected pre- 

liminary observations and illustrative examples (not yet research results). In- 

depth discourse analysis will be carried out in the future3: 

- The players have acquired and developed their general musical skills 

differently – some of them have internalised their playing styles primarily 

by playing with older players (figure 1), some have developed them by 

further listening to commercial music recordings, and some others (not 

only the younger ones) have undergone official primary music education. 

Only a few have studied at the conservatory. 

- Although some players did not formally study music, they had some 

knowledge of Western music theory (figure 2) – especially the basics of 
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harmonisation, music notation, and, in the case of players who often 
prepare their band for recording musical compositions on the CD, also 

musical instrumentation. Knowledge of the principles of harmonisation 

was clearly demonstrated during the recording session, thus hierarchically 

the highest position of the first violin player (primáš) was in some bands 

reduced to varying degrees or shifted to other members of the band, 

mostly accordion or cimbal players with accompanying function. 

- The more archaic vernacular terms and the vocabulary of Western music 

theory do not exclude each other in the players’ communication, but form 

a dynamic, complementary, highly individualised system, whose internal 

hierarchy changes in different social contexts. 

- A few bands are able to play their diverse music repertoire in multiple 

playing styles. In some cases, the musicians distinguish between two 

separate sub-categories of the playing styles: a playing style based on the 

playing of their ancestors – stari štil [“the old style”], hrať po starom [“to 
play the old style”] – and the other style they see as new, their own or 

“innovative”, which is very often referred to as “modern” [moderni štil]. 
In one case the Romani musicians referred to such an “innovative” 
playing style as ciganski štil [“Gypsy style”]. 

- Many aspects of music and playing style do not have their own verbal 

expressions; they are cognitively represented rather as sonic-aesthetic or 

sensory-motor qualities and, so – for some players – there is no need to 

articulate them verbally. 

- Some musicians expressed or anticipated ideas on musical style or 

musical expression and referred to their quite complex, multi-layered 

attributes as if to a single entity (at the same time some players were 

usually unable to describe it using a linguistic trope), e.g.: musí to skrátka 
dobre chutiť [“it simply has to taste good”], oňi balamuťili [“they 
bamboozled, lied, consciously mystified” the listener/dancer – they 

played badly, insufficiently]. These examples also relate to the playing 

style concept itself. When I asked players how a person must play on the 

musical instrument to play well, some responded in a metaphorical way: 

v človekovi musí stúpať niečo veľké [“something must climb high inside 
the man”] or musí to ísť zvnútra [“it has to come from inside”]. With 
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further questioning, it was possible to arrive at a more accurate picture. 
Players provided more precise information through verbal descriptions or 

gestures imitatating playing the instrument. 

- From an etymological and semantic viewpoint (and speaking strictly of 

instrumental music), the data obtained implies the fact that the archaic 

local music categories and terms used by musicians, which do not fall into 

the vocabulary of European/Western music theory, derive from or 

implicitly refer to: 

- The notion of movement: poťiahnuť kapelu [“to pull the band” – to 

help the band play faster or better]; ňešlape to [“it does not 
move/walk forward” – there is no groove]; ňejďe to tak, ako bi malo 
[“it does not go as it should” – we/they do not play well]; 

- Music attributes perceived as spatial categories: hore ju! [“lift it up!” 

– play the song faster!], or dať (to) hore [“to place it higher” – to play 

(it) in fast tempo]; 

- Sonic attributes of sound: kukavriki, drmlovať [“to rattle”; both terms 

refer to rhythmic accompaniment of players with accompanying 

function], duvaj, es-tam (both terms refer to rhythmical 

accompaniment of players with accompanying function), škrípať 
[“to creak”] and mňaučať [“to meow”] – to produce a false tone or 

play badly; 

- Name of a musical instrument or terms referring to playing function: 

basovať [“to play double bass”], kontrovať, zakontrovať [“to play 
kontra”, i.e. accompanying violin/viola], hrať/zňieť ako harmaňija, 
harmaňička [“to sound like an accordion” – to sound in tune and 

correct, or rich in tone and harmony as an ensemble]; 

- Musical function, aesthetic function of the musical phenomena: cifra 
[“melodic ornament”], pl. cifry – a characteristic musical 

ornamentation consisting of semiquaver sequences played by violin, 

accordion or flute players during musical improvisation (verb: 

cifrovať – “to play cifry”). 
- Research points also to terms referring to more complex principles 

regarding instrumentation or coordination of players or melodic function. 

For example: 
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- gvint (derived from triad or quint) – to play the gvint means that three 
violinists (from the Telgárt or Šumiac village, Horehronie region) 
play the first voice, i.e. main melody, the upper voice, or terc, and 

the lower voice, or spodok [“the bottom”]. The most important thing 

is that all three voices must be played simultaneously; 

- malá a veľká kontra [“small and large kontra”] that refer to the 
players with accompanying function in the Podpoľanie region. It is 
understood as a musical accompaniment (players “play” either 
“small” or “large” kontra) either simply played on violin and viola 

(the principle refers exclusively to the size of musical instruments), 

or on two violas but using different strings (large kontra: c – g – d1, 

small kontra: g – d1 – a1), in some cases also a different variant of 

the rhythmical accompaniment. 
 
 

Figure 3. The famous primáš Gejza Molnár talks about his musical predecessors 
and family members. Photo: Jana Ambrózová. Rimavská Sobota (Gemer region). 2018. 
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IV 
 

In this paper I have introduced the preliminary findings of ongoing re- 

search focused on the playing styles in rural string and cimbal bands in Slovakia. 

The data presented primarily represents a set of examples from particular loca- 

tions that is valid for various players. I plan to continue to conduct interviews, to 

evaluate the data from each location as a separate and culturally specific complex, 

and to situate the individual music-related registers within the context of the mu- 

sical and educational background of each player. Part of the analytical procedure 

will be carried out through exploration of their use in various social situations, 

taking into account internal power dynamics and social relations between players 

and their individual perceptions of themselves as musicians, as representatives of 

a certain musical tradition (figure 3), and their artistic ambitions. 
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Notes 
 

1 Apart from recording all the musical performances, including those that could be considered   a 
rehearsal before the “real” interpretation of the chosen folk songs, the soundscape of the whole 
recording session was recorded too. 
2 In this case, it is interesting to observe how individual musicians are influenced by either the 
Dance house movement or national folklore competitions with relatively strict rules influencing 
the way folk music is presented on the stage, or, on the other hand, by the Hungarian café Romani 
bands from Budapest or Belgian cities with their specific playing style and repertoire, whose 
music is available on Internet platforms like Facebook and YouTube. 
3 The sets of terms that I do not mention in this paper include the names of the musical instruments 
and their components, and the terms that indicate the types of local dances and song genres. Their 
detailed analysis would require more space. 
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This article presents the history of the origin, development and es- 

sentials of the cultural and genre systematization of folk songs. The sub- 
ject was first proposed by Ukrainian folklorist Stanislav Lyudkevych in 
the early twentieth century. Having passed the difficult way of adapta- 
tion, Lyudkevych’s proposal was systematically organized and supple- 
mented by the modern Ukrainian ethnomusicologist Bogdan Lukanyuk. 
In this system, folk songs are ordered according to three groups of au- 
tonomous typological criteria - cultural, ethnographic (functional) and 
proper musical. The article also provides a brief overview of methods 
for systematizing folk melodies in Europe and touches on some histor- 
ical events related to the history of ordering folk music collections. As 
a result, an attempt is made to determine the significance of the 
Lyudkevych-Lukanyuk cultural-genre system in the context of modern 
ethnomusicology and European approaches to the organization of folk 
songs. 

 
Keywords: Lyudkevych, Lukanyuk, cultural-genre system, systemati- 
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Despite large developments in ethnomusicology, the issue of classifica- 

tion and systematization of folk songs is still highly important today. The nature 

of folk music is syncretic, so it’s impossible to describe folk songs based only on 

musical aspects - it does not allow their peculiarities to be to reflected completely. 
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Moreover, the folk repertoire consists of songs of different periods of origin, so- 
cial category and ethnic influence, melodies and poetic texts that are created on 

the basis of different structural principles. These properties of folklore present 

significant difficulties in the process of their classification. This is evidenced by 

the fact that in Ukrainian and East European folkloristics no working general 

systematization of folk songs exists yet. 

The search for a solution to this problem began in the initial period of the 

development of ethnomusicology. At the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries in many European countries scientific approaches to the study of folk 

music began to evolve, and this marked the beginning of the founding of national 

folkloristic schools. In this regard, at the beginning of the twentieth century in 

the European scientific environment, the question of the elaboration of an effec- 

tive methodology for the ordering of folk melodies became highly important. For 

this purpose, on the pages of the International Music Society Magazine 
(Zeitschrift der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft, Heft 7) in April 1900, a com- 

petition for the best musical ordering of folk melodies under a dubious name was 

announced: “Welche ist die Beste Methode, um Volks- und volksmäßige Lieder 
nach ihrer melodischen (nicht textlichen) Beschaffenheit lexikalisch zu ordnen?” 
[“What is the best method for ordering of folk and related songs by their musical 

(not textual) properties?”], initiated and founded by the dutch banker, entrepre- 

neur and music historian D.F. Scheurleer. The final contestants were a Finn, Il- 

mary Krohn and an Austrian Oswald Koller (Lukanyuk 1993: 9) and the results 

of their devised ordering methods were published. 

That contest contributed to the promotion of a Finnish folkloristic school, 

founded by I. Krohn, who managed to work out what at that time was quite a 

modern approach to the problem of classifying folk melodies by cadence sounds 

(Krohn 1903). This method was subsequently adopted by Bela Bartók, who in 

1906, together with Zoltan Kodály, began systematically collecting samples of 

the Hungarian folk music for research purposes. The result was the publication 

of the collection by B. Bartók Hungarian folk song (Bartók 1924) and other col- 

lections. 

A novel way of solving the problem of publishing an academic collection 

of folk songs was represented jointly by Czech folklorist Frantishek Bartošz and 
composer Leos Janáček a few years before the above-mentioned events. The re- 

sult was Folk songs of Moravia newly collected in two volumes, where more than 
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2000 songs were published (Bartoš, Jаnáček 1899, 1901). The introductory arti- 
cle by Leos Janáček “On the musical side of Moravian folk songs” became a 
starting point of musical and grammatical research on Moravian folklore and the 

collection remains one of the most fundamental works of Czech ethnomusicology 

to this day (Dovhalyuk 2003: 196). 

At the same time, the young Ukrainian researcher Stanislav Lyudkevych 
apparently heard little about the contest for the best method of organizing folk 

songs announced in Europe or likely did not know about the edition of Czech 

folklorists. However, independently, he was solving the same problem on the 

material of Ukrainian folklore. His undertaking was predetermined not so much 

by the desire to create a certain theoretical concept, but rather a practical neces- 

sity. 

In his early years (he was little more than 20), Lyudkevych carried out a 

serious ethnomusicological project, did numerous song transcriptions, method- 

ized and edited one of the largest collection of folk melodies of Europe at the 

time: Galician-ruthenian folk melodies (Rozdolsky, Lyudkevych 1906, 1908). 

The collection consists of 1549 folk songs. By the way, the musical patterns were 

originally recorded on phonograph by the famous collector of Ukrainian folklore 

Osyp Rozdolsky, then were transcribed by Lyudkevych. It was probably the first 

experience of a book edition by using phonograph in the Slavic world. 

After the transcriptions of the songs were completed, young Lyudkevych 

faced another challenge: how to arrange systematically such a large corpus of 

melodies. He strongly refused the at that time prevailing method of ordering folk 

songs by poetic content, which, as he pointed out, was superficial and limited 

(biased). After close investigation of the material, Lyudkevych came to the con- 

clusion that it is necessary to create a typological systematization based on mu- 

sical features. Therewith, he did not reject the interpretation of folk song as the 

unity of the poetic text and melody. The main task of typological systematization 

in his opinion was the definition of essential features that could be used as criteria 

for the typological systematization. The most important criterion, according to 

Lyudkevych, was the rhythmic pattern of songs, that is, “the characteristic, com- 

mon to both text and melody” (Rozdolsky, Lyudkevych 1906: XII), which com- 

bines the number of syllables in the verse and their rhythmic organization. 
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The next step in the typological systematization of Lyudkevych was the 
comparison of specific musical features of melodies and the degree of their sim- 
ilarity to an ideal abstract model (also called invariant or prototype). As a result 
of this process the songs were placed in systematized series, normally in order of 
increasing differences. In this way, besides the systematization, Lyudkevych 
compiled the first register of song types of Galicia, creating “actually analytical 
and systematic directories, where the lists of models were illustrated by the cor- 
responding musical samples” (Lukanyuk 2007: 148). 

The concept of a song type and the method of structural modeling was the 
base of the Lyudkevych systematization. However, it concerns only one level – 
the structure. But Lyudkevych’s vision on the arranging of folk melodies was 
much wider. Besides that, he proposed a general basis of multilevel hierarchy, 
whose components covered cultural and ethnographic context. The cultural con- 
text was connected mainly with the origin of a song. Further, the ethnographic 
context comprises many aspects such as role, place and purpose of the song per- 
formance that generally can be determined as a function of a song. 

Based on song function, Lyudkevych distinguished the following groups 
of songs: ritual songs, dance and common songs. A somewhat more complicated 
task for Lyudkevych was the differentiation by origin, or rather, by the relevance 
of a song to a particular social environment. It should be determined by a number 
of criteria: ethnic, social, professional, religious, and others. Based on this, 
Lyudkevych placed the songs into groups: beggar’s, semi-literate, cultural (writ- 
ten), Polish, and other origin. In that way he distinguished and determined (per- 
haps not quite perfectly) the cultural-logical level of systematization, generally 
dividing the melodies into native and borrowed. 

In addition to the cultural-logical level of the Lyudkevych’s systematiza- 
tion there is a higher, hidden level. Skipping the details1 I can state that the mu- 
sical ethnic dialect level was the highest level of the system. Schematically 
Ludkevych’s hierarchical system looks like this: 
Dialects (territory) 

Cultures of environment (origin) 
Functions (circumstances of performing) 

Rhythmic forms (model of verse and musical rhythmic 
structure) 

Melodic forms (ambitus and scale) 
(Lukaniuk 2007: 149-153). 
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To summarize, this scheme can be reduced to the three main aspects of the clas- 

sification, which form three hierarchically connected levels: 

 
culture (environment) ⇓ ⇑  

function (circumstance) ⇓ ⇑  

structure (form) 

 
Ludkevych’s innovative methodology of systematization was not entirely 

understood and recognized by his contemporaries. One of the critics who accused 

Lyudkevych of scientific asceticism was Klyment Kvitka. However, ten years 

later, in 1922, when he became a mature scholar, he had used Lyudkevych’s 
methodology to arrange his Ukrainian folk melodies collection (Kvitka 1922). A 

couple of decades later, the Lyudkevych systematization was used by Volodymyr 

Hoshovsky in his collection Ukrainian songs of Transcarpathia (Hoshovsky 

1968). Hoshovsky systematized folk songs very closely to the concept of 

Lyudkevych, initially by dialects, then by function, the next by song types and 

finally by contents of lyrics. 

It is noteworthy that both Lyudkevych followers, Kvitka and Hoshovsky, 

developed the theory of song type and used it not only for arranging song collec- 

tions, but also in their comparative studies. Hoshovsky, particularly, formulated 

the famous definition of the song type: “The song type is a model of genetically 
linked, but melodically, often distant variants of songs, the main determining fea- 

tures of which are considered to be the rhythmic structure of verse and the rhyth- 

mic form of musical stanza [...] that being independent from specific melody, 

mode, themes, etc. give us enough information about the genre and origin of a 

song.” (Hoshovsky 1971: 20). In the same way Kvitka insisted on the necessity 
of making and operating by modeling forms: “The description of all individual 
forms should not be a task of musical-folkloristic morphology; systematization 

is associated with the establishment of typical features” (Kvitka 1923: 17-18)2. 

Nowadays, the leading Lviv ethnomusicologist Bogdan Lukanyuk is a 

true successor of this outstanding triad of scientists. He has improved, supple- 

mented and elaborated the Lyudkevych system, as well as integrated methodo- 

logical findings of Kvitka and Hoshovsky. 
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Starting in the 1980s, the system that we call “the Lyudkevych-Lukanyuk 
system” (hereafter L-L system) was successfully approved in various ways: in 

the lectures on musical folklore at Lysenko National Music Academy, in the re- 

search and folk song collections of Bogdan Lukanyuk, his students and followers. 

So, having stood the test of time and having been used in a large number of stud- 

ies, in its modern form, the system scheme (cultural, functional and music genres 

levels) looks as follows (Table 1). 
 

 

Table 1 

 
Compared to the classical scheme of Lyudkevych, this table is more com- 

plex, but such detail is necessary for making the system an optimal one. As a 

result: firstly – the system is suitable for arranging any genres and types of 

Ukrainian folk songs (not limited by dialects or cultures); and secondly: the more 

aspects and levels are taking into account the higher the probability of finding a 

unique cell for a specific melody. 

Let us consider each level starting from higher to lower. Musical folklore 

over centuries of development and evolution has turned into a complex cultural 

mixture of different eras, styles, and origins. Multilayer content (stratification) is 

considered by many scholars to be one of its important features. In the L-L system 
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it is represented by a number of hierarchically organized (sub)cultures of certain 

social environments – ethnic and socio-demographic. 

Each of these (sub)cultures differs in its own specificity and may contain 

stylistic features brought in by other cultures with which it directly coexisted. 

Thus, the entirety of folk music can be divided into the native and the influx (that 

means “borrowed”). The native folklore includes music that was created and cul- 

tivated in a homogeneous environment in early times. The influx music is that 

which has come from the outside areas, “borrowed” from another national or eth- 

nic environment, or in some way affected by another cultural stream such as lit- 

erate culture etc. 

Often such external environments are foreign-speaking cultures – oral or 

written, literary or composers (for example, Polish, Czech, Moldavian or Russian 

folk or author’s songs in Ukrainian folklore). As Lukanyuk rightly notes, “some- 

times such borrowed songs are assimilated so naturally, that they are totally rec- 

ognized as native, even as national musical emblems,” (Lukanyuk in press). 

In the native culture, two branches – amateur and professional – can also 

be identified. The amateur culture can be further elaborated based on age and 

gender groups and so on. The largest part of Ukrainian folk music is the tradi- 

tional amateur music of the peasant environment. Therefore, the systematization 

of this part of the musical culture is developed in the greatest detail. 

The next level is functional. By the performance circumstances, peasant 

music is divided into labor and leisure. Accordingly, the following hierarchical 

level corresponds to specific ethnographic situations. Labor songs are divided 

according to different kind of work (cattle-breеding, agriculture etc). The leisure 

songs according to ritual circumstances or their absence are divided into ceremo- 

nial and non-ritual. Ritual music is classified based on the calendar cycle and 

family rituals. Thus, ceremonial music is grouped according to different ethno- 

graphic circumstances in genre cycles; and the cycles themselves are determined 

by a set of certain musical genres. 

In general, in Ukrainian folk music there are three main musical genres: 

recitative, cantilena, dance and two intermediate ones: recitative-cantilena and 

cantilena-dance. Musical genres are distinguished first of all by rhythm: “Epic 
recitatives are characterized by so-called syntactic type of rhythm, lyrical canti- 

lena - time-measured type, and dance – common accentual. All the types are 

characterized by number of other stylistic features, especially in the melody, also 
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in the rest of the elements of the musical language (tempo, dynamics, and even 

the timbre and manner of performing)” (Lukanyuk in press). 
The next level is a formal one, in which the melodies are grouped accord- 

ing to the song types based on the rhythmic structure of lyrics and music. Addi- 

tional parameters of the systematization may be the melodic form, the content of 

poetic text, etc. 

As follows, the principles and rules of the detailed systematization of folk 

songs are worked out in the system. Such extreme detail is absolutely necessary 

in order to reach the ultimate goal of typological systematization: without excep- 

tion, each folk song must have its unique place; on the other hand, the system 

should be like a reliable key, with the help of which it would always be possible 

to find the required song type in all its modifications without any difficulty. 

Summarizing this presentation, we briefly consider other European coun- 

tries’ approaches to the systematization of folk songs and try to determine the 

place of L-L systematization in this context. 

Polish researcher Słavomira Żerańska-Kominek generally distinguishes 

between two methods of systematization: classification and typology. Classifica- 
tion is a systematic division of the collection of objects or phenomena into clas- 

ses, sections and subsections based on defined rules. In musical folklore there 

were three types of classification: lexicographic, grammatical and complex 

(Żerańska-Kominek 1995: 191). 

The basis of the lexicographic classification is a mechanical ordering in 

accordance with one or more peculiarities of the musical material, represented by 

numeric or alphabetic symbols. This methodology was first used, as mentioned 

above, by Krohn (1903), further different lexicographic classifications based on 

various criteria, were worked out by Koller (1902), Heinitz (1921), Merzmann 

(1923,1924), Stoin (1931), Stanislav (1954) and many other researchers. 

Unlike to the mechanical lexicographic classifications, grammatical clas- 
sifications use ranking criteria, which allow grouping of folk melodies according 

to the similarity in various aspects of musical structure. The grammatical classi- 

fication, as a rule, precedes the morphological analysis of the material, and the 

features chosen for the analysis, according to researchers, have to reflect in cer- 

tain hierarchy important features of a collection of songs. The term “grammatical 
classification” was proposed by B. Bartók. In his definition, the grammatical 

classification should include lexicographic elements, but the underlying purpose 
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of such a classification is to get together related melodies with common musical 
style and structure with all the variational details. Grammatical classification was 

used by Żganec (1950), Kolessa (1929), Bartók (Bartók; Lord 1951) and other 
(Żerańska-Kominek 1995: 193). 

Complex classification is a classification using multi-level lexicographic 
and grammatical systems, based on the sequential separation of large song groups 
on parts, using individual criteria at each level of differentiation. Unlike other 
systems, complex classifications are based on the simultaneous application of 
several criteria depending on particular needs. An example of such approach is 
the classification of Slovak folklorists Oscar and Alicia Elschek (Elscheková 
1966). 

All these classification systems in one way or another order folk collec- 
tions and allow to identify and characterize a song. But none of them, even the 

most complex, does not solve the problem of variational or typological ordering. 
From a methodological point of view, “typology is logical grouping and ordering 
of a certain range of selected objects (or phenomena, elements, etc.) based on the 

comparison of their characteristics to the features of generalized, idealized 
models (types) established for them”. (Lukanyuk in press: 74). The ty- pological 

methodology of systematization is pertinent to East European (Ukrain- ian, 
Russian, Belorussian) folkloristics. Nevertheless, the approaches and meth- ods 
are quite sensitive to the attitude and the aims of the researchers as well as, to a 

large extent, on the genres and peculiarities of the material that is the subject 

of their research. 
The concept of type is used in European ethnomusicology, for example in 

Hungary this term for the first time was used by Pal Járdányi (Járdányi 1961), 
whose systematization continued the traditions of Bartók-Kodály. However, the 
definition of this concept in Hungarian ethnomusichlogy is somewhat different 
from the East-European one. The term “type” means a collection of all known 
variants of one tune (Dobszay 1966: 247). An important point in the Járdányi’s 
typology is the distinguishing of songs by their origin (composers, influx or bor- 
rowed have to be arranged separately from native) and by their function (Dobszay 
1966: 243). 

The founders of the structural-typological method in the East European 
ethnomusicology were S. Lyudkevych, K. Kvitka, V. Hoshovsky. The ideas 
based by these scholars developed in the studies of their followers, namely: 
thanks to K. Kvitka, a whole scientific school was formed. In Moscow (Russia) 
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its representatives are A. Rudneva, N. Gilyarova, N. Savelyeva and others. 
E. Gippius made significant contributions to the development of the structural- 
typological direction, specifically rhythmic modeling (Dorokhova, Pashina 2003: 
19). A bright example of the typological systematization of modern Moscow eth- 
nomusicologists is the series of 4 volumes Smolensk musical and ethnographic 
collection, edited by a group of authors of the Gnessin Russian Academy of Mu- 
sic. 

In Ukraine, this direction was developed in the works of Kyiv researchers 
I. Klymenko, M. Skazhenyk, Lviv researchers B. Lukanyuk, Y. Rybak and oth- 

ers. According to this method, the ordering of melodies is primarily associated 
with the category of type (mainly rhythmic), determined by modeling or typing 
specific samples, then follows classification of the types (dividing into groups) 
and finally systematization or ordering according to a certain principle. The vast 
majority of the musical folklore of Eastern Europe and the entire Ukrainian tra- 
ditional vocal repertoire is characterized by syllabic structure of poetry and a 
time-measured, relatively stable rhythmic structure of the melody. These proper- 
ties enable rhythmic modeling, which is the basis of the structural-typological 
approach. Thus, the L-L systematization is strategically in one methodological 
direction with Belarusian and Russian ethnomusicology3, although, as noted, spe- 
cific approaches may vary. 

Generally, as noted by many ethnomusicologists, each national musical 
culture has its own peculiarities, and researchers should determine the principles 
of their research according to these peculiarities (Dorokhova, Pashina 2003: 30). 
From this point of view, the systematization of each individual collection is 
unique, whereas each national musical culture has a certain set of characteristic 
features that determine the appropriate methods of ordering, and we can only note 
convergent analogies between them. But the similar points that are noted in most 
collections (including L-L way) regardless of specific approaches on national pe- 
culiarities: at the highest level they usually divide song collections according to 
select territories and musical genres (Hoshovsky 1966). 

In recent decades, the L-L system has been used repeatedly as a method- 
ological basis in research by many Ukrainian scientists. It is a complex system 
with its own subsystems of different levels of details, it also provides the potential 
for various additions and further elaboration, depending on the material needs. 
Therefore, the system can be used as a universal key for the systematization of 
the entire Ukrainian folk song repertoire. 
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Notes 
 

1 In the collection Galician-ruthenian folk melodies Lyudkevych placed the Galician melodies 
and Lemko melodies in separate sections, but did not comment on this. Obviously, the system, 
whose upper level was culture, was certainly intended for organizing melodies of the same 
ethnodialect. 
2 There are numerous remarkable song type researches by K. Kvitka. For instance: On musical 
and rhythmic parallels in Slavic songs, On Belarusian ritual folklore, On the commonality of 
Bulgarian and East Slavic folk songs, etc. 
3 In the aspect of origin and function, the approach of L-L is similar to systematization in Hun- 
gary. 
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One of the main tasks of Ukrainian ethnomusicology today is the 
creation of a musical dialect map (according to genre, melodic and 
rhythmic parameters) of Ukrainian ethnic regions. The genre and 
rhythm-typological methods of analysis today are sufficiently devel- 
oped, whereas the analysis of melodies is still in the process of devel- 
opment. This situation is due to the impossibility of accurately adapting 
the 12-tone equal tempered notation system to the non-tempered music 
of Ukrainian melodies. This problem is common for most analyses of 
world folk music and involves the use of objective analysis tools such 
as electronic acoustic analysis. However, in Ukraine, this direction has 
not yet received its distribution, there is no methodology for working 
with the measurements of micro-intervals, calculations and statistics of 
melodies features in Ukrainian folk songs. Methods for the acoustic dig- 
ital analysis of Ukrainian folk melodies belonging to the calendar cycle 
are presented. 

 
Keywords: ethnic vocal music, acoustic analysis, digital analysis, pitch 
fluctuations, micro-intervals 

 
 

 
Introduction 

In this article, we consider calendar archaic song melodies from different 
Ukrainian regions in the context of new analytical system. We use the parameters 

on which the state of tradition depends, such as the centricity and marginality of 

tradition, stadiality, etc. The first part of the article is devoted to a short review 
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of the most widespread tendencies in Ukrainian ethnomusicological methodol- 
ogy. The second part is devoted to the history of acoustic measurements of tradi- 

tional music in Europe, including Ukraine. The final part is an approbation of the 

author’s pitch acoustic analysis method, which is demonstrated on examples of 
Ukrainian folk songs. 

 
Melodies in the Ukrainian vocal tradition 

The traditional vocal traditional music of Ukraine consists of different 

genres, among them are ritual and non-ritual cycles, which have been formed 

over centuries in different historical periods – from archaic times to approxi- 

mately the end of the 18th century (Shevchuk 2016: 31). The ritual cycle of gen- 

res includes calendar rituals songs connected with family rites. The non-ritual 

cycle consists of lyrical songs and also the epic tradition. The distribution of song 

genres across the Ukrainian territory is not equal and identical. Depending on the 

settlement period, historical events, internal and external social conditions, each 

region has its own genre set and features of performance. The songs are classified 

according to the rhythmic typology and melodic geography methods (proposed 

by Stanislav Liudkevych (Станіслав Людкевич) and Klyment Kvitka (Климент 
Квітка). Based on the analysis results, maps of the musical dialects of Ukraine 
are being created. A considerable number of modern ethnomusicological studies 

are devoted to this theme. We can find a number of articles devoted to problems 

of musical dialects and their mapping (works by Ie. Iefremov (Є. Єфремов), I. 
Klymenko (І. Клименко) (Klymenko 1998: 107-136), O. Honcharenko (О. 
Гончаренко), H. Koropnichenko (Г. Коропніченко) and others). Also, other 
scientific schools of ethnomusicology developed methods of melodic geography 

and rhythmic types, such as the schools of Belarus and Russia1. 

Each ethnic region is characterized by its own complex of song genres, 
depending on the presence or absence of a rite, the condition of the preservation 

of song culture, and so on. But categories such as genre, rhythmic type and mel- 

ody are not clearly bound to each other, and may occur in different combinations 

in different territories. Such circumstances make the process of map creation 

more complicated. For example: the rhythmic type 5 + 3 occurs both in the genres 

of the calendar cycle and in wedding songs. Thus, complex multi-layered maps 

should be created. At the same time, each ethnic region does not constitute a 

territory with an equally-distributed tradition. Each area has concentration points 
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 the center, and the marginal, transitional zone, which borders on other traditions 

and thus receives all signs of marginality: the genres, melodies and rhythm types 

of the same area are subject to modifications under the influence of neighbouring 

areas. If we talk about features of scales in relation to genres, we need to make 

corrections concerning: 

1. regional placement: central parts of ethnic regions show more reliable ex- 

amples of song types and clearer preserved tradition than transition zones; 

2. preservation: tradition in its later phase of existence2 does not show an 

objective picture, since songs can be demonstrated unreliably by its latest 

carriers; 

3. historical features of the formation of tradition: the genre calendar cycle 

and the sound characteristics of the territory of a later settlement will be 

different from autochthonous tradition, will have different laws of the for- 

mation of modes. 

Such features of ethnic tradition are well developed in the work of Ukrain- 
ian ethnomusicologists (for example, in the article of H. Koropnichenko 

(Koropnichenko 1998: 137-166). In spite of the fact that researches have often 

devoted their works to the topic of melodic geography, that is, the distribution 

and character of melodies in an area, this topic still needs to be clarified. After 

all, existing and available analytic tools do not cover the entire range of phenom- 

ena generated by the pitch formations of songs. We conduct an analysis of mel- 

odies by forming a scale, based on a 12-tone equal tempered system with some 

deviations (so-called diacritical signs), but this is not appropriate to traditional 

music. Moreover, for us, as for people (musicians with a European education) 

who studied tempered music, the tempered tune is the system of coordinates 

through the prism of which we place all the heard musical phenomena and 

through which we perceive any musical material. Such circumstances generate a 

set of issues related to the transcription and interpretation of a micro-interval or- 

ganization of sound systems, so we need to consider its (micro-interval organi- 

zation) features in the context of different genres and regions. 
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A short history of the acoustic analysis of pitch in ethnomusicology 
 

New possibilities related to the development of recording technology led 

to the appearance of precise acoustic measurements in studies of folk music. First 

of all, primarily pitch, and rarely rhythm, dynamics and timbre of folk music 

aroused the interest of researchers. The first acoustic measurements based on 

original archival records directly from native performers of the tradition appear 

at the beginning of the twentieth century. C. Stumpf, O. Abraham and E. von 

Hornbostel conduct a number of acoustic experiments on measuring the pitch of 

folk melodies at the music archive of the Institute of Psychology in Berlin (Chris- 

tensen 1991: 201-209). Prior to the advent of digital technologies, the equipment 

for measuring the pitch of a song or instrumental piece implied the explicit in- 

volvement of the researcher in the measurement process: the technology of meas- 

urement rested primarily on the perception of the researcher, the subtlety of his 

hearing. Some of the first researchers who were conducted acoustic measure- 

ments on folk music texts in Ukraine were P. Baranovsky (П. Барановський) 
and I. Iutsevych (Є. Юцевич). They created an acoustic laboratory where they 

developed their own pitch-measuring devices (for example, the poly-audiograph 

(Baranovsky 1959: 177-183) and conducted a series of acoustic experiments. The 

researchers interpreted their results in the context of the academic analytical sys- 

tem (using terms such as Phrygian, Lydian, etc. modes, major minor, subdomi- 

nant, dominant, and tonic). For unknown reasons, Baranovsky and Yutsevich did 

not turn to the ethnomusicological analytical methods, which at that moment 

were already established by the leaders of Ukrainian ethnomusicology 
S. Lyudkevich, F. Kolessa (Ф. Колесса), and K. Kvitka. Unfortunately, after a 
wave of interest in acoustic measurements in the field of folk music in Ukraine 

and elsewhere, which lasted until about the 1950s, despite the constant emphasis 

on the need for such measurements, this field of ethnomusicology became mar- 

ginal. Only today we can see the return of interest in this topic. Modern digital 

measurement methods (based on using special software) give the opportunity to 

receive accurate data on pitch and rhythmic units without the importance of re- 

search auditory control. And modern achievements in the development of data- 

bases allow us to make statistical calculations with huge amounts of information 

without requiring too many hardware resources. 
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Approbation of interval ratios method 
 

The analysis of a song begins with transcription. According to experience, 

researchers often have disputes during the transcription process based on the 

question of how exactly to define one or another note. But even in those instances 

where the opinions of ethnomusicologists coincide, one can follow the patterns 

in the processes of deviation pitch of tones from the tempered grid. The best way 

to deal with the problem of the amount of interpretation is to refer to the elec- 

tronic pitch acoustic analysis. This consists of several stages and includes the 

stage of measuring, calculation and statistic work. So, we have to use some meth- 

odology for this type of analysis. Since the issue of electronic acoustic analysis 

using digital technologies (which provides a more accurate picture of the physical 

pitch of the data) is at the created stage, we can turn to a few examples of such 

works. For example, this type of analysis was developed by Lithuanian ethnomu- 

sicologist R. Ambrazevičius (Ambrazevičhius 2015). He developed a method for 

measuring the scale tones or degrees and studied the vocal and instrumental folk 

music of various ethnic regions of Lithuania, showing the difference in scales 

(tuning for instrumental music) in different ethnic areas on the level of micro- 

intervals. 

We use the method of R. Ambrazevičius in our research. But at the same 
time, we try to approbate our own method of calculation and statistics, which we 

call a method of ratios. The priority of this method is that it allows us to go from 

absolute values to the values of the ratio between the intervals. As far as our 

method is on the stage of approbation, we show only several examples of its us- 

age. We take examples of two harvest songs from different regions of Ukraine 

with a well-preserved tradition, so-called Polissya (there are Western and Central 

parts of Polissya). The songs have different rhythmical models – (5+3)х2 and 

6х3. Also, they have some differences in scale: G – a – h – c – d – e and d – G – 
a – b – c – d. But these songs have common features in the melodic line (Pictures 
1, 2). 
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Figure 1. Harvest song from village Khmelivka, Olevsky district, Zhytomyr 
region (село Хмелівка, Олевський район, Житомирська область), recorded by I. 
Klymenko and S. Okhrimchuk (С. Охрімчук) in 1995. Transcription – A. Mazurenko. 

 

Figure 2. Harvest song from village Hruz’ke, Makarovsky district, Kyiv region 
(село Грузьке, Макарівський район, Київська область), recorded H. Koropnichenko 
in 1994. Transcription – A. Mazurenko. 

 
Building on the scale, we proceed from the fact that the perceived unit of 

musical text (the smallest part which we perceive as one tone) has one discrete 

note. Therefore, in the entire area of one note, we include all the sounds lying in 

the field of this pitch and assume the corresponding function of the degrees. But 

if we bring down together all the sounds corresponding to one degree, then we 

see that the resulting interval of extreme values of this series will vary for differ- 

ent degrees (figures 3, 4). 
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Figure 3. Harvest song (Khmelivka, Olevsky district, Zhytomyr region). The 
pitch range of every scale degree (extreme values, form during the strophe). Axis x – 
number of scales degree (1 – G, 2 – a, 3 – h, 4 – c1, 5 – d1, 6 – e1), axis y – Cents values. 

 

Figure 4. Harvest song (Hruz’ke, Makarovsky district, Kyiv region). The pitch 
range of every scale degree (extreme values, form during the strophe). Axis x – number 
of scales degree (1 – d, 2 – G, 3 – a, 4 – b, 5 – c1, 6 – d1), axis y – Cents values. 
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And if we say that we don’t perceive discreet sound, but interval – we 

could see another picture (Figures 5, 6). 

 

 
Figure 5. Harvest song (Khmelivka, Olevsky district, Zhytomyr region). Axis x 

– number of intervals in transcription during the strophe (the first strophe, for example 
1 – d-G, 2 – G-a, 3 – a-h, according to transcription in Pict. 1), axis y – difference be- 
tween every horizontal interval, listed in transcription and measured and calculated a real 
interval, Cents value. 
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Figure 6. Harvest song (Hruz’ke, Makarovsky district, Kyiv region). Axis x – 
number of intervals in transcription during the strophe (the first strophe, for example 1 
– d-G, 2 – G-b, 3 – b-c1, according to transcription in Pict. 2), axis y – difference between 
every horizontal interval, listed in transcription and measured and calculated a real in- 
terval, Cents value. 

 
 

In this graph, we can see the difference between each interval of the tem- 

pered scale written in transcription (and hence in the form in which we perceive 

the sound) and real distances measured by acoustic analysis. Positive values in- 

dicate that the real interval is wider than tempered, negative  that the real inter- 

val is narrower. 

Further work in the presented method of acoustic measurements and cal- 

culations requires an amount of processed musical material. it should be noted 

that the processing of each tone in the strophe and absence of special software 

for such type of work3 is a time-consuming process. And introduction of the 

shown method to the work of ethnomusicologists is associated with testing it on 

large data arrays, statistical work etc. We plan to develop this work in our further 

research. 

Based on the presented interval graphs, several interesting facts are no- 

ticeable: 
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1) The place of the greater difference between the tempered (transcribing) 
and real (performing) scale is regulated by the place in the strophe. We can men- 

tion stable zones and mobile ones, which means zones in strophes with small 

fluctuation form transcribing intervals and zones with a big ones. 

2) After wider intervals (in comparison with tempered) there are narrowed 

intervals. In this way, the performers seem to compensate for deviations from the 

center of the degree to stay at one tonal height. On the other hand, we know ex- 

amples (in many cultures), when the performers can’t maintain a single tonal 
height, which leads to a shift of the absolute pitch. Such examples are more often 

found in lyrical songs of a polyphonic composition. In such cases, it is necessary 

to introduce an additional value  the coefficient of displacement of absolute 

height. 

In the graphic images, we see that in the field of pitch there are many 

regularities that are still left out of the researcher’s attention. Nevertheless, such 
patterns will vary depending on the genre and the region of its existence, which 

we can see in the examples already investigated. Reaching this thesis requires 

further research based on a larger amount of statistical data. 

 
Conclusions 

 
   Despite the fact that the analysis of scales and genres is clearly regulated 

today, the means of acoustic analysis open up new possibilities for us to study 

the reg- ularities of these phenomena. For example, this method of analysis will 

allow us to create a detailed map of musical dialects that will be objective. Today 

we have extraordinary capabilities: the latest technology and the experience of 

our prede- cessors  from Pythagoras to K. Stumpf, E. von Hornbostel, O. 

Abraham, 

C. Sachs. By combining these possibilities, we can look deeper into the processes 

of musical perception and to know the mechanism and nature of the performing 

of the musical text. 
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Notes 

 
1 E. Gippius (Е. Гиппиус), Z. Eval’d (З. Эвальд), O. Pashina (О. Пашина), G. Lobkova (Г. 
Лобкова), G. Tavlay (Г. Тавлай), Z. Mazheika (З. Мажейка) and other. 
2 Some performers (especially young ones) can’t present tradition fully because their life in the 
village already isn’t accompanied by tradition. They can remember songs from their parents’ 
performances and show them in short view, often confusing rhythmic types, melodic lines or 
word structure, etc. Considering the fact that cases of such performance come across more and 
more often, we can say that it’s a confirmation of fading traditions. 
3 We used the linguistic research software Praat. 
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